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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent major incidents involving the release of hazardous chemicals have heightened the

awarcness of both the public and the private sectors that effective strategies must be dcvclopcd to

pre,cnt and to deal with emergencies. A number of federal, state, and local government agencies

share portions of the responsibility for various aspects of the problem. With the very considerable

overlap, as well as holes in the coverage, a study of this picture has been performed to rc\iew the

entire collage of activities and to recommend appropriate roles for FEMA and other agencies,.

While the entire area of hazardous materials may require such a treatment, the most chronic

needs for a strong direction arc cases where an airborne hazard is involved. The materials might

be in any form, but the means by which the threat overtakes people is such that little warning is

possible and immediate means of protection are very limited. There arc, in fact, many parallels to

be drawn between airborne spread of hazardous chemicals and the aiiborne dispersion from a

nuclear incident. Since these parallels exist and since the Federal Emergency Management

Administration (FEMA) has taken a leading role in preparedness for nucleai problems, it is natural

that .he experience and planning for hazardous materials, particularly airborne ones, should fall in

that agency. However, the nature of the disasters which are possible and the short periods during

which they occur make it absolutely mandatory that the responsibility for dealing with the problems

in local entities must lie with the local authorities.

The comprehensive study of FEMA and the various other entities required that the project be

divided into a number of tasks. These included:

1. Task I - The nature of the threat from incidents involving airborne hazirdous chemicals is

described.

2. Task 2 - Existing responsibilities of federal, state, and local agencies, as well as the part played

by the private sector, have been examined. Institutional options to new and existing approaches

for reducing risk are reviewed, and rccommend:!ions are made for these approaches.



3. Task 3 - Technical options are discussed in light of the most hazardous situations, and

recommendations are made for action or research where needed.

2. THE NATURE OF THE THREAT - TASK I

Several airborne hazardous-chemicals incidents that have occurred during the last several years

have focused the attention of the public on preparedness for such emergencies. Pcrh:.ps the greatest

attention has been paid to the disaster at the Union Carbide plant in Bhopal, India, in December

1984. This and other selected incidents are reviewed, with the objective to show the extremes in

the types of incidents that can happen. The Bhopal disaster illustrates an incident where toxicity

was the causative mechanism. On the other hand, the Pemex explosion in Mexico City during

November 1984 illustrates a chemical incident where fire and explosion were operative. The

Institute, West Virginia, release at a Union Carbide plant in August 1985 clearly illustrates that

there is cause for concern in the United States as well as abroad. The commonality here is the

sudden victimization of a population from a lethal situation against which they cannot gain

protection. The extent of the problem in the United States has been studied for the Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) and reported in the "Acute Hazardous Events Data Base" (AHE). We

have drawn recommendations from these experiences on different approaches to promoting better

planning, accident avoidance, and loss control. The AHE statistically reviewed 6928 separate events

that were reported between 1980 and 1985. Of these events, 468 led to a total of 138 deaths and

4717 injuries. It was concluded by EPA that neither high toxicity nor large quantities alone create

conditions for human casualties. In the events reported, most injuries were the result of toxic

chemical incidents, while most deaths were caused by the fire and explosion. Transportation releases

were involved in one-quarter of the incidents, while fixed facilities and storage areas accouned for

the remainder. Because of the quantities of hazardous materials kept in storage, these are generally

responsible for the largest releases.
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There appears to be a relationship between the annual production rates of certain hazardous

chemicals and the frequency of their inaivertent release. The relationship indicates a definite trend

toward increased releases for heavy tonnage chemicals. It also shows a significant number of

releases at lower annual production rates for chemicals such as HS, tetrachloroethylene, SO,, and

methyl chloride.

It is evident from the divcrsily of industry and transportation in the United States that there

is indeed a very large potential for disasters of the Bhopal or Pemcx types. The number of incidents

clearly point the need for greater vigilance. Given the enormous potential for transportation

incidents, no community of any size can ignore this potential source of disaster. Communities with

chcmica, plants have an added danger, but this danger is compensated for by the existence of

expertise in the community.

3. EXISTING RESPONSIBILITIES AND INSTITUTIONAL OPTIONS - TASK II

In Task II, an overview is provided of the existing responsibilities of federal, state, and local

agencies, along with a review of the activities in the private sector. Overlaps and gaps in the

responsibilities of the various agencies are identified, and their relationship to current government

activities is described. To provide a framework for the wide range of responsibilities, we divided

them into the following categories: planning, prevention, response systems, and training. Gaps and

overlaps in the responsibilities are delineated according to these categories. Institutional options

for new and existing approaches are also reviewed. The major federal statutes that impact hazardous

materials response are as follows:

1. Clean Water Act (CWA);

2. Hazardous Materials Transportation Act (HMAT);

3. Clean Air Act;

4. Toxic Substance Control Act (TSCA);

5. Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA);
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0- Resource Compensation and Recovery Act (RCRA);

7. Supcrfund Reauthorization (SARA); and

S. Occupational Safety and Health Act.

These statutes are described briefly, along with several recent state statutes concerned with

prevention of and response to hazardous-materials incidents.

3.1 FEDERAL RESPONSIBILITIES

A review of the responsibilities of the major federal agencies concerned with response at the

federal level is presented. Included is the role of the National Response Team (NRT) and the

Regional Teams (RRTs), who have the primary coordinating responsibility for hazardous material

(hazmat) emergency response at the federal level. In addition to the federal emergency response

programs, an overview of the involvement of federal agencies in extensive planning, training, and

prevention activities is presented. Responsibilities delegated to the federal agencies by the Superfund

Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986 (SARA) are emphasized.

3.2 STATE AND LOCAL RESPONSIBILITIES

The Tennessee Emergency Management Agency (TEMA) is selected as an example of one of

the foremost state emergency agencies in the country. TEMA's structure and facilities are described

along with Tennessee's implementation of the SARA provisions applicable in establishment of state

emergency response commissions. Local/regional emergency activities for emergency response are

included using the Memphis/Shelby County, Tennessee Hazardous Materials Advisory Council

(HMAC) as an example.

3.3 PRIVATE SECTOR ACTIVITIES

An impressive effort with respect to emergency response planning, training, and coordination

has been implemented by industry and private organizations, including technical societies. Probably

one of the most extensive efforts involves the programs initiated by the Chemical Manufacturers

Association. The programs of other organizations are also included.
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3.4 OVERLAPS AND GAPS IN RESPONSIBILITIES AND PROGRAMS

As noted, overlaps and gaps identified during this study have been categorized under planning,

prevention, response systems, and training.

For planning, the federal statues do not clearly define the roles and responsibilities of the

various agencies. Although intcragcncy coordination is accomplished through the NRT as mandated

by SARA Title Ill, it is the responsibility of the state emergency response commissions to develop

regional and local community emergency plans. However, the statute specifies only that the RRTs

may review these plans when requested but does not provide federal oversight of the state, regional,

and local planning programs. In our judgement, it is quite optimistic to assume that individual

communities will have the resources and expertise to develop comprehensive plans without extensive

support from governments, industry, and concerned private citizens. A list of the types of support

required for this planning is delineated, and recommendations are made concerning their

implementation. Of particular importance is a recommendation for development of a computerized

"National Hazardous Materials Data Bank," which would enable a planner to identify the hazardous

chemicals of local concern listed in the order of their relative risk to the local community. This

ranking would be established for both fixed facilities and transportation in the vicinity. Such a

system would enable a local community to a prepare preliminary risk assessment as a first step in

the planning process. Sources of the data could be the information currently required by provisions

in the SARA Title III statute. Additional data such as historical incident information on the

selected hazmats, toxic properties, average local weather conditions, and potential countermeasures

for these hazmats should also be included. Federal development of guidelines for the selection of

competent consultants for technical assistance to community planning teams is also recommended.

3.5 PREVENTION

Control of the release of hazmats throughout their entire life-cycle is a prime requisite for the

prevention of emergency releases. Here, responsibility falls under the jurisdiction of many agencies

and statutes. Coordination of the federal prevention programs under an agency or council
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comparable to the role played by the National Rcspon,c Team lor emereonev response acl,vities is

recommended. Responsibilities of this organization could include: information systems

cordination, federal research, and development program coordination and ovcrsight review of

facility safety and siting standards, coordination of operator training and certification, etc.

Probabiy one of the major activities concerning prcvention is centered in the recently passed

state statutes that require manufacturers of ha/nmaits to dcclop risk anal\vcs and emergency

procedures for their facilities. New Jersey's "Toxic Prevention Catastrophe Act" is -tr :i'':rple of

such a statute. Another excellent model for future prcention programs is the OSIIA Pilot Program

(C'FEMSEP). Wke recommend that consideration be ,i\cn to cstablishing a comparable OSHA

program that would enforce a federal range of rules developed for the prcention of industrial

ha/mat releases. Extension of the current OSI.A standards for hazardous \aste operators and

cmergen ' response personnel to all w.orkcrs handlinel hazardous chcmials is stroinily rccommended.

3.6 RESPONSE SYSTEMS

One of the most critical aspects of emcrgcene response to hazmat releases is the immediate

notification of local, state, and federal authorities when an incident occurs. The fact that delays in

notification have occurred or, at times, releases were not reported at all is well documented in the

literature. In our judgment, more stringent regulations are needed requiring immediate notification

(within 15 min. as required by nuclear regulations) of significant releases 'rotn atn\ storage vessel

or other item of equipment or any transportation vehicle.

Current statutes do not address the issue of emergency classification which refers to the

gradation of emergency conditions from small incidents to catastrophic ones. The statutes also

neglect the situation in which there is imminent danger of a hazmat release but the event has not

vet occurred. In each case, the public's welfare would be better served if the incident seriousness

were classified so that response organizations could be alcrted to an appropriate cmergency action

level.
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.Many vcr ha/ardous materials such as gasoline, petroleum solvcnts, liquefied petroleum gas

(LPG), and carbon monoxide are not included as CERCLA reporlable quantities, although they are

extremely reactive and/or toxic materials. LPG was the hazmat responsible for the deaths of 5(X)

pople and injuries to 25(X) people reported in the Pemex disaster that occurred in Mexico City in

1984. It is apparent that continuous evaluation and updating of the CERCLA "reportable quantity"

list are needed in order to include hazmats not currently listed and to dcvclop more stringent

requirements for listed hazmats where n,)re recent data on hazmat releases indicatc that additional

protection is needed.

3.7 TRAINING

It might appear from the number of available training programs ollercu i\ %ar ious, eovcrnlmcntal

and private or~ganizations, in addition to the rcquirements for training r.pcilicd by SARA Title Ill,

that the needs for support for this aspect are being adequately addressed. 1to\c\cr, various sources

indicate that the effectiveness and extent of coverage of current training programs arc not equitable

for the following reasons:

1. Consensus standards for training - Consensus standards are needed for the competency. levels

required for each level of response personnel.

2. Course evaluation - The content and quality of existing courses are very diverse. Evaluation

of these programs is needed to ensure consistcrwcy and to provide fkr adequate training at all

levels of response personnel.

3. Coordination of training courses - Numerous separate organizations offer courses but there is

little coordination so that programs are not evaluated and trainees have difficulty finding useful

cours es.

4. Extent of coverage by training programs - Only a fraction of the widcrange of response

personnel needing training are actually receiving it. One reason for this is the lack of adequate

support for training expenses.

Several recommendations to meet these training needs are included in this study.
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4. TECHNICAL OPTIONS FOR COUNTERMEASURES - TASK III

Task III provides a characterization of emergency releases of hazmats, the technical basis for

needed countermeasures, and an evaluation of our available resources. New technical approaches

for reducing the risk of hazmat releases are discussed. A methodology is proposed for measuring

the relative threat from various hazardous chemicals, and the system that was developed was tested

on 120 selected hazardous chemicals.

4.1 CHARACTERIZATION OF EMERGENCY RELEASES

A review of the principal methods currently used to characterize the nature of emergencies

produced a wide range of proposed definitions. The response levels as defined by the NRT Planning

Guide, which provides guidelines to the public for determining the extent of the emergency, are (1)

a potential ,.mergency, (2) a limited emergency, or (3) a full cmcrgency condition. Response

recommendations in terms of the emergency contacts to be made are also included. A comparison

of the NRT Response Levels with the Nuclear Emergency Classifications indicates that the latter

contains four levels of classification, including an "unusual event" category. This alerts responders

of potential degradation in the Fystem but no release of radioactivity. Consideration of the addition

of this level to hazardous-materials emergencies is proposed in order to provide notification where

a potential emergency exists or where the first responder is unable to specify the lcvel of response

when an actual release has occurred. The types and extent of response required are also included

in the NRT Response Level Definitions.

4.2 TECHNICAL BASIS FOR NEEDED COUNTERMEASURES

The technical issues are categorized, and their technical basis is defined for the following areas:

- Prevention

- Planning

- Response

- Training.
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The technical bases cover a broad range of technical activities that will involve experts from a wide

variety of discip!ines such as engineering, mathematics, physics and chemistry, education, social

science, and medicine.

4.3 EVALUATION OF AVAILABLE RESOURCES

Technical countermeasures for mitigation of hazardous-materials releases include a wide variety

of considerations, including emergency equipment, mathematical models, probabilistic risk

assessments, training programs, etc. An overview of the resources currently available to local

response organizations and chemical facilities that produce, store, or transport hazardous materials

is developed along with a partial identification of commercial sources.

4.3.1 Vapor Hazard Control

The control of vapors from a toxic release is the initial line of defense against the spread and

eventual damage to the public health that would occur. The control of fires and explosions has

equal priority because of possible dispersion of toxic chemicals and the general safety of the

surrounding community. Countermeasures evaluated include the following:

- Mechanical covers

- Vapor curtains

- Induced air movement

- Gelling equipment

- Foam systems.

Three basic mechanical cover techniques are considered: (1) total cover of the spill area by

cloth or other continuous material, (2) spray of a continuous cover such as urethane, and (3)

buoyant particles that can be floated on the surface to reduce vaporization. Floating cover

assemblies as well as particulate covers are available commercially, but cost may be a deterrent to

the latter technique.
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Water spray barriers can achieve worthwhile enhancement of the rate of dispersion and dilution

of heavy gas spills but, practical problems exist. Wind direction changes necessitate the use of

harriers wider than the actual vapor cloud and may require frequent redeployment of the

equipment. Sprays have been shown to be effective in reducing the flammable plume size downwind

of LNG spills.

Simple dilution provides a direct approach toward toxic and flammable vapor concentration

reduction. This involves the transport and mixing of uncontaminated air with the released vapors.

Large blower equipment, such as surplus jet cngiijes, is available commercially and is currently being

used by railroads to remove snow and by airports to disperse fog.

Foams hac the ability to suppress vaporization ,hen applied over the surface of a volatile

chemical. The foam forms a barrier with a high resistance to both convcclivc and molecular

diffusion: in addition, it has the ability to absorn the vapors to a certain extent. The efficiency of

vapor suppression depends on the vapor pressures and the aqueous solubilities of the vaporizing

chemical. Foams also reduce vaporization by insulating the chemical from solar radiation and the

ambient air. However, foams lose their effectiveness for vapor suppression due to aging and the

effects of wind, temperature, humidity, or intensity of sunlight. Additional layers of foam must be

applied when this occurs. Results of vaporization reduction tests (vaporization reduction is the ratio

of actual concentration in the ambient air using foam to the monitored concentrations for free

vaporization) indicate reductions that vary between 40 and 90% over duration periods up to 120

min. The results for ammonia showed reduction of about 50% for up to 120 min. Results for

the flammability suppression by foams were measured in terms of the secure time before ambient

air concentrations reached the lower explosive limit for particular flammable chemicals. Secure

times of 60 min. were achieved using foam depths of up to 10 in. In general, the data indicate that

substantial improvements in vapor suppression of many toxic chemicals must be achieved before this

method can be considered as a viable countermeasure. However, foams do appear to be quite

effective in preventing fires during the release of certain flammable chemicals.

4.3.2 Emergency Equipment
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A wide variety of equipment is available for prevention of toxic-material spills and response to

emergencies involving these materials. Many of these items are included in the equipment and

supplies carried by emergency response teams responsible for mitigating the effects of chemical

spills. Items described include the following:

- Chlorine emergency kits

- Off-loading pumping systems

- Patching and plugging equipment

- Response and communications equipment

-Equipment for fires

-Personal safety equipment

-Labels and placards.

In addition to the above items, inert-gas systems used for the prevention of fires and explosions in

vessels and storage tanks are also included.

4.3.3 Emergency Warning and Evacuation Systems

Emergency warning and evacuation systems are of utmost importance in the prevention of

injuries and fatalities from releases of toxic chemicals. For fires and explosions, warnings and

evacuations may be less effective due to the short lead times and the possible wide area effects.

More statutory emphasis should be placed on requiring immediate notification and evacuation in

cases where there is imminent danger of a fire or explosion even when no release of hazardous

materials has occurred. For toxic chemical releases, the effectiveness of large-scale evacuations has

been shown to be a function of the area to be evacuated, the population density, and the warning

time. Warning time is a particularly important factor. Other issues that impact the effectiveness

of evacuations include uncertainties in the physical hazards, uncertainties in the warnings, social

factors, organizational factors, and certain behavioral factors. In general, the public is more likely

to evacuate their homes when they perceive the situation to be personally threatening. However,
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most local communities are not well prepared for evacuations, and disaster preparedness for

chemical emergencies is not currently accorded high community priority and, therefore, is not

systematically addressed

Public warning systems for the types of events considered must not only warn the community

but also essentially provide specific directions for evacuation and/or sheltering. Systems available

include alerting components such as sirens, bells, whistles, and horns plus communication

components such as public address, telephone, radio, and TV broadcasts. Combined alert and

notification systems are available and are used at certain chemical plants.

The determination of the zone to be evacuated during an emergency involves complex

procedures that are dependent on many factors. Probably the most effective systems for this

determination are the computerized atmospheric dispersion-emergency response programs available

commercially. This judgment assumes that the release is of sufficient duration to allow operation

of the computer system. Further, operation of the -komputer in a real-time mode enables periodic

updating of the vapor cloud location, composition, and predicted direction of transport.

In the absence of available computerized systems or in cases where time will not permit their

application, quick estimates of the emergency response zone can be developed by using a variety of

published methods. These include evacuation tables, tables of maximum distances over which

hazardous gases may be harmful, simple mathematical formulas for estimating an evacuation zone,

and charts based on Gaussian dispersion equation calculations. Development of a simple low-cost

hand calculator that could be used by emergency response personnel to determine emergency

response zones is recommended.

As an alternative to evacuation, in-place sheltering may be a viable means of self-protection at

large distances downwind from the release point where the concentration of hazardous material is

well below the flammable limits but may still be toxic. Calculations indicate that for short-time

puffs of toxic gases, the dose to inhabitants of typical dwellings would be one or two orders or

magnitude less than if they were exposed to the vapor cloud outside. Although the dose to the
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inhabitants short-term is low, over a long period of time (hours) the dose would be the same as that

outside if the dw\elling were not opened and -luh,,d clean as soon as possible after the cloud has

passed. If this is not possible, c,,acuation from the contaminatled area max be necessary.

4.3.4 Ha/mat Monitoring and Ambient Air Dispersion Modeling

Response to a recent survey of monitorinig acrivities by various chemical plants indicated that

over 451: of the respondents routinely monitor emission o1 chemicals from their plants. The

following methods

arc used:

1. detection of odors by operating personnel,

" industrial hygiene monitoring,

i. portable gas detectors,

4. detector tubes,

grab samples,

6. fixed-point continuous monitors, and

7. personal dosimeters.

Although advances in technolog ' are in progress, the capability is not currcntl available for

measuring all hazardous substances in the ambient air using a single system. Various instruments

are designed for different chemicals: for the most part, howcver, the chemical species and its

expected concentration range must be specified before a reliable system can be installed for

emergency deteciicn and monitoring. The survey also revealed that most of the monitoring done

by chemical facilities is performed within the process unit areas; little monitoring is done at the

plant boundaries or beyond.

The two main categories of monitors are point sensors, which analyze the air at one or more

locations in or around a facility, and remote sensors, which arc capable of continuously monitoring

in entire plant area. Thc polii .,cnsors that werc reviewed include the folloming:

1. ion mobility spectrometers,
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2. amperomctric and voltammetric analyzers,

3. colorimetric analyzers,

4. flamc photometry analyzers,

5. nondispersivc absorption spectrometers,

6. dispersive absorption spectrometers,

7. fourier transform infrared spectrometers, and

S. mass spectrometers.

To remote scanning monitors were considered: (1) differential absorption light detection and

rang'ing (DIAL, t2) lidar systems.

Portable instruments for the detection of toxic or flammable chemical lcak.+ that wcre also

identified include:

. gas detector tubes,

2. comh'ustible gas detectors, and

3. portable gas chromatographs.

Many computcr-based dispersion models for predicting the spatial and tcmporal dispersion of

toxic and flammable vapor clouds have been developed and are no,,, commercially available. In

addition to their dispersion capabilities, certain models include features such as inclusions of local

emergency action plans, graphical displays of emergency action zones, information tailored to special

population (hospitals, etc.) needs, facility on-site features to indicate process features at the location

of the leak, and emcrgency plan checklists to monitor the progress of an emergency response.

A recent review of a group of 80 emergenq response models identified 1tt commercial

emergency response systems. Four of thee ten models were then subjected to detailed evaluations.

which included simulations of ctua!l dkp'rsion ,,, ,.ult, of the comparisons showed reasonable

agreement for several models and identified potential problem areas in others. A major deficiency

in all the models was the exclusion of simulations for chemical reactions, fires, and explosions.

Seven commercially available emergency systems are identified, and their fcaturcs and approximate

costs are compared.
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of information bases to be developed include:

1. ha.ardouw materials properties (toxicity, flammability, reactivity, physical properties, etc.)

2. historical data on hazmat accidents; and

3. invcntorics and materials flow for hazmats.

Several excellent data bases are available for the properties of hazardous materials, including

the EPA List of "Extremely Hazardous Substances," the Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS), the

MEDLARS Data Base, the CHRIS Hazardous Chemical Data Base, the Association of American

Railroads Data Base, DOT's Guidebook for Hazardous Materials Incidents, and NFPA's Fire

Prevention Guide on Hazardous Materials.

The most complete resource information for historical data on hazmat incidents is the EPA

Acute Hazardous Events Data Base. Transportation events are recorded under the DOT Hazardous

Materials Information Systems; and, by law, all significant hazmat events are to be reported to and

recorded in the National Response Center Data Base. This data base will probably improve

significantly under the reporting provisions of the new SARA Title III statute.

The only federal materials flow data base for transportation of hazmats is the Commodity

Transportation Survey. However, these data are usually aggregated and not useful for specific

materials flows. Data concerning hazmat transportation by rail or by water are available, but truck

data are far less plentiful. Local surveys are usually required to determine the flows of hazmats

through local communities for emergcncy planning purposes.

4,.3.7 Community and Facility Planning for Toxic Chemical Emergencies

Guides, planning procedure handbooks, and reports of successful planning projects have been

developed under sponsorship of the federal government, industry, trade organizations, and private

engineering organizations. Descriptions of the various documents available for planning operations

are included, along with a partial list of organizations available for consulting in this area.

4.4 NEW TECHNICAL APPROACHES

4.4.1 Prevention of Chemical Accidents
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Increased emphasis has been placed recently on the technical countermeasures involved in the

prevention of chemical accidents and the interaction between the prevention and the emergency

response aspects. Technical approaches reviewed in the area of prevention include the following:

1. human factors in accident prevention,

2. prevention at chemical production and storage facilities,

3. prevention through education and certification, and

4. community awareness programs.

Prevention countermeasures that appear promising for existing plants include:

1. plant risk analysis (HAZOP, Failure Mode and Effects, ctc.);

2. equipment depressurizing during emergencies;

3. secondary containment systems;

4. reduction of toxic material inventories;

5. substitutes for hazardous materials;

6. explosion suppression systems;

7. machinery vibration programs; and

8. improvements to storage systems;

Many of these countermeasures have already been implemented in various chemical plants.

Their adoption by the entire sector would almost certainly improve the overall safety and reliability

of the process industry and significantly reduce the frequency of chemical releases.

4.4.2 Detection and Warning Systems

Probably the most critical need with respect to detection systems concerns the requirement for

a remote sensing instrument that will detect releases of a wide range of chemicals over the entire

area or boundary of a plant site. Instruments are currently available to perform this task for one

or perhaps several chemicals but not for a broad range of materials. Also, they are not currently

capable of detecting a mixture of hazardous materials in the ambient air. Costs (or the available
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instruments for remote sensing are very high - probably beyond the range of most communities

concerned with monitoring local higLways, truck stops, rail yards, etC. The only realistic detection

,,,tcms for local monitoring appear to be low-cost point sensors for particular chemicals such as

ammonia, chlorine, and hydrogen sulfide. Selection of the hazards to be monitored can he

accomplished by hazard evaluations for a particular community and bv identifying those chemicals

that are most likely to present a risk to the community.

4.4.3 Minimizing Transportation Risks

Improved data and information systems concerning highway and rail transportation of hazardous

materials are probably the most critical countermeasures needed by local planning committees. Data

,are not currently available for the flow of these materials through the nation, and the only feasible

approach for their development is through local surveys. While some communities have already

made such surveys, the costs are probably too high for the resources of most local areas. It may

be feasible to utilize the data required by the new SARA Title IllI statute to develop a materials

flow data base; thus, studies of this potential resource are recommended.

The installation of adequate monitoring and warning equipment at transportation vehicle

concentration points such as rail yards and truck stops appears to be a critical need. Recent

experience has demonstrated that these points 'ire potential locations of toxic releases, and they

represent significant risks to the nearby populations.

Another proposed countermeasure concerns the use of radio warning systems installed in

vehicles carrying hazmats. These systems would be activated during an accident and would provide

first responders a description of the cargo and recommended response procedures from a remote

position. It is suggested that this practice, if adopted, would permit identification of the cargo much

more rapidly and remove doubt as to the proper procedures to be used in response to chemical

transportation accidents.

Development of remotely operated emergency response equipment, -2dvanced computer programs

that utilize artificial intelligence for emergency response situations, and investigation of the feasibility
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ot controlled burning during hazardous chemical releases are also recommendcd.

4.5 METHODOLOGY FOR RANKING OF CHEMICAL HAZARDS

A system for developing a uniform approach to the measurement of the relative threat from

various chemicals has been developed. This approach, which is needed because of the wide diversity

in these materials, assigns ratings for toxicity, fire, reactivity, mobility, domestic production, and

domestic shipments to each material. Each rating is then multiplied by an importance factor, and

the results are combined mathematically to obtain an overall ranking which can be used to compare

the relative risks for each material.

The rating system was tested on 120 hazardous materials selected from the EPA list of

"Extremely Hazardous Substances" and other sources. A broad range of variahlcs vas used as the

criteria for selection of these materials, including the following:

1. vcrv acute to low toxicity,

2. bulk industrial chemicals to low annual production rate chemicals,

3. highly flammable/explosive to nonflammable/nonreactive materials,

4. chemicals that have caused zero to many injuries or deaths during 1980-1985, and

5. very volatile (mobile) to slightly volatile chemicals.

Results of this rating system are tabulated in four categories representing materials of

descending levels of relative risk:

1. very high risk,

2. high risk,

3. moderate risk,

4. lesser risk.

No attempt was made toward ranking the individual materials within their individual categories.

The 120 chemicals selected were spread roughly equally among the four categories.

In our judgment, this ranking system should be of value to planners responsible for selecting

those materials which represent the maximum danger to their local communities and also for
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detcrmining the hazard ranking of new chemicals entering the market. Extension of this procedure

to the entire list of "Extremely Hazardous Materials" is recommended.
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ABSTRACT

Recent major incidents involving the airborne release of hazardous chemicals have led to

this study of effective strategies must be developed to prevent and to deal with cmcrgencics. The

comprehensive study of FEMA and the various other entities required that the project be divided

into three tasks. These included:

Task I - The nature of the threat from incidents involving airborne hazalrdous chemicals is

described. Based on available databases, a new methodology for ranking chemical hazards is

proposed and tested.

Task 2 - Existing responsibilities of federal, state, and local agencies, as well as the part played by

the private sector, have been surveyed. Legislation at all levels of government are reviewed and in

light of this analysis, the role of FEMA is examined. Institutional options to new and existing

approaches for reducing risk are reevaluated, and recommendations are made for these approaches.

Task 3 - Technical options are discussed in light of the most hazardous situations, and

recommendations are made for action or research where needed. Emphasis is laid on new and

emerging technologies in the area. Finally recommendations are offered regarding actions which

would improve preparation, training, mitigation, and response on the part of FEMA to the release

of hazardous chemicals.



1 INTRODUCTION

Recent major incidents involving the rclease of hazardous chemicals have heightened the

a.varcness of both the public and private sectors that effective stratecgics must be developed to

prcvent and to deal with emergencies. A number of federal, state, and local govcrnment agencies

share portions of the responsibility for various aspects of the problem. With the very considerable

overlap, as well as holes in the coverage, it is desirable to perform a studv of this picture and to

rc,icw the entire collage of activities and to recommend appropriatc roles for FEMA and other

agencics. FEMA's role in the hazardous materials area, as in other emcrcnev management

problems, is one of coordination. FEMA is not a resource acency , h cxcnive substantive

expertise or operational responsibility. The implication of coordination is that multiple

organi/ations which usually function separately arc to work together, similar in a general sense to

what is understood by physical or mechanical coordination: the pieces connect \ hcre they are

supposed to and work together to move ahead in a common direction. In his coordination role,

the Director of FEMA is responsible for assuring that legally mandated elements of emcrgency

management do in fact exist, that when they should they can and are likely to work together rather

than independently, or, worse at cross purposes, and that the approaches used to manage the various

aspects of the problem are reasonable and likely to meet the requirements to the extent that current

knowledge, technology and management allow.

While the whole area of hazardous materials may require such a treatment, the most chronic

need for a strong direction is cases where an airborne hazard is involved. The matcrials might be

in any form but the means by which the threat ovcrtakes people is such that little warning is

possible and immediate means of protection are vcry limited. There are, in fact. many parallels to

be drawn between airborne spread of hazardous chemicals and the airborne dispersion from a

nuclear incident.

Since these parallels exist and since FEMA has taken a leading role in preparedness for

nuclear ptollcns, it is a relatively small sttp Ior FEMA in its coordination role and through its



cmergen.v management assistance program to support state and local governnnts, to deal with

planning for hazardous materials, particularly airborne ones, in conjunction , ith other agencies.

H1-owever, the nature of the disasters which are possible make it absolutely mandatory that the

responsibility for dealing with the problems in local entities must lie with the local authorities.

While accidents are a large portion of the hazard, obviously one must also have a concern for

hstile acts. Again, the airborne segm,nt of the hazards in such events is the primary focus of this

investigation.

The comprehensive study of the role of FEMA and the various other entities in preventive

measures and planning requires that the project he divided into a numbcr of tasks. Quoting from

the work statement for this project (see Appendix A), these include:

1. Ta,,k I - The Threat. There appears to be no consensus on how to define the threat. Several

measures of toxicity and exposure are available and are used for various purposes, but toxicity of

the chemical agent is only one aspect of the threat, however central. Approaches will be

summarized and evaluated, and recommendations will be dcvclopcd for a systematic approach.

The emphasis will be on acute, emergency conditions, as opposed to chronic, long-term situations.

The interest is in chemicals that have the potential for endangering people over significant

areas. Emphasis will be placed on chemicals that can become airborne (gases, vapors, and

aerosols), and to a lesser extent, waterborne.

The mechanism of dispersal can be chemical plant accidents, transportation accidents, or

malevolent dispersal, including nuclear attack. Relative hazards may be proportioned to the

product of the acute toxicity (reciprocal of LD¢,,) and quantities normally present or easily

obtainable.

2. Task 2 - Current Responsibilities. The statutorv and regulatory responsibilities of federal

agencies, including overlap and or gaps, will be identified. Significant activities at the state

and local levels will be summarized. Strategies being developed by many private organizations

and trade groups to handle emergencies and reduce risk wil he described. More effective
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methods are to be identified of dealing with problems that still pose substantial risk for which

truly effective countermeasures have not yet been developed. Organizations and institutions

with the capability of solving the problems will be identified, and possible arrangements to

ensure resolution will be explored.

3. Task 3 - Technical Options. Principal methods to characterize the nature of emergencies and

to identify the technical basis for needed countermeasures will be revicwc!. The effectiveness

of these actions will be evaluated, and needs for improved respon-, actions will be identified.

Resources will be evaluated in the context of current or potential availability to local

emergency teams and capabilities of FEMA to coordinate access to resources. Existing and

potential new approaches to reducing risks and consequences will be considered. Approaches

will include warning systems (technologies), data bases (such as CHIEMTREC), training and

safety programs, emergency plans, and so forth. In particular, needs for new approaches and

opportunities for FEMA will be highlighted.

Task I (Sects. 1 through 3) is divided into sections describing the nature of some of the major

airborne disasters that have occurred recently and have served as a catalyst for the current study.

Accident frequency and severity statistics are divided into transportation and processing sectors. The

former is further subdivided into the various transportation modes such as rail, truck, air, and ship.

The processing category includes actual processing and storage. Task II (Sects. 4 through 9)

provides an overview of the existing statutory and regulatory responsibilities of federal, state, and

local agencies with respect to emergency response to hazardous chemical releases. Overlaps and

gaps of the responsibilities of the various agencies are summarized. Also, the activities of private

organizations and trade groups are identified, and their relationship to current governmental

activities is described. The intent of Task II is to provide FEMA with a current overview of these

responsibilities and activities, which will assist in the determination of appropriate roles for FEMA

and other federal agencies in this area. To provide a framework for the wide range of emergency

response responsibilities, we have divided them into the following categories: prevention, planning,
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response, and training.

Task II (Sects. I0 through 18) reviews the principal methods to characterize the nature of

emergencies and defines a technical basis for the countermeasures that are currently available, under

development, or projected as future approaches. An evaluation of these countermeasures is

developed, and requirements for improved response actions are summarized. Also, existing and

potential new approaches to reducing the risks and prevention of hazardous chemical releases are

included. In particular, the need for new technical approaches that present opportunities for FEMA

programs is emphasized. Task II deals with the development of the methodology for ranking

chemical hazards (Sect. 16). The principal factors include type and intensity of' ha/ard (toxicity, fire,

and explosion) and the extensive factor (production. location shipments). In Sect. 17, the nroposed

methodology is tested on a number of chemicals which were selected to exhibit a wide range of

risks.

The many acrn-mns used in this document are identified in the Glossary of Acronyms in Sect.

20. In addition, when an acronym is used for the first time, the full term is also given in order to

assist the reader.



2 OVERVIEW OF RECENT CHEMICAL EMERGENCIES

Several airborne hazardous-chemicals incidents that have occurred during the past several years

have focussed the attention of the public on preparedness for such emergencies. Perhaps the

icatest attcntion has been paid to the disaster at the Union Carbide plant in Bhopal, India. This

disaster and other selected incidents are reviewed here. Our objective is to show the extremes in

the types of incidents that can happen. The Bhopal disaster illustrates an incident where toxicity

was the causative mechanism. On the other hand, the Pemex explosion illustrates a chemical

incident where fire and explo;ion were operative. The release at Institute, West Virginia clearly

illustrates that there is cause for concern in the United States as well as abroad. The commonality

here is the sudden victimization of a population from a lethal situation against which they cannot

gain protection. The extent of the problem in the United States has been studied for the U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the results of which are summarized in Sect. 3. We have

drawn recommendations from these experiences on different approaches to promoting better

planning, accident avoidance, and loss control.

2.1 BHOPAL DISASTER

Millions of words have been written and spoken in the news media about this accident. In its

barest outline, the following events occurred. Sometime during the late evening of Sunday,

December 2, 1984, the contents of a methyl isocyanate (MIC) storage tank at the Union Carbide

India, Limited, pesticide plant in the center of Bhopal, India, became dangerously hot because the

tank's refrigeration unit was not operational. Pressure in the tank rose to an untenable level at

about the time of a shift change. Shortly after midnight, the rupture disk on the tank released and

remained open for 2 h, allowing 40 tons of MIC to be released into the atmosphcre. The safety

backup systems, which included caustic scrubbers and a flare, were not functional at the time. The

vapor release covered a heavily populated slum area of the city, killing 2)0)) to 30() people and

seriously injuring 2),(XX) others. Approximately 2(X),(XX) of the city's 8(0),0)() inhabitants were
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affected by the release.

Investigation into the incident has been widespread and has included Indian federal and state

government studies, a company investigation, and a number of independent inquiries. Since the

accident is still in litigation, the plant personnel closest to the scene are prohibited from discussing

the details; howcver, the hypotheses that have been presented to date paint a picture of plant

operation which, at best, could be described as lax.

If any one of the following five safety devices had been functional, the disaster would have been

averted:

1. There appeared to be a great deal of water in the storage tank. Its source is unknown, but it

is a major goal of the process to keep the MIC anhydrous. Without water, the reaction would

not have been initiated and the disaster would not have occurred.

2. The refrigeration unit that is used to keep the MIC in the storage tank below a temperature

where it is reactive was not functional and had not been for months. With refrigeration, the

reaction would have been too slow to cause any problem, even with water present in the

system.

3. Alarms that would have alerted operators to the problem either did not function or were

ignored. Temperatures in the tank were observed, but the critical time in the temperature rise

occurred at a shift changc so it was not sufficiently well followed.

4. The caustic scrubber, which is an emergency device used to absorb released MIC, could not be

made to function from the control room. The caustic feed pump required on-site activation,

which was not done. An operational scrubber would have eliminated the release.

5. The release was vented through a vent pipe which is equipped with a flare. The flare was

undergoing maintenance at the time of the disaster; if it had been functional, no disaster would

have occurred.

If the above-mentioned items are indeed facts, one can only conclude that the management

personnel were either derelict in their duty or very ill-trained for their jobs.
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The lessons to be learned from this incident are ver fundamertal. First, maintenance of safety

equipment is an absolute necessity. Second, training of the personnel in the handling of

energencics i s a nccessarv part of the job. Evening and night shifts require engineering staff in

plants Ahere airborne disasters are a possibility.

2.2 PEMEX DISASTER

On November 19, 1984, a natural gas explosion occurred at San Juan lxhuatepec, a suburb of

Mexico City, which caused the deaths of 50W people and injured 25WX others. Approximately

21X) (XX) persons were left homeless. The plant in question was a liquefied petroleum gas plant and

distribution center. A leaking truck at the distribution center was apparently ignited either by the

flarc or a welder's torch. The fire heated the nearby storage vess1k, of which 12 subsequently burst,

adding enormously to the conflagration in a plant which was not laid out with a view to preventing

the spread of such disasters. As in Bhopal, a "shanty town" had grown up next to the plant, a

,ituation that added greatly to the casualties. As has been the case in a number of instances, a

population has exposed itself to a hazardous situation subsequent to the locating of a plant in a

remote area.

In this case the airborne release itself was not lethal; it was the potential (or, actually, the

rcali,.ation of the potential) an explosion which caused the disaster. This sort of threat is readily

distinguishable from the case of a poisonous gas release. It is important to note that a gas

explosion is an even more rapidly developing situation than the exposure to a lethal gas. Hence,

the precautions that are necessary in such cases fall entirely upon the operators of the production

or storage facility. Because of the quantities of materials involved and the diversity of locations in

which explosive matLrials (such as liquefied natural gas) are stored, this is a very' significant

concern.
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On1A101, 1-\t. ,~ HN5, I''§.1r Con arbide ,uffeCred ainother eas leak, thrs timec at it\ plant located in

In,,ijtute, 'Wcst Virl-ini,i t.n a pesticide prcc.Ursor facility \xas ni tl\ d. Thk is ime a > ( ) -i!al

~ c nta n inv t 1 ) t~al of aldecairb omie U jsol\cd in met hvcnc chloride, kas the source of I he

relase. Steam kas piped to the jacket surrounding the ,essel. The pressure increase cause'd bx the

hii-,h lo volalIlc miet hvlne chloride initiated a series of' releases, which I ncl tded (ic ,aftt aI to

the scrubber and flare s~stcms and three gaskets on the ports to the tank. The failure of a rupture

disk on the scrubber and flare sv:;tem caused much of the ieas to be released to the atmosphere.

T he clouLd dritled ovecr the plant boundairy into a rsidenitial ncitu1horhood. Oocrall. 1 35 people

%ocrc exposed and were trea ted I-r eve, throat. and lutngt irritation. The tank ssas part of ai

temiporary\ aldccarb svsttni originally built fothrppoend\a big phased out at the tite

of' the accident. It sas replaced by a new, larger system which was in startup at the time of the

ac.cident. With this accident as with Bhopal, multiple safcty nets failed or were in ill repair. The

IfolIlossNi nt_, are the c oncerns:

I Wh N did the salety valve on the flare system lIail after the port g~askets'.

-. Why did the rupture disk burst on the lare-scrubber systemn?

3. Why was the A~atcr spray Ssstm around the tank insufficient to contain the leak"~

4. WhyN did Carbide personnel wait 210 min before alerting the community?

Th e response to the last question is the Carbide personnel relied on the Safer computeni/ed

dispersion-modeling system to predict whether the release would affeet the community. A faulty

prediction tha, z:ic cloud would not be dangerous beyond the plant gates led to the delay of

notification. It was subsequent ly revealed that (1) no constants for aldecarb oximec were included

in the program's data base and (2) insufficient data were available on the effeets of exposure to

aldcearb oxime.

In this case. moire safetly and health in formation, as well as greater atten tion to details ot

maintenanc and operation, would have completely averted this disaster. Union Carbide was



subseijuiflil citcul h C thpe 1-LTmen of I 'Jbor Ir \ %Jlllul viokition<,, ol health atnd ssItct\ standard,,.

Tho tusands ot' ot her chcmic il i ut'iden t' hJvC Oec ,Uird o er t he Near,,. %iost have not been as

dirmatic nor h so.c miost ca ucd a01 M\ iu~ur\ but I he potential lor majo r dv i istcrs is, ak~avs present.

Thcrcforc, we inns! plan tor miinimi/anon ot the effects of' the unav tidable few thatl occur.

24 ACUTE H1t.%T-YSEVNTFS DATA- BASE

As ai respi ns to concerns, ab0Ut the sal'clv of the domestic chemical imd ut r% raised by thc

Bhopal di.>astcr. the Office 4 oic Sub :ancc,, of t he U.S. EPA comiiio(ncd a st ud% of' the nat ure

and extent f incidents of accidental chemical releases, in the Uinited States. The resulting- report.

"Acute I Ia/ardous Events, Dmta lRisc" ([PA 500-5-85-02 1 statist1icallv reviews 09)2S sepa'rzoctc ciC l

thsit were re~ported bceeni k and 1085§. The objective was to characterize thc t\ pes of events,

rclcastni flu ete toxic substances, thC Su~hsan11CCS involved, and the factors leadino to the airborne

relcases.

The evenits recorded comec from reports made to two fedleral off-ices, tive offices within tour state

overnments, one enigineering l'irm\', collection of' event reports, anid fivec electronic or print miedia

sourecs. %lost (4f the sources, did not cover the entire 1980-85 period and did not include 091; of

the records from [the 19N3-84 period. The Al IE Data Base is best characterized as a partial listing

o1 accidental chemical releases, based on an in formal sampling of public, readi ly available data

sources.

About 418.7 x 1lth~l of various chemicals were amiong the events in the study released. About

25 '4 of the records failed to indicate - quantity released. In all, 2WX substances were involved with

events in which there were reported casualties, with 251r of these being attributable to high-volumei

inorganic chemicals (chlorine, ammnonia, h~drochloric acid, and sulf'uric acid). Another 30"; of' the

events, with report d casual tics were ass ciatcd with the release of- indust rial organic chemicals.

It as, concluded that neither high toxicity nor large qjuantities, alone can create conditions, for

humian casual ties. In the events, rep irtet,, miost i nju rtes Acere the result Of tiCM whiiit e xI cMost deaths

wecre caused by fire and explosion. I loweve-,r, it is obv ious that a single BhopAl disaster would skew,\
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thi, in the other direction.

Tranportation releases account for 25; of the incidents in the AHE and 33( of the casualties.

Fihc leading causes of transportation releases arc leaks (38'4) and collisions (20"4). As expected,

ii ucking incidents account for more than half of the recorded events, while rail cars contribute 38%.

I- tpelincs report fc" even's, but the quantities involved in each case are very much larger than other

tran,,portation incidents.

In fixed facilities, spills (7()'- ), and vapor releases (251%;) occur more frequently than fires and

cxplosions (5% or less). Equipment failure and operator error are the most frequently reported

causes. Processing vessels, storage facilities, and the piping systems of plants contribute roughly

equally in terms of frequency of incidents. Because of the quantities of materials kept in storage

areas, these are generally responsible for the largest releases.

It is evident from the diversity of industry and transportation in the United States that there

is a very large potential for disasters of the Bhopal or Pemex types. It should be added that these

incidents, for the mo t part, clearly point to the need for greater vigilance. Given the enormous

potential for transportation incidents, no community of any size can ignore this potential source of

disaster. Although communities with chemical plants have an added danger, this danger is

compensated for by the existence of expertise in the community. The AHE data base provides an

excellent source of information on which to base tests of our criterion.
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3 RELATIVE ACCIDENT FREQUENCIES AND SEVERITY

There is reasonable agreement that the development of a preliriinary hazards anal' sis is

mandatory as a prerequisite to community planning for hazardous chemicals emergencies. However,

such a task requires that the principal hazards be identified and assessed with respect to the

chemical properties, source, and potential quantities of materials released, demographic factors such

as nearby population, average weather conditions, and probabilities of release from various sources

based on historical data. This section presents an overview of recent information concerned with

the relative frequencies and severity of hazardous chemical accidents.

3.1 RELATIVE ACCIDENT FREQUENCY BY SECTOR

Zaccor2 analyzed release frequencies for the various sectors shown in Table 1, which were based

on EPA data collected between 1967 and June 1973.' More recent information for the period

1980-1985 as was developed for EPA, the Acute Hazardous Events (AHE) Data Base, is also

tabulated by sector in Table .' This information may indicate a shift in frequency from

transportation events to in-plant events, but the two data sets used had different underlying sample

frames and selection criteria so that a direct comparison of the results is unwarranted. -' Zaccor also

tabulated the transportation data by transport mode as shown in Table 2. Highway events dominate

the total number of events, but published frequency data per mile per vehicle indicate only a slightly

higher highway rate.4 This is probably due to a lower number of railway miles traveled per shipment

as compared with highway shipments.

Caution should be used in utilizing these data for other than qualitative purposes since the

requirements for reporting events in the transportation sector are very stringent; therefore, the data

may not reflect numerous incidents that occurred in industrial plants. The decrease in

transportation percentages for the 1980-1985 EPA data shown in Table 1 may be an indication of

this bias since reporting requirements have been tightened recently by the Comprehensive

Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA) of 198(0. Also, not all the
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Tabl 1. Frequency of release of hazardous materials by sector

Percent of Percent of
Sector total events total events

(1967-1973) (1980-1985)

Transportation 57 25

Ioading/unloading 25

In-plant processing 10 75
In-plant storage 8

Total events 1441 6928

Table 2. Release of hazardous materials release by transport mode

Percent of
Transport sector total events Accident frequency

(1967-1973) (per mile per vehiclea)

ll ghwav 90 2.5 X 10-6
Pail 9 1.5 X 10-6

Air 0.8 1.0 X 10-8
'ater 0.2
Pipeline low
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reported events during the indicated periods were included in either set of data; thus, the results

do not represent a complete picture of chemical accidents during the indicated time frames.

Further, the two studies used different groups of data sources, so there may be systematic bases

toward events from fixed facilities or from transportation accidents.

3.2 RELATIVE ACCIDENT SEVERITY BY SECTOR

An analvsis of event severity from the EPA data indicates that the transportation sector does

not dominate the severity data. Table 3 indicates the relative severity (as described in the table)

as a function of the sector. Ranking of the "hazard potential" for the data in the 1967-1973 EPA

data ' indicated that the sector order for decreasing risk was reversed (storage, processing,

transportation) when compared with the frequencyv rating in Table 1. The later EPA data

(19 0-1985)' confirm this trend, as shown in Table 4. The average release from storage vessels is

far greater than that from process - or in-transit-related events (except pipeline events that were not

speciticallv listed in the 1967-1973 data). Reasons for the excess storage vessel hazard

probablyinclude the larger quantities of hazardous materials stored and lower levels of operator

attention to the stored materials as compared with the surveillance during normal processing and

truck/train transport. These were significant factors in the release of mcthyl-isocvanate during the

Bhopal disaster in 1985 (see Sect. 2).

3.3 RELATIVE ACCIDENT FREQUENCIES AND SEVERITY BY HAZARDOUS CHEMICAL

Table 5 indicates the frequency data and quantities released for the most important 18

chemicals arranged in terms of decreasing number of events for the period 1980-1985; also included

arc frequency data for 15 other selected hazardous chemicals. Although PCBs head the list, they

wcrc not responsible for the greatest number of events where injuries wcre reported (and none of

the PCB records had a reported fatality). Chlorine is the major hazard in this area, followed by

anhydrous ammonia, hydrochloric acid, and sulfuric acid. Surprisingly, the average quantities of

chlorine released per event are low (3W) to 4(W lb per event). Note that the data in Table 5 should
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?ch~3. Ranking of operational areas by severity-hazard potential

(197-173data)

S ~ c t or Mean hazard potential'____

[2-I 5orage 4.58

pr1ocess 4.18

ri ,. 2.88

un~oading2. 31

'Hnzard potential is a function of the quantity of the material spilled and
rc1-iiv haz-ard level (RHL) of the substance as determined by its toxic ity.
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Ta.ible 4. FrCq uJC ncx and release of' lha/rdous chemnicalIs by sector

1- I\ifliaicd Estifliatcd F i matU cd
FIcllls nulliber "lfliollill Esiinied median

of Released Nlcaii aliouflt 1111OuL11
C\ ell I (.\ 10" 1b) (lb cvcfl[ (l 1\cck

In-Plant 1,ocation

1PrIIc\N \C,,scl\k~ 11.7 2-,,1()() 420
SIr~c \Ncl, 7()4 1 IR 403,000__IX)

)I Ir Io iin' I232752 1l

FIt 4114 370.3 1090I4()

I n-Trim ti' Mode

Railroak&, 15 7.1) 27,100 41()
8 5. 03,10 0,8001

Bar1 9 3.3 113,800)21

To ( I I I (M.3 43.63 39,9001 46()

Total (allI sectorN) 5 20)7 413.93 79,500) 321)

F lll Mi.wcrc release (Iuanltitics, wrc reported.



11 nte 1r, rtcd % I th CA L t Mn. NJnIC Is thIe Cellnt SUII inmmt /ed I acI- lio I parI t I, i ri ormal sampling

o1 fromtt [r~tic 1081-85, period. The qUiintitics rclea,,cd arc often approximations in the AHE,

iiOC( Jo not.,.... .. , uji,..5 ,i-dL

The relation> ,hip bctweccn I he a inual produci )n ratcs of the chemicals listed in Table 5 and the

numbecr o1 rcca~, is of initerest in thc dc~cloprncr[ ofl a ha/atrds analv-is. Fitpirc I indicates the

1Iequj1cn1Cv Of rcIN aI aUnctioln oIt annulJ p dUction1 I.0r 28' o1 these chcmicals. The data do not

aI t-ood correlation (cLorr, aImon coilficient i ) but 11kv do indicate a trend toward

incrcatcd rcacs for the hea v tonnalt-c chemical product ion. They also showk a ,hinificant number

I rce~~at productI1 ion ate of Ie"", thain I billion lb per %cair for I I.S, tctrac.hloroethvlene, SO,.

uid mect hv chloiride.

-iL urc 2i nd icate,, the quantities of' the top 17 chemnicaL' base,;d on events) released as a

unction of their ann ual production rates in I () 4. \A- in. the data indicate a tirnd towvard greater

+1Ia iti ic released at higher prod uction rates, but the correlation i.s not sign i leant (correlation

coefficient =0.43). A ratio wvhich assumes that the release quantities reported in Table 5

approximate the total releases experienced during the 1980-1985 period indicates that between 3

aind 73() tons of' these chemicals were manufaictured per pound of chemical released during the

period.

3,.4 EVENTS INVOLVING DEATH OR INJURY

The data from the 1980-198f, EPA data base indicate that death or injury was reported for 6.8%

of all the events and ini t.9C* of all the ecents one or more fatalities wecre reported. The total

number of reported injuries was 4717. with an average,, per injury death event of' 10. The total

number of deaths reported was 138, and the average death per event was 2 1rne to 11). The

earlier (1968-1973) data indicate an average injury per injurdeath event of 3.3 and an average

death I'death evecnt (of 1.3. This may be an indication of increasinit severity. of events, underreporting

of* hazardous incidents, or the different sampling frames for the data sets. Fires and] explosions
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[',ibh 1 . IHazardous cheIIi cal releases during 1980 - 1985

108'4 production quantities)

1984 Quanti ty
iI.-arkIous Data U S. Production Number of released
c c u Cal po int (10 lb,'vear) releases ib)

1590 1 204,448
>1i f'tic acid 83 6 453 3.987 6(

At:,:ii 2? 33.4 258 2 756 031

1i lo it' 3 21 4 245 80 , 897

.2':rahloric acid .. 5.5 213 3 )46 381
>.Vd'cc U'vdroxide. 5 21.8 181 12, ()z 8 1 77

, Th()l 6 8 2 115 2 ,883 823

I-; i c acid 7 15.5 115 3 939 974

hv 1 chloride 8 0.4 98 70, 214
S5. 3 95 4 820,8,),

'.''1 chloride 0 6. 1 79 200,812
a' ic acid 11 22 .7 72 530, 68()

12 9. 7 65 677 ,450)
!I,. ' dichloride 13 10 7 63 676, 345

Svr 14 7 7 62 251,130
1l% 1o. ,e n sul fide 15 1 58 128,488
Te - cI oroethvlene 16 0.6 50 770,858

I u1 - d i ox ide 17 0.4 46 898,668

c .ivic-ne oxide 18 5. 2 27 b
ivl acetate 19 2.0 21 b

Ph7 os.iene 20 1. 5 14 b
livdrogen cyanide 21 0. 7 12 b
Sic thc] rercaptan 22 0. 005 8 b

Qblordane 23 0.006 6 b
511?K solvent 24 0. 2 4 b
Acroe in 25 0.07 2 b
EpicII o-ohv(r in 26 0. 36 2 b

,e thy isocvanate 27 0.04 1 b
F1,1 oI i I1 28 0.01 1 b

'Please see Figs. I and 2.

TInd icares release quantities not tabulated in ref. 3.
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predominate as the cause of death, while toxic exposure by spill or vapor release was nearly always

associated with injuries. Representative chemicals where toxicity caused injuries included ammonia,

chlorine, hydrochloric acid, phosgene, and nitric acid. For deaths in which fire and explosion were

apparently the main cause, representative chemicals were chlorine, gasoline, oil and propane. No

attempt was made in the EPA data base to develop a fatal accident frequency rate but Ozog'

reports a value of 4 for the chemical processing industry and a recommended valuc of 0.4 for new

chemical facilities. This rate represents the number of fatal accidents in a group of 100 persons

over an aggregate working lifetime of l0r h.



4 CURRENT RESPONSIBILITIES

The results from Task 2 in the work statement (Sect. 1.0). which covers current responsibilities,

are numbtered in sects. 4 to 1M. They provide an overview of the existing s,tutor. and regulatory

responsibilities of federal, state, and local agencies with respect to countermeasures to hazardous

chemical releases. Overlaps and gaps of the responsibilities of the various agencies are summarized

in Sect. 10 Also, the activities of private organizations and trade groups arc identified and their

relationship to current governmental activities are described in Sect. 8.

To provide a framewoik for the wide range of emcrgency response responsibilities, we have

di\idcd them into the following cateiories: prevention, planning, response, and training.

4.1 PREVENTION

Prevention of hazardous materials (hazmat) releases is primarily the responsibility of the

management of fixed production, storage, or conversion facilities or the owneriopcrators of vehicles

that transport these materials.

F-:.uttcs for tt- regulation of the fixed facilities with respect to release prevention have only

recently been promulgated by several states. However, a comprehensive set of federal and state

regulations are in force for the transport of hazmats. Federal and state statutes are discussed in

Sect. 5.

4.2 PLANNING

Probably one of the most important aspects of emergency response mitigation is concerned with

the planning for possible events at all levels of government (federal/state and local). Past

experiences have demonstrated that poor or inadequate planning for hazmat emergencies has led

to disastrous consequences in terms of lives lost, injuries sustained, and property damage. The

disaster in Waverly, Tennessee, in 1978, where an ineffective evacuation was attempted, is a good

example of this. 7 After the Bhopal disaster, it became very apparent that adequate planning is

essential; as a result, several federal and private organizations have developed guidance documents
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for community planning. Recently, new federal and state statutes have been enacted which require

planning for hazmat emergencies at all levels of government. Descriptions of these activities and

statutes are included in Sects. 5.7 and 5.9.

4.3 RESPONSE

Responsibility for emergency response to hazmat air releases almost always resides at the local

level. For events such as the Bhopal disaster, the duration is usually only a few hours and sufficient

time to activate state or federal agency support teams is not available. Therefore, the roles of the

state and federal governments are primarily in the areas of preparedness/planning, training, technical

assistance, information exchange, and provision of proper support such that communities are

prepared for these emergencies. A summary of the operational support available at all levels of

government, as well as from industrial and private organizations, is included.

4.4 TRAINING

Training for personnel to respond to hazmat emergencies is available through federal, state and

local government agencies, and private training vendors. These activities are directed toward all

response levels from "first responder" through management of emergency organizations. An

overview of training activities is included with this study, and problems with the current system are

identified (see Sect. 10.4)



FEDERAL AND STATE STATUTES FOR HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

The major ftderal statutes that impact hazardou., materials response arc the: 1. Clean Water

Act (CWA),

2. Hazardous Materials Transportation Act (HM'FA),

3. Clean Air Act,

4. Toxic Substance Control Act (TSCA),

5. Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA).

6. Resource Compensation and Recovery Act (RCRA),

7. Superfund Reauthorization (SARA), and

8. Occupational Safety and Health Act.

The-se statutes, along with several recent state statutes, arc described briefly in the following

sections.

5.1 CLEAN WATER ACT (CWA) OF 1977

The Clean Water Act (CWA) of 1977 was passed by Congress in response to the deficiencies

in the amendments (PL 92-5(X)) to the 1972 Water Pollution Control Act (FWPCA). The act

amends the FWPCA with respect to discharges of hazardous substances and a listing of those

substances (40 CFR 116). In regulation 40 CFR 117, the reportable quantities for each hazardous

substance listed are tabulated. This regulation applies to quantities equal to, or in excess of, the

reportable quantities discharged to navigable waters in the United States or its adjoining shoreline.

Each hazardous substance is categorized by a letter code (X, A, B, C, or D) associated with

reportable quantities of 1, 10, 100, 1000, and 5000 Ib, respectively. The act provides that discharges

from a vessel, onshore or offshore facilities equal to or in excess of the reportable quantities during

a 24-h period, should be reported immediately to the appropriate agency of the federal government.

It also specifies fines for failure to report hazardous substance spills.
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Additional provisions of the CWA of interest include the following:

1. states were specifically mandated prime responsibility for water quality and water use;

2. construction grants and training assistance for water treatment were made available to

municipalities;

3. effective enforcement and incentive guidelines directed toward achievement of fishable and

swimmable waters were included; and

4. extensions to industry of compliance deadlines under effluent discharge limitations were defined.

52 HAZARDOUS MATERIALS TRANSPORTATION ACT (HMTA)

The Ha/ardous Materials Transportation Act of 1975 (PL 93-633, as amended PL 95-363),

which was signed by the President in January 1975, centralizcd the authoritv for all modes of

transportation of hazardous materials with the Secretary of Transportation. The regulation governs

safety aspects for hazmat transport (i.e., packing, repacking handling, labeling, marking, placarding,

and routing). Container regulations covering all aspects from manufacture to reconditioning and

testing are also included. 'the law also establishes criteria for hazmat handling, such as:

1. minimum qualifications anid training of personnel;

2. inspection requirements;

3. hazmat detection equipment specification; and

4. safety assurance monitoring procedures.

It also permits the DOT Secretary to require registration of transporters who ship hazmats or who

manufacture containers for their shipment. Strict penalties, which includes civil penalties (fines) and

criminal penalties (fines and imprisonment), were established by HMTA.

A new Materials Transportation Board (MTB) was established by the DOT Secretary to

coordinate DOT's responsibilities for hazmats. Included in this Board are the Office of Hazardous

Materials Regulation and the Office of Pipeline Safety Operations. Enforcement of the hazmat
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regulations resides with the (1) Federal Aviation Administration, (2) Federal Highway

Administration, (3) Federal Railroad Administration, and (4) Commandant of the Coast Guard.

Materials undergoing transportation that arc hazardous transportation werc defined for the first

time b, HMTA as follows:

"A substance or material in a quantity or form which may pose an unreasonablc risk to health

and safety or property when transported in commerce."

The Secretary- of DOT may designate wht constitutes a hazardous material, and Title 49 CFR

defines the following materials considered hazardous d,,ring transportation:

1. explosives,

2. compressed gases,

3. flammable liquids and labels,

4. combustible liquids and labels,

5. organic peroxides,

6. oxidizing materials,

7. poisons,

8. corrosive materials,

9. etiologic agents (disease-causing microorganisms),

1). radioactive materials, and

11. other regulated materials.

State and local regulations that are inconsistent with federal regulations for transporting hazmats

are preempted.

5.3 CLEAN AIR ACT OF 1970 AND CLEAN AIR ACT AMENDMENTS OF 1977

In the Clean Air Act of 1970, Congress authorized the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

to establish the minimum air quality and regulatory goals the state and local governments were to

achieve. The EPA was directed to set emission standards for pollutants from new motor vehicles.

Fuels or fuel additives that would endanger public health were to be controlled. The EPA was also



required to publish primary and ,,ccondarv air qualit. standard, lor all dcsignatcd air pollutants.

In the Clean Air Amendments of 1)77, new provisions were added to prevent significant

deterioration of air quali tv (P1. 1)5-05). This amcndmcnt imposes strict requirements for areas that

fail to meet national air quality standards and strengthened cn forcement of the law, particularly with

rc,,pect to the performance of ncw sources of pollution.

With respect to the control of hazardous substances, the most important pro,isions are covered

in Sect. 112 of the Clean Air Act. This section establishes the National Emis,,ion Standards for

Fla/ardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP), which are those that

" . . may reasonably be anticipated to result in an increase in moralit, r n

increase in serious irreversible, or incapacitating irreversible illness."

Chemicals that have been listed in this catecgorv include:

I. asbestos,

2. bcryllium,

3. mercury,

4. vinyl chloride,

5. benzene,

6. radionuclides, and

7. arsenic.

NESHAPS arc supposed to be set at levels that Aill protect public health, and consideration of costs

or available control technology is not included in the provision. Hmvcr, there is a problem in

implementing the NESHAP provisions since the only absolute!, "-afe" standard for some carcinogens

%,ould be zero emissions, which wuld probably shut down the producers of those substances. Thus,

the prohblcm becomes one of nefitl, risk analysis, and a conscnsus solution has not \et bccn reached

by EPA and ('ongrcss.
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5.4 TOXIC SUBSTANCES CONTROL ACT (TSCA) OF 1976

The Toxic Substances Control Act was enacted in 1976 in order to close gaps in the federal

ekwernmcnt's authority to test and regulate hazardous chemicals (PL 94-469). Other statutes such

ais the Clean Air Act, the Federal Water Pollution Act, and other statutes controlled hazardous

chemicals only when they entered the environment as wastes. In addition, there was no control over

the testing and surveillance of new chemicals entering the marketplace. Although the Occupational

Safety and Health Act and the Consumer Product Safety Act deal with various phases of chemical

production and consumer-usage safety, these statutes do not contain authority to prevent

cnvironmental hazards from toxic substances. Thus, the TSCA was designed to regulate toxic

,,ubstances in the environment and, consequently, limit exposure to them.

One of the important regulations in TSCA is the Premanufacture Notification requirement

IP.N). Under this rule, a manufacturer must notify the EPA 90 d before producing a new

chemical. A "new" chemical is defined as one that is not included on a special list of 44,(0)

chemical substances compiled by United States chemical companies by May 1979. However,

notification may even be required for chemicals on the list if there is a significant increased usage

that increases the risk to the public. Upon receiving notification of a new chemical, EPA must

publish data concerning identification, description of its intended usage, and descriptive tests

required to demonstrate that there will be no unreasonable risk to the public. If the EPA decides

there is a possible risk, the agency can restrict or prohibit its production. If a chemical was not

added to the list by August 1980 or subsequently added under the PMN process, then it must

undergo premanufacturc review and testing before being manufactured in the United States or

imported.

TSCA also contains extensive reporting requirements for manufacturers or distributors of

chemical substances. This includes health and safety studies performed by the manufacturer, or

known by the manufacturer to exist. Also, for a list of toxic chemicals, manufacturers must report
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production, release, and exposure data that will be used by the EPA to determine which chemicals

are to be further tested.

5.5 COMPREHENSIVE ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSE, COMPENSATION,

AND LIABILITY ACT (CERCLA) OF 1980

The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 (RCRA, see Sect. 5.6) was not complete

in defining the responsibilities and liabilities concerning hazardous materials. For example, RCRA

did not establish reporting requirements for spills of hazardous substances. In CERCLA

(PL 96-510), releases or spills are broadly defined to cover almost all types of discharges of hazmats

to the air, land, and water. It also requires that the National Response Center be notified when

a release of a "reportable ,iantity" has occurr cr. These quantities have been specified for a

comprehensive list of chemicals in terms of the number of pounds released, which must be reported

and is dependent on the relative toxicity of each chemical. For example, the reportable quantity

for methylisocyanate, which was the toxic chemical released at Bhopal, is currently set at 1 lb.

Probably the most important part of CERCLA with respect to hazmat response procedures is

that concerned with the National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan (40

CFR P 300). This is generally referred to as the National Contingency Plan (NCP), which is

authorized by several statutes, including CERCLA (42 USC 9605 Sect. 105) and the CWA (33 USC

1321(C)(2) Sect. 311c). Executive Order 12316 (46 CR 42237) assigns to the EPA the responsibility

for amendments to and coordination of changes to NCP. The plan covers in its scope the release

or substantial threat of release of hazmats that may be a threat to the public health and welfare.

It specifies the response action responsibilities among the federal, state, and local governments and

designates appropriate roles for private organization. Requirements for federal regional and federal

local contingency plans for federal response are established, and encouragement for preplanning for

response by other levels of government is suggested. CERCLA specifies that the planning and

coordination requirements are to be accomplished by the National Response Team (NRT), which

consists of representatives of the 14 following agencies: USDA, DOC/NOAA, DOD, DOE, HHS,
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FEMA, DOI, DOJ, DOL, DOT'RSPA, DOT/USCG, DOS, EPA, and the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (NRC). When not activated by a response action, the NRT serves as a standing

committee to evaluate response systems and recommend changes to the plan. Regional response

actiities are the responsibility of the Regional Response Teams (RRT) locmted in each federal

region except or Alaika, the Caribbean, and Oceania (Hawaiian and Pacific Islands) which have

their own RRTs. The NRT is responsible for maintaining national readiness for response to hazmat

releases that are beyond the RRT capabilities. The NRT is also responsible for reviewing RRT

responses to releases, developing procedures to ensure federal, state, and local government

coordination for response and monitoring response-related training and research and development

activitics.

The RRTs provide mechanisms for regional planning and for coordination during response

actions. There are two principal components of each RRT: a standing team, which is made up of

representatives from each federal, state and local participating agency; and incident-specific teams,

which are concerned with the technical and geographical aspects of hazmat releases. The standing

RRTs have a role in the communications, planning, coordination, training, and evaluation

preparedness on a region-wide basis.

Responsibility for directing federal fund-financed response efforts at the scene of a hazmat

release resides with the regional on-scene coordinators (OSCs), who are predesignated by the EPA

or the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG), except in the case of releases from facilities where the OSCs will

be designated by the DOD, or for nuclear releases according to an agreement between the DOD,

DOE, and FEMA. Proposed amendments to the NCP will include DOE designation of an OSC

in the event of a release from a DOE facility. The EPA furnishes the OSC for inland events, and

the USCG provides the OSC for navigable water for hazimat ccnts. Remedial actions required by

hazmat releases are the responsibility of the Remedial Project Managers (RPMs) who are designated

for the federal regions or USCG districts. During response actions, the members of the RRT will

make the resources of their agencies available to the OSC as specified by predetermined federal,
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regional, and local contingency plans. Duties of the OSC/RPM during a federal fund-financed

response include:

1. the establishment of priorities for protecting the exposed public's health and welfare;

2. the collection of pertinent data concerning the release such as the source causes, nature of the

materials released, probable direction, potential impact on exposed public; and

3. the identification of potentially responsible parties.

For federal fund-financed response efforts, the OSC/RPM will direct the response operations

and coordinate these efforts with appropriate federal, state, local, and private response agencies.

In a potentially major disaster situation, the OSC/RPM must advise FEMA of situations potentially

requiring evacuation, temporary housing, and permanent relocation. Where possible public health

emergencies arise, the OSC/RPM must notify HHS for assistance in protecting the public health and

on worker healtn anu satety proolems.

Several special forces and teams are available to the RRTs during hazmat emergencies. These

include:

1. USCG National Strike Force (NSF),

2. EPA Environmental Response Team (ERT),

3. Scientific Support Coordinators (SSC) provided by NOAA or EPA, and

4. public information teams supplied by EPA or the USCG.

Incident-specific RRTs may be activated upon request of the OSC/RPM or by any RRT

representative. The NRT may be activated for major response actions that exceed the capabilities

of the affected regions. Its actions recommended through the RRT may include providing federal,

state, and local government resources and coordinating the supply of resources to the affected region

from other regions or districts.

The National Response Ccnter (NRC), located at the USCG (headquarters - Washington,

D.C.), serves as the national communications center for activities related to response actions. All

releases of hazmats equal to or greater than, the reportable quantities must be reported to the NRC,
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who then relays the information to the regional OSC or the lead agency (HOCFR 300.36). The

NRC also provides the facilities to the NRT for use in coordinating a national response when

required.

In addition to their emergency responsibilities, the RRTs must work with the states in which

they function to develop federal regional contingency plans for each standard federal region, Alaska,

the Caribbean, and Oceania. Plans are to include information on facilities and resources in the

region, and the RRTs should coordinate these regional plans with the state plans as well as federal

local plans. Local contingency plans are to be developed by the OSCs in consultation with the

RRTs for each region. These plans are to provide for:

"a well coordinated responsC that is integrated and compatible with the pollution response,

fire emergency, and disaster plans of local, state, and other nonfederal entities. The plan

should identify the probable locations of discharges or releases; the available resources

to respond to multimedia incidents; where such resources can be obtained; waste disposal

methods and facilities consistent with local and state plans developed under RCRA, and

a local structure for responding to discharges and releases."

The local contingency planning effort will depend on the development of local capabilities to

respond to discharges and releases. Thus, the development of federal local plans will depend very

strongly o it the existence or development of local multiagency response teams; and although

CERCLA emphasizes that particular attention should be given to this aspect, the statute does not

contain specific procedures for supporting and assisting local communities in developing these

capabilities.

5.6 RESOURCE CONSERVATION AND RECOVERY ACT (RCRA)

The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), passed by Congress in 1976, focused

on large-scale generators of hazardous wastes, which include industrial process wastes, chemical

intermediates, and products that the manufacturer intends to discard (PL 94-580). The RCRA

includes an "acutely hazardous list" and a "toxic list" of generic chemical names. These lists apply
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oalv to chemicals that are intended to be discarded, thus rendering them hazardous wastes. In

addition to the listing of various hazardous zhemical wastes, RCRA also specifics characteristics

that, when applied to a particular waste, may classify it as a hazardous waste. These characteristics

include: ignitabilitv, corrosivity, reactivity, and extraction procedure (EP) toxicity. Thus, several of

the characteristics of a hazardous waste under RCRA would also apply to the hazardous materials

under consideration in this report. In addition, Sect. 70)3 of the RCRA contains a provision known

as the "Imminent Hazard Action" that specifies that "enforcement actions may be brought pursuant

to Sect. 7003 of RCRA," even though compliance is acceptable under other provisions of the

regulation. This section defines an imminent hazard as a situation where past or present

management of hazardous waste presents an imminent hazard to human health.

Another section of RCRA that relates to facilities producing hazmats is the preparedness and

prevention program required of hazardous waste generators and storers (40 CFR 265, Subpart C).

The regulation specifics that accumulation areas for hazardous wastes be maintained and operated

so as to minimize int; poSSi' ;u:, of fire, explosion, or unplanned sudden release of hazardous waste

or waste constituents to the air, soil, or surface water. The preparedness provisions specify the

appropriate type of emergency equipment, required arrangements with state and local authorities

for emergency response coordination, and development of contingency plans and emergency

procedures for possible emergencies involving hazardous wastes. Such contingency plans may not

be restricted to hazardous wastes but could cover all incidents involving emergencies concerned with

hazardous materials. Thus, although RCRA applies to generators and storcrs of hazardous waste,

its provisions may serve as a precedent and be extended to all facilities producing, storing, or

transporting hazardous materials. As outlined in Sect. 2.9, the state legislatures of New Jersey and

Illinois have already passed similar provisions to improve the safety of manufacture of hazardous

chemicals within their state boundaries.



In P184, Congrcs passed a series of Amendments to RCRA known as the I la/ardous and Solid

\V tstc Disposal Amendments (HSWDA). These amendments were intended to close gaps in the

orieinal 19'70 Act and its later amendments and regulations. (PL 98-616) Included in the

.tmcndments :,re provisions that: (1) direct EPA to ban, in whole or in part, the land disposal of

tl RCRA listed hazardous wastes and sets a timetable for EPA to supplcment the plan; (2)

prt,-ides regulations for small quantity generators (generators, transporters, and disposers of between

100 ind I( O K of ,aste per month): (3) prohibits noncontainerizcd or bulk liquid hazardous waste

disposal in lindfills: (4) provides minimum technical requirements for new landfills and surface

ImpOIiundmcnt,,: (5) rcgulatcs fumes and blenders of fuels derived from hazardous waste or used oil;

I) rceulhtel, underground tanks for the storagc of hazardous substances (including hazardous

\,,ttcs) (7) regulates interim status waste facilities: and (8) authorizes citizen suits where hazardous

va,,te management presnts an "imminent hazard." The act also includes periodic inspection

rcqutrements, establishes a national water commission, and requires companies seeking hazardous

wastc faiity pc, m is to axscss the risk to human health of potential leaks from the facilities.

The provision in the HSWDA relating to underground tanks also covers the storage of hazmat

pnrducts as ,%ell as hazardous wastes. This is included under Subtitle I, which establishes the

control of underground tanks containing "regulated substances" (petroleum and CERCLA hazardous

chemical products). An underground tank is defined as a tank with more than 10,% of its volume

underground. The law requires the EPA to issue regulations to protect human health by requiring

the following safeguards and documentation be observed with regard to existing tanks:

1. leak detection or inventory control systems and tank testing;

2. record keeping and reporting of tanks to state agencies:

3. corrective action for leaking tanks;

4. financial responsibility; and

5. tank closures for petroleum and other hazardous substances.
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For new tanks the EPA must issue regulations for design, construction, installation, release

detection, and corrosion resistance. Thus, RCRA currently includes provisions that will ultimately

regulate the storage of hazardous materials in underground tanks, and these provisions will impact

the prevention issue in one area of process equipment (underground tanks).

The 1984 amendments also direct the EPA to evaluate additional types of waste, including

inorganic chemical wastes, refining wastes, chlorinated aromatics, chlorinated aliphatics, dioxin, and

solvents. The EPA also must develop new tests, which probably could be used eventually to

determine whether a waste is hazardous.

5.7 SUPERFUND AMENDMENTS AND REAUTHORIZATION ACT (SARA) OF 1986

On October 17, 1986, President Reagan signed into law the 5-year reaulhori/ation (PL 97-499)

of the Superfund Program. The new SARA bill specifies funding of S9 billion (SX.5 billion for

superfund and S5(X) million for an underground storage tank cleanup program). Support for

SARA will come from the following sources:

1. environmental surtax on businesses with annual incomes greater than S2 million,

2. petroleum tax,

3. chemical feedstocks tax,

4. general revenues,

S. interest on Superfund Trust Fund, and

6. recovery costs from parties responsible for the hazardous ,%astes

stored at waste sites.

5.7.1 SARA Title Ill

SARA provides revisions to Superfund, which include new cleanup standards that require use

of permanent remedies; sets a minimum number of superfund site cleanups over the next 5 years;

and specifics liability and penalties for parties responsible for improper hazardous waste disposal.

Of particular significance to the control of hazardous chemicals is Title Ill, which concerns
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emergency planning and community right-to-know provisions. These include sections relating to:

1. emergency planning,

2. emervcncv notification,

3. community right-to-know reporting on chemicals, and

4. emissions inventories.

These prov;si ,n, are intended to close some of the gaps in federal responsibilities previously

identified in this report. Sect. 5 includes issues that are impacted by Title III provisions.

5.7.1.1 Emergency Planning

Each state is required to establish a state commission and emcrgency planning districts and to

implement the formation of local emergency planing committees. The purpose is to prepare

state/local responses to hazmat releases and facilitate the participation of local chemical

manufacturers in the planning efforts. The EPA will establish threshold limits for their list of

"cxtremely hazardous chemicals" in EPA's CEPP; and if facilities have these substances in excess of

the threshold limits, they must report this situation to their state commission. The NRT will

provide guidance for the state/local plans, and the RRTs will review them upon request.

5.7.1.2 Emergency Notification

This provision requires that owners/operators of hazmat facilities notify the state commissions

and local committees of hazmat releases in excess of the reportable quantities (see Sect. 2.6) or

threshold releases (to be set by EPA) of any of the chemicals from the CEPP list. Interim

threshold release levels are set at 1 lb until EPA sets the release levels.

5.7.1.3 Community Right-to-Know Reporting

Owners/operators of facilities are required to provide information on the production, use, and

storage of hazmats in their plants. The state commissions, local committees, and local fire

departments, as well as the general public, must be informed. The information is to be submitted

as Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) and as an Emergcncy and Hazardous Chemical Inventory
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Form, which will state the amounts and location of MSDS chemicals.

i.7.1.4 Toxic Chemical Releases

The EPA is required to establish an emissions inventory based on toxic chemical release data

submitted by hazmat facilities. These data are required if the facilities produce, use, or process

hazmats in excess of the threshold limits to be compiled by the EPA.

5.7.1.5 Miscellaneous Provisions

Several additional provisions impact on emergency response training and planning. The EPA

and other agencies having existing training programs are authorized to place special emphasis on

hazardous chemicals response. FEMA will make grants to state and local governments and

universities to improve emergency response preparedness. The EPA is also required to review

monitoring and detection devices at hazmat facilities and to study the current technical status of

these instruments. Penalties for failure to comply with Title Ill provisions are also included.

5.7.2 Research, Development, Demonstration, and Training Provisions (RDDT)

Amendments in this section set up a comprehensive federal program to establish a variety of

RDD&T programs. They include the following:

1. Research and Training. - The National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences will support

studies and training on human health effects from hazmats.

2. Alternative Technology Research and Demonstration Program. - The EPA program authorizes

alternative treatment technologies (authorization for demonstration programs at waste sites

and ten field demonstration projects at CERCLA sites).

3. University Hazardous Substances Research Centers. - The EPA will establish at least five

hazardous substances research centers at universities.

4. Other Research Centers. - Specific instructions are given for EPA to establish research centers

in specified areas.

The magnitude of the implications of this act upon the area studied in this report is very great.
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As this report was being prepared, the ramifications of SARA were unfolding, changing the

complexion of the entire area.

5.7.3 Worker Protection Standards

SARA Title 1, Sect. 126. requires promulgation of standards for the protection of workers

engaged in hazardous work operations. The Secretary of Labor must issue proposed regulations on

the following:

1. site analysis;

2. training;

3. medical surveillance;

4. protective equipment;

5. engineering controls;

6. maximum e,,osure limits;

7. an informational program for workers;

8. handling, transporting, labeling, and disposing of hazardous wastes;

9. a new technology program;

10. decontamination procedures; and

11. emergency response procedures.

Although Sect. 126 applies to workers engaged in hazardous waste operations, Sect. 126 (d)(H)

concerned with training of emergency response personnel specifically states that the "training

standards shall set forth requirements for the training of workers who are responsible for responding

to hazardous emergency situations who may be exposed to toxic substances in carrying out their

responsibilities." This provision was the result of a clarification of the original House amendment

in ordcr to make the training standards applicable to all employees whose jobs cause them to work

directly with hazardous substances?9  The training requirements specify that workers must have at

least 40 h of instruction and a minimum of 3 d of actual field experience under the direct

supervision of a trained supervisor.



The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OISHA) issued a proposal to amend the

OSH-N standards on Aug. 1(0, 1987, in compliance with the SARA Section 126 provision. ' The

proposed rule would not only apvlv to haiardous waste operations bet also to employees involved

in an cmergenc- responses involving ha/-rdous substances. Thus, the proposed rule will regulate

crl)1o\ec saf'ct, and health at hazardous waste operations and "emergency response :)perations for

rcleases or substantial threats of releases of nazardous subsiances, and past emergency response

Operations to ,uch re'_- ises at all workplaccs." This indicates that employers whose employees have

a reasonable possibi ity of engaging in emergency response to a spill at a facilit, on a highwav, or

Irorn a railwav tank car, are covered.

The general requirement.,) of the proposed OSHA standards include the proviions listed above

,pccified by SARA, Scction 126 with the following additions:

1. illumination,

s2. anitation,

3. site excavation, and

4. contractor and subcontiactor provisions.

Final regulations promulgated by the propo:,,d standards are to take effect 1 year after the date they

arc promulgated.

5. OCCUPATIONAL SAFET'Y AND HEALTH ACT

The Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSH ACT) of 197) was established to ensure that

cmploves vkorking in areas having recognized hazards Io their safety and health would ne protected

Irom lhcee dangers. The goal of the act is to ensure that "no employce will suffer material

impairment of health or functional capacity" from a lifetime of exposure. The act also stipulates

Ihtt the provisions must be met "to the extent icasible" which \%as included tt replace previous

lcxiblc ,tate standards in force prioir to the act (PL 91-596). The 1.S. OcCupatioMnul Safety and

Health Adm inistratirn (OSHIAj, w&hich is a Divisiin of the Department o)I Labor, has prime

rc,,pin,,ihility not ()nl, f[(ir setting health and sa, tv standards but also f-ir enf r(ing t m through
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lederal and state inspectors. In addition, OSHA has rcsponsibilitv for public education and

consultation on health and saletv matters in the workplace. The National Institute for Occupational

Safety and Health, which is in the Department of Health, and Human Services, was to conduct

rcscarch on occupational safety and recommend standards to OSHA.

Within the OSHA organi,,ation, there are two distinct parts: one devoted to setting safety

,tandards for acciental injury, such as burns, electrical shock, falls, loss of limbs, etc., and the other

occupational hazards concerned with chemical hazards. The initial effort involved setting consensus

standards for air concentrations of several hundred toxic chemicals in the workplace. Problems

inherent in these cone,,cn,,us standards included the lack of requirements for warning labels,

monitoring equipment, medical record keeping, and definitions as to the cumulative time of

exposure for the workers. These standard& ,y-re published in 1974 and were to be replaced by

permanent standards within a set period of time. However, as of 1984, only ten final health

standards wcrc promulgated, which included:'

I. asbestos,

2. a list of 14 carcinogenic chemicals,

3. vinyl chloride,

4. lead,

5. ethylene oxide,

6. arsenic,

7. coke oven emissions,

S. cotton dust,

9. acrvlonitrile. and

IV. 1,2-dibromo-3-chloropropane.

In Nmcnrbcr 1983, OSHA published a "Hazard Communication Standard," which requires

chemical manufa.turers to provide information on chemical hazards to their employees. The

,tandard requires manufacturers and importers to develop labels and material salety data sheets
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(MSDS) to inform their employccs about the hazardous chemicals they handle. The standard also

requires the facilities to provide training to ensure that their employees handle the chemicals safely.

Extension of the Hazard Communication Standard to industries other than the chemical

manufacturers and importers is also under consideration. 0

5.9 STATE STATUTES FOR HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

Recently passed state statutes require manufacturers to notify communities of the hazardous

chemicals that they process and to develop risk analyses and emergenc' procedures for their

facilities. For example, New Jersey enacted a "Toxic Catastrophe Prevention Act" on January 8,

1986. 11 which contains the following provisions:

1. t.,tablishment of an extraordinalv hazardous substance list;

2. requirement of risk management programs for manufacturers (including design safety review,

standard operating procedures, and preventive maintenance programs,

operating-training-accident investigation procedures, risk assessment of equipment, emergency

response planning), and the establishment of auditing procedures to ensure execution of the

required program:

3. registration of manufacturers of extraordinary hazardous substances and

4. reviews of risk management programs developed by the registrants. The state of Illinois

enacted a "Chemical Safety Act" in 198S."
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its purpose is:

To establish an orderly system to assure that responsible parties are adequately prepared

to respond to the release of chemical substances into the environment and to improve the

ability of state and local authorities to respond to such releases.

The act requires the following of each chemical producer:

1. identification, storage, and use of chemicals used at each site;

2. probable nature of chemical releases:

3. notification procedures;

4. cmcrgcncy response plans:

5. notification of local agencies of the plans; and

6. employee emergency response training programs.

As examples of state community notification regulations, 23 states had community right-to-know

statutes in 1985. - These laws generally require industry to provide information to state or local

authorities and,.'or the public about hazmats that they use or produce. New Jersey's law, signed in

August 1983, requires manufacturers producing any of approximately IO() chemicals to provide this

information to local communities. Louisiana's law was signed in July 1985 with the regulations

scheduled to be effective in May 1986, while Michigan's legislation was signed into law in April

1986. A number of similar laws are pending in other states.
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6 FEDERAL AGENCY RESPONSIBILITIES AND PROGRAMS

Although many federal agencies have various responsibilities for hazmat emergency response,

prime respoitsibilities reside wita ,te tollowing:

1. National Response Team;

2. Regional Response Teams and On-Scene Coordinators;

3. Environmental Protection Agency;

4. Federal Emergency Management Agency;

5. Department of Transportation Research and Special Programs Administration;

6. U.S. Coast Guard; and

7. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.

The major federal authorities that establish these responsibilities arc reviewed in Sect. 5 of this

stud,'. An overview of the responsibilities delegated to each of these agencies follows.

6.1 FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY

The primary responsibility of FEMA for national security emergency preparedness is defined

by Executive Order 11490:

1. The Director of FEMA shall serve as an advisor on issues of emergency preparedness,

mobili7.ation preparedness, civil defense, continuity of government, material and

technological disasters, and other issues as appropriate.

2. The Director of FEMA shall assist in the implementation of national security emergency

preparedness policy through a coordinating role with other federal departments and agencies

and with state and local governments; provide periodic reports to the Natienal Security

Council on implementation of national security emergency preparedness polii.; and provide

staff support as requested by the National Security Council.

The above does not apply to emergencies unless the situation constitutes 't national security

emergency, which is defined as "any occurrence, including natural, technological, or other cmcrgcn'

which seriously degrades or threatens the national security of the United States." A major
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tc, hnolo iil ha/mat release that threatened the health and safety of a large population segment

\Swuld possibly he classified as a national security emecrgency. In the NRT Planning Guide,"3 the

'pecic functions and assiNtane of FEMIA during releases of' ha/ardoUS substances is g~iven as

1lor,,: LLNIA providcs a,, istancc in coriaigcIc cncv planning. In thc event of a

imjr Jikastcr declaration by the President. FFMA coordinates all disaster or emere-ency actions

\wjh the OSC'RPNI (On-Scene Coordinator and the Remedial Project Manager)."

0.1.1 Ntional Emergenov Mana.zemcnt Svstem (NENIS)

T[he National Enicrgency Management System fulfills one of' FENIA's basic responsibilities by

LtiIhtatinCy the rapid and orderly flow of erecnicv-rclatcd information betwe en federal, state, and

local gnve rnments, private industry, and voIlunteer organizations. EBscntiallv. NENIS acquires,

prc,,cand delivecrs information toassist in decision making nimletaondrgpe-

rins-. and post-cmergency periods, It is designed to transmit the information base and provide the

nicans ifl communication for cmergenxy mitigation, preparedness, resp~onse. and recovery. The

NFAIS includes three basic types of components for coordinating cmerLeencv operations: physical

facilities. telecommunications, and information ;sstems. These are briefy described in Table 6.

The telecommunications svstem includes a number of svstems related to wNarning svstems by

%()ice. radio teletype, telctype, or other meanis oif communication. In addition, FEMA has

telecommunication s~stems in other federal agencies av ailable wAhen needed.

With rcgard to information systems for haimat events, FEMIA has a Disaster Management

Iniormation System which can be used for disaster assistance reporting. planning. and program

nianalcmcnf and also the National Fire Incident Reporting System. There are also many othei

x\;d1itble data bases specific to various management information systems owAned by FEMA or

available from other acncics.
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Taible 6. National Emergency Management System physical facilities (14)

Faccilirv Location Purpose

E:rN 1 I- forra1 f CIT" onl FEMA Headquarters, Emergency coordination
Coordina-ion Cenrer Washington, DC

F I C '

Iai ional Emergency Virginia Alternate to above
'orc-ination Center

1 Tamilng Cent er Located with NORAD

iaeNational Co-located with NECC Alternate warning
-iCenter center

Rc'. "'oial Einergencv FEMA Regional Regional information
Iniformation Coordination Centers centers

.elers (REICC)

DYsi-:er Field Office Operating/recovery set

ci her tLIPmpoa y up near eme rgenci1es
() ' 0on)
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0.1.2 Integrated Emergency Management Information System (IENIIS)

The Integrated Emergency Management Information System provides a national interagency

data base to states and local governments for data sharing, joint planning, exercising, and

coordinating response operations. Various data bases, including a standard national map, are

combined with several dynamic analysis models. The models can analve toxic plume movement,

bacd on meteorological conditions, supporting decisions to select sheltering and evacuation options.

The ha/mat activities of particular interest are listed:

1. National Map Data Base - A digital cartographic data base designed from sectional maps from

the National Atlas of the United States. The program is capable o1 graphically dis,pla. ing

boundaries, roads, railroads, streams, lakes, populated areas, and topological relationships.

2. Exercise, Evaluation and Simulation Facility (EESF) - Developed for planning and training

related to nuclear accidents but is being adapted for other emergency applications. Models

in this program include an evacuation model for predicting the effectiveness of an evacuation

as it proceeds, a meteorological model for predicting location and intensity of a radioactive

plume released to the atmosphere, and a dose model to predict radiation doses to the

population.

At the present time, IEMIS is operational at FEMA Headquarters, the ten FEMA regional centers,

and the National Emergency Training Center. Use by states and local communities is planned. The

extension of IEMIS to include hazardous materials modeling capabilities would be of value in terms

of local community planning, training, and emergency response systems. The discussion in Sect. 10

includes a revicw of the potential benefits to be derived from a revision of FENIA data bases to

include a ranking procedure for a selected list of hazardous chemicals.

6.1.3 National Emergency Training Center (NETC)

,NA A training in emergency response proccdurcs at their reginal centers and at the

National Emergency Training Center (NETC) at Fmittsburg, Maryland. The NETC includes the
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National Fire Academy (NFA) and the Emergcncv Management Institute (EMI). The NFA

provides courses directed toward personnel engaged in fire prevention and control activities, but the

course content is directed toward all types of hazardous materials, including toxic chemicals. A list

Of the courses associated with hazardous materials is included in FEMA's NETC Course Catalog. 5

Thcse courses are primarily directed toward fire officers who may become involved in a hazardous

materials incident, the inspection of a facility storing hazardous materials, the command of an

incident involving hazmats, or the planning for incidents involving hazmats. In addition to regular

rcsidcncv courses, the NFA also offers weekend-residence educational activities and field training

programs designed to support state and local fire training programs at various locations around the

country. The NFA also conducts a "Train-the-Trainer" program, which tcadics personnel how to

conduct in-house training sessions for fire fighters at their local headquarters or in-state training

programs.

The EMI offers a wide range of courses primarily dirc.i.U toward managers concerned with

emergencies involving hazardous materials. Many of the courses are directed toward radiological

materials. Included in the EMI program are workshops, teleconferences, seminars, and a self-study

program. Most of the training is conducted through state emergency agencies under cooperative

agreement. EMI also provides instructional materials and student allocations in selected course

offerings to nonprofit schools, agencies, and professional associations.

The training opportunities offered by FEMA through the NETC and FEMA sponsored training

by states comprise only a fraction of the training activities sponsored by various governmental,

institutional, and private sector organizations. The recent DOT-FEMA suRvecy" received responses

from 281 training organizations who provide a total of 412 emergency response courses. The federal

g wcrnmcnt provides only 5; of these courses but is high on the list of total student hours because

of its longer courses.

Section 3fl5a of SARA Title III authorizes officials of the U.S. Government carrying out existing

federal programs for emergency training to specifically provide training for the following:
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1. hazard mitigation,

2. emergency preparedness,

3. fire prevention and control,

4. disaster response,

5. long-term disaster recovery,

6. technological and natural hazards, and

7. emergency processes.

Special emphasis is to be provided during this training on hazardous chemicals. FEMA is to be

appropriated S5 million per year during 1987-1990 for grants to support state and local governments

and to support university-sponsored training programs in the areas of emergency planning,

preparedness, mitigation, response, and recovery. Again, special emphasis is to be placed on

emergencies associated with hazardous chemicals. FEMA is currently carrying out this mandate.

The total current funding for the program through FEMA/State Comprehensive Cooperative

Agreements (CCA) is approximately equal to FEMA's annual support for other training programs.

6.1.4 FEMA Emergcnc' Operations PLans (EOP)

Section 44 CFR 302 provides for federal financial contributions to the states and their political

subdivisions for the support of up to one-half the state and local civil defense personnel and

administrative expenses. This comes under the FEMA Emergency Management Assistance (EMA)

Programs. 7 In addition to civil defense use, funds for this program may be used for emergency

assistance in response to natural disasters, including man-made catastrophes, providing such aid

contributes to and does not detract from FEMA's attack preparedness. Jurisdictions receiving EMA

funds are required to prepare emergency operating plans that conform to the requirements for plan

content contained in FEMA CPG 1-3, CPG 1-8, and CPG 1-8A. Thus, state and local governments

must include items in their emergency planning such as available personnel, equipment, facilities,

supplies, and other resources in their jurisdiction and develop the framework for the coordination

between individuals and government services in the event of a hazmat release or other disaster. As
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set forth in CPG 1-8," an emergency operations plan includes (EOP) the components indicated in

Fig. 3. The EOP also designates the Emergency Program Manager, "who is directly responsible

on a (hy-to-day basis for the jurisdiction's effort to develop a capability for coordinated response

to and recovery from the effects of large-scale disasters." However, the FEMA Director in a letter

to the states has told them that civil defense funds cannot be used to support the specific hazmat

planning requirements for SARA."s

6.2 NATIONAL RESPONSE CENTER (NRC)

Although the National Response Center (NRC) is not a FEMA program, it is part of the

National Contingenc' Plan and serves as the communications center for activities related to response

actions. The NRC is located at the USCG Headquarters in Washington, D.C., and its

responsibilities include the receipt and rclaying of notices of hazmat releases in amounts equal to,

or greater than, the reportable quantities to the On-Scene-Coordinators (OSC) or lead agencies for

the particular emergency. CERCLA (PL 96-510) specifies that the OSC must then notify the

governor of the state affected by the release. The NRC also serves to dissemin.-,: OSC and RRT

reports, as appropriate, and provides facilities for the NRT to use while coordinating a national

response action when required. The NRC records were the most comprehensive and readily

available data base used in the recent development of the Acute Hazardous Events Data Base

developed by EPA.'

6.3 NATIONAL AND REGIONAL RESPONSE TEAMS

The responsibilities and makeup of the National Response Team (NRT) and the Regional

Response Teams (RRT) are described in detail in Sect. 6.3 under CERCLA. The NRT serves as

the primary vchicle for coordinating federal agcnq' rtsponse activitics under the National

Contingency Plan. The teams, which consist (f represcntatives from 14 fcderal agencies, including

FEMA, serve as the head of the fedcral emergcncy response network. In addition, each of the 10
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federal regions (plus Alaska, the Caribbean area, and Oceania) has a regional rcspon,,c team which

participates in response planning and preparedness prior to a response and coordinates activities

when the federal government response program is activated within the region. Each RRT is made

up of regional representatives of the NRT agencies, as well as state and local governments.

The primary responsibility for emergency response actions resides with the OSCs. During a

response action, the RRT members provide the rcso, rces of their agencies to the OSC as specified

by federal-regional and federal-local contingency plans. The EPA designates OSCs for inland zones

and the USCG designates OSCs for navigable water zones in advance of an incident.

The National Contingency Plan also provides for assistance to state and Inca!l govcrnments in

planning and preparing for hazmat events. Federal assistance includes guidance, technical assistance,

and training. SARA (see sect. 5./.1) also requires eacn state to establish a state commission and

emergency planning districts and local emcrgency planning committees to dcvelop emergency

response plans with respect to facilities that produce or store hazmats. Federal support for these

activities has not vet been structured. FEMA may provide the support through its various programs

set up through the state governments to fund local governments for planning and training activities.

The state commissions required by SARA are appointed by the governor of each state and have

the following responsibilities:

1. designation of emergency planning districts;

2. appointment of local emergency planning committees for each district;

3. supervision and coordination of activities of the planning committees;

4. review of emergency plans and chemical release notifications; and

5. establishment of procedures for receiving and processing requests from the public for

information concerning emergency plans, data, and hazmats.



Rcprescntatives on the local emergency planning conlmittccs must include a representative from:

1. elected state and local officials:

2. law enforcemcnt, health department, first aid, fire protection, transportation, civil defense

personnel;

3. media members;

4. community group membcrs: and

. ownersoperators of facilities manufacturing, prockn, sing. and storinC hazlmats that are under

the SARA rules.

Facilities that come under SARA are also Subject to cmcrgen. planning- and notification

requiretnents if the substances thc handle appear on EPA's list of extremely haizardous substances

and are presently in excess of the EPA threshold quantities for that substance.

The NRT's responsibility with respect to this local planning structure includes pu"',ishing

guidance for the preparation and implementation of emergenty plans. Its Hazardous Materials

Emcrgencv Planning Guide' was prepared in response to this requirement. The NRT Preparedness

Committee also developed a set of criteria to be used by the RRTs to assess state and local

emergencv response preparedness programs. These criteria include the following six categories:

I. hazards analysis for the area:

2. authorit,, vested in emergency organizations for emergcncy response:

3. oreaniz:ional ztructurc:

4. communications;

5. resources - personnel, equipment facilities. ctc.: and

6. emergencv. plans.

Alt hough fcw state or local go.crnmcnfs \kill have a need and capability for all of thcc criteria, the

assessment by the RRT should help identify lhoe resources needed b, the goxernmenal units and

encurage (heir acquisition. Thu,,, SARA has p,1- )dCd al0)1ia/ti0n for direct federal assistance

in the development and rc,,cw of state and hcal cmcrgcncy planning thtltuh the NRT and RRTs.
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a federal haiardous substance responlse is necessary, EPA takes steps to sicc that:

1. public health and environment arc protected:

I. re:Sponse personnel are prepared and supplied w~ith proper equipment:

f. ederal, ~ nd local resources arc available and that their efforts arc coordin.td n

4. response actions arc timely and effective.

Thcse, slcps include the sampling and monitoring of an actual or potential release, technical advice

aind assistance, and provision of mitigation and cleanup of releasc ' matcria~s. EPA's roles at the

NRT. RRT, and OSC Icvcls during incident response have bcen dcscribcd previously.

Thc EPA dlso pros ides site-spccific technical advice and assistanice through1 its Enviro,nental

RepneTeam I LRT). The E--RT includes, expertise in biolozv, chemnistryv, hvdrohgv. geology, and

e n i nc fin g.

The EPA nmanagesc the trust fund (Supcrtund) established under CE--RCLA, io) cover the cost

id hiaridous substIances response operations and is also respIonsibhle f~r enforcemnt actions against

reposileparties. L'nder the new SARA provisions (sece Sect. 5T. EPA is to estIablish threshold

limits 1()i their list of' -xtremelyv ha/alrdous chemicals," in the EPA's Chemnical Emiergecncy

Preparedness, Program (CEPPI. If' owners, operators of f~cilituc h:v' thc .c materials in excess of

the threshold limit,,, they; arc required to notify the state commnission who will inform EPA. Thus,

EPA is to be responsible for the data collection on fixed facility hai gmat operations nq the United

Staites. 1. ndcr the Toxic Chemical Release Provision of' SARA, E-PA is required to establish an

annual emtssions insentorv of hazardous chemicalsk released in excess ofI the threshold limits. The

[7PA is also authori/ed to carry out existing programs for emergency trajining with special emphasis

on ha Al rdi us chemicals and to cond uct a review of m initoring and detect ion device technology.

W ith respct. to planning an d prevention acivities, the EIPA nit imicd its, ( EPP in December

IlXr.' The ( FPP iddrcesses, the ,uddc-1, accio ntal releases oif aicuiteklsoxic chemicals into the

at 1m )sphe re and the: need w improve emiergencY, prepared neiss, and ro:sp( n'e capabi litic's at all les els

4I uorcrnricnt to hajndle suLch ani erge~ncy. 1T1e (ITPP is ajoutas lftvclti program



hosec primiar% fkcus, k on emecrgency planning and re hmposc capabilitv at the local level. It consists

o1 three basic components,:

a list ot JCacl toxic chemicals, which EPA devecloped to t rovide a focus for increasing

communityawtens and developing or improving contingcne.v planning efforts, and is

acco mpanied b% individual chemical profiles containing informat ion on each Them ical

l uiance nueta oasist state and localI communities in dc~clopin,- and exercising,

continkicmNe plans: and

~.traininC_ and technical assistance to state officials and. through stats, to local officials ito help

hecm idenitity pote ntil Lhemical ha/.ards anddeloaeutecrItUn. in

I-cncnsof the CEPP havec been i ncorpo ratoed in to the new l% rea Ut ho i/~ J1mendnments to

(EK:RCIA (SARA).

The EPA has, preparedness coordinators in each of its ten federal regional oltices Aho are

responsible for tocus ing on preparcdnecss efforts. These efforts include working wh ,tate and local

tfoi I idein f priority areas and conducting other preparedness, aciviis such as coninzent-

plan deveclopment and review , training, and simulations.

Along with fixec other federal agencies (FEMA, RSPA. USCG, HHS ATSDR, and DOLOSHA)

1-PA participated in the development of the Hla/ardous, Materials Imergecy- Planning Guide.

orig-inallx known a,, FEM. It. In Septembecr 1),S6, the NRT endo)rsed the guide. It was oflicially

reissued in April 1l),57 as an NRT Guide.:'

The- EPA also participates tn prepiredness, initatives witjh both prixate and public sector groups

mln uch tN the (hemical Mlan u hRt urers .ssciat ii n, the Americani Red (r ,a nd the N-. ,onal

oxernors~~~~~ PA>otain bAx crl.1l'- ta prcdotninAni1 role in this arca. one which continues to
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ofo DFPA.RTMENTA" OF TRANSPORTATION RFSFARCIlI AND SPECIAL
PROGRAMS ADMINISTRATION

Tho: DOT) Rc~carch and Special Program, Adnitratiion (RSPA) has, authority to issue

rcc~i~tonN onimans as pects, oI hAiardous niatcridis containers, except IM bulk marine shipments,

,, hich arc regulted: bs the LU.S. C'oast Guard. RSPA ,hares inspction and enforcement activities

volPh the modal! :dmini1stIrations,, the Federal Highs~ay Administrat ion, thle Federal Railroad

Adnm n jiratio n (FRA), the Federal As at jon Admni ist rat ion, the National H-itghskav 1 raffic Safet '

Admin st ration, and the. Coast Guard, which also have authiority os er the vehicles or vessels

hcsc~cj SPA is, responsible (or the identilication of hiardous, nmtls as \tell as,:

reg"ULIIlatin 01 ha/irdoiis malterials containers,, haindlino, and shipments:

1> eve pnen I on a ncr sta ndards and testing proced urex;:

3.n~pct ion a-nd enforceent tobr m ul timodal 5h ippe rs and conmtainer nmn u act urcrs, and

-4. data codied urn (Hlitaidous Material,, Infornuit ion System).

The ( RSPA) develops. publishes, and distributes the Emergency Responsec (;ridebook (ERG),

a w idely use d publication in the emergency response community.' The guidebook is designed for

u'e by fire men, police, and other emergency servics perso(nnel- and p~rovides, initial emiergency

response guidance for virtually all ha/ardous materials transported in the United States. It enables

wcos\ho are unfamiliar with chemieal names, to idenify ha/airdous materials byter four-digit

dentification number and determine safet measures, to be taken. The dis trib)ution plan for the

guidebook is to have one in each emergencyv response vehiele. Howr, distribution is also made

t ndkiid uat respontder,, and training organi/at ins upon request. The transportation industrx' is

required by RS)PA reg~ulations, t repo rt incidents, and or accidents that faill utnder specified criteria

to the N"RC RSPA funds thait portion oI the operational cotof the NRU attibhutitble ito the

admIrinvitration miss.ion, as well as the cost to thc \ R( for loading data into the RSlP.A data system.

I h interfatoc hctvtxn RSP,\ and ,tte and locail vettnnsi achiesed through this data ssstem

\in~c states mlax retriese% daita from the swtcm, ink ludino- the data entered by thle \W'.



RSPA prepares and distributes emergency planning guidance primarily through two publications:

(ommunit, Tcamwvork' and Lessons Learned.'2 Community Tcamwkork provides ideas on how to

develop a ha/ardous materials transportation safetv program at the most economical cost by

involving the different state and local agencies. It provides guidance on:

1. maximiing the use of available federal, state, and local resources, and increasing interagency

cooperation:

2. consolidating haardous materials transportation activities w.ith other state and loal programs;

expanding the use of mutual aid agreements;

4. maximiing the use of part-time and voluntccr staff; and

5. encouraging greater local industry involvcment in hazardous materials incident prevention and

L.mergcnc response activities.

Local industrv is a valuable source of technological expertise. emergcncy response equipment, and

containment materials.

L rcons [e Irncd provides information on:

1. getting startcd in IfAZMAT safety managenent;

2. ,urcvinv HtAZMAT transportation and conducting a hazard analysis:

3. asscssingi incident prevention and response capabilities;

4. dceloping HAZMAT contingency plans: and

5. implementing and updating |HAZMAT safety programs.

RSPA pro,,idcs guidance to cities, counties, and regions for response and incident prevention

planning involving hazardous mat._rials, particularly transportation incidents.

0.7 I S. COAST GUARD ('SC(i)

There is close connection between the USCG, the OSCs, and state and local agencies in

incident respo nse actiities. OS(. dcxclop Fcdcral I ocal (toningence Plans (I.(Ps), which provide



to~r responses that arc coordinated Aith ,tate and local environmnrtal, lire, emicrgcncN, and disaster

ii L'CI C IC".

The I'SCT) pro'.ides the National Strike Force (NSF) (,,,c Sect. 6.4) and the Public

ln! rniion Asit amn (FIAT). The NSF consists of three strike team,;, A.~hich respond to both

,ojv1tl aind iniland spills, at the: request of an OSC. Thle teams can provide technical assistance and

id'.ice, as '.kclI as ,pcciali/Ld rcsponsc equipment if' .dquate resources are niot othlerwise available.

I he PIAT consists, of- public allairs specialists wAho are available to assist OSCs and regional or

netric of i cs ito mieet the hecavy demands for public information and part icipat ion which often

~ 'm a nvmaj r incident,,

The National Response (-enter (see Sect. 6.2) established in I1974, is administered! and staffed

h\. the S, CG The F\VPCA Spill Rcportini! RclLlations and the INCP desienatc the NRC as the

prim irx locat on for rcporting pollution incidents. The NRC recives, toll-free telephone reports

trom every% state. Puerto Rico, Guam. and the U.S. Virgin Islands and then relays the reports to the

aippropriate I SCG( or IPA OSC and other federal agenieis bvalrecent. In addition to relaying

non iheations oft podllutio n incidents, the NRC also provides limited advice (ecg.. product information)

aind bac.kujp cornmunic,'tions support to all response persornel through the OSC. Responders can

also ajccess four computer niodcling data bases, through the NRC. These data bases can he used to

idenitity Such thing-, -- 'he Potential hazard zones resulting from a chemical ,pill. Additionally, the

NRC k datta-linked to CHEMTREC, a servic of the Chemical Manufacturers ikssociation, which

s, a cenitralized chemical emecrge nev response information source (see Sect. 9.2).

The USCG Also promulgates, the Chemical I lazards Resp~onsec Infornmion System (CHRIS)

mnil. .Alth ugh the (CHRIS Manuals were de'.cloped for use by USCG persornel, they are also

u Cd ehel \..b st1ate and ] )cail responders, and aire available for public sale through the U.S.

(1-i nniti Prittint, Offi c.

(he I SC 1" nv 'Rked in a number of planning efforts, to enhance federal, strate, and local

prcpirLdflc.ss to respn)nd to mil and hazardous subshtance incidents,, Minludingj participation on the



National Response Team (scc Sect. 6.3). The USCG\s responsibilities in the federal response

mcchminisrn include dc--:c meint and or rev iew of fe- deral contiflgencx, plans at the national, regional.

and local levcls. -*,long! Aith other members of the NRT, the USCG recommends and considers

possible revisions to the MRP Each RRT. for \\hich the UiSCG; provides the Co-chair, is

responsible for maintaininge a Federal Regional (Pontingenev Plan (RCP). An RCP contains

nformaition on services, and resourkcs that are typically required by an 05(7 hut are not necessarily

available at the local level. The RRT is also charged sk ith evaluating the clfccti~crness of the RCP

aind Federal Local ContingenA Plans (LCPs) for pollution incidents. As discusscd in the previous

'cet ion on inocit response, t SffO OSCs deelip [(Ps \s it hin thecir zones of1 responsibility. An

L(P is normally an act w n plan %h ich addreses such matters as the miost p ibalei location f~r

pollution inc idenits, the availability of local response equt pik' n and pcis~n ric, and senisitive

reso)ur-ce requiring_, protection.

O.S DEPARTMENT OF LABOR OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH) AND) S.-'l~l IY
ADMINISTRATION (OSHA)

The proposed OSHA employee protect ion standards (see Sct. 5.7.3) wkill. henci finalized. eo\ er

ain estimated 1.2 million workers kkho manage and clean uIJ p haa rI Ms %% ast es and conduct

ertgency responses to hazardous substances. 0OSHA wkas required to prtll~ t rule for these

'taindards uinder Sect 126 (1 SARA. The proposed rule includes prokisrions for the protection of'

kkorkers, engated in hazardous opcrtions, inldrL prvsin fo sa - arid licalth programs, site

control, training, medical surveillance, personal protective equipmt.rr enutneecring! control,

inlwrnmii n progr-ams, decontamination procedures, and emecrgency response plans. When finali/ed.

i he'c stlindai-, %kill k, .e r %,i ike r:, pcrform~ing clan nopratmitis ;it hitaardo us kkasic sites, wkorkers

,i R RA-tecuidAC t1MIetCtitsog, arid disposa lfacilities, and memrihers ofI flriate hazardous

.,itcri.il, rtrmnsc tcaim,. SARA, Sct. 1260F) iko rcquircs, that lP\ :Idopl staindalrds identical to

the ( )SH A standards to protect staic and municipal .:nplokect.- ( su. xi et~hcs police, and

emekrge nev mcd cal tams) t n1 )lved in haza rdous substa nc o pcrAtio ns in saetHat do not ha\ c



OSHA-approved job) health and ,aflty proi.gatws. States, th:tt do havec these OSHA-approved

prot-raims must adopt standards comparable to t he OSH A staindards.

In JanuarN 19N6. OSHA set up a pilot inspection program, the Chemical Special Emphasis

Prowrani ( Chcm SEP), which is fotcused on plants producing highlv toxic chemicals." The OSHA

nspcctkors conduct miore thorou(gh inspections than thc typical OSHA chicnical plant inspection.

Ifow cvcr. since this is only a pilot project. only about S0 inspicct ons vcrc planned (19,8,6), which

is a smnall fiact i n of' the total United States chemical plants ( estimated at approximiately I ()(XX)).

I'lc actual plants inspected at the program completion numbered 40) since the OSH A inspection

rc (lurccs were ,everelv strained by the eff~ rt (eachi petAn averagc (it 3S-1 Ii 1,r ittslpectioh-).

Result,, of' the inspections indicated that many oft the problems in the plants, discovered by the

te~ams were not regulated by specific rules and had to be cited under the 05S1 IA Act Gecneral Duty

(ila use. The number of' general iolat ions has resulted in an apprai sal fo(r addit i 'a regulations by

OSHA. For exam ple, a standard w ill be considered which v ill require, talcilit ics, to monitor for

releases, of' certain chemicals, such as, chlorine, carbon mono xide, anrd phklsgne.

OSH-A reiuards the Chem SEP project as successI'l from a polic-y standpIoint, and they plan to

take the followNing lit>- of action as a result:

.1)develo)p a more systlem -wide approach to the ,h irt-l-ter neds of the a uenev and the

indusiry for preventing catastrophic ha/mat releases anid

2. develop over the long term, a set of rceulat ions that "consider the d\ nanics of the chemical

nd ust rN." OSH-A believecs that the availability of' infortmation on hia/tiats, cniployee training.

and community awkareness wkill be more effective than occasional OSflIA inspections.

'NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATNMOSPHERIC ADMIINISTRATION (NoAA)
H AZAR DOL'S MA\TERIALS RESPONSE BRANCH

NOAA is, charged in the National Contingcnci Plan (see Sect. 5 ) vv it I prov ding assistance to

tie 1:S. Co)ast (inard (I. SCGi) 'In-scene coordination (()S(-'s, duritig oil atid hiairdous material

incidenits., ' This f-unction is performed by a scientil-ic support coordinator 1 SSC) vv ho serves as a
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member of the OSC's staff when requested during a response. The SSCs are available to act as the

principal liaison between the OSC and the scientific community by coordinating responses to OSC

requests for assistance from scientists. Most incidents handled by the USCG concern vessel

collisions and port transfer accidents. However, the SSCs occasionally become involved as well in

oil-well blowouts, railroad and industrial facility accidents, and problems at waste sites.

The NOAA Hazardous Materials Response Branch meets this responsibility with a team

organized to meet 4"SC needs and questions 24 h per day. Rcgional SSCs based throughout the

United States are supported by team specialists in computer communications, environmental

resources - at risky physical process monitoring, chemical data interpretation, personal safety, and

human health. Problems involving dangerous chemical substances require extensive use of all these

,pecialties.

In order to provide rapid, yet complcte, information on chemicals involved in spills, NOAA has

de,,elopcd a Chemical Advisory Report (CHEMREP) System. These standardized one-page reports

are designed to provide the SSC and the OSC with a summary of relevant interpretations and

conclusions from chemical data, as well as listings of selected data.

The system uses computer storage and electronic mailing technology to allow transmission of

existing CHEMREP to the scene within minutes after notification. When a chemical release not

included in the CHEMREP files occurs, a new report is compiled for transmission within I or 2 h.

The CHEMREP system has been used in many typcs of chemical accidents. A CHEMREP can

either supplement other existing sources of information, such as CHEMTREC (see Sect. 9.2), or

in some cases replace them. Some types of information are intentionally not included in a

CHEMREP. Manufacturer contacts and details concerning a product's transportation history are

aailahlc from CHEMTREC, so they are not included. Also, the detailed techniques for response

miigation are also omitted since they may be specific to each particular situation and rely on details

availablc only to the on-scenc responders. The system became operationa: in October 198' and

since that time, the original file of 6) reports has been expanded at a rate of about 2 per week.



7 STATE OF TENN-SSEE

Mo,,st states currcnt!v have state emergcriy rc>ponsc orgaani/ations and are required to establish

,tatc emergency commissions under SARA Title Ill. Since the organizational picture at the state

and local levels is in considerable flux, an ovcrall assessment is no' possible at present. However,

to pro,ide insight into one of the more aggressive and comprehensive state programs, we have

,clcctcd the Tennessee Emergenex Management Agenc for dctailcd a,,,ssmcnt.

The State of Tennessee instituted its Tennessee Emcricnx Managcment Agcnc' (TEMA) in

11)78 just after the railroad disaster at Waverly, Tennessee. This incident occurred (in February 24,

' )., Ahcn a single jumbo railroad tank car carring 27,871 gal (i of 1u ilied pro pane gas ruptured,

causing a boiling liquid expanding vapor explosion (BLEVE) in do;,nlo, n Waerlv. Although

derailment of the car had occurred 40 h prior to the cxplosion, an almost complctcly ineffective

c,.acuat on ' .as in force when the explosion took place. An initial c\acuati1 ,0I '"e arCa wAithin 440

%d of the car had been ordercd; but by the time the explosion occurred, onl\ an area of three city

blocks was barricaded. However, some businesses were allovcd to operate in that area. For

example, a tank truck unloaded 9(X) gal of gasoline to an oil slorage depot less than one block

from the car shortly before the explosion. Consequently, the explosion killed 16 people and

,criousl injured more than 50 and has resulted in personal injury suits seeking in excess of S362

million in compensatory and punitive damages.

At present, TEMA is considered one of the foremost state emcrgency operations in the country.

One incentive for this is that Tennessee is located in the federal region (Region 4) experiencing the

ncxt-to-highest number of hazardous materials incidents during 1983-1984. (Region 5, midwest, had

the greatest number of incidents.) Tennessee, which is a major producer of haizardous chemicals,

is cros,,ed hx numerous intcrstate highways and aiil iincs used hs the aw inaici ais aid hulk

lcmitcals pro ducers of the outhcrn and southwestern United States and b1 the chemical

manu faclurers and processors of the northeast. It is also art arca If clnidcrablc growlh. There

is little diuh! that Tennessee wkill continue to expcricrc more than ius shc of potential for
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haia rd lira rrrs crncrecneies. *Uhc followinv descript ion of t hc TEMA ore-arri/Atiofl and its

%er rr * ,a pro'~idcd b\ 'F\1-%A

JYMNA ha' beecn ivncr responsibility for ha/ardOus naterials enmergency planning, training.

rcxrpon'c, coordinarion. and rcco\.cr- at the state le~el. The aim of' the progurm is to increase

rc~idmncs>, k' all lcels A4 ,tatc and local governmntn to a point .hcrc, in the c~cnt of' a hazaridous

mat. na lk c mi rcncv. there xxiii be no ax idable lof' iffe or injuryv and mnininmum11 property loss.

laccomplish this airm, TEMA has, etabtishcd an ovtensive it iri nu prouram and has put into

craition an crncniwnc\ re 'pons plain v~ ich inxolxes TEMIA prsoinel, othcr 'rare agencies,, and

,,- r,'p n'e teaim'.

!'he 'rretmc ~ cc Operation.s (icenter SEC)( nimitrn-J bx 'I £I\.A ind~ i, nannd 24

[r Lt% Ja I, F LIJ the ,tatc-% ide comlunicat ion' net, the SFO( ma1,1 be ktn ratckd by radio or

!in :ntm irix point in the \,ate. The SLOC duty officer i, trained in ritbh'c of ha/ardous"

n~m il'K nvr tian lha aecess to ain exten'ixc reference libratr o tiha/arfd us materials

ma .I hnrx r' a Ph 1). hKm-iist on the TENIA staff x'. ho is, on 24- h clill ton consultation.

n' iddJ;rnn lio,;'n i' nronrarrmd. wtih phx'reians. toxicooists, other chem~ists, and state, federal,

and industr \pcrt,, Io n merue nex einsul tat ii n. The dtyt officer is also trained to locate chemical

manul1aAct , inn nd other parties, directly concerned w-ith the involved materials. Througih these

han nckI, the mtr1t co mplete into rmat ion may be providled to the seene.

In rnin as loeal respo)(nders, require niore direet assistance. In thesec events, a TEIMA Field

Services, ('( iordinator is, dispatched to the seene. Field Serx iees C'oordinators are stationed

throuihour the state at l)catjiib, that alloxA arrixal at any scene x %Hhin I h af'ter notif'ication. These

oordrnarors, are tcntilid hia/ar don aterials technicians A~ith miore than 200 h of- specialized

fri n i n c. Ilhc\ are %ikpe itrh pcrsi a pit tctn rye ,i eaknd hiaxe aiccss to ha ,;rrdrus miaterials

,-n, usxshich ca mvr spn( k Id eq Li-i nn A rt h niore than S7i 1,141). Once onl the scne, the coonrdinator

IMrwdes support- and assi'rante. or at the request , o1 thre local co1111mmandr, lie \ riI a1'utnc eomnr1aild

mrid ser,.c a' the un*~ kci-it: ao?
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To implement the SARA Title III State and local government provisions, (see Sect. 7.1),

Gk,%crnor McWhcrtcr issued Executive Order No. 7 on April 1, 19S7, which established the

Tennessee Emergency Response Council (TCRC). TCRC is comprised of the Director of TEMA,

,,ho serves as chairman, and the commissioners of the Tennessee Department of Labor and the

Department of Health and Environment. The organization of TERC is illustrated in Fig. 3.

The Haiardous Materials Advisor Committee is responsible for providing ad. ice and guidance

in the following functional areas: emergency planning and notification, communit, right-to-know,

and toxic chemical release reporting. The Committee members will be providcd a Title Ill progress

report twice annually.

The Tennessee Emcrgenc. Management AgenQ- is responsible under Title Ill Scctiti 30'(C)

ft)r receiving and processing the notification letters from the owr. .fs and operators of' facilities that

havc extremely haardous substances on their premises. A list of Section 302 facilities - b, county

- has been furnished to each local emergency planning committee. TEMA regional directors will

be provided with a list of facilities in their respective rcgions to assist in the formation of local

conmmittecs. As indicated in Fig. 3, TEMA's three regional offices will be responsible for the

impcmcntation of the Title Ill program at the local level.

In Tcnn(,,,cc. emcrgency planning districts are comprised of county boundaics, pending fiial

L V1 T1 :n in oI the number and distribution of facilities in the state. Each planning district (county)

t %. .r,.cd h% a local emergenc- planning committee. In the future, it may prove efficient to

dcxi 'natc ni ulttIdtuntv planning districts if there are relatively few facilities aver a multicountv area.

Planning boundaric,, are flexible and can change to accommodate unique characteristics and

equirCmentsc . TERC is responsiblc for appointing members of a Local Emergency Planning

(ommittee (l.EPC) for each district. Title Ill. Sect. 302(C) of the law idcntific,, the groups Ind

rLrgani/atiom, that should be represented on the local committee.

TERC is responsible for the coordination and supervision of enicrcncy plitii in efforts at the

local Icvcl, which will culminate in the completion, testing, caluatiorLi and appr0o.al o1f local
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emegercvresponse plans by October 17, 11188 The LEPCs will prepare a local emergency response

plan that incorp( rates. at a minimum11, the nine planning, elements that are set forth in Title 1ll,

Section 103(C). A Guidance Document for Title 111. prepared by TEMVA, is the reference document

tkr local Lovernmnt. and industry in the preparation of local plans.." The Guidance Document for

Title Ill provides a six step process for preparing the local plan.

TEMIA is rcsponsible for mianaging state and local emergency preparedness, response, and

rccovetx% functions, as outlined in the Tennessee Emergency Management Plan (TEMP). The TEMIP

,And local Emergcncx Operations Plans fEOPs) are the officially adopted documents that authorize

.inil thrcct cmcrtccnc\N opcraition\ in Tennecssee.

The pri mar point of con ri t w ith LEPCS, xs1 ilhe TENIA's three rei.6ional offices. .Asistance

ito bc provide in the follow ing areas,: (1) planning, ()taning: (3) exercising: and (4)

dIcvcii Imcnt of emergenex notification procedures as required under Title Ill, Section 304. The

[LEPCs will submit their local emrgerincy response plan to the TEMA Regional Director in their

rciion for resiew, and the Tennessee Fmergency Response Councii will formailly appro~ve the local

cmcgctc\rc,, ponse plans,.

Implementation 0t the training, provisions of Title Ill will involve input fromi a broad range of-

(Troup,, and disciplines, includinLg state and loc:al elected officials, emcrtgenc-\ response personnel,

mcdkhi, environmental groups and busilness, and industry. The Title Ill training program is designcd

to meetA the needs of these groups.

10 icl Ill t ra ining is organi/ed in to tour categories to retiedt the requiremntts of various

OrLa ni/ati ns:

I-I lazairdous Materials (Contingency P~lannin g Course (32 hours) - This course is tarted toward

nicP mmbers, and is ilcsii_,cd to IpJ~il idall the ncessatr\ to ols for dcxeloping aind testing

kwIj ica I emerncy upiis phiws

2.Title Ill Workshops; - A\ ()~c f Aorkholps, (I h) s ill be hield in 1;,,c three r(p os and wkill

h cs n the Aminist rat wc aind l)rg~Ilni/atj(nIi ii aspects of litl IMIl.
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enacted, the OSHA HC Standard applied only to manufacturers and importers of hazardous

chemicals within SIC codes 20-39. On August 24, 1987, OSHA, acting under court order, issued

a final ruling extending the HC standard to all employers, thereby making nonmanufacturers subject

to these requirements.

TEMA is responsible for the following aspects of Section 311: (1) rcceivilig, processing, and

storing Section 311: (2) distributing the Section 311 reports to local emergency , planning committees

and fire department; (3) answering inquiries from facility owners and the public on MSDSs and

other aspect,, of Sect. 31, and (4) updating information on the Section 311 reports, as provided by

facility owners and operators.

The Tennessee Department of Labor is responsible for the following: (1) Furnishing TEMA

with a list of facilitv owners (SIC codes 20-39) and (2) answering inquiries from facility owners that

are technical in nature, particularly questions related to specific chemicals.

In summary, response to the SARA Title III by the State of Tennessee has been established

through the policies and procedures as outlined in TEMA's Policies and Procedures Guide.3" The

six functional areas of Title III comprise the Tennessee program include:

1. Prograim Management,

2. Emergency Planning,

3. Training,

4. Emergency N.)tification,

5. Community Right-to-Know, and

6. Toxic Chemical Release Reporting.

The responsibilities of TEMA, TERC, the LERCs, and facility owners and operators fall under the

abovc six areas.



S LOCAL REG IONAL RESPONSIBILITIES - MEMPtIIS StIELBY COUNTY, TENNESSEE

The Mcmphi, Shelby Countv are,, is the sixth largest distribution center in the United States;

it is a major transportation hub. There are t wo major interstate highways and a number of U.S.

hih,.avs that intersect at Memphis. Six major railroads maintain large switching and repair

facilities in Memphis. The Mississippi River is utili/cd for 13,()(0(,00() tons of cargo per year at the

Port of Memphis and I22,(XX),(X) tons of flow%-bv traffic. Because of the transportation facilities

and geographic location, Memphis is a center for the manufacture and distribution of hazardous

materials products. Sixty-eight major motor carriers have terminals in Memphis."

The f ,h;owing ccscrlption of the Memphis Shclhy County programs as extracted from DOT's

ILc,,ons Learned.;

The major Memphis hazmat concern began in 1976 and 1977 with increasing transportation

accidents involving hazmats. Some City Division of Fire Services persotitncl ,acre trained on

handling hazmat transportation incidents before the demonstration project was initiated, and two

hazmat React Teams were organized and trained in 1978. A train derailment in Wynne, Arkansas,

with toxic and flammable liquids proved to be a valuable learning experience. As a result of the

Wvnne incident, it was decided that the React Teams needed better training. Chief officers in the

Division of Fire Services also needed to be trained, and a highly specialized group was needed

within the division to serve as staff and resource officers at hazmat incidents. A liquefied petroleum

gas explosion in Waverly, Tennessee, reaffirmed the conclusions reached after the Wyvnne incident.

As the numbers of incidents increased and a significant incident occurred within the city in

1979, local concern led to the formation of a volunteer task force. This group was charged to define

hazardous materials problems that can affect the citizens of the Memphis/Shelby County area and

to suggest strategies to further define, evaluate, and/or solve problems.

Task force findings showed that there are large amounts of hazardous materials in storage and

transported through the area. While the air and river traffic seemed to be free of significant
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incidents, problems were detected with materials transported by rail and highway. Recommendations

of the task force led to a DOT-sponsored demonstration project, which included three broad phases:

1. Phase I was designed to determine the area's existing capability to prevent and respond to

hazardous materials incidents.

2. Phase 2 included plans and strategies to prevent or respond to hazardous materials incidents.

3. Phase 3 encompassed the developmcnt and implementation of a hazardous materials

management program.

Conceptually, this project relied on a basic research design of pretest, treatment, post test with

t nrimarv ernnhasis cr- ero rge c %c,-nse capabilities. The operating mcchanim,, for activities

under this project was a local advisory council staffed by volunteers from industry, government,

educational institutions, emergency response agencies, and a private consulting firm under

subcontract to the Memphis Fire Services Division. The advisory council was called the Memphis

Shelby County Hazardous Materials Advisory Council (HMAC). The H-MAC was a reorganized and

reactivated version of the original task force established prior to the demonstration project. The

HMAC Chairman is a member of the Memphis City Council, and the Vice-Chairman is a member

of the Shelby County Commission. Agencies represented include the Division of Fire Services,

police department, County Civil Defense, the Memphis State Law School, University of Tennessee,

local industry, and federal agencies. Six operation committees were organized under the HMAC for

a total membership of 140 persons.

The HMAC plan identified actors and their roles in a hazmat emergeny. Specific areas of

responsibility were designated. The Division of Fire Services was given the lead responsibility in

hazmat responses within the county; roles for the police department and the emergency medical

services were also defined. The project also identified a model mutual-aid agreement that could be

useful in other geographic areas. The pretest and post test activities were conducted in the form

of county-wide drills involving a simulated derailment of tank cars of hazardous materials and
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coordinated responses by the various emergency response organizations within the Memphis/Shelby

County area.

The first county-wide drill involved over 4(X) people, 17 agencies, and 10 hospitals. It f)cused

on three basic areas:

1. coordination of responses to the accident,

2. rescue and handling of victims, and

3. diagnosis and treatment of victims with acute chemical exposures.

Communications failures plagued all aspects of the drill and contributed to other failures to act.

The drill pointed out the need for better communications capability, planning, training, cooperation,

and coordination in hazardous materials emergency response activities.

Phase 3 of the Memphis HMAC Project focused on four major areas:

1. Hazmat information system - Memphis established a hazardous materials information system

which would serve as a reference for response staff in a hazmat incident. The information

system contains information on the type of chemicals handled at stores and generator facilities

and identifies the characteristics and properties of chemicals. The information system also

identifies local, state, and federal resources for hazmat incidents.

2. Training - Memphis conducted training sessions for the React Teams for 3.5 d. A general

hazmat training program for 1450 emergency response personnel was conducted. Response

personnel included: fire fighters, who used a 12-module self-study text; law enforcement

personnel, who were trained by an instructor; and emergency medical services personnel, who

were trained by a toxicologist.

3. Public awareness - Memphis developed and implemented a public awareness campaign in this

phase. n ormation on hazardous materials in the Memphis/Shelby County areas was presented

to the media in a press conference and through participation in the s(.tod s:ula'i'n drill. and

to public groups through speeches by HMAC members.
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4. Second simulation - A second simulation drill was conducted using a train derailment with

hazardous chemicals. The simulation pointed out the need for a better communication system

to transmit data on hazmat incidents to area agencies. It was also found that public awareness

and the involvement of media in simulation are important aspects of a local hazmat

transportation program.

Formation of the Memphis/Shelby County HMAC has coordinated organizational emergency

response activities at the federal, state, and local levels, along with local industries such as DuPont,

W. R. Grace, and others. Results of this program have produced significant improvements in

public awareness, development of emergency response capabilities (REACT Teams), acquisition of

emergency response equipment, development of mutual aid agreements, coordination of emergency

responses, rescue and handling procedures, and treatment of exposed people during simulated

emergency drills. Results and recommendations of the project can be summarized as follows:

1. The information system and data base inventory were crucial to planning a realistic mobilization

plan.

2. As a result of the project recommendations, Tennessee has enacted a limited "good Samaritan"

law that applies to incidents involving compressed gases.

3. The project determined that a planning structure that incorporates representatives of

government agencies and private firms is very important (the advisory committee with an

extensive committee system worked very well for Memphis).

4. The project team used the demonstration program to plan and conduct extensive training of

emergency personnel React Teams, and the private sector (the city developed useful training

materials for each major segment of the response team).

5. The two simulations were major achievements. Simulations are very useful to test planning,

coordination, and responses to hazmat incidents. Memphis also designed an extensive

evaluation system to judge the effectiveness of simulations.
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6. The project team found it useful to cite the experiences and benefits of mutual-aid agreements

in other areas when the city was trying to convince local governments and agencies to execute

such agreements.

7. The second simulation drill showed very significant progress when compared with the first.

Significant adv2nces were noted in the areas of appropriate on-scene command and

tactics,emergency medical operations, personnel protection, communications, and transport.

Certainly the emphasis on training was one factor that contributed to this improvement.

In summary, the Memphis HMAC project is considered successful in that it has demonstrated

po,itivc improvements and the need for continuing efforts to maintain an cflcctive response postde.

The concpts used in this project are considered adaptable to other geographic regions. Of the

materials developed in this project, some are readily transferable to other areas while some may

need modification to suit another region's needs. The primary success factors in this project are,

without question, adaptable to all geographic regions: planning, training, cooperation, and

coordination.

The Memphis/Shelby County HMAC plan was finalized in December 1985 and the organization

was involved in a number of activities in 1986, including several emergency simulations, a household

hazardous materials collection program, and an extensive public relations program.
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9 INDUSTRIAL AND PRIVATE INITIATIVES

An impressive effort with respect to emergency response planning, training, and coordination

has been implemented by industry and private organizations including, but not limited to, the

following:' 1

1. Chemical Manufacturers Association (CMA),

2. American Institute of Chemical Engineers (AIChE),

3. Hazardous Materials Advisery, Council (HMAC), (not the same as the Memphis/Shelby County

HMAC),

4. American Petroleum Institute (API),

5. The Chlorine Institute,

6. American Association of Railroads (AAR), and

7. National Agricultural Chemicals Association (NACA).

9.1 CMA COMMUNITY AWARENESS AND EMERGENCY RESPONSE PROGRAM (CAER)

The Community Awareness and Emergency Response (CAER' Prugram of the CMA provides

extensive technical assistance for local community and chemical plant cmergenciy. planning. The

program is based on the CAER Program Handbook, which provides chemical plant managers with

guidance on achieving community awareness; necessary elements of emergency response plans,

including checklists of items to cover; and an evaluation matrix for identifying strengths and

weaknesses of state, local, and other industry plans with which the plant's plan must be

coordinated." ' Key components of the handbook arc these CMA position statements:

1. CMA member companies have a responsibility to provide information on hazardous chemicals

to the public. This information should be tailored to the needs of specific groups (e.g..

emergency responders, physicians, general public).

2. Trade secrets must be protected while, at the same time, providing necessary hazard and health

care information to the public.
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3. Industry, state, and local government leaders must work together in developing coimmunity

right-to-know programs.

Other results of the program are distributions of letters and brochurcs describing plant

operations to community residents, safety and environmental protection programs, community

chemical information seminars, and one major corporation's mailing of CMA Handbooks to its

4WM) authorized distributors, along with a request that these distributors join the CAER program.

9.2 CMA CHEMICAL TRANSPORTATION EMERGENCY CENTER (CHEMTREC)

Since September 1971, the Chemical Manufacturers Association (CMA) has been operating a

24-h toll-free telephone service for providing technical information and operational support during

chemical transportation emergencies. Although CHEMTREC's primary mission is to help during

transportation incidents, it also provides support for chemical hazardous materials emergencies in

nontransport (e.g., fixed-facility) situations.

CHEMTREC is establishing direct contact with chemical company medical personnel. These

contacts will expand CHEMTREC's ability to provide medical advice to physicians who treat those

exposed to chemicals. Another value of CHEMTREC is its link to the mutual-aid programs that

exist for some products and materials. CHEMTREC receives many calls about radioactive materials

transportation incidents and relays the assistance request to DOE regional response facilities. If an

incident involves the chemicals of certain CMA companies that produce such materials as chlorine,

or a pesticide, CHEMTREC calls emergency contacts in its own CHEMNET mutual-aid network,

or those designated by the Chlorine Institute or the National Agricultural Chemicals Association.

The emergency response networks of these organizations are described below.

9.3 CMA CHEMNET NETWORK

The CHEMNET mutual-aid network began operating on November 1, 1985, and is designed

to provide prompt response, advice, and assistance at the scene of serious Themical transportation

incidents. It has more than 50 participating companies with emergency teams, 23 subscriners (who
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receive services during an incident from a participant and then reimburse response and cleanup

costs), and 4 emergcnc y response contractors. CIIEMNET currently has more than 170

geographically dispersed emergency response teams in the network and is expected to continue

expanding. Participtting companies include the nation's largest chemic:l producers and transporters

(e.g., DuPont, Union Carbide, and Dow Chemical).

The CHEMNET network is activated when a member shipper cannot respond promptly to an

incident involving that company's products(s) and requiring the presence of a chemical expert. If

a member company cannot go to the scene of the incident, the shipper will authorize a

CHEMNET-contracted emergency response company to proc,'ed. Communications for the network

are provid..,d by CHEMTREC, with the shipper receiving notification and details about the incident

from the CHEMTREC communicator.

9.4 CMA CHEMICAL REFERRAL CENTER (CRC)

Another technical assistance resource of the CMA is its Chemical Referral Center (CRC) for

chemical users, chemical transporters, and the public. The CRC which began operation in

December 1985, provides safety and health information that, for example, can be used by local

cmergcncv response planners in dealing with chemical companies who are not CAER members. The

CRC operates daily from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. (Eastern Standard Time). CRC operators determine the

identity of the product being inquired about and use this information to provide a contact at the

company. In most cases, the information is providcd to the caller in the form of a material safety

data sheet, plus more detailed product inlormation when necessary. Initially the CRC can link

callers to producers o. over I(M,(") products, but plans are in progress for the chemical information

base to grow to over 5(X),(XX) products.

9.5 CHLORINE INSTITUTE EMERGENCY PLAN (CItLOREP)

Since its inception in 1972, the Chlorine Institute's Chlorine Emorgeiic\ Plan (CHLOREP) has

handled over 8WXI transportation and fixed-facility incidents. CIHILOREP is a 24-h mutual-aid
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program of 35 mcmbcr companics and their 70 producing and packaging plants. Rcsponsc is

actixatcd by a C IEMTREC call to the dcsignatcd C 4LOREP contact, wto notifies the appropriate

cam Icadcr. based on CHI-OREP's tcot'raphical sector assignmcnts for tcams. The team leader,

in turn. calls the emcrgencv callcr at the incident scene and detcrminc ,,, hat advicc and assistance

arc nccdcd.

.. NACA PESTICIDE SAFETY TEAM (PSTN)

The National Agricultural Chemicals As,,sociation Pesticide Safety Team Nct,,ork (PSTN) was

rrmed in 1970 to minimi/e cnvironmcntal damage and injur. arising from accidental pesticide spills

or Icaks. The network ha'- 14 member c niptlnics and nmorc than 45 sa lc't\ tcams \ulh expert

pcrsonncl and equipment for prompt and cfficicnt cleanup of pesticides after a major incident.

PSTN has an area coordinator in each of its ten rcgions nationwide. Thc,c coordinators are

available 24 h per day to receive pesticide incident notifications from CIEMITREC. Once notified,

an arca coordinator telephones the emergcnc% caller, obtains necessaR informatioo regarding the

incident, coordinates with the manufacturer of the pesticide to a,:ee on emcrgency procedures, and

arranges for needed PSTN resources. The coordinator then recontacts the emergeno' cIler and

advises what immediate steps to take. If a sal'cty team is needed from either the manufacturer or

the roster o- PSTN teams in the area, the team is mobilized and the coordinator notifies the caller

that it is on the way.

9.7 ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN RAILROADS FIELD FORCE

A quasi-mutual aid program for emergency response is the 19-member Field Force of the

.Xssocimtion of American Railroads Bureau of Explosives. Team members, located throughout the

United States and Canada, spend about 20'., of their litic iesponding ii dciailnicial and leaking car

incidents. In addition, one primary rcsponsibility of the Bureau Manager for Environmental Services

is to assist rail carriers in the cleanup that fIlows an emergency. Although the Field Force is

smaller than it was in the past, some railroads now have their own emergency response teams.
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4.S HAZARDOV,; MATERIALS ADVISORY COLNCL - I7,"C'RMATION SERVICES

The Ha,;ardous Materials Advisorv Council (HN.AC' ;s a nonprofit trade association that

tunctions as a clcaringhouse for safety information on hazardous matrials transportation and a

,,,urcc of technical assistance for government 30Leicies at all levels. HMAC's 2;1,-Himmbcr companies

lncludc carricrs oi all midcs, shippers of %arNinlg size, contaii,r manufafturcrs and reconditioners,

And cn'rgcn .: r,,ponse and vaste-cleanup conhtactors. H-IMAC publications arC sent, on request,

to About SX(I peopie and public sector organizations on its mailing list.

).10. AIChE CINTER FOR PROCESS SAFETY

The Amcriean Institute (of k-henmial Engineers (AIC'E), a professional society representing the

chemical eginecring profession, has been active in chemical-relaed activities. In Janua' 1985,

.\1( 'hF e,,tablished the Center for Chemical Process Safely. The purpose of the center ;., to conduct

rcscarch and provide objective technical information on issues related to the prevention of accidents

in the manufacturing, handling, and storage of toxic and/or reactive materials. The center has

bud!gcted SI million for these efforts per year and plans to supplement AIChE funding with grants

from both private industry and the government.

s of January 19S6, the center's efforts consisted of four projects:

I. development of a document entitled Guidelines for Hazard Evaluation Procedures, which is

currently in publication;

2. a safety training program that probably will include developing self-study materials to sell to

chemical processorrs (the center also plans to integrate safety issues into college level classes);

3. research in safety procedures for bulk storage and handling; and

4. research on vapor cloud dispersion models.

The AIChE is also working with EPA to implement its guidance for decloping comr'unity

preparedness programs. Since much of the guidance is highly technical, EPA has requested that

AIChE provide personnel to help local communities develop response plans. As a result, AIChE

is implementing a pilot program for a limited number of areas. As part of the pilot program,
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.. hE- members livine in these areas, many o, whom are retired chemical engineers, will volunteer

to avos t the I wcal communities in their pl. ining efforts.

S1i !NSTITrTE OF HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

The ]n,titulc of Hazairdous Materials Management is a nonprofit corporation dedicated to

up,,crartcig profc,,ior:tl practice in the field of hazardous materials management. Their Hazardous

.laterialk Manager Certification Program has the following objectives:
1. to proidc ,rcdcntialed recognition to those professionals engaged in the management and

cnginering control of hazardous materials Aho have attained the required level of education,

experience, and compctence;

2. to !oster continued professional dcvclopment of Certified Hazard,,us Materials Managers

th ough continuing education, peer group interaction, and technological stimulation;

3. to facilitate thc transfer of k-towledge and experience among professionals and organizations

vital!v concerned with hazardous materials management; and

4. to provide government, industry, and academia with a mechanism for identifying hazardous

matcrial.k management professionals who have fulfil'ed the requirements for certification by a

prof,ssional peer group.

A Certified Hazardous Materials Manager (CHMM) Examination has been developed as a

qualification requirement along with at least 3 years of professional hazmat-relatcd experience in

industry, government. or education. Major contributions and outstanding leadership in this field may

also be credited toward meeting some ef the requirements. The CHMM examination is offered

petiodically at universities located in various states. A training manual prepared by TVA personnel

is available."
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10 SURVEY OF RESPONSIBILITY GAPS

In response to the sork statement, significant gaps and overlaps identified during the evaluation

of statutory and rcgulatoiv responsibilities are to be summarized. Empirical gaps and overlaps

depend not only on existing statutes concerned with emergency response to hazmats but also on the

extent that the fcdcral, state, and local agencies have accepted these responsibilities, have received

the ncccs,,ar, support to undertake extensive programs, and have coordinated with other

oreaniat ions to avoid dysfunctional overlaps. Further, many communitv response programs have

bccn conccicd and developed through the direction and encouragement of private organizations

,uch as the ('I A (,A R pro,ratn and havc not been the result of statu torx rules. Therefore, it is

impo rtmt that the contributions made bv these private programs tosard the overall emergency

rc'p(lnsc effort be adequately identified and evaluated. Many of these entities were formed in

rcpon,c to specific local needs it is important that they be encouraged in their efforts, while any

,,hortfall in compliance be flexibly corrected.

A rex icw of numerous sources was made to identify important current gaps and overlaps in

responsibililies. This revicw waas performed to augment the review of the federal and state statutes

presented in Sect. 5. The literature searched contained a significant number of issues; we have

selected those which, in our judgment, appeared to he the most important and have categorized

them according to the following areas: planning, prevention, response, and training.

10.1 PLANNING

As described in Sect. 6., contingenc planning by federal agencies for emergencies is complex

and the legislation is implemented by a variety of agencies. At the federal level, the statutes do not

clearly define the roles and responsibilities of the various agencies with respect to response planning.

lntcravcn.v coordination is accomplished through the National Response Team (NRT) as evidenced

h NRTs guide entitled Ila/zardous Materials Fmcrcnc Planning Guide. This is currentlv

published in compliance with the SARA Tille III provisions and will replace FF.MA-It). The EPA

has published interim technical guidance for its Chemical Emergency Preparedness Program
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I('EPP)," and .some of the matcrial from this manual has been included in the NRT guide. EPA,

FEMA. and DOT are also dc,.eloping Emergency Planning Technical Guidance" documents for

idcntifying acutely toxic chemicals, and for conducting vulnerability analysis and risk analysis. It is

intended that local planners use both of these guides for developing emergency response plans.

However, in our judgment, it is quite optimistic to assume that individual communities will have

the resources and expertise to develop comprehensive emergcncy response plans without extensive

,upport from government, industry, and concerned private citizens. Table 7 presents a list of the

types of support that will probably be required. Since there are very great variations in local

circumstances, this list can only reveal the general shape of the tvpical requirements. Many of the

recommendations that follow in this section are based on these support requirements.

10.1.1 Fcdcral/,State Planninjg Coordination

With the establishment of EP.s Chemical Emergency Preparedness Program (CEPP), it is

apparent that there may be an overlap between FEMAs and EPAs contacts with the various state

emergency management organizations. Although SARA specifically states that the regional response

teams are authorized to review the state and local plans, it is not clear what the roles of EPA and

FEMA will be with respect to the planning process except through the NRT and RRT systems.

Fisher" indicates that there is an ever-increasing need for federal agencies to coordinate their

prori- evelopment and implementation particularly through interagcni, projects such as the

NRT.

With regard to state and local planning, SARA specifically authorizes the governors of each

state to appoint emergency response commissions who are to designate emergency planning districts,

appoint local emergency planning committees for the purpose of developing local emergency plans,

and coordinate these plans with local facilities that handle hazmats such as chemical plants and

storage facilities. Thus, this new statute clearly recognizes that community planning is the

prerogative of the state and local governments. This is particularly true for planning activities, such

as local area hazards evaluations, multiagency coordination agreements, and procurement of response
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equipment, tailored to the patrticular needs of each local community.

A modic r, poTe siem, such as ihc Ha/ardous Materials Advisory Council in Memphis,

Tcnne,,sce, Aas developed b, local and rCgional jurisdictions, along with private organizations, with

the support of a federal agenc\. Establishment of similar programs under SARA will probably

dcpcnd on similar scenarios. I lowcver, the inadequate level of support offered by federal agencies

has been one of the major impediments to local planning, as cited by the recent DOT-FEMA

Surxev. In a question asked of the rcspondents engaged in planning aczi~itics , respcct to

shortflalls resulting in unfulfilled major programmatic requirements, 70.4§' mentioned finance and

(2.21; mentioned training. In a FEMA survey concerned with the needs of local emergency

management organizations during FY 19M6-89, the major issues included training and planning

deficiencies. :  The number of organizations that agreed to address these deficiencies was only a

fraction of the number designated as having the deficiencies, and the main reason given for this

problem was lack of adequate funding.

Although several surveys concerning the current levels of state and local preparedness for

emergency responses have been made, the NRT Preparedness Committee indicated that "no one

surVey provided a definitive indication of existing levels of preparedness, nor did all the surveys

reviewed provide a co)mprehensive picture of existing preparedness." Thus, it is again apparent that

there is feedback from local organizations that their planning and training activities contain

deficiencies due to inadequate funding, but comprehensive estimates are not avatlable concerning

the current levels of hazmat preparedness at the state and local levels.

10.1.2 Planning Data Bank Requirements

A summary of specific areas where federal assistance could be implemented for local and

regional planning includes the development of a "National Hazardous Materials Data Bank," which
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could be made available to state and local planning committees for planning purposes. This data

bank would include the following detailed information:

1. production and storage facilities for hazmats in the United States, including capacities,

locations, shipments, storage inventories, etc.;

2. major shipping routes for hazmats as a function of hazmat type, location, carrier type,

quantities shipped, etc.;

3. toxic property data for each hazmat listed, along with a listing of icccnt events where death or

injury occurred as a result of the hazmat release; and

4. a ranking system for each hazmat to provide an indication of the relative risks of dcath/injury

such as that described in Sect. 3 of this study.

An optimal arrangement would be for the planner to address this data ba,;e, which is organized

such that, upon keying in the name of the community, county, or other subdivision, a listing of

hazardous chemicals in the order of their danger to the community would be the response.

Presumably the ranking for both fixed facilities and transportation would be given along with

estimates of the annual quantities produced, passing through the community or in typical inventory.

Starting from this raw information, a detailed assessment of the hazards could be assembled.

Obviously, we arc not yet prepared to invoke such a system, although a number of the elements of

such a system exist at some level of development.

Past hazards analysis studies " have indicated that it was necessary to set up check points on

major transportation routes to obtain data on hazmat shipments in the vicinity. By locating the

sources of hazmat production, torage, and the major shipping routes, much of this data acquisition

work could be circumvented thereby reducing the time and the cost of local planning studies.

Sources of the data could be the information gathered under the "community right-to-know

reporting" required under SARA. The property and past-event data are already available in various

data bases.""



The deelopment of a simplified risk asscssmcn procedure would enable a local community to

prepare a preliminary risk assessment based on data provided by the data base, the ranges of local

vcaihcr condi-tions, and the geological characteristics of the recion. Such a program could be made

availablc through terminal connection to a mainframe computer by request of a local committee to

FEMA. The results from this analysis should not be considered to be a complete high-level hazards

risk asscssment. It could be classified as a level 3 probability assessment (based on the classification

lccls proposed bv A. D. Little') to provide an understanding of the scope of ha/mat risks for local

planning committees. Results of such a study would provide the follow~ing to these committees:

1. an approximate indication off ,he risks from local ha/nia:t. to the comn unily (high, medium,

or low risks):

2. a basis for planning for the types of emergency response equipment, procedures, and

organi/ations to be involved;

3. a basis for determining whether cooperative emergenoy agreements wNith neighboring

communities and local chemical companies -re necessary, and

4. a basis for determining the lcvels of federalstatL and other support required for more detailed

planning at the I or 2 levels, if required.

Although SARA Title III calls for an inventory of facilities that handle extremely hazardous

substances in excess of the allowable thresholds, it does not address the problem of hazmat

transportation inventories. This is a major consideration for communities that do not have local

hazmat facilities but are located near major transportation routes. Many communities fall in that

category. These communities often may not be aware of the potential for extremely dangerous

hazmat releases in their vicinity. In our judgment, this is one of the serious gaps in the current

statutes, and it must be addressed if adequate levels of community planning for emergency response

are to be achieved.
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10.1.3 Planning Consultant Guidelines

The support requirements listed in Table 2 inuicate that significant levels of technical assistance

to the planning teams will be rcquired. Most communities would not have the technical personnel

available except in those cases where technical personnel were available from local industries,

research, or educational institations or the state emergency authorities. Therefore, the employment

of consulting organizations to provide technical support to planning committees will probably

become a widespread practice. Numerous engineering service organizations have recently added this

capability and are prepared to offer their expertise under contract; however, to our knowledge, no

guidelines currently exist to assist these committees in the selection of competent consultants. We

recommend that FEMA consider the development and publication of a set of guidelines for

emergency response consultation, which would include:

1. a list of FEMA-approved consulting organizations;

2. criteria for estimating the levels of technical assistance required as a ft-iction of the desired

plan scope;

3. minimum qualifications tor consulting personnel;

4. methods for estimating the total time and the overall cost for consulting services as a function

of the plan scope;

5. a definition of the extent of consulting responsibilities and liabilities of the consultant with

respect to the planning scope; and

6. a definition of the liability aspects for volunteer consultants to the planning committee.

10.2 PREVENTION

Control ot" tht; release of hazmats throughout their entire lifcexclc (production, storage,

transportation, and final consumption) is a prime requisite for the prevention of emergency releases.

In a recent address, L. Thomas, the Administrator of the EPA, indicated that the current federal

effort has to focus particularly on prevention of chemical releases. 3 Included in the government's

prevention program are: (1) the design and detailed engineering requirements for spill prevention,
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particularly in the transportation section; (2) the information-sharing and response-planning efforts

as required by SARA Title lll; (3) expansion of the hazardous spills reporting process; and (4)

increased efforts to ensure that response capabilities are available all the way from local levels,

through higher levels, and arc ultimately backed up by a federal response capability. However, the

Federal effort recognizes that many of the motivating factors for prevention are outside the control

of government and thus require "uevelopment of an integrated governnent and industry prevention

effort." Responsibility for prevention of hazmat releases falls under the jurisdiction of many

agencies and statutes. For example, during the manufacture, handling, and storage of hazardous

materials, at least ten federal agencies have varying responsibilities for accident prvccntion. 7 When

an accident has occurred, at least 14 agencies may be included in the accident reporting systems."

Our review of the data bases for hazardous materials accidents and materials flow (see Sect. 14.7.2)

indicated that, although numerous data bases are available, coordination of the detailed information

collected and the procedures for disseminating the data to planning organizations is sorely needed.

In addition, there appears to be a need for coordination of the research and development programs

concerned with hazmat prevention. This requirement has become more critical with the

establishment of the new Hazardous Substance Research, Development and Demonstration Centers

authorized by SARA Title I, Section 118, the ongoing testing conducted at DOE's Liquefied

Gaseous Fuels Spill Test Facility (see Sect. 15.4), and other prevention research in progress at the

national laboratories and federal research facilities. These issues suggest that thcee is a need for

a federal coordinating organization for prevention activities comparable to the National Response

Team, which coordinates emergency response and planning (see Sect. 6.3).

SARA Title II, Section 209, authorizes EPA to establish an Advisory Council to assist in the

coordination of research and administration activities concerned with innovalivc waste treatment

technologies and health effects. This council includes representatives of the relevant federal

agencies, the chemical and toxic waste management industries, institutions of higher learning, staie

and local health and environmental agencies, and the general public. We recommend that the
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following a,ttics be considered as a framework for establishing "A Federal Prevention

Coordinating Council":

I. coordination of the federal agency data base activities concerned with hazardous materials

accidents, materials flows, right-to-know information, etc.;

2. coordination of the federal information systems for use in hazards evaluations by state regional

and local planning organizations;

3. coordination and oversight of federal research and development programs concerned with the

prevention of hazardous material accidents;

4. coordination of the development of hazardous materials operator training and certification

programs;

5. reviews of standards for siting and construction of facilities for the production and storage of

hazardous materials; and

6. reviews of innovative new developments fo)r ihe prevention of hazardous materials accidents.

Th i-ccommended membership for this coordinating council should include qualified representatives

from federal, state, industrial, and higher-education organizations.

10.2.1 Comparisons of Nuclear/Chemical Industry Responsibilities

A comparison of the jurisdictional responsibilities for nuclear and hazardous chemical materials

is of interest. For the case of nuclear materials, prime responsibility resides with the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NRC) as follows:-

In order to continue operations or to receive an operating license, an applicant/licensee
will be required to submit its emergency plans, as well as state and local government
emergency response plans to NRC. The NRC will then make a finding as to whether the
state of onsite and offsite emergency preparedness provides reasonable assurance that
adequate protection measures can and will be taken in the event of a radiological
emergency. The NRC will base its findings on a review of the FEMA findings and
determinations as to whether state and local emergency plans are adequate and capable
of being implemented and on the NRC assessment as to whether the applicant's/licensee's
emergency plans are adequate and capable of being implemented.

Other provisions of the NRC mandate the following:

1. specification of emergency action levels for each facility,
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public disscmination of emergency planning information,

3. ,apid notificalion of the public of a serious reactor emergency,

4. a liccnsed tcchnical support center and a liccnsed ncar-sitc crcrgcncv operations facility,

rcdundant communication. sstens,

0. spcciali/ed training of' personnel, and

up-to-date emcrgenq plan maintenance.

In contrast for ha/mats, the planning and public notification aspects are included in the SARA

Title Ill pro,,i,,ns, but the law requires only that planning districts he established, local emergency

plans be prepared by the local committces for each district, and the plans be rcvicscd by the state

cmcrin, - response commission and possibly the RRTs. This potentially ill%%s considerable

,,ariations in appro,'ch from one state or local jurisdiction to an oher for exactly the same situation.

10.2.2 State Prcvcntion Statutes

Probably the major activities concerning prevention are centered in the recently passed state

statutes that require manufacturers of hazmats to develop risk analyses and emergenc' procedures

for their facilities. As noted in Sect. 5.9, the state of New Jersey's "Toxic Prevention Catastrophe

Act" requires hazardous chemical manufacturers to develop risk management programs. These

programs must include design safety reviews, standard operating and preventive maintenance

procedures, risk assessment of operating equipment, and emergency response planning. The

importance of the risk assessment procedure in preventing chemical plant releases is emphasized in

the AIChE's "Guidelines for Hazard Fvaluation Procedures," which includes a selection of hazard

evaluation procedures for identifying and evaluating chemical process hazards.u' The document

states:



The applicatio ofn these proccdurcs can be cflcriic in the identilication and subsequent
management of process ha/ard,,, c,pccially those , ith potential major consequences to the
public. Actions b.ed on the use of these procedure, can lessen the probability of
accidents xith high consequences and reduce the conscqucnces of the accidents that do
happen. The primar, cmphais is on qualitative procedures (Or hazard identification
although somc of the procedures can also be used for quantitativc hazard analysis...the
guidelines are intended to appl, to process ha/ard analysis, although some of the methods
can he applied in other areas such as transportation of hazardous chemicals. The
procedure,, car be used for existing plants and for new plants.

in our judgmcnt, if an adcquatc hazard evaluation program had bccn instituted at the Bhopal,

India plant, the disa,,tr that occurred on December 2. I1S4, wAould have bcen prevented. Certainly,

nost of the cquipment inadcqua.:ics and mallunctins vould ha,,c bcen identified and corrected if

a rtponible effort had been nadc t earrv ul an cfllc.tvc hazards analysis pr gram prior to the

acCident. [Thc disastcr could havc been a,.rtcd if any, one of the fikc safct, dcvice:, had been

funt ioning popcrlv. ' %lore detailed de scriptim, Md C%,al, ations of ha.,ards CvaIua lion programs

sill be included as part of Task III of this program.

It ik therefore apparent that certain state governments are beginning to accept prime

rcsponsibility for promoting cmcrgecy preparedness for hazmats, wkhilc the federal government

through the NRC maintains prime responsibility for preparedness in the area of nuclear materials.

This rcl'rs to fixed ha/mat facilitics and does not apply to their transportalion, wAhcre responsibility

rcsidcs in the Department of Transportation.

1(.2.3 OSHA Prevention Initiatives

OS-HA has proposed a rule to amend the OSH.A standard,, for ha/ardous wkastc operations and

cmergcncy response personnel (sec Sect. 5.7.3). The rule, ,,hcn finali/ed, sill essentially cover all

workers connected with cmcrg cncv response operations for releases or threats of releases of

haardous substances. Thus, anyone concerned sith ha/ardous response operations at a production

facility, involved in rail or highxsa, tranportation, or inolved in response to incidents involving

ha/ardous substances will he covcred. Proposed provisions for enie-grti' rc,'ps c at sites other

than ha/ardous \kastc clean-up sites (79 (T'R 1910.1201 L) include:

1. training for response cmploeis, and



2. procedures for handling emergency responses,

In addition, Hazmat team members are to be given the following 129 CFR 1910.120 (1) (4)1:

1. training or protective clothing and procedures for leaking vehicles or containers,

2. physical examinations and medical surveillance, and

3. chemical protective clothing.

Extension of the OSHA standards to hazardous substance responders, in addition to those

employees covered at CERCLA and RCRA facilities, will broaden the emcrgcncy response

capabilities of employees handling hazardous substances and could he a suhstantial step toward the

mitigation of hazardous chemical emergencies. Further Cexension of these provijsions to all Aorkcrs

handling hazardous chemicals is strongly recommended.

The OSHA Pilot Program (CHEMSEP), described in Sect. 6.8, could scrxc as an excellent

model for future prevention programs that could have a significant impact on ha/mat releases at

industrial facilities. Results of CHEMSEP highlighted the need for more specific OSHA regulations

with respect to items such as safety program management, development of maintenance schedules,

provisions for emergency communications, and toxic chemical monitoring systcms. The program also

led some firms to reduce their hazmat storage inventories and possibly helped emphasize the need

for programs such as the CMAs CAER Project.

We recommend that consideration be given to establishing a permanent OSHA program that

would mandate periodic inspections of industrial chemical facilities to enforce rules developed for

the prevention of hazmat releases. These inspections should encompass all of the company health

and safcty procedures and, in addition, evaluate the following:

I. company risk management programs,

2. company emergency response plans and management programs,

3. emergency equipment and facilities,

4. accident detection/warning/monitoring systems,

5. emergency communications systems,
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6. command/control centers,

7. company maintenance programs,

8. coordination of plan with local and regional emcrgencv response plans,

9. personnel training schedules,

1t). hzmat risk reduction programs (inventory reduction, etc.),

11. security/access control systems,

12. meteorological measurement systems at the site,

13. prearranged mutual aid agreements with outside organi/ations, and

14. compliance with SARA Title Ill provisions.

Such a rc,,icw '%,ould t,' time consuming, but the progr: m could be operatcd with a relativcl, ow

trcquenc and remain effective.

1I.2.4 OSHA Communicatiot., Standard Limitations

Limitations in the OSHA Communication Standard w-cre idcntificd during the OSI IA oversight

hearings before the I louse of Rcprescntativcs Subcommittee on Hicalth and Sarftiv in 19S5. " These

limitations include:

1. Many sectors are not being covered, including farm vorkcrs, transportation, painters, and auto

repairers. In fact, coverage extends only to the manufacturing sector.

2. Company discrclion is allowed in the deteritination of which chemicals constitute hatards and

the type of communication program used to comply with the standards. (The effect is that the

chemical companies decide themselves which chemicals are to be considered ha/iarlous and the

communication procedures concerning their effects.)

3. If a material falls under the "trade secrets" section, the company is not required to identify the

ha/ardous chemicals used in its manufacture.

4. There is an inadequate number of available inspectors.

5. Workers \ ho attempt to obtain information on haiardous chemicals mav jcopardi/c their jobs

under the ha/ard communication standard.



The new SARA pro,,i' ions of CERCLA (see Sect 5.7) require owncrs.opcrators of facilities

Aherc ha/ardous subtances are handled to providc in.ormation on the manufacture, use, and

tora-c +of the ubstances. The facilities are requi:ed to prepare NISDS or a list of chemicals for

%hich the NISDSs are required hy the OSH Act. In addition, inlormation required pertaining to

thcsc hazardous chemicals must include the fkllowing:

I. cstimatcs of the maximum amoants of thcse chemicals prcsent at the facility:

2. e,,imatcs of thc average daily amounts of these chcmicals handled by the facility: and

3. the general location of the chemicals.

Thi, inltrmation ik to be prepared for local planning committces. state emer1cy response

c , mnisions, and the fire departments having jurisdiction over the lacility. Thus, the inlrmation

ill almost certainly be available to employees of the facility and will partially lulfill the

requirements of the OSH Act, even though the hazardous chemicals may not have been classified

in a final health standard by OSHA. However, SARA does not include pro isions requiring

monitoring equipment, warning labels, medical record keeping, and the allowvable total exposure of

personnel to these chemicals. The OSH Act is also inadequate vith tcspcct to requirement for

equipment upkeep, backup safcty equipment, and reliable instrumentation lor the detection of

ha/ardous chemical releases.

D.. RESPONSE SYSTEMS

Wfl.3.] N(tification of Release,

One of the most critical aspccts of umcrgcncy response is the immediate notification of local,

state, and federal authorities x]hen a release of a hamat has occurred. The release amounts that

,,hould be reported are tabulated as reportable quantities (RQ) as described in Sect. 5.7. Recently,

C(ongrc,,, (in SARA Title Ill) mandated that mwner'I pcrators of ha/mat facilities must report

releases (if holh RQ chemicals and those listed in the F.PA CEPP. The thrcsho,, release levels of

the ([:PP chcmical, wcrc published in November 196.

The fact that delays in notification have Occurred or at liics rclascs \Scrc not rcportcd is well
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documcnted in the literature. For example, during the release of aldecarb oxime dissolved in

mcthylene chloride at the Union Carbide Plant in Institute, West Virginia, notification was delayed

1(,r 20 min becaucs the plant personnel were relying on a computerized dispersion-modeling system

'Ahich predicted that the cloud would not be dangerous beyond the plant gates. It was subsequently

evcalcd that the svstem was not programmed for these chemicals and that insufficient data were

available on the effects of the chemicals in question on humans.

Cashman' illustrates how delays in response posed an extreme risk to the community of

liagerstown, Maryland, in 1979. As a remedial action following an incident in West Chester,

Pennsylvania, involving a fire in a white phosphorus drum on March 22, 1979, the remainder of the

drums were placed in larger 55-gal drums, filled with water, and sealed. The drums were then

loadcd onto two trailer trucks and driven to the carrier's terminal, 30 miles south in Hagerstown,

Marland. While at the terminal, the phosphorus manufacturer and the carrier haggled over who

,,hould take possession of the cargo because it had become apparent that the sleel drums wcre

reacting with the water/phosphorus mixture to form hydrogen and poisonous phosphine gas.

Subsequently, the manufacturer informed the carrier that it was abandoning the cargo. Ultimately

the State of Maryland took action and called in EPA's On-Scene Coordinator, who activated the

EPA ERT. They identified the most serious hazard as the potential explosion of the

hydrogeniphosphine mixture and release of the extremely toxic phosphine gas to residents within a

S- to 10-mile radius. A decision was made to transport the drums to a remote site for detonation,

located 170 miles south at Fort A. D. Hill. However, it was not until April 6, 1979, that the drums

left 1l-agcrstovwn (5 d after their arrival). There is no indication of the time lost before the state

learned of this extreme haz'ard, but it is apparent that immediate notification by either the carrier

or manufacturer could have significantly reduced the risk to the local population.

Another examnle of delayed notification occurred on New Year's Eve in 1984 in North Little

Rock, Arkansas,' when 3(XX) gal of ethylene oxide escaped from a tank car parked in a switching

yard. Officials evacualed 25MX to 3(X)X residents of the area (ethylene oxide is highly toxic and also



,.r,, IL' inublc). In a ncws article in tite Litth Rock Democrat, J. Burnett, Chairman of the

Na i.onal Transportation Safcty Board, ratcd the accident as one of the worst involving hazardous

mutcrjala on an American railroad in 1984. lie also indicated that a "potentially disastrous delay"

occurrcd bctwrcn the time the leak was discovered and the time the North Little Rock Fire

l)epartmcnt was notified. Again, there is no indication of the extent of the dclay, but certainly, any

dcla% i, reportin- a spill of this magnitude could have been catastrophic.

More stringcnt rcgulations arc needcd requiring immediate notification of significant releases

Ironm an, storage vesel or other item of equipment or any transportation vehicle. Certainly, there

is ,omie reluctance for operators and supcr% isors to report spills until they have determined the

magnitude or potential risk. but it is of utmost importance that the public's safety be given first

priority w henever a question concerning notification arises. It is recommended that consideration

be givcn to adopting regulations for notification that would include the following requirements:

1. Notification should be made for any deviation from any facility normal operations that could

ha'.c health, safety, or environmental significance to the surrounding community. This should

apply not only to those materials listed as hazardous by federal agencies, but to any substance

that could endanger the public health and safety.

2. Notification should be made immediately (within 15 min as required by nuclear regulations)

upon discovery of a release or imminent release of hazardous materials or any situation that

could adversely affect the surrounding community.

3. Notification should include, it practical, a statement of an appropriate "emergency action level"

as proposed in Sect. 10.3.2.

4. Notification should be in accordance with previously approved emergency plans for the facility.

This should also include emergencies in the local ara iht could have a possible impact on

the subject facility.

%kith suitable hcav, fines for failure to comply, the problem of deliberate delays in notification

,,hould almost disappear.
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1i0.3.2 Fmnergenc Action Lccls for Hiamat Releases

The current statutes cal! for notification of haimat releases in excess of reportable quantities

or threshold \alucs in the case of extrenCl,, ha/ardous substances specified bv EPA; however, the

statutes do not address the issue of cmcrcncN classification, which refers to the iradation of

cmcrgcncv conditions from small incidents to catastrophic ones. The statutes also neglect the

situation Ahere there is imminent dangcr of a ha/mat release but the eent has not vet occurred.

In each case, the public's welfare would be better scrvcd if the seriousness of the incident were

,.Iassificd so that response organizations could be alerted to an appropriate emergency action level.

For example, nuclear powcr plants and some cmcrgenc organiations use the classification shown

i Tablc S. The ad\antaocs of this systcm are obvious: evacuation of an area would certainly not

be required for an unusual event or a plant alert. Also, emergency notification of local

organitations could be required: however. since the situation has been given a classification, the

response level can be tailored to the class o" the emcrgeny. Of course, if the situation tended to

worscn, the class would be changed as the situation developed. Had this type of notification been

in effect at the Union Carbide plant in Institute, West Virginia, it is possible that local authorities

would have been notified well in advance of the release and not after the release had occurred and

dispersed
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103.3 Aduition of Other [la/mats to the Reportable Quantity List

Many vcrv ha/ardous materials such as gasoline, petroleum solvents, liquefied petroleum gas

(LPG). and carbon monoxide arc not included as CERCLA reportable material quantities, although

I rv r, 2ix rcm ei ..'atiVC and'or toxic. In contrast, during traiispoitatioih, ialmIv of lhL materials

arc definitely classified as hazardous (see Sect. 5.2). ks described in Sect. 2.2, LPG was the hazmat

responsible for the deaths of 5Ws) people and injuries to 25() people reported in the 1984 PEMEX

disaster in Mexico City. It is apparent that continuous evaluation and updating of the CERCLA

reportable quantity" list arc needed in order to include hazmats not currently listed and develop

more stringent requirements for listed hazmats wkhere more reccn, data on hazilat releases indicate

that additional protection is necded.

10.4 TRAINING

Several federal statutes address the need for the development and careful overview of hazmat

training systems. The 1984 Hazardous Materials Transportation Act required FEMA and DOT to

survey training programs offered for hazmat emergency response and enforcement activities. The

recent DOT-FEMA Survey" developed a list of training programs available from federal, state, local,

and private organizations. SARA Title III spectically authorizes EPA and other appropriate

agencies carrying out programs to provide emergency training with special emphasis on hazardous

chemicals. In addition, FEMA will make grants to state and local governments and universities to

improve emergency response preparedness. SARA also requires that response plans for the

emergency planning districts include a description of the required training programs and schedules

for response practice drills.

It might appear from the number of available training programs offered by various

govcrnmental and private organi/ations, in addition to the requirements for training specified by

SARA. that the needs for support for this aspect of hazmat emergency response are being



-idcqu;oicly addrcscd. I imcv, r, ,ario us sourcesQl indicate thaI the clfectivencss and extent of

c, crage of current training programs are uneven for the following reasons:

('onsensus stindards Ior Iraining - Consensus slandards are needed for the competen.v levels

required for each level of response personnel.

2. Courc evaluIiion - The content and quality of existing courses are very diverse. Evaluation

of these programs is needed to ensure consistency and pio ide for adcquatc training at all

levels of response personnel.

3. Coordination of training, courscs - Numerous separate organiiat ions offer courses, but there is

little coordination so that programs are not evaluated and trainces ha e difficultv finding useful

courses.

4. :xtcnt of covragc by training programs - Only a portion of the wide range of response

personnel needing training is actuallh receiving it. One reason for this is the lack of adequate

support for training expenses.

1)4.1 Consensus Standards for Training

The DOT-FEMA Report to Congress (July 1986)" identified the need for developing consensus

standards for the skills nccessary to maintain levels of minimal competency and knowledge for each

level of response personnel. Probably the most critical area is concerned %xith the needs of first

responders since they arc the most likely to he impacted by haimat releases and are often poorly

trained, if trained at all. The reasons for this include ihe high annual turnover rales within fire

departments and the predominance of volunteers in these departments. iowever, the NRT Planning

G-ide indicates that personnel at all levels who coordinate or have responsibilities in a hazmat

cmcrgency , both directly and indirectly involved at the scene of' an incident, must have

appropriate training."
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The association of Bay Area Governments (San Francisco Bay area) proposed a training plan

for emergency responders as part of their DOT Demonstration Project.4' This study proposes a

four-level training plan as follows:

1. problem awareness for local staff at hazmat incidents,

2. problem recognition for first-level supervisors at hazmat incidents,

3. hazard control for hazmat response team members, and

4. incident supervision for high-level agency supervisors.

Table 9 lists the various training items proposed for each of the above levels.

The state of Tennessee has one of the most extensive hazardous materials training programs

in the United States. This program, established by the Tennessee Emergency Management Agency

(TEMA), is called The Hazardous Materials Training Institute. It is directed by a full-time Ph.D.-

level chemist and is set up to train fire fighters, law enforcement officers, medical reserves

personnel, as well as state and local personnel. It offers four levels of training as follows:

1. safety course for first responders (8 h),

2. basic chemistry and tactics for technician certification (2 weeks) and a recertification course

(taken every 2 years),

3. advanced courses in select areas of specialization (four courses of 4 d each), and

4. incident management course for command-level personnel.

[Note: This program parallels, to a certain extent, the requirements for various response levels

presented in Table 9.1 Under this program since 1982, Tennessee has trained 2036 first responders,

certified 287 technicians, recertified 137, and provided advanced training to 124 technicians. The

success of this program can be judged, in part, by the record that shows no avoidable loss of life

in Tennessee due to hazardous materials accidents since its inception.
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10.4.2 Course Evaluation

Currently, there is a need for the evaluation of the various federal, state, local, and private

organization training programs with respect to the following questions:

1. Does the course adequately cover the basic material?

2. Does the program meet the consensus standards for the specified levels of emergency response

personnel?

3. Are the instructors properly qualified?

4. Is adequate emergency response equipment available for training'?

5. Are recertification courses provided? Are they tied to evaluations of the effectiveness of prior

training?

6. How much time is devoted to simulated emergency situations'?

7. Does the organization have adequate financial resources and a minimum number of instructors?

8. Are efforts made to keep costs within affordable limits commensurate with the levels of training

required?

9. Is the curriculum oriented toward emergency response training or toward enforcement and

compliance with current statutes?

10. Is adequate time scheduled to cover the course material at the required depth?

11. Is adequate notification of the courses given to reach a broad range of personnel who need the

training?

The major goal of this recommendation would be the accreditation of those training programs

that are judged to comply with the minimum standards established by the organization responsible

for the reviews. Publication of a list of accredited programs would facilitate the selection of

approved schools by personnel responsible for state and local training programs. It would also assist

the various government agencies in their funding activities since each agency would not have to

develop its own evaluation structure for the myriad of existing training facilities.
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It is suggested that the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET) be used

as a model for such an evaluation organization.4 3 ABET is currently concerned with accreditation

of the U.S. engineering college departments and is recognized as the official accreditation agent by

U.S. engineering societies. This is often one of the most significant criteria in the selection of an

engineering school by prospective students.

Studies are recommended that would examine the current costs of training for hazmat personnel

and ways of developing more cost effective training for small towns and communities who cannot

afford training programs conducted by others for a fee. One aspect that could be examined is the

use of volunteer personnel such as retired technical personnel and menibers of technical societies

who are already involved in volunteer planning activities (see Sect. 9.9). Many communities

currently utilize these types of volunteer services.

A private organization that might be used as a model for local volunteer training programs is

the U.S. Power Squadron This organization, headquartered in Raleigh, North Carolina, is

organized into power squadron districts and local power squadrons throughout the United States

wherever there is significant boating activity. Its primary mission is to instruct boat owners in the

safe handling of their equipment. 7 Although other courses are also offered, classes are conducted

by trained volunteer instructors and the entire organization is supported by annual dues paid by its

members.

Further study is also needed regarding the federal role in training activities Should it be

primarily developmental, support for accreditation, certification, and recertification standards,

research and evaluation, training clearinghouses, etc.? An evaluation of where these activities

should be done such as the federal, state, public, or private levels should also be included. The

federal role is not spelled out explicitly at the present time.
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10.4.3 Coordination of Training Information

A national organization is needed that would be responsible for the coordination of the

following:

1. various available training courses,

2. additional training facilities and personnel, and

3. sources of governmental support for training activities.

This organization would act as a national clearing house for training information but would not be

responsible for evaluation. It would keep track of accredited institutions and would serve as the

source of information required by new or nonaccrcditcd schools. New training curricula and

emergency training equipment development could also be included as a responsibility of this

organization. The need for a coordinating organization was highlighted by OTA's study of hazmat

transportation, which stated, "In telephone interviews with OTA staff, state training officers voiced

frustration at the lack of information they receive on the quality of available training resources and

the lack of communication with their counterparts in other states. Moreover, some local officials

are concerned that planned state programs are inadequate to meet the needs of local jurisdictions."

10.4.4 Extent of Coverage by Training Programs

The National Fire Academy estimated that there are 1,200,000 fire fighters nationwide (85%

of whom are volunteers and 15% paid employees of local jurisdictions)." With respect to law

enforcement personnel, the National Association of Chiefs of Police estimates a total of 480,000 to

500,0() law enforcement personnel employed by state and local governments.4" In addition, there

arc 224,000 emergency medical technicians registered nationally. If other emergency response

personnel involved in state and local programs are added to the above, a total of well over 2,000,000

people can be estimated as the target audience for training programs. Although a fraction of this

audience has received some training, the recertification and training of new personnel (due to higher

turnover rates) could overshadow the accomplishments to date. For example, a plan for training

people to fill two million positions during 1989 to 1992 would require that a total of about 700,000



pcrstonel he trained per sear (assuming a 25'; turnover of fire fightcrs ear). The September 1985

training actii.,, ctstimated at about l)2,( hN)studcnlts.vear' for all sectors, could not come close to

thi,, requirement. Thus, prorams ,uch as FENIA's "Train the Trainer" and on-the-job training

through the u,c of ,idcotapcs, telcconferenccs, microcomputer programs, training reports, and

pamphlets will be mandator, particularly for the first responders. Ultimatelv, it is ;uggcstcd that

.kn,,idcrantkn b., ei\cn to establishing courses at local high schools and colleges where response

pcr,,,mncl vtwld t-cxci.c minimial levels of training utilizing the existing school personnel and

tacililics and Aould bC Iu nded through state and regional SARA planning districts.

Finall, it i, impt rtmat that so()me form of certificate level be cstablished wohich recognizes the

achicvementl f ,.arious lccls of training.
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11 SURVEY OF TECHNICAL OPTIONS

The results from Task Ill in the work statement (Sect. 1), which includes a survey of the

technical options for hazardous chemical countermeas'res, are included in Sects. 12-18.

Section 12 reviews the principal methods to characterize the nature of hazardous chemical

emerencies, and Sect. 13 identifies a technical basis for the countermeasures that are currently

available, under development, or projected as future approaches. An evaluation of these

countermeasures is developed in Sect. 14, and needs for improved response actions are identified.

Section 15 includes existing and potential new approaches to reducing the risks and prevention of

hazardous chemical releases. In particular, the need for nov technical approaches that present

opportunities for public and private sector programs are emphasized.

Although these sections are primarily concerned with technical options for emergency response

operations, many of the countermeasures reviewed require statutory and/or institutional

implementation, which is covered elsewhere in this report. Examples of this include the need for

coordination in the areas of emergency response planning and training activities.

Sects. 16 and 17 are concerned with the development of a methodology for the ranking of

hazardous chemicals and apply this procedure to a selected list of these materials. The

establishment of a relative measure of the risk of one hazardous chemical relative to another is

important for several reasons. It establishes a priority order for the establishment of procedures

and the study of countermeasures. In addition, it helps expose materials which require more

in-depth research. It will also raise the level of awareness of the dangers of the overall, most

significant hazards.
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12 CHARACTERIZATION OF EMERGENCY RELEASES

12.1 CHARAFEPIZATION OF DISASTER LEVEL

No statutor, classification criteria for airborne rclc:,ses of haza,dous chemicals exist. Numerous

authors have proposed definitions based upon a wide range of criteria, including:

1. the quantity and toxic properties of the material released;

2. mode of release - continuous vs instantaneous releases;

3. the area or population affected by the release;

4. the potential for additional release due to explosion; catastrophic failure, etc.,

5. the extent of emergent) resources required for the response (local ,Latcfedcral response

organizations, specialized response teams, etc.): and

(. meteorological conditions existing at the site proximity at the timeio of the release.

The National Response Team Planning Guide0 defines three typical emcrgenciy response levels

and recommends that these be provided to special facilities such as schools, day-care centers,

hospitals, etc., who would abide by the recommendations conforming to the announced response

level. Table 10 lists these response levels. A comparison of Table 10 with the levels specified for

the nuclear industry (see Table I) indicates an additional level called an "unusual event" in the

nuclear levels. This is defined as an indication of potential degradation of the nuclear power

svstem. but no release has occurred. The response required is notification for information purposes,

but the alerting of emergency action teams does not occur until the next level, called "alert," is

reached. Also, the nuclear system defines a "sitc-area emergency," which approximates the NRT

"Level I - Potential Emergency Condition." The "General Emergency" nuclear classification, which

would in'.olve sheltering and evacuation, is covered by the two levels in the NRT cl.,,sification called

"Lcvcl II - Limited Emergency Condition" and "Level III - 7ull Emergency Condition." Thus, it

appears that more stringent detail is placed on potential nuclear emergencies while chemical release

levels include tvo emergency conditions: a "limited" condition that requires a possibly small-scale
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Table 10. Recommended NRT response levels to chemical releases

Response level Description Contact

I. Potential An incident or threat of Fire Department
emergency a release which can be Emergency Medical
condition controlled by the first Services

response agencies and does Police Department

not require evacuation of Partial EOC Staff
other than the involved Public Information
structure or the immediate Office

outdoor area. The incident CHEMTREC

is confined to a small area National Response

and does not pose an immediate Center
threat to life or property.

i. Limited An incident involving a All Agencies in

emergency greater hazard or larger Level I
condition area which poses a potential Hazmat Teams

threat to life or property EOC Staff

and which may require a Public Works
limited evacuation of the Department

surrounding area. Health Department

Red Cross
County Emergency

Management Agency

State Police

Public Utilities

Ill. Full An incident involving a All Level I and II
emergency severe hazard or a large Agencies plus
condition area which poses an extreme the following

threat to life and property as needed:

and will probably require Mutual Aid Fire,
a large-scale evacuation; Police, Emergency

or an incident requiring Medical
the expertise or resources State Emergency

of county, state, federal, Management Agency
or private agencies/ State Department
organizations. of Environmental

Resources

State Department
of Health

EPA

USCG

ATSDR

FEMA
OSC/RRT
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Ta}hle 11. Nuclear emergency classifications and responses

m,rg:ncv class Plant criteria Response

"ru ul event Indication of potential Notification, information
degradation; no release

Actual or potential Same as above; alert
degradation of plant emergency action teams
safety; minor release

Una area Actual or likely failure Activate emergency center
,O-Vencv of plant safety systems; communications, deploy

small release within teams, monitoring
guidelines

'.: ral Actual or imminent Recommend shelter/
<.;c nc'; r' substantial plant evacuation

degradation; releases
reasonably expected to

exceed guidelines
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cevacuation along, with local area response, and a "full" condition that requires a large-scale

Cvacuation1 and pos,,ible response by a wide range of public and private organi/ations.

One prime criterion of any response level system, in our judgment, is th,,- ',,.f mplicitv such

that first respondcrs will understand the criterion and react very quickly to the energency situation.

Hovccr, this requires a certain level of technically informed judgment on the part of the first

rcponder concerning the real potential for a major disaster. For example, what might appear as

onl, a minor release could eventually become a major disaster if the responder was unfamiliar with

the type and amounts of toxic material released, the possible pathway of the vapor cloud, the local

population density, or other factors that could have a major impact on the surrounding community.

Concr,,elv, cascs have occurred where gross overreaction resulted from releascs such as the response

to an acid tank car leak where a local fire department poured 100,00) gal of w\atcr on the car,

fearing a BLEVE (boiling liquid expanding vapor explosion). In another instance, a half-mile area

w as evacuated near an LPG tank car that had a minor leak in the valve sCat.7

The above problems with classification of events by first responders suggest that an additional

response level should be considered which could be classified as an "unusual event" similar to the

nuclear classification, but not as yet an emergency situation. At this level, a first responder could

state that the potential for an accident was present or that a release had occurred but lack of

detailed information prevented specification of a higher response level. In any case, this would

require immediate notification of the appropriate authorities, who would then alert the response

system and dispatch a trained technician to the site for detailed evaluation and possible declaration

of an emergency situation. It is well documented that the reporting of many dangerous releases has

been delayed (see Sect. 10). The addition of this new level could help expedite notification of

c,.cnts where there is doubt concerning whether a serious accident situation has occurred or is about

to take place. It would also help alleviate the situation where first responders hesitate to make

judgments as to the actual emergency level yet provide for immediate notification, which is critical

to the mitigation of toxic gas releases.



12.2 TYPES AND EXTENT OF RESPONSE REQUIRED

An indication of extent of response required for each of the NRT response levels is listed in

column 3 of Tahle 10. AXs expected, the notijitatioti Icvci,, are progiessive, starting (for Level 1)

xirh the local emergenc agencies, a partial emergency. operations center (EOC) staff, CHEMTREC,

and the National Response Center. Thus, a Level I response would inolve the emergency services

of the local police and fire departments but would probably not require an extensive evacuation or

thc services of hazmat teams.

For a Level II response, more extensive notification is required, including the county or district

emergency management agenc, the state police/health agencies/utilities, the setup of an emergency

operations center, and the involvement of trained HAZMAT teams. A limited evacuation might

also be placed in effect. These contacts for Level II would also include contacts specified for a

Level I response. Since a Level II response is classified as only "limited," the callup of state and

federal agency resources might not be required, but in Tennessee the FEMA emergency operations

center would almost certainly be alerted and the regional emergency technicians would be dispatched

to the emergency site.

For a full emergency condition (Level III), all of the Level I and II contacts would be made

plus the extensive list of state and federal contacts shown in Table 10. Thus, for a full emergency

all responsible agencies would be alerted and specialized response teams would be called upon by

the state or federal on-scene coordinator (OSC) as needed. This could include local/state/federal

and industrial teams as described in Sects. 6-9. Also, for a Level III incident, a large-scale

evacuation would probably be required and would be implemented according to the emergency

response system plans developed for the local area and the involved state. In Tennessee, the State

Emergency Operations Center would be manned and thc full sate elncigency plan would be

implemented.

A.s indicated in the prior section, addition of a Level 0 response level is suggested to be used

where the first responder is completely uncertain as to which classification should be applied to an
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cmergency or vhcre there is a threat of a release but the risks involved are unknown. In this case,

notification would require that a trained response technician be dispatched immediately to the site

so that the proper response level could be established and the proper notification chain would be

activated.
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13 TECHNICAL BASIS FOR NEEDED COUNTERMEASURES

Althtugh institutional, statutory, and social issues comprise a significant portion of the total

needs for na/mat countermeasures, technical issues approach these other areas in importance.

CerIainIv. implcmentation of the provisions in SARA Title III will require intense evaluation of the

cmergency response technology available to state and local planning comnmittees. Items such as

rc.,ponsc equipment, hazards evaluations, atmospheric dispersion computer models, working

communications equipment, etc., will become standard components of emergency response programs.

In order to categori/e these various technical issues and define their technical basis, Ac have

divided them into the following areas:

I. preeation,

2. planning.

3. rcponse, and

4. training.

Piobabl the most important countermeasures involve the long-term methods for prevention

of hazmat releases by manufacturers, storage facilities, and transporters.

Table 12 lists the preventive countermeasures evaluated &long with their technical bases. Table

13 lists the planning countermeasures, Table 14 gives response countermeasures, and Table 15

presents the training measures required.

The technical bases cover a broad range of technical activities, including the following:

1. research and development of hazmat mitigation systems (foams, monitors, etc.);

2. mathematical modeling of hazmat emergencies;

3. emergency equipment specification, design, testing, inspection, and evaluation;

4. process safety evaluation;

5. plant citing criteria for emergencies;
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Table 12 Technical basis for countermeasures

Countermeasure Technical basis

1. Transportation and Identification, evaluation, and

facili-y reliability correction of high-risk components

studies in hazmat handling systems

2. Terrorist attack and Same as No. 1, except for potential terrorist

.abotage countermeasures targets, warning systems for

political activities, operator
training, human factors evaluation

OSHA ipspections Enforcement of safety regulations

for hazmats

t ductions in plant Process changes, storage changes,
iAentories of hazmats process substitutions

.iHazards evaluations Improved design, specifications,
dUiring plant design, and safety criteria

coistruction, revisions,

m.di maintenance

Data-base development Facilities/transportation/storage

for hazmats accident reporting, accident

frequency, etc.

7. Hazmat containment Design for process and storage
syVstemns systems

8. Human error prevention Human performance evaluation and

the effects of human errors on

performance
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Table 13 Planning

Loutte rce aureTechnical basis

HiL:> rds or community risk Evaluation of risks from hazmats:
~iIIh I s isaccident probabilities and severity

De~finition of emergencv Definition of zones for possible emergencies,
p1 :innIing zones including evacuations, etc.

E:i .,rgency response plan Technical aspects of emergency response
Pairr ic ipating agencies plans

F C iiles
Eq~ui pment

oll)I'Lill ia t ionsl

:Iutual aid agreements
-ot i f icat ion

IRevision, updating, Plan; maintenance

Im7qrovemlent of

eiiergency plans

Public relations Facilities for public information

yur jlcal support Estimate of costs vs scope of plan

for plj Iann ing
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Table 14. Response measures

Countermeasure Technical basis

onitoring for hazmat Equipment available or under development

releases

2. Evaluation of quantities Probabilities and spill quantity

released estimates

Estimate of airborne Dispersion models and computer
dispersion applications

A. Evacuation estimates Estimate of evacuation zones

Fire and explosion zone Models and computer simulations of

VS.timtu-s fire and explosion zones

6 -sponse equipment Types of response equipment

Fires and explosions

Hazardous release

containment

Protective equipment

Health-care equipment

Communications

Warning equipment

Evacuations vs sealed Risk evaluation of evacuation vs

shelters remaining inside enclosed areas

8. Population protective Potential protective devices for

measures the general population

9 New technical approaches



Tabifct: 15. Training neisures

K ()l~tC r~easireTechnical ais is

P1 antl ow 'rat 1 ng personntel Oper Iator tr-ainlinei anld Certificai-,on

T-ia spo rtat ion personniel Driver training anid ie ens ing

E.io~ere cv response personnel Response, traIiningprgrm
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6. accident risk and consequence evaluation:

7. Atmospheric dispersion modeling;

8. training of personnel for emergency response:

9. planning emergency response medical facilities;

10. emergency response planning at the federali'state/Iocal community and production facility levels;

and

11. development of information systems for emergency response.

Many of these activities are reviewed in Scot. However, chemical plant design safety features,

site selection, and standard safety specifications are not included because they are specific to each

type of chemical production process and ,therefore, beyond the scope of this study.
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14 EVALUATION OF AVAILABLE RESOURCES

Technical countermeasures for the mitigation of hazardous materials releases include a wide

varietv of emcergency equipment, mathematical models, probabilistic risk assessments, training

programs, etc. This section provides an overview of the resources currently available to local

response organizations and facilities that produce, store, or transport these materials. Some

identification of the commercial sources of these resources is included; however, comprehensive

identification and evaluation of all the organizations offering these resources in this rapidly changing

field were not the goals of the evaluation. In cases where they add to the picture, cost data for

some equipment are also included. The goal here is to proside an overview rather than an

cxhaustive handbook treatment.

14.1 VAPOR HAZARD CONTROL

Control of the toxic vapors from a release is the first line of defense against the spread of toxic

materials releases. Control of fires has equal priority because of possible dispersion of toxic

chemicals and combustion products to the surrounding areas. Countermeasures included in this

section include the following:

1. mechanical covers,

2. vapor curtains,

3. induced air movement,

4. gelling equipment, and

5. foam systems.

In addition, items of equipment that can be issued as preventative countermeasures to provide

secondary containment and improvements to storage systems are included in Sect. 15.1.

14.1.1 Mechanical Covers

Placing a lid over a spilled chemical is a direct approach for containing the toxic vapors with

nearly l(W XY efficienty.' Three basic techniques have been considered: (1) total cover of the spill
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area by cloth o- other continuous material, (2) spray of a continuous cover such as urethane, and

(3) buoyant particles (either spheres or polygonal shapes). Theoretically, such covers should contain

essentially all the vapor release, but in practice some leakage is to be expected.

Several direct means for mechanically containing both the spill and the vapor hazards arisir

from it have been described by Robinson.4'7 The covers that are presently available have the ability

to contain most chemicals for subsequent removal or rcycle. Vapors can be contained nearly

completely over lagoons where off-gases arc collected. Membranes capable of encapsulating floating

hazardous chemicals are also available. On land, sealing may be a problem. In addition, the time

required for installation and the deployment over large areas where separate sheets must be joined

may be significant drawbacks.

Floating cover assemblies arc presently being fabricated by suppliers for such purposes as

protecting drinking water supplies, collecting methane gas from sewage waste lagoons, and scaling

a broad range of chemicals for atmospheric isolation. A typical example of this concept is the

Hypalon membrane fitted with polyurethane floats offered by Globe Linings, Inc. (Long Beach,

California). 7 Covers up to 9750 m2 have been installed, typically by two men within 2 d since

normal installation uses 7.6-m-wide sections.

The selection of covering membranes and the method of deployment must consider factors such

as the following:

1. probable spill size;

2. compatibility of the membrane with the spilled material;

3. weight and cost of the membrane;

4. portability, availability, and reuse requirements; and

5. interfacing with the vapor and liquid removal operations.

Depending upon the chemical resistance requirements, a number of synthetic materials such as

butyl rubber, EPDM, neoprene, Hypalon, polyethylene, vinyl chloride, and polyurethane are

available. Sheets can be provided with reinforcing fabrics for added strength. Large lengths are
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feasible, but larer sections are usually made by in appropriat- joining method, which includes

mcchanical systems such as zippers, Velcro, etc.

Distribution of light particulates over a liquid s rface is anothcr meins of dccloping a physical

barrier to reduce evaporation losses. Evapoiation is decreased by the presence of the densely

packed laver of particles, which reduce convection currents and insulate the liquid surface. This

technique is presently used for open storage tanks, ponds, and rcaction vessels to restrict

evaporative losses. Effective materials, in the form of hollow spheres or closed-cell pl,.stic foams,

includ, glass, polypropylene, and polyurethane. Polyurethane has been demonstrated to have the

bct combination of chemical resistance and mechanical inteerit,. '

Although particulate covers are potentialiv effective, cost and installation problems are

deterrent, to their use. The tecinique would require the dispersal of a minimum of 3(XX) particles

per square meter of spill surface. At present prices, material costs would be approximately SIAX)

per ,quare meter (1982 U.S. S) and up to lO()() times this amount for equipment to disperse the

part icles.'

14.1.2 Vapor Curtain,

Accidental spillages of ha/ardous fluids from fixed storage installations or dUring transportation

can iwc rise to toxic :ind,'or flammable vapor clouds that create attendant risks to both exposed

persons and property. Although the potential applications of water spray barriers have been

recogniied for some time, there appears to be little information available to assist a potential user.

fflowc,,cr, Prugh ha, published information on the design of water spray svstcms.

Experiments have been performed with various wvater spray barrier configurations to disperse

clouds of carbon dioxide.' Two different water spray barriers \,ere necessary in order to investigate

all the nccc,,sar configurations. A 3-m-high barrier emploving a dowvward directed nozzle

arrangement was constructed from mild steel water tubing. Also, a barrier for upward directed

no//lc arrangcement was constructed from rigid plastic water tubing. Carbon dioxide was used

throughout the trials as a reprcsentalive heavy gas. Most of the results ,,yre consistent with the



general theory that increasing the specific volume and momentum flow rates also increased a

barrier's dispersive efticiency. Vapor reduction efficiencies in the range of 45 to 48"; were achieved

at water spray rates over the range of 5.1 to 7.6 L s' m 3.

The wind direction is important in the performance of the water vapor curtains. Since the

direction is rarely constant, barriers have to be made wider than the actual cloud, thus increasing

their water consumption. Alternatively, they may need to be portable or easy to redeploy in case

the wind direction should change suddenly."

Nevertheless, accepting these practical problems for the present, it has been established that

water spray barriers can achieve a worthwhile enhancement of the rate of dispersion and dilution

of heavy gas spills. '

Other results have been reported in which water spray nozzles were utilized to mitigate LNG

%apors. " The first few inches of the spray pattern were essentially a sheet of water. The remaining

distance to the outcr boundary of the spray consisted primarily of water droplets. These tests were

made with wind that averaged 9 mph with gusts up to 17 mph. Tests indicated that concentration

reductions do occur and demonstrate the mechanism causing the reduction. Two mechanisms

appear to be likely candidates: heating the vapor plume, thereby causing it to rise; and increasing

mechanical turbulence, which causes improved mixing. Both theoretical analysis and observation

of the tests lead to the conclusion that the improved mixing is due to mechanical turbulence. Water

spray systems should be designed to provide maximum turbulence in the vapor zone. Although a

general basis of design cannot be developed based on this information alone, sprays can be effective

in reducing the flammable plume size downwind of an LNG spill. For toxic gases, significant

reductions in concentrations have been achieved, particularly where the gases are readily soluble in

watcr such as ammonia and chlorine vapors. Prugh indicates that the use of watcr sprays is

generally !imitcd to protection against watcr-soluble, low-density, or nonflamnmable vapors."
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14.1.3 Induced Air Movement

Simple dilution provides a direct approach toward reduction of toxic vapor concentration. The

dilution technique involves the transport and mixing of uncontaminated air with the vapors released

from a chemical spill. The volume of uncontaminated air must be sufficiently large to maintain the

concentration of hazardous chemical vapors below their threshold limit value or lower flammability

limit.,'

Performance specifications can be calculated from data generated using a natural dispersion

model.' This model predicts the evaporation rates for spills of floating hazardous chemicals to be

in the range of 1 to 3.5 m3 of vapor released per hour per m2 of spill surfaces (3.3 to 11.5 ft3 h -'

ft--).

Typical spills are anticipated to cover between 378 to 3780 m2 and release between 378 and

13,230 m of vapor per hour. If an average threshold limit value of 10 ppm is assumed, then

between 3.78 X 10' and 1.3 X 10' m-h of uncontaminated air must be added to maintain the

concentration of the hazardous chemical vapor at this limit. If an average lower flammability limit

of 11 by volume is assumed, then between 3.78 X 104 and 1.3 X 106 m'/h of uncontaminated air

must be delivered each hour to prevent a vapor fire.4 7

One problem that must be considered when dispersion is used involves the increase in

evaporation rates that may occur. If the release is a vaporizing liquid, the fan may significantly

increase the total toxic or flammable vapor generated.

These maximum estimates indicate the necessity for using very large air-moving equipment. The

dilution technique for responding to spills of hazardous chemicals may be considered to be a

man-made wind. Such large gas volumes can be produced by blowcr equipment incorporating

surplus jet engines. Such blowers are used by railroads to remove snow and by airports to remove

fog.

Typical examples of this type of equipment are manufactured by the Railway Maintenance

Corporation. Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 7 Their equipment is designed to remove snow from the road
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beds and switchcs to permit smooth operatiorn in \ intcr. An example of particular interest to this

application is their Hurricane model blower, which utilizes an Allison J-35 jet engine. This blower

can generate a 650-mph air blast, which would deliver approximately 10 ft'/h of diluting air over

the spill. The Hurricane model jet blowcr is fabricated as a self-propelled railway car assembly

complete with the accessories nccessary for 5 to 6 hours of independent operation. It occupies a

space of approximately 10 m2, weighs 12,250 kg, and costs approximately S75,(XX) (1979 U.S. S).

Modifications, such as flat-bed mounting or skid assembly, for shipboard operation are conceived

as resulting in a reduction of over 5(1- in weight and cost (47).

14.1.4 Gelling Equipment

Gel formation involves the interaction between a high-molceular-weight molecule

(macromolecule) and a liquid. It is one form of liquid-phase modification which has seen extensive

development, but for liquid immobilization rather than for vapor hazard control. The gel structure

is a combination of physical and chemical interaction that generally results in the formation of a

two- or three-dimensional network of macro- molecular cages, entrapping the liquid phase.

The formation of a gel generally has some influence on the evaporation rate and hence on the

vapor concentrations in the air over a spilled chemical." Reduction of evaporation rate is achieved

by forming a continuous cover of gelled material to encapsulate the more volatile spilled liquid.

However, the primary benefit obtained from gelation is immobilization or confinement of the liquid.

The time required for the gelling reactions to be completed is a limiting factor for this technique.

There are a few gels that may be formed within minutes, but many gelling reactions can take

hours . '

A "Universal GellinR Agent," developed under EPA sponsorship by the Calspan Corporation,

contains a specific blend of gelling agents that combine the flexibility and rapid reaction rates

required for treating spills of hazardous chemicals. A listing of the hazardous chemicals used to test

the performance of this agent is showr in Table 16.' Currently, information is not available

concerning the ability of these gels to suppress volatile chemical vaporization.
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14.1.5 Vapor Hazard Controls

14.1.5.1 Foam Systems for Vapor Suppression

Foams consist of an agglomeration of air and water with a small amount of impurity in the

water. (Typical foams are 95% air and 57 water.) The impurity present in the system is the source

of the foam. Because of the chemical nature of the impurity, it has the ability to lower the surface

tension of the water, which permits formation of the large surface areas characteristic of foams.

Impurities with the ability to lower surface tension are called surfactants or surface-active agents.

Foams must overcome the destructive forces of surface tensions to maintain their large interfacial

surface areas. The mechanism of lowering the surface tension is dependent on the solubility

differences in the surfactant chains. Surfactant molecules are usually alcohols or polymers. Their

hydrophilic groups are very soluble in water and are typically OH, CONa, SO,Na, or SO 3K. The

highly insoluble group, or hydrophobic group, is a long hydrocarbon chain. The surfactant's surface

activity is dependent on, its solubility and length. Surface molecules orient themselves in a particular

fashion in the bubble wall.52

The hydrophilic group has an affinity for the water and is submerged in the bubble wall or

lamellae. The hydrophobic group prefers the air-water interface, and a portion of the hydrocarbon

chain is probably located in the internal gas of the bubble. This position of the surfactant molecule

is more energetically favorable than the water molecules; consequently, the surface tension is

lowered.
5

One of the major problems of the foams is their tendency to collapse. One mechanism by

which foams collapse is foam drainage. The gravitational effects cause excess water from the foam

to drain through a system of interconnected lamellac called plateau borders. This drainage causes

instability because the lamcllac are thinned to the point where they can be easily ruptured by

vibrations, by disturbances from diffusing chemicals, or by physical limitations of the lamellae. 2

Another mechanism of foam collapse is caused by the diffusion of air between adjacent bubbles.

The internal pressure of a bubble is inversely proportional to the bubble radius. The pressure
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Table 16. Compounds for which Universal Gelling Agent
ha beenL shown to be effective

A cetone Formaldehyde
Acetone cN-anohvdrIn Gasoline
AcrvLonitrile Isoprene
Ammoniuom hvdroxide Isopropyl alcohol

4nii ne Kerosene
Bonzaldehycie Methanol
Benzene Methyl ethyl ketone
Butanol Octane (2,2,4-trinethylpentone)
Carbon disulfide Orthodichlorobenzene
Carbon tetrachloride Petroleum ether
Chlorine water, saturated Phenol (89%)
Chloroform Pyridine
Cvclohexare Sulfuric acid
E tha nol Trichloroethylene
Ethvl acetate Water
Ethylene dichloride Xvlcne
t-ttivlene glycol
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difference between adjacent bubbles creates a driving force for the diffusion of gas between bubbles.

Consequently, the gas from the smaller bubbles decreases and its pressure increases, creating larger

driving forces.52

Surface-tension agents are utilized to avoid instability in foams. Additives aid in the foam

stability by increasing the surface and bulk viscosity, which slows drainage.5 2

Some properties of foams are the expansion ratio, which is the ratio of the volume of expanded

foam to the volume of foam solution, and the quarter-drainage time, which is the time required for

25%, of the liquid in the foam to drain out.

Foam quality refers to the distribution of bubble sizes and the mixing of the foam concentrate

with water. Foams with a broad distribution of bubble sizes do not suppress vapor as well as those

with uniform small size bubbles. Good-quality foams are also represented by a homogenous mixture

of foam concentrates and water. High-expansion foams are generally more efficient at suppressing

vapor than lower-expansion foams. The expansion ratio is related to water drainage rates. For a

given foam, increasing the expansion ratio will increase drainage time and thus improve vapor

suppression efficiency.5 3

Applying foam to cryogenic materials or low-boiling-point materials may not be an effective

method for ce-i,,!!;ng vapor release. Water drainage from the foam acts as a heat source, thus

increasing vaporization. The rapid vaporization of the chemical can cause chimneys in the foam and

the foam collapses. Improved vapor control may be accomplished by using slow-draining,

high-expansion foams. The initial drainage from the foam will increase vaporization but then

decreases as the drainage slows. 3

Foam is produced by mixing foam concentrates in water in the range of 2 and 10%. The

concentrates are generally made up of around 40% organic solvents and 40% surface-active agents.

The organic solvents are usually glycol ethers such as butyl ethoxycthanol. The surface-active agents

can be: sodium lauryl sulfonatcs, proteins, or synthetic fluorinated hydrocarbons. The remaining

201r'> are additives for foam stability and protection.
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Figure 4 shows a nozzle apparatus, which is a basic method of combining w,,er, air, and

concentrate to produce the foam. Water under pressure is passed through a proportioner, which

meters the proper amount of foam concentrate into the water stream. The resulting solution, under

pressure (but wilt, air not yet introduced), passes through additional hose to the foam nozzle. After

the proportioner inducts the concentrate, the foam solution passes through the nozzle, where it

creates a vacuum to induct air and mix the air and solution internallv to form foam.

14.1.5.2 Vapor Suppression Characteristics

Foams have the ability to suppress vaporization when applied to a volatile chemical. Also,

foam applied to the surface of a vaporizing chemical reduces the diffusion of air. The foam forms

a barrier with a high resistance to both convective and molecular diffusion, it also has the ability

to absorb vapors. CollectivCly. this results in a reduction in the concentration of the volatile

components in the vapor space above the foam. The efficiency of vapor suppression depends on

the vapor pressures and the solubilities in water of the vaporizing chemicals.5 2

Three ways of mitigating vaporization can be attributed to foams:"

1. The foam blanket insulates the chemical from solar radiation and the ambient air, thereby

reducing heat input, which in turn reduces vaporization.

2. The foam blanket physically suppresses vapors.

3. The foam blanket absorbs vapors.

As a spilled chemical vaporizes, the temperature of the chemical pool is lowered adiabatically.

'i his results in a reduction of vaporization. If the spill is on land, the ground will initially serve as

a heat source. The ground will quickly cool as the temperature of the chemical pool decreases and

ther. aid in insulating the pool against the addition of heat from the ground. With foam, the pool

is further insulated by blocking solar radiation and convective heat transfer from the surroundings.' 2

Foams lose their ability to suppress vapors due to aging or environmental effects (wind,

temperature, humidity, or intensity of sunlight). If foam has lost its effectiveness, another layer of
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foam must be applied to ensure the safety of response personnel. Foam can become saturated with

vapors from the chemical and thus create the potential for ignition if the chemical is flammable.

14.1.5.3 Types of Foams for Suppression of Toxic Vapors and FirefigThting

Two basic foam types are currently available and in wide use by fire services: the

protei n-derived materials and surfactant- or detergent-based concentrates. Within the surfactant

category there are two types of foams: hydrocarbon and fluorocarbon. The latter, marketed under

the generic name of aqueous film-forming foams (AFFF), tend to be film formers rather than

persistcnt foam formers. The AFFF foams are designed for fast knockdown of hydrocarbon fires.

This film also impedes the escape of toxic and flammable vapors.'

Protein-base systems also have modifications. The fluoroprotcins are combinations of

fluorocarbon-surfactant materials with protein-base agents. The fluorinated surfactants have been

added to improve properties such as fluidity and surface tension, while reducing the tendency of the

protein base to absorb hydrocarbon liquids. The fluoroprotein foams demonstrate fast fire

knockdown and .o Ing-term protection against the reappearance of flammable vapor concentration

above a spilled liquid. The main uses of fluoroprotein foam are in hydrocarbon storage tanks.

Fluoroprotein foams are available for 3 and 6% proportioning and can be used with fresh or sea

water.5

The "alcohol foams" designed for use with polar compounds are normally protein-base types,

although polar AFFF foams are now being made available. 4 The alcohol-type foams (ATF) are

developed to extinguish hydrocarbon and polar solvent (water-miscible) fuel fires. They consist of

an AFFF, regular protein-, surfactant-, or fluoroprotein-base concentrate with either a metal stearate

additive or a polymer additive. When applied to polar solvents, the additive coalesces into a gel,

forming an insoluble, low-permeability skin that inhibits vapor release. ATFs with a polysaccharide

additive offer protection from polar or water-soluble chemicals.55

Foam concentrates derived from hydrolyzed protein are widely used in the control of

hydrocarbon fuel fires. The regular protein foams are composed of animal prctein containing
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polvvalent cations and other stabilizing elements. They are the oldest of the firefighting foams.

They display good resistance to reignition, poorer flowing ability, and slow fire knockdown for

hydrocarbon fires.)5

Protein foam systems have been long recognized by their ability to restrict vapor release. 54 ATF

foams, when applied to polar solvents, form an insoluble, low-permeability skin that inhibits vapor

release. ATFs have shown good results for the suppression of hazardous vapors.

14.1.5.4 Commercial Foams

Available commercial foams have their own trade names but are equivalent to the general types

of foams. National Foams offers two general classes of foam concentrate for firefighting: the

regular protein-based type and the synthetic type.54 National's NFPA 11, llA, 1iB, 409, and 16

dcline recommended minimum rates for most flammable liquid hazards. As a general rule,

petroleum products, styrene monomer, benzene, and similar flammable liquids require a foam

solution rate of at least 0.1 gpm/ft for fixed systems where the foam can be flowed on, as from a

chamber on a tank. Extinguishment of polar solvents such as alcohols, esters, ketones, aldehydes,

etc., require a special type of foam because protein-based liquids and AFFF (aqcuous film-forming

foams) are destroyed by these fuels.

National Foams also offers a "hazmat NF" foam series that is claimed to suppress vapors from

hazardous material spills. They state that hazmat CHF-413 has been used very effectively to control

anhydrous ammonia spilled into a pit. Vapor emission was reduced to the point that it was possible

to stay nearby without breathing apparatus. National's CHF-784 foam was applied to suppress

clouds of fumes coming from a tank that contained a dangerous mixture of nitric and hydrofluoric

acids. An immediate reduction in fume evolution was apparent and it was then possible to add

limestone to the tank without increasing fume cvolution.' Experiments with National's CHF-784

produced a much greater reduction in vapor release than did those with fluoroprotein.

A new "stabilized" foam technology recently developed by the 3M Company is claimed to offer

long-term suppression of hazardous, flammable and noxious vapors.57 Using this technology, 3M
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cxpan,ion systems to ,ffcct a foam cover, and this can spread the -,pill or cause an overflow of

impoundments. '

High-expansion l'ams use about one-half of the water volume required for the equivalent cover

Of low-cxpanion foams. Their use will be controllcd by wind conditions, the containment of the

,pill. and the nature of the spilled material. With winds below 4.5 m,'s, maintenance of an adequate

high-expansion blanket should be possible. At higher wind speeds, some method of downward

containment of the foam mass bv fencing or other structure will be ncccssar-. u'

14.1.5.6 Equipment to Produce Foams

Both lo,- and high-expansion foam equipment is available in fixed and portable units. Low-

expansion generators come in several forms: playpipcs, applicators, air nozzlcs, etc. In each, the

basic mechanism is the same air mechanically entrained into a foam solution by agitation within a

nozzlc system, Unt sizes range from is low as 5 gal to 4001) gal. min. The larger sizes are primarily

marine monitors for shipboard use. In each type of system, output and foam projection are a

function of watcr flow and pressure. The critical factor involves matching foam agent input to water

floA so that an acceptable foam is made."'

Low-expansion equipment

Industrial equipment is offered by several foam manufacturing companies. For example,

National Foams offers a large variety of nozzle and monitor combinations for use with virtually any

flammablc liquid hazard.' One of the simplest models is the "Model PC-31 Nozzle" that is available

for producing a straight stream only or for a straight stream with spray attachment. It delivers 310

gpm at 150 psi. A pickup model for foam concentrate proportioning (with a fixed orifice, 3 or 6r'r)

permits the PC-31 to be attached by its 2.5-in. female swivel connection to any existing water

monitor, deluge gun, or hose. Foam concentrate may be supplied through the pickup tube from

55-gal containcrs.

'hen monitor-mounted nozzles of larger capacity arc required. National Foams oflers a range

from (XX)- to 4(XY)-gpm nominal flow rates at 150 psi inlet prcssure. ' The PC'-1)() through -2(W)
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scrics are availablc with either manuall, operated or hydraulically operated spray control. Figuie

5 shows one of these model,.

Thcre arc also mobile units (sec Fig. 6). Yhis type of unit is towed to the hazard area, and a

tire hose is connected to the nearbv foam truck or othcr suitable proportioning source. These units

,irc available in 3-in. and 4-in. sizcs for a range of' flow rates from 150 to 1000 gpm.

Technology devclopcd by 3M illustrates the use of a typical stabilized-foam application system.

It in,,olves prcmixing a proprictar-y surfactant-based temporary foam concentrate at a 6 /-

conccntration in water and passing the pressurized premix through a hose line. A proprietary 3M

agent is then injected or eductcd at about 6"; concentration into the temporary foam concentrate.

A stabilized foam is subsequently produced by passing this stream through a conventional

ir-aspiring or air-injecting foam nozzle. Immediately after generation, the stabilized foam exhibits

the ,ame fluidity as its precursor temporary foam, but within I to 4 min (depending on the

temperature) transkrms into a tough, elastomeric, nondraining foam. Stabilized foam systems have

bccn formu!atcd which exhibit excellent long-term vapor suppression over a wide varicty of chemical

hazards.' Low-expansion foams can be discharged for maximum distances of 30 to 2(X) ft, depending

on the nozzle size and pressure used. These distances can also be achieved by using an eductor;

howcvcr, water pressure must remain constant at the junction to the cductor. In general, foams

,,hould be directed to a point just in front of the spilled chemical or to a wall behind the spilled

chemical. This ensures that the foam will flow across the surface of the chemical and maintain its

structural integrity. The application rate of low-expans;on foam for vapor control is not as critical

as that for high-expansion foams because low-expansion foams can be applied rapidly with respect

to mas',s "ime.

I tieh-cxpan,,ion f am equiptlecnt

Sigh -cxpansi n 1 ta,, are made by spraving a foam solution against a screen h bile applying
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blowing air from behind the scrccn. Foam gencratot range in size from I(X) to 55,000 cfm output.

The smaller units arc usually the air-aspirating type of generators. In this form, there are no

moving parts. The foam solution is forced at high pressure against the foam screen. The force of

the water spray aspirates sufficient air to form foam. Since air aspiration is an inefficient process,

expansion ratios are, by nature, on the low end of the high-expansion range. Small units start near

I(X):], but even the larger, l(XX)-cfm unit does not exceed 450:1.'

With blowcr-type devices the water-foam solution is discharged onto the screens through which

an air stream, developed by a fan or blower, is passing; as the air passes through the screens, wetted

with foam solution, large masses of bubbles or foam are formed. The blower may be powered by

compressed air or gas, by an electric motor, by an internal combustion engine, or by a hydraulic or

water motor. This type produces foam of expansion up to I(X):I. '

Small air-aspirating units can produce up to IXOJ cfm of foam and can be operated using a

hose line. Portable or wheeled units operating off hose lines are available at outputs up to 6(X)0

cfm. A few trucks have been built with 12,0(X)-cfm vatcr-driven units mounted integrally. Water

pressures from 40 to 80 psi are required, with the higher prcssurcs needed for water-driven units.'

1-gh-expansion foams must be directed onto the spill using a foam chute or other conveying device.

The depth is sufficient to keep the concentration of most vapors beneath or within the lower

cxplosive limit.

Medium-expansion foam equipment

The flooded phtc generators have application in medium-expansion foams. A perforated metal

plate is mounted midway in a rectangular enclosure. The plate surface is channeled with foam

so1lution flowing down the channels. Air is introduced underneath the plate to generate the foam.

Output and expansion arc controlled by the size and distribution of the perforation, the rate of

,,flution, and the air flow into the generator. Flooded-plate generators have application in that they

are able to produce foams in the range of IM() to 2():1 with solutions too vi,cous to be suitable

f r normal high-cpansion generators. Thus, medium-cxpansion fmams can be lmide from solutions
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containing high percentages of water-soluble polymers. This results in highly stable, slow collapsing,

slow-drainage foams. The flooded plate can also be used where high percentages of solids have been

slurried into the solution.

14.1.5.7 Firefigzhting Foam Generation Equipment

Foam is generated with regular firefighting equipment using special air-aspiration nozzles or

foam-generating equipment. For good-quality foam, the foam concentrate and the water must be

mixed to form a homogeneous solution. If this is not accomplished, the resulting foam will have

a poor bubble distribution, which will affect the efficiency of the vapor supprcssion.52

Foam should be applied indirectly to the spilled chemical surface to avoid mixing of the foam

and chemical. With the use of a backboard, foam can be gently applied to the chemical. Foam

generated the first 15 to 3) s of startup should not be used because it is poorly mixed and,

therefore, its ability to suppress vapors is reduced.53

High-expansion foams are thinner than low- or medium-expansion foams and thus are more

vulnerable to the wind. A 9-mph wind can displace a high-expansion foam layer of 4 in. A 5-mph

wind can displace a 6-in. foam layer. 5

14.1.5.8 Applying Vapor Suppression Foams

Assuming there is no fire and that the foam type is compatible with the spilled material, vapor

suppression foam will be destroyed at a low rate, thus making the application rate less critical.

However, response organizations should attempt to cover a spill as gently and as rapidly as their

equipment will allow without creating turbulence because release of toxic and/or flammable gases

will continue until the entire area is covered.

14.1.5.9 Quantitative Vapor Suppresion by Foam

Experimental results using several foams on different chemicals are shown in Table 18. For
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Table 18. Total vapor suppression time

(20 in. of foam)

Total suppression time.
('1"1m i calI Type of foam (11 in1)

Toluene Emuls iflame 2% 11

Cvclohexane Emulsiflame 2% 20

Ethvlbenzene Emfulsiflane 2% 11

(".c lotlexaIne Lorcon Full-Ex 2% )2

Lorcon Full-Ex 2% 2 5

0 L uc te Lorcon Full -Ex 4

E .1enzc c Lorcon Full-Ex 40

Cvclohexane MSA Ultrafoam 2% 100

Benzene MSA Ultrafoam 2% 40

'TolI ue ne 'SA Ultrafoam 2% 60

E'livIbeuizene MSA Ultrafoam 2% 100
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up to 20 min, ethylbenene up to 11 min, etc.>2

Other experimental data results show Rohm & Haas ASE (6)/MSAR surfactants persisted for

approximately 25 to 30 min when controlling NO vapors. The Rohm & Haas ASE 95

(polvacrvic),,MSAR surfactant persisted for more than 2 h when controlling amine fuel vapors.

Data for the reduction of vaporization have also been collected. 7 Reduction in vaporization

is measured as the ratio of actual concentration (using foam) with respect to the monitored

concentration of free vaporization (no foam). Results are shown in Table 19.

Flammability suppression by foam

Experimental data have been developed to determine the secure time to reach the lower

explosive limit (LEL) (fixed at 201.e ) as a function of the depth of foam. For example, data utilizing

alcohol-type concentrate (ATC) foam (6e: ) are shown in Table 20. In summary, these quantitative

data indicate that substantial improvements in vapor suppression of many toxic chemicals must be

achieved before this method can be con-,idered as a viable countermeasure to hazardous chemical

spills. Also, foams are useful only for releases of volatile liquids where the toxic or flammable

vapors are evaporating to form a vapor cloud. In cases where very volatile materials have been

released, the foams are useless since a vapor cloud is formed immediately and reduction of the

vaporization rate is not possible.

14.2 EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT

14.2.1 Chlorine Emergencv Kits

Severe exposure can occur whenever chlorine is handled or used. A person making or breaking

a chlorine connection should have a suitable escape-type respirator immediately available. The

following types of equipment are available:

1. Self-containcd breathing apparatus is suitable for high concentrations of chlorine, and it is

the preferred means of respiratory protection for the usual chlorine user. It provides protection for
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Table 19. Reduction in vaporization

Reduction in Time duration

CJ Foam t vpe concentration (rIin)

. Komets Extract 50 120

National. Foams 55 120

.Acr-xonitrle Universal Polar (10%) 50 40

Universal (10%) 95 40
.i':Itidr Aer-O-Foam (3%) 90 40

Aer-O-Foam Water Plus 90 40
x L- 3 75 75

PSL 10% 50 average 120
dc Universal 50 average 120

Aer-O-Vater Plus 40-50 120

.. IUniversal (10%) 50 90
. Polar Liquid A 50 90

PSL 10% 40 90

Polar Liquid B 40 90

.,rol Universal (10%) 50 60
PSI, 10% 50 120

Snvl a(etatP Universal 10% 60-70 60
PSL 10% 60-70 60
Aer-O-Water Plus 40-50 60

Acct'ne Universal 10% 40-50 40
PSL 10% 80-60 40

E ,rau PSI. 10% 50 100

P-opI 1- 'It Universal 40 10
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Table 20. Depth of foam to achieve a secure time
(Alclhol-type concentrate, 20% LEL)

Secure t ie Depth of to am
(hemica i (in .) ( i nin.

Dioxane 60 2 .0

I PA 60 31 0

Acetic acid 60 3.5

EthAno I 60

I sopropy"l 1 ther 60 

llept ane 60 S

MEK 60 6.1

To 1 uene 60 6. 5

e thano 1 60 . 0

Ethyl acetate 60 7.8

TtF 60 10. 2

Acetone 60 i() 5

Butv Ira Idehwde 60 I . 2

Anil ine 30 2.0

Sn Iorobenzene 30 2 .0

Butv;] acetate 30 2 .0
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a period that varies with the amount of air, oxygen, or oxygen-producing chemicals carried by the

apparatus.

2. A hose mask having a full facepiece and with air supplied through a hose from a remote

hand-operated blower is suitable for high concentrations of chlorine. The blower air supply must

be free of air contaminants.

3. An industrial-canister-type mask, with a full facepiece and a chlorine canister, is suitable for

moderate concentrations of chlorine, provided sufficient ambient oxygen is present. The mask

should be used only for a relatively short exposure period.

About 30 years ago, a study of chlorine industry incidents revealed that a great majority of

chlorine container leaks involved leaking valves, valve packings, gaskets, and similar equipment.'

In response to this situation, the chlorine industry developed emergency kits. Kits for cylinders, ton

containers, and tank cars werc first made available. Today there are three standardized emergency

kits for use with chlorine containers. These include the A kit for 45-kg (11)0 Ib) and 68-kg (150 lb)

cylinders, the B kit for 908-kg (ton) containers, and the C kit for railroad tank cars and highway

trailers.

Emergency kit A for cylinders contains a clamp to control fusible-plug leaks, a hood to cover

a leaking valve with means to hold it in place, and a patch to control leaks from small holes in the

side of a cylindcr. Emergency kit B for ton containers contains a hood to cover a leaking valve and

a beam to hold it in place, a hood to cover leaks in a fusible plug, and a patch to control small

leaks in the side of the container. Emergency kit C for tank cars and tank trucks contains an

angle-valve hood, a safety-valve hood, and a beam to hold either hood in place against the manway

cover, thus preventing leakage through the valve or the joint between the valve and the cover.

There are no parts to handle leaks in the tank itself. All kits contain wrenches and other tools, but

no respiratory equipment is included.
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14.2.2 Commercially Available Off-Loading Pumping Systems

W'hen a toxic or flammable liquid material is released during a spill, off-loading of the

remaining content%. of the tank or carrier is often one of the major mitigation procedures used.

-\l,. if a patch or plug can be applied to stop the leak, this procedure is used to prevent further

relc,c ar,.d permit repair or disposal of the vessel.

Submcr,,iblc pumping svstems for off-loading petroleum products or for dewatcring operations

arc cormmerciallk available. These pumps can be used for low-volatile hazardous materials; however,

their application would probably not be practical for high-volatile materials.

The following list includes ten commercial pumps:

ADAPTS (Air Deliverable The prime mover is a lightweight diesel-
Anti-Pollution Transfer hydraulic unit of approximately 40 hp.
System) The pump is a two-stage, mixed flow,

10-in. Byron Jackson with integral
hydraulic motor.

APTS (Anti-Pollution This is a lighter commercial version of
Transfer System) ADAPTS, and it is single stage.
STOPS (Self-Contained This is almost identical to APTS.
Tanker Off-Loading Pump
System)

Prosser 25-hp Pump This is a 25-hp electrically driven pump
with modified impellers to increase the
flow rate when pumping high-viscosity
oils.

Prosser 40-hp Pump This is a 40-hp electrically driven pump
similar to the 25-hp model.

Marco U1(X) Capsulpump This is a pump of centrifugal design, which
is rated at 28.4 hp and is hydraulically
driven.

Sloan Model 6 Mixed Flow This is a mixed-flow pump, which is
Pump hydraulically driven and is rated at

90 hp.

Framo Model TK-4 This is a hydraulically driven pump, which
is rated at approximately 60 hp. It is
designed for emergency lighting.

Framo Modcl TK-6 This is a hydraulically driven pump, which
is rated at 227 hp.

Moyno Rotary Screw Pumping This pump is capable of pumping No. 6
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oil without preheating; it is
hydraulically powered at approximately
80 hp.

Hot Fluid Spray System A hot-oil spray heating system (for use
with centrifugal pumps) to reduce the
viscosity of heavy oils, which is under
development.

Removal of spilled material from groundwater often involves the use of separators and holding

tanks. Skimming devices and pumping systems specially designed and constructed for the materials

being handled should be utilized whenever possible. When this equipment is not available, the

contaminated groundwater can be pumped into collection trenches or pools equipped with an

impermeable liner or barrier. Vactum equipment, such as a surface skimmer or pump and hose,

may then be used to separate material in the trench or pool. In some cases, material from the

trench or pool could be pumped into a gravity separator erected on-site. Water from the separator

can be discharged to a wastewater treatment plant."'

14.2.3 Inert-Gas Systems

Fire and explosions can be prevented by the creation of an atmosphere that will not support

combustion by reducing the oxygen content of the normal air (contains 217 oxygen). The fire and

explosion hazard of many materials can be safeguarded during storage and processing operations by

the use of a suitable inert gas since combustion of most materials will not occur if there is an

absence of atmospheric oxygen or if its concentration is reduced below certain specific limits.

Typical examples arc its use to make tanks inert prior to repair, to empty flammable liquid storage

tanks by pressure, to prevent the formation of explosive mixtures in drying ovens, and to blanket

flammable products in storage tanks or reaction equipment.

Any inert gas may be used for this purpose, but consideration of availability and costs limits

such use to carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and mixtures of carbon dioxide and nitrogen produced by

combustion (as in flue gas, internal combustion engine exhausts, and other inert-gas producers).
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Other gases, such as argon, helium, and the chlorinated or fluorinated h\drocarbons (Halons),

rna saisl, special needs. In the fixed-volume method of application, the sstenil to be protected

is purged and the atmosphere is rendered inert by first reducing the pressure and then introducing

inert gas. In the continuous method of application, the inert gas is added continuously in an

amount sufficiently to supplv peak requirements.

Inert gas from the internal-combustion engine .,pe of producer consists of 13 to 14 - carbon

dioxide, zcrn oxNygcn, a trace of carbon monoxide, and the remainder nitrogen. The inert gas from

this type of producer is stored under a pressure of 100 to 125 psi. Consideration must be given to

the location and installation of producers, particularly of the flame type, in order not io introduce

lire and explosion haard-s."

Carbon dioxide or nitrogen in cylinders is probably the best source of inert gas for small plants,

or whcre the sstems are of small volume and loss through leakage is relatively small. Carbon

dioxide fire extinguishers should not be used since they are designed to discharge a liquid rather

than a vapor.

Another inert gas can also be obtained by the catalytic oxidation of ammonia with air which

forms NO gas. A furth-r means of obtaining inerting media is by the liquefaction of air with

subsequent fractionation to produce nitrogen. Package units of various capacities using this method

are now commercially available.

14.2.4 Patching and Plugging

Patching and plugging are methods used to prevent or reduce the discharge of hazardous

chcmicals from most types of chemical process equipment. Table 21 lists the results of a survey of

patching-plugging techniques prepared by Battelle Memorial Institute. "  The most promising

conceptual approaches t listed in Table 3.12 proposed for developnicnt included the

fo lIlwing:
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1. coated fabric patches applied by a stud gun or suction cups,

2. for leak stoppage,

3. air-inflated plugs,

1. hydraulic pipe-pincher concept for emergency shutoff, and

5. a Velcro "bandaid" concept for leak stoppage.

An explosive pipe-pincher concept also appears promising for small-diameter pipes from the

standpoint of rapid installation and activation during emergencies releases. No vendors have been

found for such a device, but the components are available and have been applied in the aerospace

indusmtr. Another promising concept concerns the installation of explosive actuators on

lever-operated block valves in critical chemical facility pipelines. Instantaneous closure of such

valves could he achieved, particularly when the valves are located in remote locations. Technical

Ordnance, Inc. (Minneapolis, Minnesota) produces a line of explosive actuators that could be

employed for such an application; valve size would not be limiting since the force required would

be very much lower than that required to pinch off a pipe or tube."M

14.2.5 Response and Communications Equipment

An inventory of equipment of fire control, spill control, and decontamination should be

included in an emergency plan. Some key pieces of equipment are booms, sorbcnt materials,

det oxifying materials, fire-fighting equipment, alarm systems, and emergency telephones. All

cmergency equipment should be regularly tested and inspected, and appropriate records should be

maintained.

An emergcncy converted "motor home" response van useful for providing fast initial response

has bccn described by Lee." Employment of this system could aid in the identification of released

material, assessmcnt of the incident, and initial containment and control ol the incident until an

indutrial or government team arrives for containment and cleanup of the incident. This response

unit will also handle the total management of small-scale incidents, if necessary. The unit must be

,Iaffcd with traincd profcssionals available on 24-h call. The unit should be fully loaded, equipped,



and self-contained.

The hazardous materials response unit should be a van that has the following equipment as a

minimum: (I) monitoring equipment; (2) goggles and masks; (3) plugs and tools; (4) gloves; (5)

fir,t aid kit: (0) patching materials: (7) lights, water. and foam equipment; (8) tool storage; and (9)

librarv, files, and dc,k.

The inxcntoR, of such a unit may comprise the items in Table 22, which are carried by the

Houston Fire Department I taiardous Materials Response Vehicle."

14.2.6 Equipmcnt for Fires

The follov ing classifications, )f fires are used for the selection of fire exting!u ishers:

Class a. Fire, invol,ing ordinary combustible materials (such as wood, cloth, paper, rubber, and

many pltics) requiring the heat-absorbing (cooling) effects of watcr, wAatcr solutions, or the coating

cAetot, of certain dry chemicals Ahich retard combustion.

Class B. Fires involving flammable or combustible liquids, flammable gases, creases, and similar

material,,, where extinguishment is most readily secured by ectluding air (oxygen), inhibiting the

release of combustible vapors, or interrupting the combustion chain reaction.

Clams C. Fires invol,.ing live electrical equipment vhcre safety to the operator requires the use

of clcctricallv nonconductivc cxtinguishing agents.

Class D. Fires involving certain combustible metals (such as magnesium, titanium, zirconium,

,dium, potassium, etc.) requiring a heat-absorrbing extinguishing medium not reactive with the

burning2 metals.

Some portablc fire extinguishers are of primary value on onlv nc cl,_.. . fire; some are

,,uitablc for t\,o or three classes; none is, suitable for all four classes of fires.

Most currently manlifactured Cxtinguishci!, i rc Ilabclcd with a classification systcrn so that users

may quickly idcnfilf the clas of fire for which a particular extinguisher may be used. The
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classification system is contained in the NFPA Extinguisher Standard, which gives the applicable

class symbol Aith supplementary words to recall the meaning of the letters." '

Numerals are used with the identifying letters for extinguishers labelcd for Class A and Class

B fires. The numeral indicates the relative extinguishing effectiveness of the device. For example,

on an extinguisher rated for Class A fires, the rating and numeral that precede the letter "A"

indicates the ,i/' of standard test fires the device is able to extinguish successfully under

reproducible laboratory conditions. On an extinguisher rated for Class B fires, the rating nuniciai

that precedes the "B" gives a proportionate indication of the maximum square foot area of a

flammable liquid fire of appreciable depth (I,4 in.) which can be protected.

No rating numerals are used for extinguishers labeled for Class C fires since electrical

equipment has either Class A or Class B combustibles, or both, as part o1 its construction. °

14.2.6.1 Special Sstcns and Extinguishing Techniques

There are certain extinguishing and control systems, agents, devices, and techniques that are

used with varying degrees of success when the fire category iS not very common. These include:

I ) systems using water or water solutions for particular fire control needs, (2) combustion gases

used for extinguishment, (3) air agitation for oil tank fire control. (4) agents and techniques for

wontrolling fuel and chemical spills, (5) steam-smotherinc systems, and (6) combined-agent system!..

14.2.6.2 Water or Water Solutions

Comprising the speciali/ed systems utilizing water or water solutions, we have the

ultrahigh-speed water spray systems, which are designed to handle extremely rapid fires of the type

that can occur in the handling of solid propellants, sensitive chemicals, and any industrial process

or oxcvgen-cnrichcd environment possessing this type of fire potential. The wctting-aocnt svstcms

(mcetin the requirenlnts of NFPA No. 8, stantdard for \%tin agecnt,) can ulili/e standard water

spray, sprinkler, or foam system equipment. The ,viscous %, alcr s\stclnl, ma\ ha,c the follov, ing basic

systcms for ground applications:
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I. lnjector-recirculating ground tanker system. This consists of a centrifugal pump and an

injector-dispenser Ahere the liquid and dry powder combine and flow into the tank.

2. Demand ',iscous water tanker-mixer. This consists of an auxiliary mixing tank, an auger feed

mechanism, and a positive-displacement rotary meter acting as a power unit for the feed system.

3. Slip-on chemical tanker-mixer. This consists of a skid-mounted, all-metal unit for mounting

onto a hea-v-dut tractor-trailer for off-road assignments.5'

14.2.6,3 Air Agitation for Control of Oil Tank Fire

Under some conditions, a fire in an oil storage tank may be controlled or extinguished by

introducing air under pressure near the bottom of the tank. The principle is founded upon the fact

that flammable and combustible liquids require a temperature greater than their flash-point

temperature to sustain burning. If a tank of oil having a flash point above the actual temperature

of the liquid itself becomes ignited (when the temperature at the surface is raised above the flash

point), the resulting fire may be controlled or extinguished by agitation of the oil mass. By agitating

the oil mass, cool oil, circulated at a proper rate, decreases the temperature of the oil burning at

the surface by displacement and mixing to a point below its flash point, thus slowing or inhibiting

further combustion. This technique is not considered a standard method of combating oil tank

fircs.

14.2.6.4 Handling Spilled Fuels and Chemicals

Emulsifying agents-detcrgents have been used with varying degrees of success in extinguishing

or controlling flammable liquid spill fires either on land or on watcr. A major problem with the

use of emulsifying agents and detergents in lakes, rivers, harbors, etc., is that the resulting emulsions

often have a more severe effect on aquatic forms of life than does oil alone. '
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14.2.6.5 Steam Smothering Systems

The principle by which steam may smother a fire is similar to the manner by which inert gases

may achieve the same result (e.g., reducing the concentrations of oxxgcn and/or the gaseous phase

of the fuel in the air to the point where combustion stops). The use of steam systems for fire

extinguishment precedes the use of other modern smothering systems such as carbon dioxide and

foam cxlingui,,hing systems and is rarely used today. It is clearly not a practical method to employ

except in cases where a large steam supply is continuously available or where arrangements have

been made so that this supply can be effectively and efficiently tapped when a fire emergency arises.

The possible personal injury ha/ard of burns must be considered in any steam extinguishing

installation.

Steam smothering systems used to be employed for the protection of cargo spaces and the holds

of steamships. However, this method is no longer recommended. Tests indicating the relative

inefficienc., of such systems to control cotton cargo fires were conducted bv the U.S. Coast Guard

during the period 1944-1946.'"

14.2.6.6 Combined-Agent Systems

It is common practice in firefighting to u-,- two or more agents simultaneously or in rapid

sequence. Some common combinations used in manual fire control work include: (I) water and

foam, (2) carbon dioxide and foam. and (3) certain dry ehemicals and foam.

14.7.7 Laels an, Placards

Hazard labeling is a common go, ernmental approach to warning the public of that haard, and

most federal agencies employ one form of labeling or another. Specifications for the appearance

o)f the labels are very particular and include the size, shpc, h1,,z',id bj-,thkg,, .,,dor, and writtcn

legend. Each lahel must be at least 4 in. square and must be oriented on the package with the

point up, giving the square a diamimd configuration. Each label m ut havc a s ,lid line border at
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least 3.5 in. long on each side. Except when having an outer border consisting of a dotted line, each

label on a package must be on a background of contrasting color.'

The basic elements of the label are: the color, which is carefully prescribed in the regulations

and is also part of the international labeling system; the symbol, which gives the name of the

primary havard of the product; and the verbal message or legend, which gives the name of the

primary haard for ,%hich the material is classified. The proper names and corresponding colors of

todays labels are listed in Table 23.

Motor vehicles and freight containers containing 10M) lb or more (gross weight) of the

ha/ardou, materials clas.es are listed in Table 24 and must be placarded.

14.2.- Personal Safet. Equipment

14.2. .t Proltct \w Clthin'

The sclection of items of protective clothing depends on the level of protection dcired for

cmcrgcnev rcsponse personnel. The specific items that are available are boots, gloves, safety glasses,

googgle,,, face shields, hard hats, aprons, splash suits, and fully encapsulated suits with inucpendcnt

air sources. Depending on the identity of the hazardous material spilled, the level of protection to

pre ent physical harm can vary from a minimum of boots, gloves, and hard hats to a maximum of

a toutallv encapsulated suit. Selection and purchase of protective clothing depend on the behavior

of the clothhing's material when challenged by a spilled chemical. "

14.2.8.2 Clothing Selection

The necessary protective clothing and equipment should be selected based on the asscssment

of the malcrialh invoe,.cd and the relative haards and risks. Four types of clothing related to the

needs of the fire-fighter are listed:"

1. Firefighter's protective clothing. Full protcctivc clothing for use at ha/ardous matcrial

emergencies is not the same as full protective clothing used in structural lirehghting. According to

NFPA,'" full protectivc clothing is "protection to prevent gases, vapors, liqui, . and solids from
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e *m in'L in contact A~ith the skin.' This includes the helmet coat dfld panks; rubber boots; gloves;

hindN, or duct tape around legs, armis, waist, and facepiece; as wcll as covering for the neck, ears,

aind other part, of- the body not protected by the helmet, breathing apparatus, or facee mask. This

de tn it ion ta kc,, in to account mo re prtcion that is normallyv eons idered a,, 11u1l protect ion by

tirefich terN - and a great deal more than that normally provided for EINITs. Common firefighter's

p ricc Ix ebhi g desnot pr, %ide adequate protect ion against chemical permeattion or deg~radation

dueC to, cmical expoUre. It may' offer limited protection against solid nmterials and lii~uids:

i xi.it is met fectix c against gases and vapors.

2. \ueneatp-ulatink- chemical protective clothing. (ihenicail hli/WNd, and] the. potenltial harmn

;rom their reia'i ma require that speciali/ed protectixe clothing_ be xxorn. Notwncapsulating

u1L ilai proteet xc Jothing iN,,eiiie clothing that does not otter a ine intcral lexel of

i [,, ( iN Ittcmol On ssn pice coveralk and., tw-piceeoxrai or pik xxrn in

-111 I il ' %0ih tjacket.

\Iux ditterenit elothing materials are available, inIcIling tici iprene bu Il rubber, polv ,ri

hl-ride (PVC( .and c-hlorinated polvethxlene (chloropelI.-

iuiJ)N uinv cmical protective clothing. Lnicap ulatiLg \1uitN ar scia idpoetx

ti I 2tht xx hein u,,ed A~it h a ir-su pplicd re:pii rit)Rv protect ion dcx ices., oli-er l I -bI)dr protect ion

trt a hodtiecmica cnxironmntn. Criteria for using these suits includeI:

at When ext rcmclv ha/ardouN, ,ubstances are known or suspected to be precentiand ,kin contact

p (iN ,-.tean ide comnpounds, or toxic and infectious sbtne)

F Pr potent l wtit wxith susacsthat destro' Akin (corrosixesh)

fP(r o)periotn" involig uttknOxn or unidentified sUbSt,11CCs And reJUJimiiieencue response

pe.rs ii nel. ( mimon NUit materials include bNtv rubber. polxximtl JiltoIC iV1101to,an

chlorin1ite % poCthleneri (ehloropclt. Iti addition, disposaible nasltu ujscnt k

in I xxeCk R, 'Saran R, and polwehylecne coateiid or Saan-latiiid lxxek al ixalatc Bust

rubbetr is, onirjpatible withj approximaj~teIx 7(), ; )I111 t h emili ti,1ted
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4. Hil h -tem perAtLnrc prot wctij~lthim'. Speciali/ed high-temperature protective clothing is

u'ed in ',ituation\ s hcre re~ponse personnel must operate in high-heat-flux and high-temperature

CID\ it )nmcnIr, and large, 11immable liquid and -,is emerg~encies that exceed the protectionl factors of

\t[oIruiurAl 11rech1tini' equipment.

T~w o t\pcs of alurnini/ed protective clothing ensembles, each applicable to a specific

cn\ ironmecnt. are commonly found. Of these, proximitv suits such as those used by' airport crash,

lire, and rescue crewsk, are most conmnon.-

Pro per protecti\ c gloves should be wkorn ss henever the potential for contact wkith corrosive or

ioic nmcrial' and matecrials of nknoss n to\itV exists,. Gloxe naterils arc eventually permecatcod

I~ce a' ho xs cr, ohey canJ1 11C used safll for limited IpciNds if speCOitic use and "love

h> a~ ri I~ rek no~ssn (thick ness and permeation rate and time )." Common dlove materials,

inAlude flu ~prcne., pokinvl chloride, nit rile, and buMv and natural rubbers." Insulated gloves should

he used s hen workin,-T at temperature extremes. Various svnthetic materials such as Nomcx(R) and

esa>R)ca'n be usedJ brietly up to ItXX)'F.

A a i , p.ciAli/ed clhi i g and eq uipment is comnimercial tsasa ilable for use in laboratories.

1I 2N- (Icncraii Lxe Protecin

(ii muiet lenses, ainu prescript ion vlasses may be worn in ha/.ardous situations whenl protected hy

additional safet\ equipment. Thc minimumn acceptable ese protection requires the use of

h; dcne -clssor plast,,ic saletv spctacles. Safetv gilasses should comply ss ih the Standard for

()(cu ptonal ind EdLneat ion Eve and Face Protect ion.' The American Na tio nal Staindard Institute

spcci ties a miniinIL11in lens thickness ()1 3 nm. impact resistanee requirements. passage of a

tliammabhilit\ tes. nd lens-retaining frames,. Side shields that attach to reg~ular safety spctclecis offer

- Cprotecion Vtn objects ha-i approach from the side but do noprovideadq tepocin

I riom splashes.

( elsarc intenided hir Aca.r wAhcn there is, dainger of splash-ing cl.:ic als or living part ikes.

S pl)]ish cile I\ hMit bas~e splash -prif sides shouinld be used Asheni pricctl iin from harm ful chemical
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,plasnh is ncckd J.

1'lie shiclds

Coi,,is o)tter little pt'i on to the f'ace and neck. Full-faced shields that protect the f'ace and

ii roat should Avo t%: asAc~ofn when maximum protect ion f'romn 1vinio particles and harm-f'ul liquids

is ticcdcd, ti r full rrotcct ion., sa tcl% issces should be irn with the shields."

14.2.S.4 Rcspirmklr Protctirc Equipment

There arc tw baic types of' respirators: air-pu ril\ ing aind at mosphc-Su ppivingi. The

air-p)Uri lying respirator idependent on the ci n tarim aed air and contain,, an air-pu rifyingi elcment

a tlictr, a sorbcnt rmateri. 1, or- a combinaition of bothj. Th I mophrcsuplir respirator k~

inde~pendecnt ofI conwminated air aid is, either secll-contained or uses Anl air-line atti hose miask for

ti~r suppl\.' The chtoice ()f an atppopriate reprao r a liiven sit utbOll % Ill di'nnd on the t\xpe

I eontaiminatwn. its estimaited or measureIFd concentration, its, knkm\n exposure limits, and ha/;irdous

propert ics. Table 2)i shows" a gn ide for the selection of respirato)rs.

( herical catrtridze re .pjitlors

These are used o)n l for protection against particlar, irdivid ual .apors or gases specified by the

respirator manufac:turer. Also, these, respirators cannot he used if- t;-c ox\v-ert e ,fltcnt of the air is

less, :han P§ They function by the entrapmecnt of tii\ie vpors, ind acsinl a canister that

contains aidsorbent material .. \ Atkiated charcoal is probably the niilst common adsorbent.

\lt mi iphe rc-supplvinz rcspi ratlirs

The ,ecmid tmain categiorx of respirators. is tise.-up\ig Tfie hoe-mazsk or air-line

respiraitor has limited aipplication and is riot useCd lor atmos pheres, immediaite\ ha,ardoLIS to health.

Thsde\ iee pr 1 des, [tie lowest, 'L.l of priltee' on for the atoshresup\ i t o repirators.

A- wrintwwi~i-1o\, mar -linec respirai(r declersbrathbt air at a constant ll(o\%. 1isU~l\ 1 §f mC~itt.
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The air-line respirator comes in t, o modes: demand and positive-pressure. In the demand mode,

the air-line valve opens only when a slight negative pressure is produced inside the mask as a result

of inhalation. In the positive-pressure mode, a slight positive pressure of air is maintained in the

facepicc, at all times.'

Another type of respirator in this category is the self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA).

A small SCBA for "emergency cegress only" is available. It lasts from 3 to 15 min. This type usually

has a high-pressure source of compressed air and plastic hood that covers the entie head.

Companies that manulacture open-circuit devices are: Mine Safety Appliances, Scott, Survivair,

and Globe. "Open-circuit" means that the air you breathe comes from a compressed air source

and is subsequcntly expelled into the surrounding atmosphere. These devices, with a 30-min air

supply, weigh around 32 lb. They are mounted and can usually be switched between the demand

mode and the positive-pressure mode.

Another type of SCBA uses recirculation to conserve the oxygen supply which comes from a

compressed oxygen source. This type is called a rebreather."' The exhaled air is not expelled but,

instead, passes through a CO, absorber and enters a breathing bag to mix with fresh oxy,,gen. The

flow is then returned to the facepiece. This apparatus has definite advantagcs since its air supply

duration is longer and it weighs considerably less (about 17 to 24 lb) than the open-circuit SCBA

discussed above.

The oxygen generator uses a chemical source of oxygen that is liberated when carbon dioxide

and moisture arc absorbed from the exhaled air. A breathing bag is proi,led to mix the incoming

oxygen and the purified exhaled air. It can be used for 30 min only; however, there is a potential

problem involving water contamination the canister can explode when the pressure Icvels exceed

the rupture limits. "'
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14.3 EMERGENCY WARNING AN) EVACUATION SYSTEMS

Emcrgenc. warning and cacuation systems are of utmost importance in the prevention of

injuries and fatalities from releases of toxic chemicals. For fires and explosions, warnings and

evacuations may be less effective due to the short lead times and the possible wide area effects. For

flammable vapor clouds, the fire hazards are severe within the cloud and can extend well beyond

the lower flammable concentration limits due to possible thermal radiation effects from a

flammable vapor cloud fireball. For an explosion, the blast effects may extend hundreds of feet from

.he ccntcr and can be particularly scvcre on occupants of buildings not designed for blast protection.

Therefore, unless adequate warning is given prior to a fire or explosion (preferablv during the period

when the event is impending), the probability of c-capc is quite low for those persons in the critical

zone for these cvcnts. The disaster that occurred at Wavcrlv, Tennessee, on Fcb. 24, 1978 , clearly

demonstrated this. A though an official evacuation was in effect 40 h after a railroad lank car filled

with LPG derailed in ,vowntowNn Waverly, Tennessee, the actual evacuation extended only to the

three-block vicinity A" the car. Consequently, when the BLEVE (boiling liquid expanded vapor

explosion) took place, there were 6.0 casualties, including many persons in nearby businesses.

Obviously, warning and evacuation would have been futile after the onset of the explosion.

Consequently, in our judgment, far more statutory emphasis should be placed on requiring

immediate notification and evacuation in cases where there is imminent danger of a toxic cloud

release, fire, or explosion even when no release of hazardous materials has occurred (see Sect.

16.3.1).

For toxic chemical releases, estimates have been made by EPA of the factors controlling the

effectiveness of large-scale movements during evacuations. Prugh" suggests the application of these

results to warnings and evacuations prompted by toxic vapor clouds. The cffectivcness is a function

of the area to be evacuated, the population density, and the warning time. Warning time (the

interval between the start of a vapor cloud release and the arrival of the cloud at a point of

interest) is a particularly important factor. For example, estimates indicate that evacuation of an
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area of I square mile containing 5(X) people would only be approximately 7,%. effective for a

warning time of 0.1 h, 50% effective for a 1.0 h warning time, and greater than 99% effective for

a 10-h warning time. Other factors that decrease the evacuation effectiveness include increases in

both the area to be evacuated (square miles) and the population density (people per square mile).

For example, for a warning time of I h, increasing the population density from 5000 people located

in a 1 square mile area to 50,X) persons in the same area decreases the evacuation effectiveness

from 50"e to about 20-c.

Sorcn' -n has 2,Jr'5sscu' s-...;a' L.sr , (see Tabic 26) that enter into tne ctlectiveness ot

evacuations for hazardous materials and other emergencies.'" Hc concludes that many of these

issues are valid points to consider in developing state-of-the-art evacuation plans.

Summarizing a review of public behavior during three major hazardous materials evacuations,

Sorenson indicated that no major problems were encountered with getting people to evacuate except

for the Love Canal situation." People are more likely to evacuate their homes when they perceive

the situation to be personally threatening. During one chlorine gas release in Canada, " a number

of residents evacuated before official orders were issued; the impetus was provided by media reports

and police requests. However, in the Love Canal situation, the ambiguity and lack of clarification

of the perceived toxic chemicals threat over a period of time caused the residents to develop

mistrust for both the officials and the experts, thus negating the perception that the situation was

personally threatening. In a propane tank car derailment near Puget Sound, Washington," the

evacuation was determined in part by the public's belief in the warning and the level of perceived

risk. Both of these factors were enhanced by the specificity of the warning received and the

credibility of the warning source. Confirmation by other sources also contributed to belief in the

warning.

Studies at the Disaster Research Center, Ohio State University," indicate that most evacuations

occurring in response to transportation releases arc spontaneously aided by word-of-mouth warnings.

The response is gencrdlly quick, usually spontaneous, and not based on formal evacuation plans.
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Table 26. Evacuation issues

Phvs ical lha:-ard Characteristics

Uncertaintv in ability to specify hazard parameters
UncertaintyV in 'abilitv to detect hazards
Svudd of onset constrains evacuation effectiveness

'N'arning Characteristics

Uncertainty in abilitv to alert
Information characteristics constrain evacuation

111. Social Isqlleq

Social factors (denial of need. etc.) affect risk perceptions
Cultural factors, etc. affect the ability to receive warnings
Economic factors, etc. affect the ability to evacuate

IV. Organizational Issues

Planning elements are inadequate

Training of evacuation personnel is inadequate

Technical basis for evacuation planning is inadequate

Response Issues

Physical factors (population density, etc.) constrain evacuation
Public behavior

Emergency worker behavior

Evacuation not accepted as beneficial by the public
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Problems are frequently encountered in these ad-hoc evacuations including the need to evacuate

more than once to other areas and guidance upon reentry after the emergency.

N "ara,.,., cmnludc, that mot communities are not well prepared for evacuations. He states

that di;astcr preparedness for chemical emergencies, including evacuation, is: "neither accorded

high community priority nor svstematical, addressed .... In particular, disaster preparedness for

chemical emergcncies is plagued by the public-private section division in our society, and also by

the fact that tne local community (which necessarily has to be the first response) has generally less

capability and knowledge for dealing with chemical emergencies than extra- and supra-community

,ucial enliuies."

14.3.1 Emcrgenc-, Warning Systems

A public warning system for hazmat releases or potential imminent fires or explosions must

cscntially not only warn the community but also provide specific directions for evacuation and/or

sheltering. Some systems consist of separate alertit~g components such as sirens and horns plus

suitable communication components (e.g., public address, radio and TV broadcasts, etc.). Others

such as telephone or door-to-door procedures accomplish both purposes at the same time. An

effective system must alert and notify the public as soon as possible in an emergency situation and

include a follow-up that checks *o determine whether the message has been received by the entire

population of the designated emergency response zone.

Audible warning devices are used most commonly for alerting the public of emergencies from

fixed chemical plaat cs. These include sirens, bells, bullhorns, whistles, and public address

system announcements.75 They typically are designed to emit warnings at least 10 dB above average

noise levels at the location of the population at risk. They also must be distinctive for the intended

alert and should not have sounds similar to other alarms in the vicinity. EPA indicates that the

broad use of difcrint tones for sirens foi differcnt purposes has not been effective since a large

portion of the public is not able to clearly recognize different tones and does not remember what

these tones signify. Gray' indicates that evacuation orders broadcast from helicopters and patrol cars
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were not effective in reaching the public during a chemical plant explosion in a metropolitan area

that released methNl parathion fumes.

Probahly one of the most effective warning and evacuation events took place in Mississauga,

Canada, in November 1979 following the derailment of a chlorine tank car.;7 Within 24 h,

approximately 225,(XX) persons were warned and evacuated from 15 sequentially declared zones.

About 951, of the population at risk received the evacuation warning before leaving, primarily

through media warnings and police requests. A significant amount of voluntary evacuation took

place before the official orders were issued. The success of the evacuation was att-ibuted to unique

institutional, social, and cnvironmental factors and to extensive preplanning prior to the event.

Combined alert and notification systems arc available commercially.75 The most common are

alert radio receivers, telephone alert/notification systems, and interruption of television programs.

Alert radio receivers are activ-icd by a radio signal followed by emergency instructions over the

radio. Dow Chemical has installed monitor receivers in homes near their Plaquemine, L.)uisiana,

facility for direct communication during emergencies." Telephone alert/notification systems alert

nearby residents by telephone followed by emergency instructions. Also available is an automatic

telerh,,ne warning system which employs a personal computer as an automatic dialer and includes

transmission of recorded instructions to the responder.7"

14.3.2 Emergency Evacuation

The steps and procedures recommended for emergency evacuation have been detailed in

documents prepared for FEMA 8 and EPA/FEMA/DOT. 32 These recommended steps include:

I. assignment of information tasks to evacuation personnel such as evacuation areas, instructions,

protective gear, shelters, etc.;

2. evacuation warning and instructions;

p provide movement assistance to evacuees such as transportation for those without private

transportation and strict traffic control of the evacuated area.;

4. emergency medical case.;
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5. security for evacuated area.;

6. sheltering of evacuees, and

7. decision for reentry to evacuated areas.

Prior experience indicates that in many cases the majority of people want to stay with friends and

relatives or go to motels.7" The remainder require emergency preplanning in order that the proper

facilities and services are available when needed for an emergency. This includes identification of

the potential shelters beyond potential evacuation zones and establishment of management and

operational procedures in the preparedness plans.

The determination of the zone to be evacuated (or the emergency response zone - ERZ)

involves complex proceduhres !hat are dependent on many factors. These procedures are listed in

Sect. 14.4, which includes the basic considerations for modeling of airborne releases of toxic

chemicals. Probably the most effective procedures for determining of the ERZ is to employ one

of the computerized atmospheric dispersion/emergency response programs described in Sect. 14.4.

Many of these programs can be utilized to develop scenarios for a large variety of possible

emergencies for a fixed chemical facility. When an emergency occurs, an operator can estimate the

evacuation requirements by choosing the preprogrammed scenario that approximates the actual

situation and is keyed to the current average wind direction and possible speed.

In cases where the duration of a release from a fixed facility is of relatively long duration

(hours), operation of the computer as a real-time dispersion model based on actual data involving

the status ef the release and meteorological conditions can be achieved. Thus, simuiation of the

actual release can be developed and updated as conditions change so that a more realistic

determination of the ERZ can be made.
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In the absence of an available computerized emergency response model or where a

transportation emergency occurs in a remote area not covered by the computerized system, quick

estimates of the ERZ can be developed using a ,arietv of published methods. The simplest

procedure would involve the use of the Evacuation Tables in the DOT EmergZency Response

Guidebook, assuming that the chemical released is known and that it is included in these tables.4 '

These data are intended only for the initial phase of an accident, and reassessment of the accident

must be made continuously to check on possible weather changes (e.g., wind changes). The tables

list the recommended isolation distances for small spills and also for large spills from tanks, many

containers, drums, etc. Also listed arc the recommended downwind evacuation zone !ength and

,widths. For flammable or explosive materials, a 0.5-mile isolation in all directions is recommended

because of potential fragmentation hazards. The individual pages in the guidebook for the

respective materials should indicate whether this 0.5-mile requirement should be observed.

The CHRIS Response Methods Handbook1 contains a table of "Maximum Distances Over

Which Hazardous Gases May Be Harmful," which can be uscd for estimates of evacuation zone

length and width. The data are tabulated as a function of the respective chemical and the relative

amounts released. The distances arc based on the maximum distances over which the concentration

t, iiie gi, ir. a", ,3av cx,.CCd i ,,,sho! , a (TI V), tho tolerable concentration for worker

exposure. This assumption plus the use of low-turbulence weather conditions and the assumption

of release onto water result in very conservative estimates for the ERZ.

Prugh 2 presents approximate expicssions that can be ved to eIi'mate minimum distances

downwind where no incapacitating injuries would occur and arc thus -In estimate of the ERZ

distance limit based on the Immediately Dangerous to Life and Health (IDLH) level established by

NIOSH. The equations assume that a "dangerous" dose can be obtained from the product of the

IDLH and 30 min, which is: "correct for most materials."

The expressions arc as follows:
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For average conditions (neutral stability, wind = 10 mph)

For continuous release X = (,)(Z).60

For puff release X = 1250(Z).62

For worst-case conditions (stable, wind 2 2 mph)

For continuous release X = 23(X)(Z).45

For puff release X =45(X)(Z).3

\4 here
W

Z =

IDLI4 X MW

W = malcrial release, kg;

IDLH = concentration that is immediately dangerous to life or
health, ppm;

MW = molecular weight of the material;

X = downwind distance, m.

This method will give a first approximation to the outer radius of the evacuation zone. The

width of the zone is not included, but a rough approximation has been suggested by Kahler" ' when

no wind fluctuation data are available. When the wind speed is between 4 and 10 knots, the

corridor width as an arc is assumed to be 90'; it the wind speed is greater than 10 knots, an arc of

45" is used; and anytime the wind is equal to or less than 4 knots, the toxic corridor is a circle

around the spill with a radius equal to the corridor length, or a 120" arc for unstable conditions has

been suggested. If wind shifts are expected, evacuation of the total 36(0' area has been

recommended.

The Illinois Environmental Protection Ag,.tncy (IEPA) has developed a simplified system for

rapidly calculating safe evacuation distances4 It is based oti the ground-level Gaussian dispelsion

equations developed by Turner. 5 A response guide has been developed which can be used to

quickly determine downwind and crosswind evacuation distances based on the quantity released, the

wind speed, the meteorological stability conditions, and the maximum allowable levels of the toxic
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m.tcrial as det. ',,incd hN the IIFPA. It is claimed that this systcn is "casy. fast, and reliable, and

has he-:, .. 'Id-testcd manv times."

14. ,. In-Place Sheltering

Pru.h"' indicates, that cvacuation outside the emergency response /one may not always be

nccssary or desirable. ie indicates that: "for materials which are toxic and flammable, ha',ens mav

be ,.table mcans of self-protection at great distances downwind from the release point, wkhcre the

concentration is well below the lower flammable limit but may still be toxic." ti presents calculated

cur,,c,, (see Fig. 7) which indicate that for short-term puffs the dose (in ppm-min) to inhabitants of

,I tpical closed dwelling (exchange rate = 1.0) would he one or t\&o orders of magnitude les:; than

that recei,,cd by a person outside. Thus for short-term releases, it may be more prudent to have

persons remain inside of their homes with the doors and windows closed and the heating and air

conditioning, systcms o f.

larris' addresses the effects of ver short time scales on the feasibilitv of evacuations. For

example, a chlorine leak occurs in a plant situated 3W0 m from the site boundary and NX) to II(XI

m from a loc,! residential population. If the wind velocity is 5 m's (1t) mph) and blowing toward

the population, the toxic cloud would reach the closest population boundary in 3 min and the

pi)pulation extremity in just over 6 min. Strong winds would halve these times. Lnder these

circumstances, feetive cvacuation would probably be limited by one or more of the following

circu mstances:

1. Delays in detection and reporting of the leak,

2. Delays in analysis of the reported information and subsequent actions by the duty persons

recet.ing the report,

3. Problem,, vith the warning system implementation and the public reception and perception of

the warning, and

-4 dclays in the public's response.
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Under the above circumstances, it may be far more prudent for residents to remain inside their

dwellings with the doors and windows closed, the heating and air conditioning systems shut off or

placed on 1O(Y0- recirculation, all exhaust fans and fireplace dampers shut off, and the gaps around

doors and windows scaled with tape or wet toweling. Wilson", has shown that this procedure is

particularly effective for toxic gases (e.g., hydrogen sulfide), where the prime hazard is proportional

to the peak concentration during exposure rather than the total dose or the time integral of the

concentration. He indicated that for short-term releases, sheltering not only effectively damps the

outdoor concentration so that indoor concentrations are less than 1l0" of the mean outdoor

concentration, but also damps out most of the momentary outdoor concentration lItCLuations, which

can be as high as 3(X07, above the mean concentration. Wilson also points out that there are

psychological problems associated with sheltering. Although the actual risk of mortality may be far

less by staying indoors, the public is inclined to believe that it is better to react and do something

than to assume a passive role and remain indoors. Education of response personnel and the public

as to the relative risks involved may be the best solution to this problem.

Another problem associated with sheltering involves the effects of long-term exposure to the

toxic gas while sheltered. Chester, developed a simplified mathematical model for the total dose

(concentration-time integral) of toxic materials received by a sheltered individual as a function of

time. He concludes that "for a tightly closed house, the concentration-time integral inside is exactly

that outside if it is kept closed for times long compared to the infiltration time." For example, for

a house with an air-change time of I h, the protection factor (ratio of outdoor to indoor dose)

would only be about 1.1 after 8 h of staying indoors as compared with 10 after only 0.2 h (scc Fig.

8). Thus, it is imperative that the house or enclosure be opened and flushed clean as soon as

possible after the cloud passes and the outdoor toxic hazard returns to normal. If this is not

possible, evacuation of the public from their contaminated shelters after the release may be

necessary. Wilson 7 indicates that for gases such as hydrogen sulfide, where peak concentrations arc
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more deleterious to health than the total dose, long persistence of the gas indoors may not be as

important a factor.

14.3.4 Additional Countermeasures for Protection of the Public

Chester" also identified additional countermeasures that could be applied for the protection of

the public as an alternative to shelters. These are discussed ir the paragraphs that follow.

Stored compressed air or oxygen. Air or oxygen could be provided from compressed gas

cylinders using appropriate regulator valves and a mouthpiece or mask. This equipment is used as

a breathing apparatus by firefighters and other emergency personnel (see Sect. 14.2.8.4).

Charcoal filtration. Many toxic gases can be effectively removed from contaminated air by

passiag it through a bed or canister of activated charcoal. This is the principle utilized in chemical

warfare or emergency response masks, but it could be used effectively for protecting the inhabitants

of a shelter or room through the use of ventilation system charcoal filters. However, the logistic

problems inherent in equipping the public with this equipment in areas of potential exposure would

be expensive. Also, air filters capable of absorbing each toxic vapor that might be released in the

area would be necessary and require larger and more expensive filters. However, for the population

near fixed facilities, charcoal filters could be issued for the presumably fewer known hazardous

substances produced at the plant.

Collective protection. This technique involves pressurizing a sheltered volume with air to

prevent inleakage in winds up to 20 mph. This could be applied to an entire house or public

building or to a single room in a building. Charcoal filtration of the inlet pressurizing air to

remove contamination would also be required. Problems would be encountered with sheltering of

large numbers of people in such a building similar to those experienced in evacuation since large

numbers would have to be moved rapidly to the shelters.
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Charcoal-cloth facelct mask. The facclct mask is a British development consisting of a charcoal

loth bag held over the nose and mouth by elastic straps. This cloth is capable of absorbing

chemical warfare agents and certain other toxic gases. It would not be quite as effective as a

conventional charcoal canister but is far less expensive than a mask. Potential problems include a

decrease in adsorptive capacity of the cloth due to moisture adsorption and a requirement for

different types of charcoal for the various types of toxic gases.

Mouthpice respiratr. This is claimed io be an cffective protective device against toxic gases

for short periods of time (several minutes). It consists of a tube connected to an activated charcoal

filter. The tube is held in the mouth, and the nose is closed by a separate nose clip. The wearer

breathes in and out through the tube, and valves ensure that only inlet air is allowed through the

charcoal. Advantages include the very low price and the case with which it can be inserted in the

mouth. This potentially could be a very effective countermeasure during an evacuation but it

probably would equire that multiagent filters be available for the different types of toxic gases

expected,

14.4 HAZMAT MONITORING AND AMBIENT-AIR DISPERSION MODELING SYSTEMS

Probably the most important countermeasure for mitigation of hazard materials releases once

they have taken place involves the immediate detection of the hazardous material in the atmosphere

plus spatial and temporal estimates of its dispersion pattern. Ideally, the detection of a hazardous

material release could trigger an automatic warning system, activate an air dispersion modeling

program, activate local and regional emergency response systems, and provide information for

possible evacuations or in-place sheltering operations. However, the current state of the art has not

been developed to the point where such a completely integrated automatic system is practical, and

it would probably be far too expensive to install and maintain for most emergency districts. This

section provides an overview of the various detection and monitoring systems that are commercially

available and reviews their advantages and disadvantages.
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14.4.1 Tvpes of Detectors for Toxic Gascs

The development of sensors for detecting toxic gases has received significantly increased atte.ition

since the Bhopal disaster. Before Bhopal, attention ,,as directed toward the monitoring of air

pol'ution from stationary sources such as powcr and chemical plants. Various techniques such as

longpath high-resolution infrared spectroscopy wcre u..cd on a research basis to identify and measure

concentrations of pollutants in the atmosphcre. More recently. nc\cr technology such as the use

of laser-based systems has been applied to pollution measurements and is currently of broad interest

for applications whcre monitoring the releases of toxic gases from chemical and other fillivs is

required.

The extent of monitoring for rclcascs of chemical plants was investigated recently by the

Chemical Manufacturers Association tCNlA)." CMA members in three geographical areas (Baton

Rouge,,Ncw Orleans, Philadelphia/Wilmington 'South Jersey, and Niagara Falls,,Buffalo) were asked

a series of questions concerning their air monitoring systems in response to a request from

Congressman John Dingell, Chairman of the Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations.

Results of the survcv indicated that over 451, of the CMA member responders routinely

monitor emissions of chemicals from their facilities and over 90 of those employ two or more

types of monitoring techniques. The systems used to monitor and detect emissions are tailored to

the potential hazard of the process unit or facility or the chemicals being handled. The monitoring

may vary from exposure readings taken from badges or sample tubes at the site to full-scale data

collection and analyzing systems. Data obtained on monitoring activities (as a percentage of all

process units) are as follows:

1. Detection of odors by operating personnel 83

2. Industrial hygiene monitoring 79 i

3. Portable gas detectors 50/

4. Detector tubes 43/

5. Grab samples 38
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0. Fixed-point continuous monitors 31 :

7. Personal dosimeters 31 -

In reply to a question concerning vhcthcr detection svstcms are chemical specific or designed

for the full range of chemicals present at a plant, the facilities indicated that they are designed and

programmed to detect specific substances in specified concentration ranges. Typical substances

detected directly arc: chlorine, carbon monoxide, and vinyl chloride. However, systems can be

dcsioncd to detect a range of similar compounds such as a series of chlorinated substances or a class

of hydrocarbons. Although continuing progress is reported, the capability is not available for

measuring all hazardous substances in the ambient air using one system. Various instruments arc

de,,,ined for different chemicals, but for the most part the chemical species and its expected

concentration range must be specified before a reliable system can be installed.

Two types ol monitors mentioned in the survey were threshold sensors and continuous

monitors. Although the sensors in each type may be similar, the main differences are related to the

method used for collecting and utilizing data and the ultimate cost of the instrument. Continuous

monitors arc more expensive because they arc designed to quantify concentrations of the measured

chemicals over a set range, wherea,-, the threshold sensors are usually set to alarm at set

concentrations and no other recording is made.

The location of monitoring instruments was also addressed by the survey:

Frequency of monitoring

Within process unit areas 56

Elsewhere on plant property 26

At plant boundary 11

Off plant property 7

Total l!)
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It a apparent that most of the monitoring is performed within the process unit areas; little

monitoring is perforned at the plant boundaries or bcond.

-,o main citceorics of monitors are current"' availablc for chemical plant monitoring hazmat

rclca,,c,,: point or contac:t ,cnsors, Ahich identify the toxic gas and its ambient concentration by

anaIl .ing the air at one or more locations in or around a facility site; and remote sensors, which

arc capable of continuoulv monitoring an entire plant area.

Point sensors are commonly located at critical points in a chemical plant according to the

ll ov1 ,i ng criteria:"'q

1. the probability of lcakaoc of toxic matcrials at a particular place tpumps, valvcs, compressors,

flan cs, etc.);

2. the probability of human presence at that place; and

3. the nost probable direction of the prevailing air stream.

However, it is impossible to predict all directions that air movements may take, and consequently

it is not feasible to guarantee that unplanned emissions will be promptly detected. In many cases,

multiple sampling points are located strategically around the plant and samples are piped to a

central monitor such as a mass spectrometer for analysis. However, even though the central monitor

may have a high sensitivity and speed of response, the long times for transmission of the sample and

its introduction into the monitor may be of concern to the safety designer. Also, some point

sensors are sensitive to moisture and must be properly shielded from rain to ensure reliable

performance.

Remote sensors can detect highly toxic materials from a distance and do not come in contact

w.ith the toxic target materials. They are essentially scanning instruments that can survey an entire

area from inside the plant or on its perimeter."' Remote sensors can be further classified as active

or passive. Active systems sense the perturbations of radiation from a controlled source such as an

infrared beam to monitor for toxic gases. Passive systems consist only of a receiver and use natural

radiation such as scattered sunlight for detection of the chemicals. Passive systems can be used to
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detect toxic chemicals in remote locations (e.g., clouds, stack plumes) or to monitoring for toxics

from a hclicopter." Recent developments have produced a laser system that reflects a laser beam

from normal plant equipment, the ground, or even from atmospheric dust particles. C)mparison

of the reflected beam with a reference beam enables the detection of toxic materials in the vicinity

of the laser pathway.

Portable detection instruments have been developed for locating toxic leaks in a plant. These

are noimally used for routine monitoring of critical equipment or to pinpoint leaks discovered by

area-point or remote sensors. Several types of portable leak monitors are commercially available,

although consideration must be given to their application in areas containing 2amamable or explosive

vapors.

Miniature sensors which can be worn by operators, are commercially available for monitoring

for toxiL vapors such as carbon monoxide, phosgene, hydrogen suliL, ai~d iioiaie. These devices,

which are usually based on electrochemical technology, will provide immediate warning to personnel

working in areas containing hazardous chemicals. They are used to signal for the evacuation of an

area or the mandatory use of gas masks or self-contained breathing apparatus. Personal monitors

are very effective but require careful maintenance because of an enhanced risk of accidental or

willful damage.

An overview of commercially available point and remote sensors, leak detectors, and personal

monitors follows.

14.4.2 Point Sensors

14.4.2.1 Ion Mobility Spectrometry (IMS)

A sample of air contaminated with a certain toxic gas is introduced into a reaction region by

means of a carrier gas where beta particles released by a radioactive source generate reactant ions.

These ions, in the presence of the sample, undergo ion/molecular reactions to produce product ions

according to a variety of ion/molecular reactions. As the ions arc formed, an electric field drives

the positive or negative ions, depending on the polarity of the field, to a stwiter grid where they
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are pulsed periodically into a "drift" region. The drift region maintains a drift electric field so that

ions can be separated from each other due to their different velocities in the drift field.

Measurement of the times that the various ions require to travel a drift field of known Ic.,,'h at

standard temperature and pressure permits the identification of the sample constituents. A

microprocessor is used to process the input data and proide control functions to the IMS

equipment. Interfering gases include water vapor, ammonia, and the oxides of nitrogen.

A compact, portable IMS detection system has been built and operated by the U.S. Army on

a limited number of toxic vapors, but a much broader list of chemicals has been analyzed by this

technique as recorded in the literature. A military version of this IMS detector is offered by

Bendix " for chemical warfare agents such as nerve and blister agents. This portable instrument,

called ACADA, is reported to have a sensitivity of 0.1 mg/m3 for the warfare agents. Honeywell

:J Cr;-k Corporation ' also manufacture IMS detectors designated M43A1 for the military.

Their sensitivity is also 0.1 mg/m 3 for nerve-gas agents. Contacts with Bendix, Honeywell, and

Brunswick indicate that none of these organizations has done extensive development of the IMS for

hazardous chemical civilian applications, but all of them are interested in possible future markets

for their products. Honeywell also markets a military IMS for measuring surface contamination

which includes a more sensitive type of flight detector that is claimed to provide improved

discrimination between molecules but is projected to cost an order of magnitude more than the

M43AI. It is recommended that all of these instruments be reviewed for possible future application

in fxed-point monitoring of hazmats based on their sensitivity, simplicity, and very reasonable costs.

14.4.2.2 Amperometric and Voltametric Methods

Voltametric analyzers serve as detectors for certain hazmats by measuring the current induced

by the electrochemical oxidation of the chemical at a sensing electrode. Depending on the

composition of the hazmat, a polarizing (or retarding) voltage is applied such that the reaction at

the sensing electrode is specific for the hazmat being measured. A simplified diagram of the

polarographic analyzer is shown in Fig. 9. For example, for SO, analysis the oxidation that occurs
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at ti sensing electrode after the SO, has diffused through the semipermeable membrane is as

follows:

SO, + 2H,O = SO4-2 + 4H + + 2e-.

The flow of electrons to the counter electrode is measured, and the amount of current is

proportional to the sample SO, concentration. Other cells can be uscd for the detection of various

hazmats.

Amperomctric analyzers measure the current across the electrodes due to the reaction of the

hazardous gas and the cell electrolyte. Commercial monitoring versions of this type of instrument

are available from Sensidyne, Environmental Products Companies, and Anacon. Sensidyne produces

instruments based on detection of the following gases by a potential change of the sensing

clectrode:97 (1) ammonia, (2) amines, and (3) hydrogen cyanide. A current change between the

electrodes is used to detect these additional gases:

Chlorine Arsine

Hydrogen Phosphene

Hydrogen chloride Silane

Chlorine dioxide Fluorine

Hydrogen sulfide Iodine

Sulfur dioxide Nitrogen dioxide

Carbon monoxide Hydrogen fluoride

The response time for most of these gases is <20 (except for hydrogen where it is <60 to 90% of

concentration). Each gas requires a separate detector, and up to two similar detectors could be

connected to a Sensidyne controller or many sensors could be monitored by a computer dedicated

to the monitoring system. Location of multiple detectors at a plant boundary is also an alternative.
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The current cost averages about S16(X) to SIIX) per sensor point.

Anacon" offers a similar system for the following gases:

Chlorine Boron trichloride

Hydrogen chloride Sulfur peroxide

Bromine Hydrogen cyanide

Hydrogen fluoride Hydrogen sulfide

The Anacon system permits connection of up to 10 probes to a local processing unit which

multiplexes each probe evcr', 3 s and also warns if the probe becomes inactive. Single and

hand-held point monitors are also available.

14.4.2.3 Colorimetric Analv,ers

Colorimetric analviers measure the optical absorbance of a solution or dry-reagent

spectrophotomctrically as an indication of the presence and concentration of hazardous gases in an

air sample. In general, the advantages of colorimetric analvers arc simplicity, high sensitivity, good

specificity, and rapid response.

For dry-reagent colorimetric systems, the reagents are applied as a substrate on a paper tape

which is continuously exposed to the ambient air. The reagents are individually formulated to

produce color changes for each specific hazardous gas or group of gases. The reagents are claimed

to be nontoxic and act as both a gas trapping and an analysis medium which can detect nanogram

amounts of (he hazardous gas.

Commercial paper-tape colorimetric analyzers are available from MDA Scientific, Inc., for

monitoring the following gases:QQ
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Ammonia Germane Phosgenc

Arsine Hydrogen halides Phosphine

Bromine Hy.,drogen selenide Silane

Chlorine Hydrogen sulfide Stibine

Chlorine dioxide Nitrogen dioxide Sulfur dioxide

Diboranc O/one

The MDA multipoint monitoring system (PSM-SE) can monitor up to eight locations and provide

alarm and control systems for control of toxic gas releases. Personal monitors with alarms are also

available for some of the above ha/mats.

14.4.2.4 Flame Photometric Analvzers

For sulfur compounds such as H.S, SO,, and CHSH, a flame photometric detector (FPD) may

be employed for monitoring the ambient air. These instruments use a photomultiplicr tube to

measure the emissions from sulfur compounds introduced into a hydrogcn-rich flame. Advantages

of this analyzer include low maintenance, high sensitivity, fast response, and excellent sensitivity for

sulfur compounds. Disadvantages include the need for compresed hydrogen and its specificity for

sulfur compounds, other instruments must be provided for nonsulfur-containing gases.

Commercial FPD monitors are available from the Columbia Scientific Industries Corporation.

They can monitor for SO. levels as low as 0.5 pph in air with a fast response time. Differentiation

between the various sulfur compounds can be achieved through the use of a coupled gas

chromatograph-flame photometric." Also, through changes in the optical system the Columbia

instrument can monitor for gaseous phosphorus compounds such as phosphorus trichloride.

14.4.2.5 Nondispersive Absorption Spectrometers

Nondispersive absorption spectrometers are based on broad-band spectral absorption, which is

sensiti/ed for a particular gan hy me.Ms of a , ci'i cell, or an optical filter. Both

nondispersive infrared (NDIR) and ultraviolet (NDUV) monitors are available. Figure 10 shows
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an example of a NDIR that uses a double-beam arrangement where one beam is directed through

a refercnce ccll containing a non-IR absorbing gas and the other through the sample cell where the

ha/mat gas absorbs part of the radiation. The two split beams are then totally absorbed in the

detector cell which is filled with the haimat gas. The difference in the heating effects on either side

Of the detector serves as a measure of the levels of hazmat present in the sample cells. It should

be noted that this analyzer is specific for only one hazmat gas. Introduction of multiple cell sets

would be required for sampling for other species. Also, NDIR instruments are usually subject to

interference because frequently other gases absorb close (o the wavelengths for the sampled hazmat

gas.

Nondispersive ultraviolet analyzers are somewhat more sensitive than the NDIR and are not

as sensitive to interfering gases as the NDIR. However, both NO, and particulate matter can be

serious interfcrcnts in the ultraviolet (UV) range. NDUV monitors are also specific for a hazmat

gas since a filter must provide source radiation at the UV-absorbing wavelength of the hazmat gas,

which is compared with another nonabsorbing wavelength beam split from the same source.

NDIR analyzers are available from Beckman' and other vendors. DuPont offers NDUV

analyzers, but they have not yet been employed as area monitors for hazmat gases.02 Costs for these

instruments are in the range of S5,(X)0 to $20,000, depending on the sensitivity and components

monitored.

14.4.2.6 Dispersive Absorption Spectrometers

A dispersive absorption spectrometer can be set at any wavelength within its range. It differs

from a nondispersive spectrometer, which looks at a broad spectral region, but must be sensitized

for each particular gas of interest. The main disadvantage of the dispersive spectrometer is

concerned with multicomponent mixtures where it may be difficult to locate an absorption

wavelcngth for the hazmat gas that is in a spectral region where other gases such as water vapor

do not absorb.

The Foxboro Company 0" offers a multipoim ambient air monitoring sy:,Ncm (MIRAN 981),



which incorporates a single-beam microprocessor-controlled infrared spectrometer and uses a 20-

m variablc-pathlength gas cell. It can monitor up to five components in air at as many as 24

locations, with each location up to I(XX) ft from the monitor. Response times depend upon the

number of ha/mats monitored and the distance of the sample locaitions. For five hazmats and a

5()-ft sample point location, the analysis time for each point is about 54 s. Therefore, if ten

locations were sampled, the response would be less than 5 min for the entire system. The monitor

also provides documentation and an alarm system. Hazmat gases that are monitored efficiently by

this system include many of the organics and organic halocarbons, ammonia, and hydrocarbons.

H lowever, it will not monitor for chlorine, low levels of hydrogen sulfide, hydrogen fluoride, and

sulfur dioxide. The cost of a MIRAN 981 is currently in the vicinity of S4(0,0(0).

14.4.2.7 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometers

A Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (FVIR) utilizes an instrument known as a Michelson

intcrfcrometer in place of the conventional diffraction grating used in dispersive spectrometers.

Although both instruments produce infrared (IR) spectra, the methods of measurement are quite

different. The dispersive spectrometer measures a spectrum one wavelength at a time, whereas the

interferometer is designed to measure optical interference of all wavelengths at the same time and

the resulting interferogram is Fourier-transformed by a computer to produce the spectrum of the

sample.

The optical components of a FTIR are shown in Fig. 11. The light from the IR source is

projected by a spherical mirror into a scanning interferometer where it is split into two beams. One

goes to a scanning mirror and the other to a fixed mirror. The scanning mirror places a sine-

wave modulation on each frequency of the recombined beam as it passes out of the interferometer

to the sample. The superposition of these waves constitutes the interferogram, which is then

transformed in the computer to the infrared spectrum after passing through the sample.
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In order to remove the effects of interfering materials, a reference spectrum is made (scan

\ilhout the sample) and Fourier transformed. The sample is then inserted and another

intcrfcrooram generated, ftllowed by Fourier transformation. The two transmission spectra are then

ratiocd to produce the desired spectrum without the interferences.

The primary advantage of the FTIR over a dispersive spectrometer lies in its speed. Since the

Fourier transform is performed by the computer, the spectrum is of comparable quality but is

accomplished in about one-thousandth of the time that it would take a grating spectrometer to scan

the entire spectrum. Another advantage concerns the ability of the computer to add the data from

a number of successive scans, thereby averaging the noise but building up the signal. Also, the

:omputcr output can be manipulated and plotted in various modes. Although FEIR instruments

have been rapidly accepted for laboratory applications, they have only recently been adapted to

monitoring applications due to their susceptibility to vibration and temperature effects"" and the

need for highly accurate alignment of the moving mirror.

A commercial FTIR instrument designed for monitoring hazardous chemicals is available from

Alnalect Instruments, Inc., Utica, New York. Their model PCM-80 is an on-line instrument capable

of FTIR monitoring of gaseous streams and ambient air samples. Operation is based on their

TRANSEPT intcrferometer principle, where pathlength scanning occurs by movement of one of two

matched vedgcs of transparent material to change the thickness of this material in one area of the

interferometer. This design is reputed to eliminate the drawbacks of conventional FTIR systems,

which encounter angular alignment, vibration, and temperature effects. A military version of the

FTIR, called the XM21, has been developed by the military avionics division of Honeywell, Inc., for

the detection of chemical warfare agents. However, it is a passive remote sensor type of system.

14.4.2.8 Mass Spectrometers

Ms~s spcctromcicrs are designed to separate ions of a particular material by their mass/charge

ratios. The instrument produces charged ions from the original molecule of gas and sorts these ions

h% their mass'charge ratios. Several methods for obtaining a mass spectrum have been developed
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but most involve components such as: (1) a sample inlet system; (2) an ion source; (3) an

electrostatic accelerating system; and (4.) an ion detection system. A high vacuum is maintained

in the instrument. Ionization is elfected by the collision of electrons produced by a filament and

the molecules as they pass through the ion source. However, other methods of ionization may also

be utilized. The positive ions produced are accelerated and are then passed into a chamber where

their separation occurs. The most common method utilizes magnetic-deflection systems to classify

and segregate them according to their mass-to-charge ratio. A mass spectrum is obtained by varying

either the ion accelerating field voltage or the magnetic field strength, which serves to focus each

beam of specific mass'charge ratio on the detector.

In a time-of-flight spectrometer, ions of different mass/charge ratio are separated by the

difference in time required for their travel from the ion source to the detector. Using an

oscilloscope, which measures the time required for a pulse of ions to drift down the evacuated tube,

a complete mass spectrum can be scanned in microseconds. This response speed is a major

advantage of this type of instrument.

Perkin Elmer Corp. (Norwalk, Conn.) offers a mass spectrometer (ICAMS) specifically designed

for plant perimeter monitoring applications. It can centrally monitor up to 50 locations as far as

10(0 ft away and analyze up to 25 hazardous compounds.' The cost is in the range of S3000 to

S4(W0 per monitored point."°t

14.4.3 Remote Scanning Monitors

Since the Bhopal release, the chemical industry has shown significant interest in the

Jevelopment of remote sensing instruments for the detection of highly toxic materials at the

periphery of their plants.52 Ideally, a remote sensor could scan the plant area for gaseous releases

without coming in contact with the gas by using either an active or passive sensor arrangement.

Systcms that have been developed utilize laser adsorption, laser-induced Raman scattering, and IR

or UV absorption. Future improvements will probably integrate remote monitors with computerized

versions that predict the direction and future location of releases. This would provide a rapid
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complete prediction of hazardous gas releases, including their species, amounts, direction, and

concentrations at any point in time and could also take into account the effects of wind changes

during a release.

A major advantage of remote sensors is that they can improve upon the detection ability of a

large number of direct-contact-point sensors even though their sensitivity is not as high. A group

of commercially available remote sensors is described below.

14.4.3.1 Differential Absorption Light Detection and Ranging (DIAL)

The development of lasers that can produce light of high spcctral brightness (high intensity over

a narrow spectral range) has improved detection of certain hazmat gases significantly. In a DIAL

system, ,vo carbon dioxide lasers arc used. One is tuned to the wavelength where the hazmat gas

is absorbed and the other to a wavelength close by where it is not. Figure 12 shows the

arrangement of this system. The hazmat-absorbing laser A and nonabsorbing laser B are directed

at a single detector about 10X) m away. For plant applications, reflection by either a mirror or from

plant buildings or process equipment can be used to direct the radiation back to the detector. The

relative return-signal strengths are metered to determine the presence and concentration of the

hazmat gas monitored. When the hazmat is absent, the beams have the same levels. By using a

reference beam, the effects of other gases, moisture, dust, and tompcrature are automatically

canceled out. The instrument meters the total quantity of gas over the beam length; thus, a 1-ppm

concentration read over a 1-m length will produce the same reading as a 0.1-ppm concentration over

a 10 meters length.

It is claimed that most industrial gases (except those that are not IR absorbers such as

chlorine) can be monitored. However, it will be necessary to use tunable lasers or multiple laser

sources for detection of multicomponents in the atmosphere. Carbon dioxide lasers emit over 100
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,aelengths in the 9- to Il -micron region while CO lasers emit over 50 throughout the 5- to 6.6-

micron region.

A DIAL system for the detection of ethylene has been in use by the Imperial Chemical

Industries in Great Britain.t1 It is claimed to be accurate to 1.0 ppm for many gases and has a

response time in milliseconds. A modification called "Lasersafc" is being marketed in the United

States by Environmental Laser Systems, Atlanta, Georgia, for between S125,XX) and S175,(X)0.52

Table 27 indicates the gases that cap he detected by a CO, laser and other lasers using this

instrument.

14.4.3.2 Lidar Systems

Lidar (light detection and ranging) operates on the principle of the Raman effect. This is a

measure of the increase or decrease of the scattered radiation frequency w,,,hen a gas is excited by

monochromatic radiation from a laser. To observe the effect, the laser radiation produces an

intense illumination in the test sample and the scattered radiation is detected spectroscopically. The

scattered lines in the Raman spectrum are characteristic of the vibrational modes of the sample

molecule and therefore are unique to that molecule. Diatomic molecules such as H. and Cl, which

(to not give IR spectra, do have a Raman spectra.

Computer Genetics (Wakefield, Mass.) offers a Lidar system for the measurement of plume

opacity and for hazardous gases. However, the cost of the system is vcry high - S4(X),(X)0 to

S7(X),(Xf ) for a custom-built mobile unit, which would probably be considered excessive for most

applications."*

14.4.4 Portable Instruments for On-Site Detection

Portable instruments for immediate detection of toxic or flanmable chemical leaks and releases

are important for many reasons. First, many of these detectors are inexpensive and, therefore,

would probably be readily available to plant operating, maintenance, and emergency personnel. They

a-c also common equipment for emergency response teams. Second, the use of these instruments
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would not no rmallv require a high degree of technical training, so most plant operators or first

responders could quickly determine the species of gas present and an approximate concentration of

a toxic gas or the lower explosive limit (LEL) if the material is a flammable gas. Third, these

detectors function in remote locations even though power may not be available; this is of

significance particularly for transportation accidents.

In many cases, a spill may involve many releases where the detectors must analyze for a wide

range of toxic or flammable materials. This is especially true in the case of railroad accidents where

many tankcars or boxcars loaded with drums or cylinders may be involved. Many portable monitors

are capable of detecting a wide variety of chemicals and, thus, arc vcry useful for providing guidance

on respiratory protection requirements for emergency personnel and information as to whether an

area should be evacuated.

14.4.4.1 Gas Detector Tubes

Detector tubes are used to detect approximate toxic levels of hazardous gases in air. A typical

tube detector kit contains a pump, spare parts, instructions, a data sheet, and up to 20 packages of

detector tubes or reagent kits. The pump is used to draw an accurate volume of air through the

detector tube. The air volume is controlled by the distance the pump handle is withdrawn. The

concentration of the particular toxic gas metered is determined according to the length of stain on

the detector tube. Calibration charts of concentration vs stain length as a function -f thc number

of pump strokes are available in the kit. Special accessories can be used to detect halogenated

hydrocarbons, or special chemically treated filter papers can be used to detect certain gases

colorimetrically.

Many companies produce gas detector tube kits, including the Mine Safety Appliances Company,

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (Samplain Pump); Enmet Corporation, Ann Arbor, Michigan; and

Sensidyne, Largo, Florida (Gastrcc Detector Tubes).
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14.4.4.2 Combustible Gas Detectors

(iomt~ustiblc gas uetection analyzers are commoniv used to nitonitoi ;or flammable gaseous

mixtures in the air around chemical plants and utility stations. Many portable instruments for

detecting gases such as carbon monoxide, hydrogen, methane, and hydrocarbons are available. Most

of these operate using a catalytic sensor which is one arm of a resistance bridge. Another arm is

desensitized to combustible gases by chemical treatment. The two arms are heated electrically

where, in the presence of combustible gas, oxidation occurs at the sensitive element raising its

temperature and hence its resistance. The voltage generated as a result of the bridge imbalance

is, therefore, proportional to the combustible gas concentration.

Solid-state semiconductor technology has also been used for the detection of combustible gases.

Detection of the gases involves embedding two electrodes in a solid-state sensor cell and applying

a voltage to the cell. The gas molecules ionize at the sensor and change its resistance, which in

turn changes the cell output proportional to the gas concentration. Sensors can be made sensitive

to one gas or group of gases and insensitive to others. Foulctier"" gives a list of gases that can be

monitored by solid-state sensors. They include many which are not combustible; hence this

technology is applicable to a wide range of toxic gases.

Industrial models of portable combustible gas analyzers are available from many vendors. A

few examples include the Mine Safety Appliances Compzny, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (Explosimctcr,

Minibard Gas Indicator, Gascope, Tankscope, LEL Spatter); Energetics Science, Hawthorne, New

York (Ecolyzer Portable Monitors): and Bacharach Instruments, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (Digital

Minnie Canary Monitor). International Sensor Technology, Irvine, California, offers solid-state

sensors for a wide variety of gases. They offer three portable instruments and larger fixed models

capable of handling up to 255 sensors (model AG512) in one system. The cost for the portable

instruments is in the S900 to S15W) range.""



14.4.4.3 Portable Gas Chromatographs

Portable gas chromatographs that can quantitatively analyze toxic gases are commercially

available. Chromatographic columns of various designs arc used along with detectors that utilize

thermal conductivity or flame ionization technology for analysis. These instruments are capable of

monitoring multichcmical mixtures of compounds because of the chromatographic separation;

however, they are not usually designed for application in explosive atmospheres. Sentex Sensing

Technology, Ridgefield, New Jersey, offers a Sccntor portable chromatograph capable of monitoring

for 16 different compounds. Detector systems offered include argon ionization, electron capture,

and photoionization. Argon is used as the carrier gas. Internal calibration, which utilizes

calibration gases stored in gas cylinders, is included.
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Prnmpt prcdilton o1 t hc dirccl ion, ,peed, and the impacted area during the dispersion of a

t,\pic ,por rclcac i,, a critical step in initiating the consequences of the acciucnt. As soon as the

do,,n\kind pat tern of the spill has been determined either by computer or using hand calculations,

,af, cacuation di,,tancc,, can he determined and the local emergency plan can be placed into effect.

Thi, procedure is certainl, far more efficient and, in some cases, safer than instituting a over-

cacuation based on a worst-casc" assumption. At times, overreaction in the past events has

created public safetv problems that were compounded by a lack of satisfactory guidelines for an

accurate determination of realistic and safe evacuation distances.'M  A further advantage of rapid

modeling concerns the possible procedure Ahcre people in certain areas of the emergency zone are

safer it they remain indoors as the toxic cloud passes by. This alternative is developed in Sect.

14.3.3 but is mentioned here because it can be an essential part of the modeling program.

Many dispersion models have been developed ranging in complexity from simple formulas and

numerical tables or graphs to comprehensive computer-based models that can rapidly predict

evacuation zones based upon more complex dispersion models. These systems can be programmed

for a wide variety of toxic materials and often include the following factors that are important for

characterizing the initial gas cloud and the cmergency response zone:

1. initial release features such as release heipht. total (luantity or rates of release, and initial gas

dilution;

2. effects of chemical type, toxicity, and storage conditions on the dispersion pattern and the

emergency zone;

3. differences in dispersion due to continuous vs instantaneous releases;

4. effects of meteorological conditions during the release on the dispersion pattern; and

5. effects of local geographical objects such as buildings; mountains, etc.. on the dispersion

pattern;

Additional features available in certain computer models include the following:



I. inclusion of local emergency action plan modulc, capable of displaing the predicted plume

pattern, evacuation areas, evacuation routcs, etc.:

2. display of the emercncx c,,acuation /one with an ocrlay sho", intig the areas of siren Sound

propagation:

3. a special population-needs data base that identifies critical facilities (hospitals, schools,

dependent care homes, etc.) within the emergency /one and details fOr the cacuation of these

facilities;

4. special facility on-site features that display the manufacturing procc.,s and enables an operator

to zoom in the location of a release and ,htaiin detailed inlformat ion on the " arious components

involved; and

5. provisions for emergncy plan checklists to monitor the progress of the response and determine

whcther specific benchmarks have been achieved.

An ovetvicw of the types of systems that have been developed for dispersion modeling and a

brief comparison of several commcrcially available computer programs follows.

Consideration of the amounts, release type, and the eventual formation of a vapor cloud must

take into account the types of materials and their physical condition prior to release. Gencrali/cd

categories for these releases that have been proposed arc summarized in the paragraphs that follow.

Bouvant gases - Gases that arc buoyant upon release and experience buoyant plume rise, plume

dilution, and subsequent Gaussian dispersion.

Hiigh-molccular-weight-gases - These gases may experience gravity spreading "itli entrainment

and turbulent mixing in the atmosphere if the release rate is high enough and dilution with initial

ambient air is minimal.

Pressurized, liquefied gases - These gases, stored as liquids at ambient temperatures and clevated

pressures, will be released as a gas by two means: (I) flash evaporation due to a reduction of

pressure to reach equilibrium with the atmosphere and (2) pool evapora lon resulting from heat

transfer to the cold escaped liquid pool. Gravity spread and dispersion of the cold gas arc also
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influenced by surface heating of the cloud since the vapors emitted are at the boiling temperature

of the gas. As a result, cloud mixing is enhanced with healing along the cloud path.

Refrigerated, liquefied gases - Gases such as LNG vapor emanate irom pool evaporation after

a spill. The resulting vapor is denser than air and disperses with a gravity spread component until

mixing and cloud heating cause the gas to become neutrally or positively buoyant with respect to

air.

Refrigerated, pressurized, liquefied gases - This category combines pressurization and cooling

gases stored as liquid. Accidental releases of such liquids would combine flash and pool evaporation

and cloud heating.

For modeling purposes, releases are usually subdivided according to duration and are

categorized as continuous or instantaneous. Releases from storage vessels that have a duration

greater than the specified simulation period (usually about 10 to 15 min. depending on the travel

time to key receptors) are treated as continuous sources. All other sources are treated as

instantaneous sources. Selecting models for specific situations or specifying the length of the

simulation period always requires some judgment.

Release features such as the phase of the release (vapor, liquid, suspended aerosol, or

combined); leak size; the type, area, and composition of the surface that received the escaped liquid;

the extent of flashing of a liquid near its boiling point; and possible fires or explosions during

release arc also important considerations necessary for characterizing the initial vapor cloud.

Comprehensive models have been developed to take these factors into account and to provide

estimates of the hazardous vapor source term for many types of hazardous substances. However,

since the actual conditions of release of volatile liquids is seldom well defined during most accident

situations, numerous assumptions arc usually made. For example, Gudiksen"' describes the

simulation of accidental chlorine releases from various capacity liquid chlorine storage tanks using

a comprehensive computer system at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. Assumptions made

included the time of release (3 to 12 min) and the amounts released, the fraction of the liquid
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flashed to vapor during the release (15 to 201e), the amount of aerosol produced (relatively minor),

and a range of chlorine evaporation rates from the liquid pool on the ground. Although the latter

factor could be calculated by the program based on the rate of heat transfer from the ground and

atmosphere, the pool size, tho surface composition, and its temperature were not well known so a

range of evaporation rates were assumed (2.4 to 215 kg's).

Initial estimates of a vapor cloud source term during an emergency will usually depend on the

first responders at the scene. Prugh8' indicates that, for toxic chemicals, the "dangerous dose" area

covered by a continuous vapor cloud release is primarily dependent on the total amount released

and is essentially independent of the release rate. However, for vapor-cloud explosions, the release

rate for continuous releases is important because it determines the mass of vapor in the cloud,

which in turn establishes whether the lower flammable limit for the particular material is exceeded.

When only the total quantity of a volatile liquid in a container is known and the release rate

or total released is unknown, Ryckwan -2 recommends that one assumes a complete release of the

entire contents over a 10-min period. For fires involving volatile liquids, he recommends that the

source strength be estimated by selecting the most toxic combustion product and assuming that it

is emitted over a 60-minute period. Kelty (84) presents estimates of the vapor source strengths

for volatile liquids in kilograms per second as a function of their vapor pressure at 20'C.

Major advances have been made recently in modeling of the atmospheric dispersion of

large-scale spills. It is often not sufficient to use conventional air pollution models for predicting

the dispersion of heavy gases that have higher molecular weights than air or are possibly more dense

due to temperature effects. Simplified air pollution models (Gaussian dispersion) assume that the

toxic materials in a cloud disperse without losses and have no effect on the atmosphere in which

they are dispersed. For heavy gases, buoyancy effects as weil as turbulent forces affect the dispersion

patterns significantly and the neutral buoyancy models are not appropriate until the cloud becomes

neutrally buoyant with respect to air. For example, because of the high molecular weight of chlorine

and its low temperature relative to the ambient atmosphere, the liquid from a chlorine spill
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evaporates to form vapor clouds that are heavier than air. This heavN cloud spreads horizontally

while being transported down-wind by ambient winds and, with time, is diluted by the atmosphere

and will eventually become a neutrally buoyant mixture. Therefore, computer models must take

into account the following effects: (1) the hcaw gas gravity flow (slumping and horizontal

spreading). (2) turbulence damping (reduced mixing of the vapor cloud with the atmosphere), and

(3) heat flow effects if the heavy gas is cold. Subsequently, when neutral buoyancy is reached, the

Gaussian dispersion models can be used to model the dispersion patterns.

Although complex computer programs such as the FEM3 model used by Lawrence Livermore

Laboratorv in the chlorine simulations 2 are available, they are not practical for use in emergency

response situations. The three-dimensional numerical procedures used require large, fast computers.

A recent review of a group of emergency response models was developed by TRC

.Environmental Consultants, Inc., for the Chemical Manufacturers Association. 3 Eighty source and

dispersion models or modeling systems were identified. Of the 80 models identified, 10 were

commercial emergency response systems. Of these 10 models, a group of four emergency response

systems and one emergency response nomogram were evaluated. All of the four response systems

included integrated source and dispersion models, and all except one were capable of simulating the

dispersion of heavy gases. The evaluation included a comparison of results simulated by the models

to those observed during actual heaL'y-gas experiments performed in Great Britain at Thorncy

Island."'
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Results of these comparisons shoAed reasonable agreement for several models and identified

potential problem areas in others. The models studied included provisions for the most frequently

cxpected chemical release situations but did not include the following parameters:

1. chemical reactions, fire, and explosion after release,

2. multicomponent liquid vaporization,

3. material losses to the soil,

4. spreading of evaporating liquids on land,

5. dispersion in the presence of buildings and other obstacles, and

6. terrain effects on gravity spreading.
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Smith"5 identified a group of computer system features necessary for effective real-time

assessment of chemical release emergencies:

1. automatic acquisition of chemical inventory and meteorological data that permit rapid review

by the program-

2. graphical display methods that permit rapid identification of the vapor cloud and the emergency

action zone;

3. simple initial operations procedures required of the user which utilize default scenarios and

limit requirements for new information prior to displaying tentative results;

4. user flexibility which permits input of a wide variety of modifictions to the model data;

5. incorporation of the highlights of the emergency plan procedures, particularly notification

protocols; and

6. location of the system so as to be accessible to cmergcncy personnel with provision for remote

or duplicate access to the systems information in case the prime location was uninhabitable.

Table 28 lists a group of commercial response models currently available as a sampling rather

than an exhaustive list of available systems. Included are the vendors, an overview of important

features such as visual data displays, integrated real-time meteorological data, computer emergency

response notification systems, etc. When available, an approximate estimate of system price is

included, but these data will probably vary over significant ranges based on the complexity of the

systems specified.

Features included in this overview include the following:

Computer. The type of computer system required for the program Imicrocomputer (PC) or

minicomputer (VAX, etc.)].

Integrated release and dispersion system. The program determines the release rate based on

predetermined release scenarios or the physical characteristics of the container, hole size, and the

material characteristics. The program also determines whether the release is continuous or

instantaneous and if an evaporating pool of liquid is formed.
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Acquisition of meteorological data. The mctcorological data are input manually or

automatically from the mtering equipment.

Heavy gas-dispersion. Does the program include models for the dispersion of gases more dense

than the surrounding air?

Display of dispersion pattern and emergency action zones. Does the model include a graphical

display of the plume or puff superimposed on a local area map and does it graphically define the

limits of the response action zones?

Determination of fire and explosion consequences. Does the model take into account the

potential fire and explosion spatial and temporal consequences'?

Building downvash effects. Are the effects of buildings and other terrain effects included'?

Inclusion of emergv plan procedures. Are the local emergency plan procedures displayed by

the model?

Trajcctorv modifications during modeling. Can modifications due to changes in meteorological

conditions be made during real-time response modeling'?

Log of user entry information. Is a log of information entered by the users kept during each

modeling run'?

In some cases, model features included in the literature are not adequately described and,

consequently, arc listed as unknown in Table 28. Since this ovcrview is intended only to identify

and list the features of several well-known commercially available models, the reader is advised to

obtain further detailed up-to-date information from the vendors.

14.6 HAZARDS EVALUATIONS OF PROCESSING FACILITIES HANDLING
TOXIC MATERIALS

A very important group of procedures used for the prevention of toxic chemical releases and

for process safety evaluation, in general, in processing facilitics is classified under the title of

1ttazards Evaluation." These procedures are used to identify and evaluate chemical process hazards

throughout all phases of the life of a facility: design, construction, startup and shutdown, normal
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operation, and plant revisions. They have been developed and used extensively over the past 10

years by chemical, petrochemical, and petroleum refineries throughout the wo.!d. Although the

existing federal regulations do not require the specific application of these procedures to hazmat

facilities, the New Jersey Toxic Catastrophe Prevention Act enacted in 1986 requires chemical

manufacturers in that state to institute risk management programs that include many of the hazard

evaluation procedures described below. Specifically, the statute requires facilities to perform an

Extraordinary Hazardous Substance Accident Risk Assessment (EHSARA) on those operations that

cnerate, store, handle, or safeguard extraordinary hazmats. A work plan for this assessment is to

include the following elements:

1. reporting of the identities and quantities of all extraordinary hazmats that are generated,

stored, handled, or that could accidentally be produced by the facility;

2. reporting of the nature, age, and condition of all hazmat handling components plus

schedules for their maintenance and testing;

3. an analysis of possible hazmat discharges and procedures and equipment designed to prevent

such events;

4. reporting of the training or management practices used to communicate hazmat information

to personnel and safety training to promote safe operation and prepare for unanticipated releases;

and

5. reporting of other preventive maintenance measures, on-site emergency response capabilities,

or other internal systems to safeguard against releases.

The EHSARA is to be conducted according to a work plan developed by an independent consultant

or by the New Jersey Department of Environmental Health. Quite probably, other states will

emulate the New Jersey statute in the foreseeable future.

The AIChE Center for Chemical Plant Safety has categorized the basic approaches to hazard

evaluation." Essentially there are two basic approaches: (1) adherence to good practice and (2)

predictive hazard evaluation procedures. Many of these approaches address the proper procedures
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that operating personnel must use during startup, normal operations, shutdown, and emergencies

but do not include evaluation of the factors leading to human errors. This area is known as Human

Error Analysis, and its purposes are to identify potential human errors and their effects and to

analyze the causes of observcd human errors in processing facilities. The results of Human Error

Analysis are olten incorporated in the predictive hazard evaluation procedures in order to evaluate

the probabilities of human errors prior to and during emergency situations. Techniques used in

Human Error Ana:,sis are normally applied by professionals trained in human-performance

tcch n log.

14.6.1 Adherence to Good Practice

Adherence-to-good-practice techniques has been in effect in the process industry for many years

and include observance of safety rules and regulation,, adherence to accepted standards and

procedures, and following proven practices based on vcars of oncratinge experience. The procedures

that are used most frequently for identifying deviations from good practice include checklists, safety

reviews, and the use of Dow and Mond Hazard Indices. Brief summaries of these methods are

included below.

14.6.1.1 "What-If Hazards Analysis

A "what if' analysis is intended to be a less structured procedure than methods such as Failure

Modes and Effects or Hazop Studies. Its purpose is to examine and analyze the consequences of

deviations from the design, installation, modifications, maintenance, and normal operation of a

process plant. In operation, a group of two or three experienced technical personnel determine

what would happen if events occurred that are not within the intent of the plant design or normal

operations.

14.6.1.2 Chccklists

This is an inexpensive serccning procedure to identify the hazards involved in a process and the

reco)mmcndcd means for their correction. In many cases, it is used to identify deviations from good
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engineering practice and standards. It generally is concerned with the plant equipment and facilities,

including all safety and personnel protection systems. Checklists are used during design,

construction, startup, operation, plant modification, and shutdown. For an existing plant, the time

tnat must be allotted for this activity is usually about I week and requires the services of one or

more expcrtenceu ciigi,,ers.

14.6.1.3 Dow and Mond Haiard Studies

The Dow and Mond Indices provide a convenient way to prepare a relative ranking of the

,arious chemical plant features such , chemical reactions, process materials, fire and explosions

risks, etc,1 '  Penalties are assigned to those features which could contribute to an accident, and

credits are applied for safety features that could mitigate the consequences of an event. The

penalties and credits are combined to develop an index that represents the relative risk of each

group of processing units (a processing unit is a primary item of process equipment) in a chemical

plant. o._o, ,  of the indexes for all the process units leads to an overall rating of the plant

hazard potential. One drawback to this procedure is that material toxicity is not separately ranked.

Also, the procedure requires one qualified technical analyst who can usual!y complete rating two

to three average process unit evaluations per week.

14.6.1.4 Safety Review

A "safety review" is essentially an intensive plant inspection to identify plant conditions or

procedures that pose a significant risk in terms of events that could cause losses of life or facilities.

It is also called a process salety review, loss prevention review, or a periodic safety review since it

is often performed at one or more yearly intervals. A team of two to five persons of varied

backgrounds and responsibilities may perform the review over a weekly period or more. The goal

is to identify major risk situations through plant staff interviews; review the plant drawings,

emergency plans, codes and standards, and all applicable procedures; inspect the plant and

equipment; and prepare a detailed report of the findings and recommendations. The review may
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also include a mock emergency to provide insight into the facilities' response during emergency

operations.

14.6.2 Predictive Hazard Evaluation Procedures

Picuictive hdtzaru evaluation procedures essentially involve an in-depth analysis of the processes,

systems, and operations and may not be based on prior experience. Included in these evaluations

is a definitive series of steps to be followed. First, the system is described completely, which permits

the identification of any hazards inherent in the process as its equipment. After a hazard has been

identified, the probabilities of its occurrence can be estimated along with its consequences on life

and property in the vicinity. Overall rik can then be determined by assuming that the consequences

can be expressed ini quantitative terms. An assessment of the risk then permits a decision as to its

acceptance; if not, the system must be modified so as to lower the risk and permit normal

operations to be pursued. Application of predictive hazard evaluation to all processes and process

equipment items in a facility enables the management to develop an overall risk analysis. However,

this must include the identification of possible accident sequences that involve multiple events,

including an initiating event, intermediate events in the sequence, and the nature of the final

consequences. During the analysis, opportunities to reduce risks by lowering the probabilities of

the initial and/or intermediate events and decreasing the consequences must be taken in order to

reduce the overall risk to acceptable levels.

Actions taken to reduce the overall risk include:

1. changes in the physical design layout or control system;

2. changes in operating/management procedures;

3. process changes (pressure, temperature, process materials);

4. changes in materials of construction;

5. changes in testing and inspection/calibration procedures; and

6. additions and/or changes in the safety equipment.
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A list of predictive hazard evaluation methods developed by Henley is presented in Table 29.11

Brief descriptions of each of these methods arc presented in the subsections that follow.

14.6.2.1 Preliminary Hazards Analysis (PHA)

This is a preliminary analysis whose purposc is to recognize hazards early in the initial design

or renovation of a processing facility. It is patterned after the U.S. Military Standard System Safety

Program Requirements. Since it is normally applied during the conceptual design phase, few details

on the plant components are available; therefore, only qualitative information regarding the

projected process and equipment, numbers and types of hazardous operations, operating conditions,

system component interfaces, and prior experience with similar processes is available. The prime

purpose is to provide guidance to designers concerning the safety zapccts of the final plant design

and provide incentive for consideration of alternaties if major safety problem areas become

apparent.

14.6.2.2 Failure Modes, Effects, and Criticality Analysis

A Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) is a tabulation of potential plant component

failures and how these failures can affect the normal operation of the plant. Usually single failure

modes are examined and operator errors are generally not examined; however, the effects of

misoperation are usually described by an equipment failure mode (116).

The addition to a FMEA of a ranking system concerning how critical the consequence of each

failure mode qualifies it as a Failure, Modes, Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA). The

criticality or consequences ranking scale of I to 4 usually includes:4
5

1. no effect,

2. minor process upset,

3. major upset - normal shutdown, and

4. extreme hazard - emergency shutdown.
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FMECA is used during all phases of a plant's life: design, construction and operations. The results

'ire essentially qualitative, but a relative ranking of the following can be made based on the

consequences of each failure and the fIilure probabilities or frequencies.

,s indicated in Table 29), a major cffort is not required unless a large facility is studied. For

cxanpi,_, Harrington describes a FMEA study of a refinery where 1017 component failures were

identified."" However, it does require personcl experienced in the safety analysis of processes.

14.6.2.3 Fault-Tree Analysis

A fault tree analysis (FTA) involves evaluation of the cause-consequence relationships for each

particular accident event. The fault tree is usually developed as a graphic model showing the

various combinations of equipment failure as shown in Fig. 13.'2' The accident is defined as the

top event and the happenings (and their related probabilities) leading up to this event are shown

on the logic diagram. The probability of the top event can be estimated using mathematical

manipulation of the probabilities for each event. For a complicated chemical or refinery process,

it is necessary to develop many fault trees, which requires extensive time and effort by experienced

technical personnel. Also, determination of the probabilities for each event requires development

of an extensive data base for each component, including the processing equipment, instrumentation,

electrical gear, safety equipment, etc.

14.6.2.4 Event-Tree Analysis

A event tree involves the identification of potential initiating events (such as the top events

from fault-tree analysis) and determines a potential accident sequence and the probable

consequences. The accident sequences include operator or safety system response to the initiating

events and applying probability factos to each of these responses. The results define the

chronological series of failures or errors that lead to the final accident. The event-tree also

estimates the accident consequence and its probability. Event-trees are used during plant design to

assess potential accidents and during plant operation to determine the adequacy of existing safety
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equipment and estimate the potential consequences of equipment failure and/or operator errors.

Extensive time and effort is required for a large or complex process unit. Also, an extensive data

base concerning equipment failures is needed if the probabilities of each sequence are to be

quantified.

14.6.2.5 Cause-Consequence Analysis

Cause-consequence analysis incorporates elements of both the fault-tree and the event-tree

methods. It utilizes the forward flow structure of the event-tree analysis, which starts with an

initiating event and develops the potential accident sequence plus the fault-tree structure that

examines the causes leading to the initiating event. Thus, it goes all the way back to the "root"

causes of the accident and can estimate the expected frequency of occurrence if the appropriate

data are available. The time and costs for a cause-consequence analysis are significant since the

analysis is a complex procedure. Also, an experienced team of analysts is required.

14.6.2.6 Hazards and Operability Studies (HAZOP)

The HAZOP method is an extended FMEA procedure for identifying hazards in a process

design, their possible cause, their potential consequences, and the actions required for correction

of the causes. The method utilizes a multidisciplinary team that meets to review the plant design

in detail. Each line and vessel in the design are identified, and certain predefined guidewords such
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as temperature, pressure, flow, etc., are applied to the process variables at that point. The

following guidewords are normally used:

Guideword Definition

No Reverse of design intent

Less Quantitative decrease

More Quantitative increase

Part of Qualitative decrease

As well as Qualitative increase

Reverse Opposite of the design intent

Other than Complete substitution

The guidewords are applied to flow, temperature, pressure, level, composition, or any other

variables; initial causes for each deviation are listed; ihe consequences are slated; actions required

to provide solutions to the problem are listed; and the actual recommendations of the team are

included. This method provides an in-depth qualitative analysis of a plant during its conceptual

design and is very effective in identifying and correcting potential hazards. Generally, events

requiring simultaneous and independent occurrences of :hree or more equipment malfunctions or

operational errors are not considered credible. The optimum times for HAZOP studies are during

the plant conceptual design, design freeze, plant startup, and normal operation periods.

A HAZOP study team should be made up of five to seven professionals, but the number could

be fewer for a small plant design. AlChE estimates that each major equipment item could require

about 3 h of effort; hence, a significant expenditure of time and money would be required for a

large, complex plant. 6 In addition, meetings of the team would usually be limited to a few hours

per day due to the intense effort required for the analysis. Results of the HAZOP study will

include a list of critical events that would require more detailed analysis before the ultimate

consequences could be determined. These events are typically expressed in terms of the amounts

of toxic and/or flammable materials released from the equipment component. Release rates and
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their duration arc then estimated for use in a detailed consc uenc model.

Once the releasc rate intorrmation las been developed, computer based dispersion models such

a, tho,,c dcscribcd in Sect. 14.5 can be cmplowed to quantify the following parameters:

I. the expected extent of toxic and or flammable vapor cloud travel under varying weather

conditions,

2. thermal radiation fields around vapor and liquid pool fires,

, ovcrprcssure and impulse fields Irom cquipment explosions,

4. the extent of missile or fragmentation activity resulting from explosions,

7'. geographical areas to be evacuated, and

6. the levels of response equipment and personnel required in terms of medical, fire, police,

ambulance, rescue, etc., assistance.

For highlv hazardous events, a complete causc-conscqucncc analysis may be required (scc Sct.

4.6.2.5).

14.6.3 Overview of Haard Evaluation Techniques

The two basic approaches for hazard evaluation include (I) adherence to good practice and (2)

predictive hazard evaluation. Both approachcs are considered to be valuable for the prevention of

chemical plant releases, hut the lormcr is essentially a minimum requirement during the design,

construction, and operation of all process plants. Accepted standards and proven safety practices

have been in cffcct for many years and have been responsible, in part, for the excellent safety

experience at many chemical plants. Additional procedures such as checklists and safety reviews are

also included under this category and are common procedures in most chemical facilities.

Predictive hazard evaluation procedures include additional steps that enable the evaluation of

chemical processes where new, diffcrenl, or extremely hazardous systems and materials arc being

considered. They also enable the evaluation of vcrv-low-frequcncy/high-conscquence events where

there is little or no prior experience available. These procedures range from simple and relatively

inexpensive preliminary hazards analysis to very detailed, complex, and expensive systems such as
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fault-tree analysis and cause-consequence analysis. Computerized systems that include provisions

for predicting human failure are available for the development of these analyses.'2 11 I

Acceptance by the chemical industry of these predictive hazard evaluation systems varies

considerably among the vario,,s methods. Widespread acceptance has occuried for the Preliminary

Hazard Analysis, the Failure Modes, Effects, and Criticality and the HAZOP procedures. They are

primarily quantitative procedures that force the plant designer/operators to review the process in

detail and identify those areas where significant risks exist. Risk in this context is the product of

the expected frequency of an event and its expected consequences in the plant and its surrounding

area. The main purpose of these procedures is to reduce the risk of chemical releases through

prevention of equipment failure and the subsequent loss of plant containment.

Many organizations use the HAZOP procedure as the initial method for identifying and

characterizing hazards for subsequent quantitative analysis such as the fault-tree method. Bendixen1 2 4

indicates that an ideal hazard identification approach should accomplish the following:

1. detect all significant hazards in the chemical process plant,

2. yield accurate descriptions of these hazards in a form suitable for subsequent qualitative

analysis,

3. consume a minimal amount of time, yet permit judgments as to those hazards considered

serious and those which can be classified as insignificant failure modes.

The most efficient methods in terms of time and costs for initial hazard identification are those

which consider and document the following:

1. man/machine interactions;

2. operator oversight ettects;

3. effects of process condition variations;

4. self-mitigating effects of certain hazards;
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5. data on composition, rates or quantity velocity, direction, location, and initial conditions of

hazardous materials releases; and

6. qualitative ranking as to their potential seriousness of the hazards identified.

Several organizations experienced in chemical plant risk assessment recommend the HAZOP

approach as a very effective method for achieving the above criteria.Y - A. D. Little surveyed the

chemical industry recently and found that between one-third and one-half of the major chemical

companies have used the HAZOP technique in their facilities. Other hazard identification methods

such as a "what if" analysis, although thorough, may be inefficient because a complete listing of all

hazards is attempted without screening out those failure modes that are insignificant process risks.

Checklists, on the other hand, may fail to identify significant hazards, particularly when new process

technology is under consideration.

Quantitative methods such as fault-tree and event-tree analyses have been the subject of

exinsic ,;-,iii it-dpiasal. The prime reasons for the concern are related to the time, expense,

and extensive data required for detailed quantification of the risks in chemical plants. Frecmat ' '

addressed the results of an extensive process risk study recently completed for the Rymond area of

the Rhine River delta north of Rotterdam. The results of this study illustrate some of the

limitations of current probabilistic risk assessment/methods. The goal of the study was to "decide

what role the methodology of risk assessment can play for the formulation of a safety policy." Three

toxic chemical storage facilities, two flammable chemical storage facilities, and a chemical separation

process handling toxic chemicals were studied. Several important conclu- sions reached by the

study were:

1. The estimated probabilities of accidents examined had uncertainties of one or two orders of

magnitude.

2. The estimated consequences of the accidents examined had uncertainties of one order of

magnitude.
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3. For facilities whose useful life is only 30 years, results that estimate accident frequencies of

once per 1 x 10y years had little physical meaning.

4. Risk assessment studies are very expensive and time consuming.

A major recommendation of the study was that risk assessment be used selectively on problems

where the existing technical knowledge is inadequate to provide insight into the disks. Joschek12
1

also indic:ates that these quantitative probabilistic methods provide a rough order of magnitude of

the overall risk for a new technology or processing activity such as that found in the nuclear

industry. He recommends that overall risks for chemical processing plants using known technology

he determined from operating experience alone. Uncertainties in probabilistic risk assessment

studies of the chemical industry in Germany can be summarized as follows:

1. The process plants utilize a large variety of process operations and a wide range of operating

conditions; therefore, obtaining reliable data on the large number of equipment items under

identical or similar conditions is not possible.

2. Legal problems concerned with current chemical plant licensing procedures in West

Germany could be formidable for this technology. So far, licensing has not been based on failure

probabilities due to the inaccuracy of the results, the difficulty in reviewing the results in the courts,

and the fact that legal authorities have yet to define acceptable risks in a probabilistic manner.

3. Corrent hazards evaluation procedures of BASF Corporation, which include a three-step

safety evaluation, are deemed adequate for their risk assessment of new facilities. Consequently, in

their judgment, there is no need for probabilistic risk assessment. They do include extensive

HAZOP studies as part of third-stage steps in the safety evaluation.

Consequently, BASF recommends that probabilistic risk assessments such as fault-tree analysis

be applied only to hardware-oriented systems with a small number of components where adequate

reliable failure data are available. They also suggest that these procedures be used only as a backup

for normal design procedures.
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A review of DuPont's Process Hazards Management (PHM) program indicates that analytical

methods used include checklists, failure modes and effect, HAZOP, and fault-tree analysis.1'2 The

methods used vary, depending on the capability of the review team, prior company operating

experience, process complexity, and other factors. Process hazard reviews are made during design,

construction, before startup, and during operation at periodic intervals. During the periodic reviews,

emphasis is placed on those processes or process steps where an event could lead to serious injuries,

release of significant quantities of a flammable or toxic material, or result in a major fire or

explosion. The frequency of the reviews is based on the hazards present but range between 2 and

7 years.

The extensive use of fault tree analysis by DuPont has been described by Helmers. 1'2 9 Their

principal criteria used to characterize risk through fault trees include:

1. Interval Between Incidents (IB) - interval in years between serious incidents for a chemical

process or process component.

2. Process Hazards Index (PHI) - the most probable time interval in years between individual

fatalities caused by a chemical process.

3. Individual Hazard Index (IHI) - number of fatal injuries in 1 x 106 h of exposure to a particular

process hazard.

Guidelines for using these three definitions of risk determined by fault-tree analysis are:

1. They are useful for supplementing other methods used for process hazard management.

2. Target values of PHI and IHI are used in setting priorities for process risk reduction.

3. Alternatives are identified for increasing the PHI to above initial values.

4. If the PHI is less than 10,(X ) years, consider improvements to the system.

The prime usefulness of DuPont's program for quantifying the process risks is to set priorities

for safety improvements, make better decisions, and optimize the benefits achieved from their

allocation of safety resources.
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14.6.4 Availability of Hazards Evaluation Services

Table 30 lists some of the commercial firms who offer hazards evaluation services. The list was

developed from information presented in the literature and does not purport to include all the

vendors of these services. The costs of these services vary widely, depending on the type of analysis,

complexity of the plant to be evaluated, and level of resolution required. However, Fussell indicated

in 1984 that "an entire plant can be analyzed for less than S250,W0 . .. a unit analysis can run as

low as S20,(XX)."' 3) However, this range is judged to be somewhat low, particularly when viewed

Aithin the context of current professional salaries.

14.7 EMERGENCY RESPONSE INFORMATION AND DATA BASES

Information requirements for the development of local community and facility emergency

response plans can be vcr extensive and can consume significant amounts of time and resources.

In fact, the NRT Planning Guide states that: "Developing a complete hazards analysis that examines

all hazards, vulnerabilities, and risks may be neither possible nor desirable. This may be particularly

'rue for smaller ciamunitics that have less expertise and fewer resources to contribute to the task.

Tbe planning tarn must determine the level of thoroughness that is appropriate." Identification of

the major data sources in this section should assist planners in their tasks of developing the

necessary information about the hazardous materials of concern to their locality or site. The types

of hazmat information bases to be considered include:

1. hazardous materials properties (toxicity, flammability, reactivity);

2. historical data on hazmat accidents, and

3 inventories and materials flow of hazardous materials.

Information on the sources of these bases is presented below.
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14.7.1 fa,ardous Materials Properties Data Bases

14.7.1.1 Extremely Haardous Substance Data Base

The data base for the identification of* an "Extremely Hazardous Substance" under SARA Title

III Section 302 is the list of 402 extremely hazardous substances prepared by EPA.' This list

includes the 402 chemicals published in the "CEPP Interim Guidance List"' plus 4 other chemicals

added as a result of new information. EPA adopted the criteria shown in Table 31 to identify those

substances which may present severe health risks to humans exposed during hazmat releases. These

criteria are consistent with toxicitv values judged by the scientific community to be indicative of the

potential for acute toxicity and are lower than those in the OSIA health hazard definitions. In

addition, EPA also included some chemicals that do not meet the acute toxicitv criteria but may

pose threats due to their large volume production, acute lethality values, and known risks (as

indicated by their history as the cause of deaths and injury in accidents).

To develop the acutely toxic chemicals data base, EPA applied the criteria shown in Table 31

to the Registry of Toxic Effects of' Chemical Substances "' (RTECS) data base maintained by

NIOSH. This data base is the largest computerized set of acute toxicity information available and

includes information on more than 79,(X)() chemicals. EPA selected only those chemicals in current

production as listed in the "1977 Toxic Substance Control Act Inventory" and the current EPA list

of active pesticide ingredients. Chemical substances starting production since 1977 were also

included. Substances not considered for inclusion were research-and-development-stage chcinicals,

chemicals used as food additives, drugs, or cosmetics, and nontoxic flammable or reactive substances.

Toxic or reactive nontoxic materials were not included because SARA Title II initially addressed

only acutely toxic hazardous chemicals.
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A summarN of the publicly available information on cach of' the substanccs listed under the

"Extremely Hazardous Substances" is available from EPA. These are called "E1PA Chemical Profiles"

and have the same recommended formats as the Material Safety Data Sheets described later. The

profile on each chr'mical includes information on synonyms, recommended exposure limits,

phy,,ical'chemical characteristics, fire and explosion hazards and firefighting procedures, reactivity,

health ha/ards, ,sc, and precautions. Profiles for each extremely hazardous substance are available

in hard copy and on IBM-compatible floppy disks. The profiles are being updated with additional

information.

14.7.1.2 %"lat,.rial Safety Data Sheets

SARA Title III Section 3(01 specified that the owners or opcrator,, of' facilities that are required

h% the OS Act of 1970' , to prepare Matcrial Safety Data ShCCs (MSI)S ,) Must make them

available to local and slate cmcrgcney resp( se organizatlions. The NISI)Ss arc data sheets on

individual chemicals or mixtures containing hazardous chemicals. C(hemit.l manufacturers and

imp:rtcrs are required to develop an MSDS for each hazardous material that they produce or

import under the lHaz/ardiComrnunication Rule of the Occupational Safety and I icalth Act of- 1970. "'

Em ployces are required to have an MSDS for each hazardous chemical that they use. Included in

each MSDS is the fillowing information:

1. the chemical name and other idenlification;

2. Ph~sical/chcmical characteristics;

3. Toxicity, corrosivity, reactivity data;

4. Basic precautions in handling, storage, and use;

5. Basic countermeasures to be taken in the event of an accident; and

6. Basic protective equipment to mininii/c exposure to the chemical.

It is important to noite Ihat the MSDS materials do not includo: onIy toxic chemicals since,

according to the OSIIA delinition, "a hazardous chemical means any chemical which is a physical

ha/ard or a health hazard." A piysical ha/ard is defined as; "a chemical for which there is



scientificall, valid evidence that it is a combustibl, liquid, a compressed gas, explosive, flammable

or organic peroxide, an oxidizer, pyvophuric unstable (reactive) or water reactive." Thus, the Title

III Section 311 definition of a "hazardous material" extends beyond that for an "Extremclv Hazardous

Substance" given in Section 302 since it also includes physical hazards in addition to health hazards.

Material Safety Data Sheets are available from the manufacturer of each hazardous chemical

in accordance with the OSH Act. They are also available from the sources listed in Table 32. '34

The Information Research and Analysis Section of Oak Ridge National Laboratory has developed

a computerized information system for MSDS in conjunction with Martin Marietta Energy Systems,

Inc. Approximately 14W0 MSDSs have been prepared for chemicals in use at Energy Systems

installations. Although the system is intended for use by Energy Systems employees authorized users

can access it using off-site modems."'

14.7.1.3 The MEDLARS Data Base

The National Librarv of Medicine's MEDLARS Data Bases contain several valuable information

sources concerning toxic substances.' They include the following:

1. CHEMLINE - An on-line interactive dictionary of chemical substances which provides

information on over 650),(XX) chemical substances. It contains CAS Registry Numbers, molecular

formulas. and other data that assist in locating additional information in other MEDLARS files,

2. RTECS (Registry of Toxic Effects of Chemical Substances) - This file currently contains

toxicity data for more than 70,) substances and is an on-line version of the National Institute for

Occupational Safety and Health's (NIOSH's) annual compilation of substances with toxic activity.

The information in RTECS is structured around chemical substances with loxic action, and, thus,

provides a single source for basic toxicity information. Also included in RTECS are threshold limit

valucs, air standards, NTP carcinogenic review information, status under various federal regulations,

co)mpound classification, and NIOSH Critcria Document availability. The file can be searched by

chcmical identifiers, type of effect, or other criteria.
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3. TOXNET (Toxicology Data Network) - TOXNET is a computerized system of

toxicologically-oricntcd data banks operated by the National Library of Medicine as part of the

MEDLARS svstem. This minicomputer-based system includes a variety of modules used by NLM

to build and review records. For outside users, TOXNET offers a search-and-retrieval package,

wvhich permits efficient access to valuable data, drawn from numerous sources, on toxic and

othervise hazardous chemicals. Currently operating on TOXNET are the following files:

CCRIS (Chemical Carcinogenesis Research Information System) - CCRIS is a scientifically

evaluated data bank, developed and maintained by the National Cancer Institute (NCI),

that contains carcinogenicity, tumor promotion, and mutagenicity test results. The data

are derived from a set of core sources plus primary journals and special reports.

Organized by chemical name, the file currently contains some 1200 records.

HSDB (Hazardous Substances Data Bank) - HSDB is a scientifically reviewed and edited

data bank containing toxicological information enhanced with additional data related to

the environment, emergency situations, and regulatory issues. The data are derived from

a variety of publications, including government documents and special reports. Organized

by chemical name, the file contains over 410W records.

14.7.1.4 CHRIS Hazardous Chemical Data

The Chemicals Hazards Response information System (CHRIS) was developed to provide

information for decision-making by U.S. Coast Guard personnel during emergencies that occur

during the water transportation of hazardous chemicals.137  The Hazardous Chemical Data

compilation lists the specific chemical, physical, and biological data needed to assess hazards in the

calculation procedures developed for CHRIS. Each chemical is listed separately, along with its

chemical and physical properties, its topic, flammable walcr pollution, its reactivity properties, the

rc,,ponsc procedures recommended during a rclcasc, shipping information, and chemical designations.

Both health and physical hazards are listed.



14.7.1.5 Association of American Railrotds, Burcau of Explosives Data Baec

The Bureau of Explosives of ihe -sociation of American Railroads has published a

conlprehensie data base for usc in surface transportation applications." '  The information is

primarily directed toward recommendations for response to releases ot na,matt. irom railroad

,chicles. Methods for controlling fires, prcventing fires, personnel protection, area evacuation, and

environmental considerations are included for each material listed. General rules for response to

the materials in each type of DOT Haard Classification are also presented.

14.7.1.6 Fire Prevention Guide on ta,adrdou. Materids

The National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) ha, prepared an information guide on the

haiardous properties of industrial chemicals for thosc uing the chemicals and for those confronted

with emergencies involving them."" The individual NFPA documents that make up the manual

include the following:

1. FIRE HAZARD PROPERTIES OF FLAMMABLE LIQUIDS, GASES, AND
VOLATILE SOLIDS (NFPA 325M)

The fire hazard properties of more than 130(0 flammable substances are listed

alphabetically by chemical name. The values elected are representative figures suitable

for general use. Hazard Index markings are included for most entries.

2. HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS DATA (NFPA 49)

Data are given for approximately 416 chemicals on their fire, explosion, and toxicity

hazards. Recommendations on storage and firefighting. Hazard Index markings for all

entries. Chemicals arranged alphabetically by names and synonyms.

3. MANUAL OF HAZARDOUS CHEMICAL REACTIONS (NFPA 491M)

Includes 3550 mixtures of two or more chemicals reported to be potentially dangerous

in that thev may cause fires, explosions, or detonations at ordinary or moderately elevated

temperatures. Arranged alphabctically by chemical name. Reactions rcfcrenced.
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4. RECOMMENDED SYSTEM FOR THE IDENTIFICATION OF THE FIRE
HAZARDS OF MATER!ALS (NFPA 704)

This identification system simplifies determining the degree of health, flammability, and

reactivity hazard of materials. The system also permits identification of reactivity with

water, radioactivity hazards, and fire control problems.

The Hazard Index marking refers to a suggested hazard identification marking system which

informs of the general hazards as they relate to health, flammability, and reactivity hazards. In

addition, the marking also indicates unusual reactivity with water to alert firefighting personnel to

possible risks. The marking system is described in NFPA 704 referenced above.

14.7.2 Historical Data on Hazmat Incidents

Historical data can be very valuable for planning purposes when evaluating the probabilities and

consequences of hazardous materials accidents, particularly for those materials of interest to the

local planning committees. Tabulations of prior accidents for each hazmat can also serve as an

initial point of reference when more in-depth information concerning a particular event is required.

The data bases discussed in Sects. 14.7.2.1 - 14.7.2.4 have been developed.

14.7.2.1 Acute Hazardous Events Data Base

EPA has formed an Acute Hazards List Workgroup to investigate the safety-related

characteristics of U.S. industry with regard to accidental chemical releases that could pose

exceptional risks to human health and to identify those chemicals which appear to represent

unusually high risks. As a result, the Acute Hazardous Events (AHE) Data Base was assembled.'

The AHE Data Base was not constructed to serve as a basis for nationwide estimates of frequencies

of events, quantities released, or their consequences. Emphasis was placed on acquiring a measure

of the scope of events rather than on estimating quantities precisely or frequencies of releases.

Incidents that involvcd death or injury were given highest priority. EPA further directed that

priority be given to incidents involving chemicals released into air.

The AHE Data Base indicated that four high-volume industrial inorganic chemicals (chlorine,
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,immonia. hdrochloric acid, and sulfuric acid) together were reported to have been released in over

5'; of the cvents recording human casualties. Neither great quantity nor high inherent toxicity

alhone produced the conditions for human casualties. When the characteristics of the released

,uhsances arc examined, toxicity appears to be the cause of most of the injuries recorded, while

tammability and cxplosivity were the mechanisms associated with most of the fatalities in the data

base.

For events reporting quantity released, the quantities approximated a log normal distribution.

The amounts released exceeded I(XX) lb for over 38% of the recorded events. Releases over 100,OX*)

pounds occurred in less than 3' of the events, but these events account for 93% of the total

quantity of materials released. More than 80% of the events in the data base reported that at least

one of the substances released was a liquid; 16%, of the events involved the release of a gas.

14.7.2.2 Hazardous Materials Information System

By law, the Research and Special Programs Administration (RSPA) of DOT must report to

Congress annually on the safety of hazardous materials transportation. This requirement, at a

minimum, necessitates good records of hazardous materials accidents and spills.

1-la/ardous materials incidents or releases, defined as any unintentional release during interstate

transporvation, loading, unloading, or temporary storage related to transportation, must be reported

to RSPA in writing within 15 d. The written reports serve as the basis for the Hazardous Materials

Information System (HMIS), which is the sole DOT data base that specifically records information

on releases, casualties, associated damages, and related information on the material, container, cause,

and location of the release.

Numerous modal hazardous materials release and accident reporting systems had been

developed prior to 1971, when HMIS became the official recordkeeping system for release data.

The U.S. Coast Guard, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, the Federal Railroad

Administration (FRA), and the Bureau of Motor Carrier Safety (BMCS) continue to require reports

of modal accidents. The Coast Guard reporting requirements are particularly extensive, and most
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\, tCr releases arc reported to the s-oast Guard system.

Although reporting releases is a regulatory requirement, the Office of Technology Assessment

(OTA) found evidence that the compliance rate is low.' To assess the completeness and accuracy

of the HMIS, OTA contractors compared it with relevant federal modal data bases, the National

Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) data, and state data collections. All of these resources are

available to DOT, with many of them housed at the Transportation System Center (TSC). The

comparisons showed that for air and marine transport, the number of releases is underrepresented

in the HMIS by factors of 10 and 20, respectively. For rail and interstate highway transport, the

number of releases is underrepresented by factors of 3 and at least 2, respectively.

14.7.2.3 National Response Center Data Base

Under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1950

(CERCLA) and SARA Title III, the releases of hazardous materials above certain specified

quantities must be reported to the National Response Center (NRC) in Washington, D.C. The

NRC, operated by the U.S. Coast Guard, handles the reporting of all significant hazardous materials

spills under tgreement with DOT and EPA. The reports must be made by telephone immediately

after the release and by written notice as soon as practicable after the release. The written reports

are used as the basis for the NRC data base, which includes incidents, casualties, associated

damages, and a multitude of descriptors related to the materials released, containers, cause, and

location of the release. Although reporting releases is a regulatory requirement, OTA found that

the compliance is quite low. EPA uses the NRC reports, in addition to spills reported to its

regional offices and other sources to formulate regulatory policy.

14.7.2.4 Material Flow Data Base

As a result of the problems inherent in the collection of hazardous material flow data, the

Commodity Transportation Survey (CTS) is the only federal multimodal data base available. Other

organi,,tiions, such as state and local governments, normally do not collect similar information.
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However, separate. relatively complete data base, are available for jail and marine transport.

Because the sample waybill data collected by the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) has

recently been increased, it has been adequate for determining flows of commodities by rail.

Additionally, although costly and difficult to obtain, the proprietary TRAIN II data, kept by the

Association of American Railroads (AAR), provides much more complete information representing

data on at least 8W7 of the rail shipments.

CTS data for truck and air shipments are much less helpful than the railroad data. Data from

the Bureau of Census and the Federal Highway Administration's Bureau of Motor Carrier Safety

(BMCS) provide some useful information.

The OTA study concluded that, although no federal resource can provide shipment and

materials flow information with the specificity required for state and local planning needs, the

annual DOT summaries of aggregate regional shipments can provide useful regional and state

commodity flow information. They also indicate that the locally conducted collection of data

concerning hazmat facilities and transport is very valuable for planning :,Irpos,.s and has the

additional benefit of enlightening the concerned personnel on the local hazardous materials

problems.?

14.8 COMMUNITY AND FACILITY PLANNING FOR TOXIC CHEMICAL EMERGENCIES

Probably one of the most important aspects of emergency response mitigation is concerned with

the planning for possible events at various levels of government (federal/state and local). Past

experiences have demonstrated that poor or inadequate planning for hazmat emergencies has led

to disastrous consequences in terms of lives lost, injuries sustained, and property damage. The

disaster at Waverly, Tennessee, in 1978, where an ineffective evacuation was attempted is a good

example. 7 After the Bhopal disaster, it became very apparent that adequate planning is essential,

and as a result. several federal and private organizations have developed guidance documents for

community planning.

Community planning was entirely voluntary prior to the Superfund Amendments and
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kc&uthowri,, ion Act of 1;iS'O (SARA), but with its advent, Congress mandated the establishment

,I ,tat emcrgency response commissions, emergency planning districts, and local emergency

p!:inning committees. The local emergency planning committees must include representatives of:

I lstate and local officials; (2) law enforcement, civil defense, firefighting, health, environmental

,2nd transportation personnel; (3) media personnel; (4) community groups; and (5) representatives

,facilities who produce, store, or consume hazardous materials subject to SARA, Title III

riquircments. Facilities subject to SARA, Title III arc also subject to the emergency planning

rc~quircments. Other regulations that require emergency contingency planning include the Resource

Concrvation and Recovery Act (for ha/ardous waste producers), the FEMA Emergency Operations

in (I-or states and local governments receiving lunding from this plan), OSHA regulations (for

,pcrators involved in hazardous waste operations), and individual laws and regulations currently in

t,'rcc in many states."'

Many guides, planning procedure handbooks, and reports of planning projects have been

developed under the sponsorship of the federal government, industrial trade organizations, and

private engineering organizations. To attempt a review of these systems is beyond the scope of this

\.tudv: therefore, a brief description will be included of a group made available to ORNL. The

various features of these planning systems are compared.

14.8.1 National Response Team's "Hazardous Materials Emergency Planning Guide"

This planning guide was developed as a cooperative effort of the 14 federal agency members

()l the National Response Team to comply with Section 303(f) of SARA, Title III (13). It replaces

thC gtide developed by FEMA, usually referred to as FEMA-10. It includes the following sections

concerned with developing emergency community plans:

1. clecting and organizing the planning team,

2. tasks of the planning team,

, developing the plan,

4. hia/mat planning elements, and
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5. plan appraisal and continued planning.

This document is recommended as the basic text for implementation of community planning

for chemical emergencies.

14.8.2 FEMA's Integrated Emergency Managemcnt System

FEMA's "Guide for Development of State and L)cal Emergency Operations Plans" (CPG 1-8)

provides information for emergency management planners and for state and local government

officials about FEMA's concept of emergcncy operations planning under the Integrated Emergency

Management System (IEMS). IEMS emphasizes the integration of planning to provide for all

hazards discovered in a community's hazards identification process. CPG 1-8 provides extensive

guidance in the coordination, development, review, validation, and revision of EOPs (see Sect. 14.2).

This guide for hazardous materials emergency planning is deliberately meant to complement

CPG 1-8. Chapter 4 describes how a community can incorporate hazardous materials planning into

an existing multihazard EOP or how it can develop a multihazard EOP while dddressing possible

hazardous materials incidents. In either case, communities should obtain a copy of CPG 1-8 from

FEMA and follow its guidance carefully. All communities, even those with sophisticated

multihazard EOPs, should consult Chap. 5 of this guide to ensure adequate consideration of

hazardous materials issues.

14.8.3 EPA's Chemical Emergency Preparedness Program

In June 1985, EPA announced a comprehensive strategy to deal with planning for the problem

of toxics released to the air. One section of this strategy, the Chemical Emergency Preparedness

Program (CEPP), was designed to address accidental releases of acutely toxic chemicals.8 This

program has two goals: to increase community awareness of chemical hazards and to enhance state

and local emergency planning for dcaling with chemical accidents. Many of the CEPP goals and

objectives are included in Title III of SARA. EPA's CEPP materials (including technical guidance,
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_ritcria for idcntit.,ing_ extremel, ha/ardou, substancc, chemical profiles, and lists) are designed to

complement this guidance and to help communities perform hazards identification and analysis.

A rc._nt addition to the CEPP includes a document entitled "Site Specific Technical Guidance

fo r iazard Anal,,is: Etnergcncv Planning for Extremely Hazardous Substances".- The purpo-c of

ihi,, guide i, to help emergency plannct. conduct a hazards analysis for airborne releases of

(.xtrcmch, ha/ardou, substanccs. A hazards analvsis helps to define potential problems and serves

at, the fiundation of planning and prcvcntion cffots. (See Sect. 1.3 for a definition and brief

description of "ha/ards analysis.") While this guide can be useful to all community and industry

lmanncrs. it is intended cspcciall for local cmcrgcncy planning committees (LEPCs) established

under the provsion, of Title Ili of SARA. Thi, document represents a joint effort by EPA, FEMA,

nd the Dcpartmcnt ol Transportation (DOT) to pro,.idc coordinated, coherent technical guidance

to aid LEPC, in mccting SARA statutorv requircments.

14..4 DOT Reports and Guides

The U.S. DOT's "Communitv Teamwork" is a guide to help local communities develop a

cot,,-cffcctivc hazardous materials transportation safeiv program. It discusses hazards assessment and

ri,,k anal%,sis, the dcvclopment of an emergency plan, enforcement, training, and lcga! authority for

planning. Communities preparing an cmcrgcncy plan for transpotation-rclated hazards might use

"Community Teamwork" in conjunction ,with other gui,,'s

"L.cssons [.earned"" is a report on seven ha/ardous materials safety planning projects funded

b, DOT. The projects included local plans for Memphis, Indianapolis, New Orleans, and Niagara

Count., Nev. York; regional plans for Pugect Sound and the OaklandiSan Francisco Bay area; and

state plan fr Massachusetts. The "Lessons Learned" report synthcsizcs the actual experiences of

these projects during each phase of the planning process. A major conclusion of this study was

hat local pht!Iical leadcrship and support from both the CxCcuLivc and legislatikc branches are

important lactors throughout the planning process.

DOT ha, ai,,k publihcd a iu r-volumc ,u idc ir mall towxns and rural areas to use in writing
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a ha/afdous materials cmcrLenev plan.:: DOT's objccti,,s were to alert officials of those

communities to the threat to life, property, and the enm ironment from the transportation of

ha/ardous material, and to provide simplified guidance for those with little or no technical expertise.

Titles of the volumes are: "Volume I, A Community Model for Handling Hazardous Materials

Transportation Emergencies"; "Volume II, Risk Assessment Users' Manual for Small Communities

and Rural Areas'% "Volume I11, Risk Asessment'Vulnerability Model Validation"; and "Volume IV,

Manual for Small To,.ns and Rural Areas to Develop a Ha/ardous Materials Emergency' Plan."

14.,.5 Chemical Manutacturers Association's Community Awareness
and Emergency Response Program ICMA,'CAER)

The Chemical Manufacturcrs As,,sociation's (CMAs) Community Awareness and Emergcncy

Response (CAER) program encourages chemical plant managers to take the initiatic in cooperating

v, ith local communities to develop intcgratcd cmcrgencN plans for responding to hazardous materials

incidents.' Because onctmical tndustiv rcprcsentatives can be especially knowledgeable during the

planning process, and hbcause manv chemical plant officials are willing anod able to share equipment

and personnel during response operations, community planners should seek out local CMAiCAER

participants. Ev.en if no such local initiative is in place, community planners can approach chemical

plant managers or contact CMA and ask for assistance in the spirit of the CAER program.

14.S.6 AIChE Emergency Planning Training

The American Institute of Chemical Engineers (AIChE) ofiers a course directed toward

chemical plant safety personnel entitled "Emergency Response Planning for Fixed Chemical

Facilitics."' The course is offered at each of the four AIChE meetings as part of their "AIChE

Today Series." Included in the curriculum are topics covering

1. chemical cmcrgcncy planning phil(s phy,

2. organi/ing for emcrgcyi preparedness,

3. planning flr emergencies,

4. example,, of proper planning and rcspomsc actions, and
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15 Nl ITCINICAL, APPROACHES

Aa result oit the Bhopal disaster in 11),4, novel approaches are under ivsgaonalong with

mproemcrnts in existing technologx. The ad~ent of' SARA Title IIl has resulted in significant

inc:rea~es in dceveloprncnt funding, particularlyN in the area of monitoring~ devices.'

V .1 PREVENTION OF CH IEM ICAL ACCIDENTS

Increased crnpha,,is has heen placed- recently on the technical aspects in'.olved in the prevention

of chehmical accidents and the interaction bct\%.ccn the pre\cniion and the enmergency response

at~pect~. Both the federal go mcrn e a rid pri\ te indwui r- ha\ko e hen in\ ol ecd. L Thiomas, ihe EPA

Admninistrator, emnphasi/cd ihi roeccnl\: "A-, \ . haxe dealt with the U.S. etl'ort during the last

Cou pie of- %ear,,. Ao cia rt en a rl\ tried 10 hIcusI' on prevent in. As N e look at this area, you l-ind there

arc miultipie causattive factors for eheiecai atcocrint. dsciien fa,-ctors, humain factors. and many

Hhrall av' ocijlted asastty lactti rs, h or chci ca aeciden ts.i

A rec'.A of ncek and prop 5c,,d techmir,d I ppro aches, in the: area of' prc~cnt ion aIddressed Meow

micudes:

I humain faciors, 1kor accident pro.-crn on.

t. nickenton ait chemical productiarn aind ,torai,-, fl-iities,

3. prec,-:-nin thrrrueh education mid t-crillitIation, and

1. 1 f lurman FVicitors in A. Orit fPrexentiion

The primec research nee'd pr lp)( hs. Hi tn e rca ofl human aictors a applied to accident

pr,%\entin Ai (lcniuat plint, i, thc (pliait 01 jmn analti(.al techniques, to identil\ the

p,)oentji hor binmin errors ;ink! Ih(i.111jke k(irIInhUtion ol hes errors, to the: puhlic risk.'

I s hmiral stil11. 111 o. hnnka TT rr11 n ti'U-1iili do not1 Int ILuAe humanI act.or eset.their

minkkeniit shoull r sitl m IIIJI 011C in' .i-'u1 tht oe .iuihik inApik ith
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respect to reliabk operation and the prevention of chemical disasters. To avoid potential accidents

in chcmical process plants, human factors must be incorporated in all phases of plant design and

operation and must be svstcmaticall, included in -11 risk assessments nerformcd on the facility.

.Jutification for this may be found in the historical records, which indicate that fewer than 5(Y0, of

the accidents in chemical plants wcre caused by equipment aiilure. Although the record indicates

that about 1 .4; wcre due to operator error, the "unknown" causes are indicated at 21.","; , wkhich

certainly includes many failures due to human factors.:

Bell stated that it is feasible to idcntifv those human errors " hich will impact plant

performance, to assess the likelihood ol' those errors and to evaluate their cffccts both on and of

the plant site.! Identification ot human crr irs inwv cs a rcvicw of past plant records to determine

the typcs of error, and the circumslanccs under which they ocCurred. When such records are not

aailablc, detailed task-analysis techniques can be utili/ed to identify and describe the human tasks

required by the process sstcm and to determine hoA the performance of these tasks under both

normal and emergency situations impacts on the overal! operation of the plant. Task analysis

information can b,2 obtaincd bv scvcr;l methods, including job performance reviews, interviews,

qucstionnaires, and design rcviewks. It can also be developed by actual performance of the task

b,, experienced analysts.

Evaluation of human pcrformance and the cffccts of human errors on plant operating systems

involvcs combining the information from the task ana!,,sis with psvchological and physiological

model,, of human performance. The results are a description of what can he cxpected of average

(,pcrain personnel under a number of circumstanccs. "Ihcsc range from normal operations to

m.tintcnance, lroublc-shooting, accidcnt rc,pon,c, and cnicrcnex response. Results of the human

k.rr,,l C,,aluai(in can be of a qualiiic nt urc (d scriptive analysis of the tasks, comparison of

,iptions for pcrf irm ing the tasks, a ranking of options under consideration, etc.), a quantitative

nature s.hcrc quantified crror-pr(-hadhlil\ c,,tiatcs are dcclopcd, or both a qualitalive and a

luaniailvc naturc. Qunlitdte cstmcates can be utili/cd as a necessary inpt to comprehensive
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Thc need for prcvcntion program, at existing facilities at chemical plants was emphasized by

Caputo,:I" wht) described the 1*lhl,.,,ing factors that could contribute to increase in hazmat events

in the LUnited State,,:

The ,aecra,,ue cic of the facilities has been increasing due to the high cost and lack of capital

lor replacement plants. Current plants are subject to deterioration and potential increases in

equipment fatlure.

2. Reductions in the number,, of hiehly trained and experienced senior personnel due to layoffs

and carl\ retirement proigrams.

lnercacd competition firom h,,cr-e, st i ported products and a Aorld\, ide surplus of capacity

ha,.e dccreaed the in.cstimcnt in currcnt plant improvements as well as the employment of

additional manpocr.

Alth, u h it has bccn demontratcd that the cost of safe operation of chemical plants pays for

itcil (India is suin L'tnion Carbide for S3.3 billion in connection with the Bhopai disaster in

lS- J , cwnidcration of the trade-oflis betveen closing a plant and investing additional capital in

,actt\ may lcad to decisions that select the mis,,t expedient solutions to the problem.

5.1.2.1 PlInt Risk Analvsis

As discusscd iii Sect. 4.5, plant risk ana!hsis is probahly one of the most important methods for

lhe precenn m f accidents in,.vohing the release of hazardous materials. The initial step involves

identification and establishmcnt of the credible sources of hazards in the process or storage facility.

By cmpi.oing the knowlcdge base o)f phsical, chemical, and toxic properties of the materials used

h, or stred at the facility, a Svstcnatie invcstication of the plant will lead to a comprehensie list

kf pwtential haiardou, events. To delerminc the consequences of these events, it is necessary to

examine both normal and abnormal opcrating conditions. Both single and multiple failures must

be included along Aith situation,, that occur outside the facility such as floods, seismic activity.

sc'crc ,Cathcr, and powcr failures. .Mclh)d, dcveloped for haiard identification are described in

Sect. 14.5. Thc,, include [{AZOP, (hc,,klit,. Failure 'odlcs and felcets Analsis. and the Dow and
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iond Indices.

Once the sources of ha/ards in a faicilitv have been identified, quantitative mathematical models

can be dcelopcd for judging the risks associated with plant operations under both normal and

abnormal operating conditions. It is then necessary to develop scenarios are developed which begin

with an initiating event and continue through chains of plausible events to an end point, which

identifies the overall consequences of the accident. Human factors such as operator response to a

particular situation are also included. Probabilities of failure at each step in the chain of events are

as,igned this permits evaluation of the expected frequency for each chain in the scenario. The result

of this txpe of analysis is typically an estimate of the total risk, which is the product of the

onscqucnces and the expected frequenc. With these results, management of the facility can select

plant and operating improvements that achicvc the lowest risk levels commensurate with the

resources available. Procedures that have bcen developed for this type of analysis are described in

Sect. 14.5 and include event trees, ftault trees, and cause-consequence analysis.

Application of plant risk analysis should also bc utiliied during the design, construction, and

startup ol new licilities. Safe enzgincerin, of process and ,ooraoe facilities will minimie both the

probabilitics of accidents and the consequences to the operating personnel, the general public, and

the opcrating system. Caputo " recommends a comprehensive program applied during all stages of

nc,A plant activitv, including:

1. process C. -:gn,

2. conceptual design,

3. detailed design,

4. prcparation of operating mannUal,,, anrd

5. pre-startup.

(iprt hcnsie rcview,,s ati lic ci tiplclio c()I oi t hese sltagcs are also reconnlended.

15.1.2.2 Isolation to l imit Quanlilic, Rclease d

Prugh recormmends that is li , deAice, he irj,,I;led itt pr'c,,,, equipmenrit to ,top l ow of
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a leaki ng fluid to t hc Ick 1poit i clorc thc ent ire in'. ntor% o1 connncted equipment can hc

dk'charzcd. Dc'. iccs sUicstcd include ren10tc-kcon1trollcd %alvcs, rcmnotc IhtO' or punps check

'. cs, and 1 he use of' postiv.2 d isp laccmcm n t U n ps. The kai cr t'vpc ()I' pum0ps can cffcct tcly siOP

hc 1101A Of 111u ids Mie hn shut doxMn caucof their instllcd check valvcs.

1>1.2,3 Dcprcssuri/mn2

In the cvc nt ot'cquipmcntIakm.dpcsL in lth v~c hudh mpo.c odcc

thc leak ratc. This can hc icconmplishlcd I, 1,C111in1 thc cqluilpmcnt. coolino ''r rcmioini! %.ailc

liquids, coolin2 equipment exposed to cxtcrnal f'ircs. etc. Considcration should he Qi'.cn durinL!

thc dcsiI~n phlisc to) dcprcsSUriing- or clmptoing all cquipmicnt in a plant.

I,. 1.2.4 Sccondarx (hnltinmcnt i tm

All n ucicar rcproccs,,i ng laci lit ics mustI instIall sccondarv containment arou nd cqu ipmicnt that

ks used to proccss hia/ardous radioi ct ioc chicmicals. This include,, hu idin irs. shells, or othcr

si rttdt urcs, that A.oulId c lfcct ivclo sca l Ik~ frolim thc prinmarN equipmntn in case ol' an accidcnt.

T'hc RcsoUrcc (on~crvatiiin and Rc~ovcr% Act rcquircmicnts puhlishcd on July. 14, 1'1)i-Th. rcquircN that

sccondar% contain ment with some tvpc of nionitorimn1 ust tic providcd for all ncw ha/ardOUS wAastc

tajnks. Sccondair% cotlainmicnt is Ujudcd to hec the only i~cncrail' appl icable mcchmnism that wAill

alo..dctcct ;on and rcsponsc to rclcascs from hia/ardous wkaste storak1C tank svstcmis before the%

rcaich the uirond'.'.acr and or surtacc .tc.

For toxic L,,ics and volatilc %.apors. scotridatr% containment svstcms such ais building~ structure.,

ci ntat nment tanks, and ci ntatn mcn t pi pcI i ncs m ust he ventcd to eqUipm' mli suitablc for rcmno'al,

condcnisat ion, dest ruct ion, or storaic of thc toxic mialcrials.11' Processcs that can hec uscd for this

nil udc:

1.physical ahsiirptiiin usin.! a sol'cnt in Mi.ich thc matcriail is solUhlc:

2. ph~stcal adsorpt on usinL! An Jd'orhcnt such as activatcd- carhiin. cc.:

3. co ndensat ion ol I hc %api rs io b(c Ii i thewi r dewxpi int usmv ria coo l intgi s\stcl
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4. dcstruction of organic vapors in a flare or incinerator:

. storage of noncondensible gases under pressure in an auxiliary vessel; and

(. transfer of liquids or condensed vapors to auxiliary' vessels.

Harris discusses the advantages and disad,,antages of rooms or structures built around process

equipment that scrxd as double containment for hazmats such as chlorine." This is done frequently

n Europe, whcre many chemical plants are built inside buildings that are vented directly to an

exhaust or destruction facility. In sonic cases, storage tanks are also constructed inside buildings.

Advantages of this systcm include the following:

1. heat gains from insolation and wind cl cct., are designed out of the process system. Thus, the

room can ne cooled, lowering the vapor pressure of released materials.

2. The emergency exhaust can be vcntcd directly to a destruction or removal facility.

3. Toxi : gas detectors can be effecticlv used to monitor and warn of releases.

4. The room can be kept dry and maintenance standards improved in many cases.

Potential disadvantages of this type of double containment include:

1. Startup of the emcrgcncv exhaust svstcn nav be delayed.

2. L-arge gas releases may exceed the capacity of tbc exhaust system, thus resulting in failure of

the containment.

3. Fiic or explosion in the process cquipmcnt could breach the containment structure.

4. Additional costs may be incurred.

15.1.2.5 Reduction of Toxic Material lnwntorics

In considering reductions in the probabilities of catastrophic toxic materials releases, it is

apparent that reduction in the inventorics ()f these materials would provide significant improvmcnts.

Wade " ' indicates that Monsanto defines the minimum inventories desirable from a safety standpoint

as follows:

The minimum safety inventor is tc ninirnium inventorv or quantity that is consistent
wkith safc. stable operation. This is normal l lhe lo cst inventory ith which the process
could opcratc without safety conccrns.
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DuPont Belle, WV 17,703,0X)

Occidental Belle, WV 400,000

FMC Spring Hill, WV 340,0{M)

The above companies have in place a corporate policy endorsing hazardous chemical reductions

at plants, which is backed up with specific performance requirements for company personnel. Each

company has performed an in-plant audit of chemical use and waste generation and established cost

accounting systems that enable management to determine the cost of raw materials, material losses,

and various inventor-y options.

lnx entories of the following ha/ardous chemicals were rcduce.

Methyl isocvanate Chlorosilanes

Phosgene Hydrogcn chloride

Chlorine Sulfuric acid

Acrolcin Silicon tetrachloride

Vinyl mothyl ether Mesityl oxide

Acetone Diacctone alcohol

Butyl chloride Methanol

Phosphorus trichloride

Twelve chemicals that were judged to constitute the most salient potential hazards to

surrounding communities in the Kanawha Valley of West Virginia were as follows:

Chlorine Phosphorus ti ichloride

Bromine Phosphorus oxychloride

Hydrogen cyanide Sulfur trioxide

Phosgene H-fydrogen fluoride

Methyl i.sot'anate Hydrogcn fluoride (anhydrous)

Ammonia Hydrogen fluoride

Thcse compounds wcrc sclectcd by Ihe NICS out of a total of 46 potentially dangerous



chemicals, as defined tw the EPA, located at 13 Kanawvha Vallev chemical facilities. They were

chosen as having properties that nake them especially dangerous to the public in terms of their

potential to form at toxic cloud and miliratc off-plant into the surrounding communities. The list

was reviewed by the appropriate plant managers and discussed with consultants from Bechtel

National, Inc., independent experts from EPA, and the American Institute of Chemical Engineers.

All of these chemnicals are included in our rating system, which is described in Sect. 17.

15.1.2.6 Substittutes for l-laiardous Ma!erials

The literature indicates that sevecral major chemical manufacturers are exploring the feasibility

of. or have a,! readN instil uied piograin lor. sui)sit utinC less, ha/ardous nmcteiak for sncof the

very toxic tc;..emicals, utili/cd in or p~rodu]ced by their proeccsscs,. Ses cr.iI lm~~h~ bec n

identified bv Zanettif'

1. Hoffman ]a Roche, Nutley. New, Jersey., has substit uted :t hs I ehlorotormotc fotr the p)hosge-,nC

used in small volume applications.

2. PDG Industries, Chicag~o, Illinois, has developed eairbon\ diiraid,olc as, t substitute tor

phosgene in the syntheses. of pharmaceutical products. T his subsi1t t is abou: I X) times

more expensive- than phosgecne.

3. Baser. A6. in West Germany and lciumi has substIituted several niontoxic solid chemicals for

the phosgene used in the manufactoure of' methyl isoevanate insecticides.

4. Aqueous ammonia solutions can be substituted for ainbvdrous ammnonia. muriatic acid for

anh~drous h~drogen chloride, and wet ben/ox] peroxide for dry ben/oNl peroxide. In each case

the sltosare less h,.;irtoii than the anhvdrous matetial.

5.Ethylene dichloride solvenit reacted wNith sodium hydroxide produces smiall, but ha/ardous.

quantities of %~invl chloride. The use of ialternative solvents can eliminate this halard.

These are just a fewk examples of potential substitutes for hazardous chemnicals in chemical plant

operations. Deveclopment of ait cmpt-preeni\c dta base of Substitutes lor aill the major ha/mats is

recommended as a prime countericasurc. The ccononic.s of ha/mat substitution should also be
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2. less operator attcntion ,,ince tanks arc olten located in more remote areas of plants,

3. fcwcr detcction instruments uscd in storage areas to warn of hazardous releases,

4. higher probabilities of accidcnts during loading to and unloading from transportation vehicles,

and

5. highcr probabilitics of failure duc to external events such as collision by vehicles, fires in

adjacent installation,,, and ':.botag-.

AI-Abdulallv> di..cu,,Nes prevcntivc measures taken on a large fLrtilizer complex located in

Ahmadi. Kuwait Manv of thcse mcasurcs could also be applied to the storage of other hazardous

chcmicals. Mcasures used for their ammonia storage sstem include the followAing:

1. Provision of a concrctcd conainmcnt arca under the storagc tanks with a dike vall of sufficient

hciLht to contain all of the contents of' any given tank.

2. Equipment of cach storage tank .,it h safelty dc,,iccs to warn of or prevent a major rupture of

the lank. Thc safcty relicf .alvcs arc connected to a flare system to prevent releases due to

overpress u riza tion.

3. Use of a common refrigeration system to maintain all the tanks at -33"C.

4. Provisions for collecting released ammonia to drains and pumps to direct the spilled liquid to

another tank.

5. An ammonia leak detection svstcm and alarm indicators located in the control room.

6. Installation of a foam station to reduce the evaporation rate of ammonia from the diked area.

Consideration was given to the construction of a bund wall (or dike wall) around each tank to

the lull height of the tank. Thus, there would be an annular space about 2.5 m wide around each

tank with the top left open for ventilation. The prime advantage of the bund would be the

reduction in the ground area under each tank by a factor of about 49, which was estimated to

decrease the continuous evaporation rate of a spill also by a factor of about 49. The bund would

alko provide some protection from external events such as sabotage, vehicle collision, etc. A

decision against th-. bund wall was made due to high capital costs, construction problems, and only
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a slight reduction in the disaster potential due to tank failure (the maximum distance traveled by

the toxic vapor cloud was reduced slightly).

15.1.4 Prevention Through Education and Certification

One basic preventive measure that has been almost completely neglected concerns the teaching

of chemical process safety to undergraduate chemical engineering students. During their preparation

to fill positions as researchers, designers, operators, and managers of chemical processes and

facilities, chemical engineers in most universities are not required to take any formal safety courses,

and in many cases their only exposure to process safety occurs during their process design courses.

However, thi, ;- ,,:2!ly left to the uiscietion of the professor teaching the course. The members

of the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET), who are responsible for

accreditation of the U.S. Engineering Colleges, do not currently have any requirements for process

safety in chemical engineering curricula. However, they do plan to add these requirements in the

near future.'56

The American Institute of Chemical Engineers (AIChE) has recognized this deficiency and

recently moved toward developing educational modules in support of the undergraduate chemical

engineering curriculum.2'-S These modules, which are designed to introduce safety into undergraduate

engineering programs, will include all facets of safety: prevention and mitigation of accidental

releases of hazmats, personal safety, occupational safety, industrial hygiene, toxicology, etc. The

modules will be designed so that they can be added to the current chemical engineering curriculum.

For graduate engineers, the AIChE has a goal of sponsoring meetings primarily concerned with

process safety and developing countermeasures for the release of hazmats.5 7 Their objectives are

to develop a dialogue on concerning identification of the problems and obtain a consensus on

directions that research in this area should take.

Training and certification of graduate engineers and other technical personnel have been

undertaken by the Institute of Hazardous Materials Management. Their Certified Hazardous

Materials Manager (CHMM) examinatio n has been developed as a qualification requirement along
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, tth at least three years of professional hamat-related experience in industry, government, or

education. Major contributions and outstanding leadership in this field may also be credited toward

meeting some of the requirements. The CHMM examination is offered periodically at universities.

A training manual prepared by TV-X personnel is available."

15.1.5 Community Awareness Prograins

The public is concerned that hazmats produced, stored, or transported through their

communities may have an adverse effect on their health and safety. This concern is becoming more

widesprcad and emotional, particularly since the Bhopal disaster in 1984. The Chemical

Manufacturers Association (CMA) states that the public perceives that information on hazardous

chemicals is being hidden from them, and this perception has precipitated the right-to-know

legislation at the state levels as well as the federal level (SARA. Title III statutes). To counteract

this increased public concern trend, the CMA has established their community awareness and

emergency response program.& CMA proposes that the basis of any effective community awareness

and emergency response program is an informed public familiar with the operations of local

chemical plants. Such a public will be better able to understand the emergency response plans that

plant managers will help communicate to it. One ot the first step" is to go into !he communit.' i.'d

contact the people who are needed to participate in emergency planning. This initial contact will

include a description of the facility, its safety and accident prevention programs, its emergency

response capability, and its safe operating history.

Therefore, chemical plant managers are advised to consider outreach programs as a general

response to the public's demand for information and as a means to create an educated community

that is able to participate effectively in the emergency response program. The plant manager's role

as a catalyst in any planning effort will be easier if the community knows what goes on inside

facilities, what safety measures are in place, and what emergency preparedness measures are taken.

The public's fears about chemical hazards will also be diminished. Outreach programs could include

speaking at community meetings (e.g., school and church Proups, service clubs, and City Council
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meetings), plant tours, and brochures explaining the facility.

The Louisiana Chemical Association Community Awareness Project is a good example of an

outreach program. It includes the following elements:

1. Chcmical Operations Awareness Seminar - On-site seminars at chemical plants which

include accident prevention, design and engineering safeguards, emergency response, and community

protection systems.

2. Booklel, 'Protecting People and the Environment.' - A concise booklet developed to

familiarize the public with chemical operations and procedures.

3. Chemical Emergcncy Preparedness Symposium - A symposium to promote awareness of

emergency procedures and precautions already in place at a chemical facility.

4. Program Evaluation and Monitoring - Opinion surveys of media, officials, and community

leaders to evaluate the effectiveness of the Chemical Operations Awarcness Seminars.

In summary, a well-conducted community awareness program should develop a better public

understanding of hazardous chemical processing and help to establish two-way communications

between the facility and its community, which will serve as the basis for the effective development

of emergency response planning and implementation.
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15.2 DETECTION AND WARNING SYSTEMS

Atallah 5q reviewed systems currently under development for the detection of hydrocarbon leaks

such as methane and other hydrocarbons. They include the following:

1. A Raman light detection and ranging (LIDAR) system under development by the Computer

Genetics Corporation, can detect hydrocarbons throughout an entire facility continuously at

a scan rate of 02s. The projected LIDAR beam can scan to a distance of 500 m for iocalized

leaks of 5000 ppm concentrated over I to 2 m. The system has an estimated cost is about

S750,000 and could be adapted for use with other toxic gases.

2. A (DIAL) type system (see Sect. 14.5) is under development by SRI International (Menlo Park,

California), supported by Gas Research Institute (GRI) for the detection of natural gas leaks

from buried pipelines. It actually senses ethane in the natural gas in order to prevent false

alarms from other sources of methane. It can be vehicle-mounted and has a sensitivity of 3.5

ppm-m for ethane over a range of 150 to 1000 m. As outlined in Sect. 14.5, tunable lasers

could be applied to a wide range of toxic gases. The technology appears to be applicable not

only to fixed facilities and storage sites, but also to areas where large population centers are

at risk or to transportation centers such as railroad yards or truck centers. The high cost of

these instruments is probably the prime obstacle to their application at the community level.

3. The Columbia Gas Service Corporation (Columbus, Ohio) is also developing a DIAL-type

detecting device under the sponsorship of GRI. Helium-neon lasers are to be used. The

instrument is shoulder-mounted and has a detection limit of 3 ppm/m over a range of 11 to

17 m. Prototypes developed thus far were priced at S20,000 per instrument.

Prugh" reviewed the various types of detectors and suggested methods other than toxic gas

sensors such as odor, color, or fog detection. Most chemical substances have a characteristic odor

which cluld serve as a warning, provided that the detection threshold is sufficiently below the

immediatelv dangerous to !!fe and hca!' !D )!vhc. i(w&.cr, odor detection iiav niut he

adequate if the chemials produce olfactory fatigue, where the small sensitivity is lost after prolonged
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exposure. Also, every person has a different sensitivity to various classes of materials. (Some

persons may be very sensitive to a smell, while others would detect it weakly or not at all).

Instrumentation is not available for the detection of odorous materials i; the atmosphere. The

prime method for detection is the human nose. However, other techniques can be applied for

estimating the quantitative levels of concentration in the atmosphere, and gas chromatographs can

then be used to select the odor source from among several potential sources by comparing the

concentrations of the odorous components with their threshold levels, odor characteristics, and

concentrations at different locations in a plant.1'6 This technique would probably be too slow and

cumbersome for use as an emergency response tool. However, spiking toxic chemicals with an

odorous tracer such as that used to identify natural gas is one possible method for detecting

emergency spills. Such a tracer must be nontoxic, nonradioactive, have low background levels, be

chemically and thermally stable, and be amenable to rapid detection by analytical instruments. Also,

release to the atmosphere should not create deleterious environmental problems.

A few gases and vapors have characteristic color which could aid in identifying sources of leaks

and also approximate concentrations if the observer is trained for such an observation. However,

these materials are noticeable only at significant concentrations, so this method is useful only near

the source.

Some gases become visible when mixed with moist air because of reaction with the moisture

or the formation of aerosols after extracting the water-vapor from the air. Low-temperature vapors

can cause fog by condensing moisture from the air. Thus, observation of these plumes can assist

in locating the source of leakage and also serve as a detection measure. However, one would have

to differentiate between a toxic fog and the normal releases of steam and other vapors from most

chemical plants. Prugh" suggests the use of closed-circuit television systems for monitoring plant

sites for fog-indicated releases.
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Probably one of the most promising countermeasures for fixed facilities is the direct tie-in

between the toxic material detector and an efficient warning system such as a siren, telephones to

transmit prerecorded messages, and computers programmed to dial preselected telephones in the

vicinitv. Radio and television messages may also be an effective measure. Prughsl further suggests

thit "pr.tccs'; comp ".er --',ld ho programmed to detect leakage by changes in pressures, flows, and

levels, to support, verify, or combine with the alarms generated by the leak detectors. As confidence

is developed concerning reliability and absence of false alarms, the area-alarm, site-wide-alarm, and

off-site warning actions could be made automatic." Certainly such systems could reduce the warning

and evacuation starting times by as much as an order of magnitude.

For vehicles used to transport hazmats, such as chemical tank trucks and railroad cars, we

recommend that an automatic radio warning system be developed that would be triggered by a

major impact, such as a collision or overturn, or by a signal from the driver or train engineer. A

system of this type could be tuned to a common emergency communications channel and would

broadcast a warning message concerning the materials spilled and instructions for the

countermeasures to be taken. If many tank cars on a train were involved, a timed sequence of

messages might be required. Such a system would provide very rapid notification to arriving

response personnel; it would identify the materials released and their position in the train from a

distance, thus circumventing close observation of the accompanying labels and providing instructions

to the responders who might not have the proper emergency response guidebooks. Costs of such

a system should not be excessive unless a high degree of sophistication is required.

A promising recent development concerning the use of satellites to track trucks carrying

hazardous materials is being tested by several trucklines. '6 The system, offered by the Geostar

Corporation, Washington, D.C., utilizes transmission of coded signals that are sent to a satellite and

then beamed back to a stub antenna on the truck. The truck then automatically responds with a

signal to the satellite, which is relayed to the ground station. Triangulation can then be uscd to

determine the location of the truck using a LORAN navigation system. Gcostar claims that with
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two satellites in orbit. the truck position can be determined to within 30 ft. The truckline users can

obain the information on the truck position by checking the screen of a personal computer located

at their headquarters. Communication between the PC and the ground station is maintained by

telephone. Also, in case of an emcrgcncy, a driver can relay a call for help by punching a button

in the cab which relays a message back through the satellite link. The current cost of the system

(S165'month per truck) is stated as justified by minimizing the number of stops required by the

driver to phone his position back to the truck headquarters. For hazardous materials shipments,

prompt response to major spills would probably be adequate justification for this cost.

15.3 MINIMIZING TRANSPORTATION RISKS

A recent review by the Congressional Officc of Technology Assessment (OTA) concerning the

transportation of hazardous materials provides insight into needed technical countermeasures." ' 3

These include data collection and information needs, containers for hazardous materials, bulk

packaging and intermodal containers (containers that hold 4 to 6(X)0 gal of material and are

supported by a metal frame locked into special fittings on a vehicle).

15.3.1 Data and Information Needs

The Office of Technology Accessment (OTA) reviewed the federal data-collection activities (as

of 1986) concerning hazardous materials transportation and concluded that they "present a sound

basis for additional state and local commodity flow data collection." However, city officials and

planning committees have expressed a need for a national flow data resource, and some requests

have been made for a real-time notification svstem for hazardous shipments. Many emergency

response committees prefer to develop their own local inventories and transport surveys to assist

in their planning. The time delays in utilizing federal annual summaries of shipments may render

the data obsolete. Also, a real-time information system could overwhelm the response organizations

tracking the masses of current data. However, the state of Colorado now requires permits for all

hazardous materials shipments through the state, and these permits could serve 'in excellent data
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base for planning nurposes.

OTA concluded that. although the fcderal iii[,rmation resources cannot provide the specific

shipment information required by the state and local planning organi/ations, the annual DOT

summaries of aggregat, regional shipments can provide useful regional and state flows of hazardous

commodities. Locally conducted data c lcction on ha/mat facilities inventories and transportation

survxevs is encouraged. Data provided by SARA Title 11, if rigorously enforced, should be of real

value to these locally conducted survevs (see Sect. 15.1.2).

15.3.2 Containers for tlazardous Materials

Containers used for shipin2 haiardous materials include tank truck., railroad tank cars, barges,

bottics, boxes, drums, and intermodal containers. DOT's Research aipd Special Frograms

Administration is responsible for the packaging and hazard communication regulations for all

ha/mat containers except bulk marine containers, \,hich come under the jurisdiction of the U.S.

Coast Guard. Studies conducted by DOT show that many of the releases from tank trucks come

from discharge valves, pressure relief valves, and manhole covers and that poor maintenance and

inspection of the trucks contribute to the problem. An OTA study, revealed that cargo tank trucks

carrying gasoline are involved in more deaths and damages than all other hazardous materials

accidents combined. OTA indicates that adoption of the proposed rule changes concerning the



"Requirements for Cargo Tanks"'' would significantly improve the reliability of tank trucks. This

proposal includes a number of rcviions to the r(,gulations including the following:

1. construct and certify cargo ta',ks according to the American Society of Mechanical Engineers

;ASME) Code,

2 specify accident damage protection for tank trucks,

... require retesting and annual inspection of specification cargo tanks,

4. require corrosion testing of unlined cargo tanks at least ccr 2 years,

5. specify additional safct control measures for cargo tanks used to transport materials having

more than one hazard class,

(. require that tanks used for certain haimats have a minimum design pressure of 25 psig,

7. require that major repairs to cargo tanks be performed by qualified facilities, and

S. require certain recrrdkeeping of owners of hazmat transportation vehicles.

The proposal resulted from long-term research that evaluated the records of past cargo truck

accidents and examined the existing Hazardous Materials Regulations pertaining to cargo tanks.

Results indicated that the MC1O6-!vpc cargo tanks used to transport flammable liquids were "highly

susceptible to leakage and presents a substantial fire risk when overturned." The MC331-type cargo

tank used to transport ammonia ar I CPG is not, in some instances, properly maintained and

requalificd. Also, external corrosion, failure of a large percentage of relief valves, and substantial

stress corrosion cracking were observed.

Cargo tanks used to transport high-vapor-pressure hazardous materials (MC307-type tanks) were

found to have problems with poor maintenance, repair, requalification, and both external and

inte;nal corrosion. Also, leakage from malfunctioning valves during loading and unloading is a

serious problem. DOT recommends that adoption of these proposed changes and additions in the

Hazardous Materials Regulations would significantly improve cargo tank integrity during haimat

transportation. 2'
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Kletz also addressed possible reasons why the U.S. railroad hazmat record was so much worse

than tha. experienced in the United :cingdom (U.K.). Several of the possiole reasons included:

1. poorer state of the U.S. trackage,

2. free shunting of tank cars in the U.S. railroad yards,

3. longer U.S. trains with heavier tank cars,

4. ,iiore segregation o0 loads in the U.K.,

5'. more ax!e box inspection in the U.K.,

6. differences in the metallurgy of tank cars, and

7. tail trips are longer in the United States with more sharp bends, higher centers of gravity for

the tank cars, and more variations in the ambient icmperature.

Improvements in U.S. railroad tank car design has been partially responsible for the decline in

reported incidents since 1979. These features included the use of improved couplers, head shields

to prevent couplers from piercing the ends of the tankers, and insulation to protect the tank cars

from fire.

Olson"' reviewed the major causes for train derailments and suggested a possible method for

reducing the damage caused during derailment, which could in turn reduce the damage to tank cars

carrying haziardous materials. The method involves installation of on-train derailment monitors that

would activate the brake systems automatically on all cars carrying these materials. The monitors

open the brake line on a derailed car at the instant of derailment and thereby actuate the

emergency brakes on the train to reduce the damage of the derailment. A device to actuate the

brake:, at both the point of derailment and at the end of the train is claimed to prevent the cars

at the end of the train from crushing the derailed car due to the delays in brake application.

A countermeasure that could mitigate hazmat releases during rail transport involves the

installation of automatic sensors and warning devices at large railroad yards. An example

illu ,Irating this need concerns an acetaldehyde release from a ruptured tank car at the Conrail

Corporation railyard in Avon, Indiana, on July 25, 1987 ."' About 20,0XXJ gal of acetaldehyde were
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released, forcing the cacuation of 25(h) peoplc, fifteen persons who were exposed to the fumes were

treated it local hospital,. The first evacuation of East Avon, started 35 to 50 min after the release

(depending on the time of the rclease according to different sources) and required about 55 min

to complete. It is apparent th:t an immediate warning device could have decreased the delay of the

start of evacuation significantly and possibly reduced the evacuation time too, since notification was

primarily by local police patrol cars. ('onsideration should also be given to the installation of

sensors and Aarning de,. ice,, at All major transportation centers, including railroad yards, truck stops,

inspection stations, truck tcrminals, etc.

15.3.3 1] uman t'rror Efect, in Transportation Accidents

Analsis of iransport accident causes recorded bv DOT's Hazardous Materials Information

Sstcm bctwccn 11)70 and 184 indicatc , thal human error has been recorded as the primar, cause

foll(wcd b\ package failure (26."';) and vehicular accidents (6.1% ).' Therefore,

consideration of improvemcntis in human performance training and reliability must be given top

priority w hen considering improvements to transportation safety. Kletz"' ' classified human errors

in the follozinc four different categories:

1. Accidents due to a moment's forpetfulnss. These often occur in spite of extensive training

and long-term experience and probably can be avoided by better equipment designs that provide

safeguards and alarms for nonstandard operations.

2. Accidents that c)uld bc prevented by better training and instruction.

This is particularly relevant to transportation where inadequate training of truck drivers, driver

inexperience, and the absence of requirements for a national truck driver's license (requiring special

training) arc all major causes of accidents. The GTA study suggests the development of a national

driver's license with special requirements for all hazardous materials, including gasoline.

3. Acxidcnts due to lack of ability/. These accidents are not as common but do occur in some

cases because workers are required to perform more than they are capable of, physically or menta!lv.

A common example of this would be the problem of driver fatigue, which is caused by drivers'
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atlmpts, to lcngthen tiicir ().id times through the Use (of stimulants, pep pills, etc.

4. Accidents that would have been prevented by better :uLervision or regulations. Although

thi, catcgorv applies more clearly to production facilities whcre constant supervision is required, it

has been applied effectively to the trucking industries through the use of checklists for hazardous

materials shipments developed by the American Trucking Association. 7 The checklists, which are

c,,,scntiallv the responsibility of the shippers' supervision, include three phases of inspection:

1. Preinspetion checklist - checks compliance Aith shipping documents, vehicle

markings,placards 'spccilications, vessel material of construction, and previous cargo

identification.

2. Preload checklist - check on residual materials from prior loads, inspection of vessel and its

fixtures, and check on %chicle cleanliness.

3. Postload checklist - check fr !ca, closure of valves, installation of covers/caps/plugs,

installation of placards, and a final check on the shipping documents, including the Material

Safety Data Sheets and dangerous carpo manilests.

Experience indicates that shippers can effectively prevent or reduce the number of releases

during transport. Comparable supervision during vehicle unloading operations is also extremely

important.

One of the most effective methods for preventing human errors is through adequate training

of operators, including periodic retraining to maintain their skills. OTA n recommends that:

"special operator training specifically related to hazmats, and training for shipper and cargo

per,,onnel responsible for loading and unloading, fastening, blocking, and bracing nonbulk loads

could increase safety substantially." OTA suggests that Congress consider mandating the

development of specific training guidelines for all aspects of hazmat transportation, including the

transfer operations. As an example of extensive inspection and training, the ICI Plant at Wiltoit,

U.K., requires that all chcniail haulers be evaluated every 2 years and their managetment, vehicles,

driver training, whose control, and maintenance standards be examined in detail by a two-man team.

If they arc found to he below standard, the hauler is not alloved to operate for at least 3 months.' " '
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15.4 LARGE-SCALE TEST FACILITIES

The Liquefied Gaseous Fuels (LGF) Spills Test Facility began operations in the summer of

1986. The facility, which "as built at Frenchman's Flat as part of the DOE nuclear lest site in

Nevada," is designed to test materials from each of the generic categories: cryogenic, aerosol

forming, chemically reactive, isothermal (high pressure), and with some minor modifications,

superheated liquids. " The dcsign of the plant includes the following facilities:

I. The nitrogen storage and supply system provides drive, cooldown, and purge gas to the

entire plant. The source of nitrogen gas is a liquid nitrogen (low-pressure) storage tank with a

high-pressure cryogenic discharge pump. The vaporizer is an atmospherically heated unit. The

liquid nitrogen or cold nitrogen gas is used to precool the cryogenic piping and tankage prior to

introduction of fluids into the system.

2. The cryogenic spill system consists of means for receiving and storing cryogenic fluids and

for discharge of the fluids at the spill point. Each of the two cryogenic tanks has a capacity of

26,(0 gal. The cryogenic storage tanks are provided with valves and piping used for unloading test

fluid into the storage tanks and transferring fluids from one tank to another.

3. The noncryogenic fluid spill system is used to test fluids that are not stored at cryogenic

conditions. The storage tank reserved for this purpose is a 24,000-gal vessel of carbon steel

construction and work, 4t a preo;ure of 3)0 psig.

4. The vent system consists of a gathering header and a 400-ft-long transport header that

discharge into the base of a 40-ft-high vent stack. This system is designed and sized to transport

vented gases from any of the test fluids systems at the maximum flow rate anticipated during

off-normal conditions.

5. The command, control, and data acquisition system serves as the overall control center for

the spill facility, including the data acquisition system. The system consists of modern industrial

control computer hardware and software of proven reliability and performance, plus the liquefied
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,as facilit, acquisition svstem.

The facilit, has been desiuncd to have the capabilities necessary to meet the testing needs of

its potential users and is capable of reproducing actual sizes and rates of accidental releases as

lo,,clv as possible using the actual material, of concern. The facility will allow tests such as pool

fires (on water) and rapid phase transitions, which require the discharge of test fluids on water.

The facility will accommodate, vith some modifications, those tests of liquid gaseous fueld (LGFs)

\%hich, bv their nature, require an extremely rapid or explosive release of test fluids into the

atmosphere.

T,Ao tests ,,cre conducted (September 1986) there by the Amoco Corporation, and DOE

expected more companies to use the facility in 1987."g Amoco completed two tests releasing

anhydrous hydrogen fluoride into the air. In each test, a controlled spill of I(X) gal was made, one

lasting 3 minutes and the other 6 min. According to DOE, the vapors dispersed rapidly and

traxclcd only about 19M) ft before completely disappearing well within the boundaries of the test

site.

The wxeathcr conditions will allow tests at the facility only from the beginning of April until the

end of September. Since a major purpose for the construction of the test facility is to provide a

site for private sector-funded research and development, industrial involvement is mandatory.

Individual corporations may participate through trade association-user groups or on an individual

basis.

15.5 MISCELLANEOUS COLTNTERMEASURES

Adaptations of equipment and procedures under development for other applications could be

potential solutions to the problem of hazardous substances. Several examples such as remotely

operated equipment, advanced computer programs based on artificial intelligence technology, and

controlled burning of escaped chemicals are described.
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15.5.1 Remotely Operated Rcsponsc Equipmcnt

The automation and remote control tcchnolog. that has been common and essential in handling

hazardous materials for years is now just beginning to appear in firefighting technology.47 The Snail

is typical of a new generalion of rcmote control firefighting devices, frequently dubbed robots, that

are being developed for the firefighters of today. The Snail is a tracked, battery-operated device

controiled by an umbilical cable on which is mounted a similarly remote controlled nozzle. The

nozzle can operate through a full range of patterns from "on" and "off" to a straight stream or any

fog pattern. At present. its capability includes the ability to drag 4(X) ft of charged 2-in. hose. The

operator controls it from a hclt-carrablc console strapped to his waist through an umbilical cable;

hc can stand about 15(0 ft away from the Snail itself. This is far enough away to be shielded from

the usual effects of heat but not far enough for some blast effects unless he has additional shielding.

The Snail has the advantage of being lightweight and flexible. It would also be an economical unit

to construct, being potentially available at a price many fire departments could afford.47

Another unit, the Fire Cat, which is now commercially available, it can drag 15X) ft of hose and

can be operated by radio from a similar distance. Maneuverable up to a 60' grade and able to

travel 5 mph, it can achieve a water discharge of 12X) gal/min. 7

The usefulness of these two devices to responders of hazardous material emergencies could

include many tasks that require closeup manipulations such as mechanical cover installation. In

these two devices, the Fire Cat appears to be considetably more powerful in terms of water

application, safe distance betwecn the operator and machine, and speed. The Snail, on the other

hand, has an enhanced portability due to its lighter weight and is less costly to build. It is not yet

on the market, although it can be leased through its builder. Foreign devices, such as the one

developed for the Yokohama, Japan, Fire Department, are wheeled instead of tracked and have a

generally vertical rather than horizontal configuration. Television viewing capability has been

installed.
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Another unit under construction in Frankfurt, Germany, resembles a tanker with a cab at both

ends. Underneath the truck in the center are two compartments that are used to house remotely

controlled devices. The remote devices are intended to be primarily foam handling units but could

also handle water.

The robots of the United States, Germany, and Japan are only one phase of the automated

control devices that are being developed and will be of great assistance in handling of hazardous

materials spills. Guided vehicles have been fabricated in the United States to improve

manufacturing productivity that could very well be suited for use as remote units during hazardous

material accidents. Examples of this type of vehicle are cited in the literature."

Although not yet commercially available for hazardous accident control, a robot arm mounted

on a computerized mobile unit could be utilized for patching and plugging purposes. The elements

that comprise this module are in an advanced state of development. There are several models of

electronic arms as well as mobile units that have reached commercial availability.1" Little additional

effort would be necessary to put these modules together to produce the first prototype of a hazmat

remote vehicle.

15.5.2 Advanced Computer Systems

One of the major recent developments in technology is the accessibility of small efficient

computers. Personal computers have become a prominent aid to problem solving. Many different

software packages have been developed. In particular, small expert programs could be developed

that would provide rapid preliminary solutions to particular emergency situations. Small computers

in emergency vans could be also connected to a large central computer having a central expert

system that would indicate, in a brief period of time, the emergency response measures to be taken

immediately to mitigate a large variety of situations.
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15.5.3 Controlled Burning of Hazardous Substance Releases

Although controlled burning of hazardous vapors from volatile chemical spills is a known

countermeasure, information concerning the methodology and the situations where it can be applied

is scarce. The CHRIS Manual" which was developed for waterways spills states that:

Burning-off is one of the most dangerous treatment operations. Burning should only be
considered when it can be determined that the risks to people would be greater if burning
were not attempted. Changing meteorological conditions or water surface currents can
create hazardous conditions during burnoff.

Conditions where burning may be considered include:

1. during the disposal of floating flammable liquids,

2. when the travel of fiammabie gases must be stopped in order to localize the hazard.

3. in cases where well-established plans for burning have been developed prior to the accident,

and

4. when the potential for an explosion, BLEVE, or generation of lethal combustion gases has

been clearly ruled out under all possible circumstances.

The CHRIS Manual indicates that there is a lack of knowledge and experience concerning

controlled burning and that assistance from experts should be obtained prior to any intentional

ignition attempt.8 Thus, it appears that investigation of this technique for a variety of extremely

high risk chemicals should be implemented. Results of such a study could include:

1. guidance as to which chemicals can be safely burned under emergency spill conditions,

2. conditions under which the above chemicals can be safely burned, under controlled conditions,

3. procedures for igniting and controlling the combustion during a controlled burn,

4. A review of the types of location and the meteorological conditions when controlled burns

should never be attempted,

5. A review of current industrial practices and standards for controlled burns, and

6. Development of mechanical devices for improving the safety of controlled burns.
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7 Procedures for interrupting controlled burning if circumstances change during an emergency

or controlled non-emergen.

In our judgment, implementation of the above recommendations should help establish whether

this technology is a feasible countermeasure for haiArdous chemical releases.
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16 METHODOLOGY FOR RANKING OF CHEMICAL HAZARDS

A system for developing a uniform approach to the measurement of the relative threat from

various hazardous chemicals was a principal element in the work statement (Sect. 1). This approach

is needed because of the wide diversity in these materials with respect to:

1. toxicity level as airborne gases, vapors, or aerosols;

2. fire and explosive potential;

3. mobility of the substance after release;

4. domestic production and location of major production plants; ane

5. domestic shipments.

Numerous attempts have been made to rank hazardous chemicals with respect to one or more

of the above criteria, but to our knowledge, none has included all of them. The Comprehensive

Environmental Response and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA) established methodelog for setting

priorities for remedial action at chemical waste sites in the United States." Included among the

criteria estanlished was the hazard potential of the stored chemicals and the relative risk to nearby

population. This "Hazard Ranking System" for determining the relative risks of the stored chemicals

included the following criteria for "air route releases":

1. substance reactivity and incompatibility,

2. substance toxicity,

3. hazardous-waste quantity, and

4. targets population within a 4-mile radius.

Although this method of ranking is applicable only to CERCLA waste sites, portions of the

methodology were used in developing our proposed system.

The EPA Industrial Research Laboratory developed a "Hazard Potential" system for comparing

chemical spills on a scale of 1 to 10. This system included consideration of quantities of material

released and the toxicity of the material; however, it did not include measures for the relative

mobility or fire and explosive characteristics of the substance. The importance of the latter two
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measures is emphasized by data that indicate that flammability and explosivity are associated with

most of the fatalities in the AHE data base.

In the private sector, the Dow Chemical Company has developed a procedure for estimating

the risk in terms of the maximum probable property damage that might occur from a chemical plant

fire or explosion. Included in the methodology is a method for determining a "material factor" for

various chemicals which is a measure of the intensity of energy release from a chemical compound

during a fire or explosion. Consideration of its chemical toxicity is not included because the

procedure is concerned only with property damage. The procedure involves using the National Fire

Protection Agency's (NFPA) flammability factor (N) and reactivity factor (NR) for the chemicals

to determine the material factors denoted by a number ranging from I to 40. For materials with

unknown NFPA factors, the flammability can be derived from the flash point and the reactivity from

the decomposition temperature or other properties. For this analysis, a decision was made to use

the NFPA flammability (N), reactivity (NR), and health (NH) ratings for the various chemicals

examined. Details of the definitions for each of these ratings are discussed below.

16.1 TOXICITY LEVEL

Recently, EPA published a list of 405 acutely toxic chemicals8 as part of their Emergency

Preparedness Plan intended to help communities to become aware of the toxic chemicals produced

or transported through their areas. The criteria used to select this list are tabulated in Table 31

(Sect. 14.7.1.1).

EPA also included 26 chemicals that did not meet these criteria but are produced and

transported in such large quantities as to constitute significant hazards. All of the volatile

compounds in this group are included in the chemicals selected for ranking in Sect. 7. This EPA

li iing is probably the most comprehensive tabulation of acutely toxic chemicals produced on an

industrial scale in the United States and has served as the basis f)r selection of the chemicals in

Sect. 7 for ranking purposes.
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The rating scheme proposed for toxicity in this study is that developed by the NFPA. An

abbreviated description of the ratings follows:1 ''

Rating Description for materials within rating

0 No health hazard beyond that of ordinary combustible

materials

I Slightly hazardous to health; self-contained breathing

apparatus desirable

2 Hazardous to health; use self-contained breathing

apparatus

3 Extremely hazardous to health; use full protective

clothing and self-contained breathing apparatus

4 A few whiffs of material cause death; normal protective

clothing not adequate; use special equipment designed

for specific chemical

Levels of the NFPA ratings and the associated toxicity data for the chemicals selected for

rating are presented in Sect. 7.
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16.2 FIRE AND EXPLOSIVE HAZARDS

The NFPA flammability ratings used for the fire hazard are described as follows:3 9

Rating Description of materials within rating

0 Normally stable even in a fire and not reactive with water

I Normal!v stable but become reactive at high temperature

and pressures, or react with water

2 Normally unstable and will explode but does not detonate

3 Capable of detonation or explosive decomposition but

requires strong initiating source or must be heated

\,hen confined before initiation

4 Capable of detonation or explosive decomposition at normal

temperature and pressures; sensitive to mechanical or

localized thermal shock

The NFPA flammability and reactivity ratings for the selected chemicals are tabulated in

Sect. 7.

16.3 MOBILITY IN THE ATMOSPHERE

In order for a hazardous chemical to be dispersed from a source, it would either have to be

volatilized as a vapor or dispersed as a mist, aerosol, or dust by an explosion, fire, rapid reaction,

or rapid pressure release when mixed with a volatile gas. The latter situation occurred at Institute,

West Virginia, on August 11, 1985 (see Sect. 2.3), when aldecarb oximc was dispersed in volatile

methylene chloride vapor as it was accidentally released from a storage vessel. Fires such as the

pesticide fire that occurred at the Drexel Chemical Company near Memphis, Tennessee, can spread

nonvolatile toxic chemicals in the smoke plume. 2
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The following is proposed for the mobility rating of volatile substances that could form gases

or vapors upon release:

Rating Mobility

0) Ver, low volatility; normal B.P. > 3(X)"F

I Low volatility; normal B.P. < 3(X) F > 15V"F

2 Moderately volatile; B.P. < 151"F > ()()"F

3 Very volatile; B.P. < 9()"F > 20"F

4 Normally a gas; B.P. < 20"F

This rating must also account for mobility in cases where the substance has a lo\ xlatilit but

might scatter acrools via a fire or explosion. This is accomplished by setting the mobility rating

equal to the maximum rating value of either the mobility value via volatility or the fire value or the

rcactivity values. For example, if a substance had a low volatility (rating = I) and an explosion

rating of 3, then the mobility rating would also be set at 3. If it had a fire rating of 4, then the

mobility rating would also be set at 4.
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16.4 DOMESTIC PRODUCTION LOCAT'ON

The actual threat from domestic production of hazardous chemicals is related primarily to the

average amounts held in invento,- at each plant site times the number of operating plants close to

population centers. However, in the absence of operating plant inventory data, information on the

otl domestic capacity, average plant size, and location must be used to develop ratings for

production. In Fig. I (Sect. 3..,), the frequency data for 28 chemicals show a trend of increasing

numbers of releas,.s with annual production. Based on this observation, the following arbitrary

rating scale for production is proposed:

Rating 1N84 production, Millions of lbyear

I <10

2 11 to 10(X)

3 1001 to 10,()

4 > 10,000

To account for plant site, it would be necessary to locate each production facility with respect

to its proximity to major clusters of population. Although data are available for many of the

selected chemical plant addresses, detailed site maps will be required and these are not currently

available A major survey of hazardous chemical plant sites, surrounding areas, and transportation

modes is recommended as an extension of this preliminary study.

16.5 DOMESTIC SHIPMENTS

In a manner similar to the production and storage of hazardous ,aemicals at plant sites,

shipments presently constitute comparable risks but are more complex to evaluate. Exactly where

and how much is being transported and on what type of vchicle are not known at present. The

Office of Technolog, Assessment estimates that the number of hazardous shipments by land, sea,

and air amount to about 5(X1.0(X) per day.' Since ,ery few data are availaile on shipments of

hazardous chemicals, the full range of the quantitative risks involved cannot be determined.
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However, an approximatc ranking system can be developed for order-of-magnitude estimates of the

quantities shipped, based on thc following sources:

1. Domestic production of' the chemical - shipments should approximate some fraction of total

production (e.g., about one-half of the chlorine produced is shipped).

2. Import,/export data - since both must be shipped, this provides minimum values for shipment.

3. Data on "captive" production plants - certain sources indicate wheth r a few products are for

captive use or are marketed.

4. Data from the United States Bureau of the Census (USBC) - publishes data on major chemical

shipments such as ammonia and chlorine."' However, the degree of aggregation negates its

utility for most chemicals.

Since hulk shipments for ammonia and chlorine are known to be at least 501. of the annual

production, an upper limit value of 4 can be assigned to these shipment quantities and ranges for

other materials scaled as follows:

Rating Annual shipments (millions lbs/year)

1 <10

2 11 to 1000

3 1001 to 10,000

4 > 10,000

Since data concerning U.S. shipments of individual chemicals are not available in the literature,

the following assumptions were made to establish the ratings for shipments:

production-exports

1. Shipments (1984) = exports + imports + 2

This essentially assumes that all exports and imports (for which some data are available) ale shipped

and that about 50% of the annual production (less exports) is also shipped. This method usually

results in a shipping ranking equal to the production rating.
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2. Where data were available for production, import, and export rates prior to 1984, a 2 ',

annual increase was assumed to determine the values for 1984.

Although these assumptions represent only rough approximations, they arc used only for

c,,utblishing relative levels between the chemical production and shipping rates and thus appear

justified.

16.6 OVERALL RATING PROCEDURE

The expression developed for the overall ranking of the selected chemicals is:

OR = INH * MH + Nf * Mf + NR * MR]

* [NM * MM * (NP * NIP + NS* MS) ,

where

OR = overall rating for each chemical.

Factor Individual rating Multiplier

Toxicity NH MI-i = 2

Fire Nf Mf= I

Explosive NR MR =

Mobility Max(NM, Nf, NR) MM = I

Production NP MP = I

Shipment NS MS = 1

This procedure represents an entirely arbitrary ranking system. The methodology expresses the

overall ranking as a product of the intensive hazard ratings (toxicity, fire, and explosion) and the

extensive quantity ratings (production and shipment). The mobility rating times its multiplier serves

as an adjustment to the quantity ratings. Also, since m -ility can be achieved by either high

volatility or a fire or explosion which could scatter the material as as aerosol, the mobility rating

used is the maximum of NM (mobility via volatility) or NR (explosive rating) or Nf (fire rating).
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After determination of the overall ranking (OR) values for all the chemicals, the maximum

value of OR is selected and normalized percentage values (based on maximum value = 1M) for the

remaining materials are calculated. The chemicals arc then arranged in four groups having a

descending order of overall ranking as described in Sect. 7.
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17 PROPOSE) HAZARDOUS MATERIALS RATING SYSTEM

In order to test the rating system for hazardous materials described in Sect. 6, hazardous

chemicals were selected from the EPA list of 405 toxic chemicals and from other sources of

hazardous materials data such as the AHE.' A data base for these materials was then developed,

and the proposed procedure was used to rank them into four groups having a descending order of

rclativc risk.

17.1 SELECTION OF HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

Table 34 lists the chemicals selected for the ranking procedure along with their ratings for each

catcoorv. All of these chemicals :,r _ considered toxic; however, some were included in the EPA list

as "compounds considered ha/ardous but do not meet the criteria for acute poisons" and are so

design;olcu. Many materials such as methyl chlolide, MIBK solvent, carbon monoxide, liquid oxygen,

gasoline, propane, etc., were not included in the EPA list. A number of these materials were shown

to be hazairdous in the AHE report but were not included in the EPA list of 405 toxic chemicals.

The range of variables used as criteria for selection of these materials is as follows:

I. very acute to low toxicity,

2. large bulk industrial chemicals to low annual production rate chemicals,

3. highly flammable/explosive to relatively nonflammable/reactive materials,

4. materials listed in the AHE as causes of gross to zero numbers of injuries or death during 1980

and 1985, and

5. very volatile (mobi]l) to slightly volatile chemicals.

Data for the various NFPA ratings and production rates were obtained from the ORNL

Toxicology Data Base, 72 the SRI 1984 Directory of Chemical Producers,'' 3 Shreve's Chemical Process

Industries, 7 ' Chemical and Engineering News, 7 ' and the Census of Manufacturers.' Dow Chemical

developed a list of "material factors" for most of the chemicals selected.' 7 This list also includes

NFPA ratings for health, flammability, and reactivity; however, in some cases, these ratings were

increased, based on Dow's experience, and for this study the higher ratings were selected.
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Consideration was also given to the inclusion of perfluoroisobutylene (PFIB) as an extremely

toxic chemical ten times as toxic as phosgene as a pulmonary irritant. 7 6 It is not listed in the EPA

acutely toxic chemical list is included in Sax'* as having an LCLo of 0.5 ppm/6 h for rats. Arito' 7s

has identified PFIB as a pyrolysis pr, duct of polytetrafluoroethylene (Teflon) when heated in a

nitrogen stream at a temperature of 5(X)0C or higher; however, heating in an air stream did not

produce measurable levels of PFIB. Thermal degradation of Teflon has been known to cause

"polymer fume fever," an influcnza-like syndrome, due to inhalation of the pyrolysis products.

Ncvertheless, whether PFIB is partially responsible for this reaction has not been established.

Data on industrial production of PFIB are not available. Chem Sources - USA (1984)"9 lists

one supplier, SCM Specialty Chemicals, Gainesville, Florida, but a phone call revealed that they no

longer sell it and did not know of any other suppliers in the United States. Therefore, it was not

possible to include PFIB in the rating system.

17.2 OVERALL CATEGORIZATION OF HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

The rating system for hazardous materials described in Sect. 16 is useful to either rank the

materials with respect to their relative risks or to group them into categories that represent

decreasing levels of risk to the general public. The latter method was selected because it relieves

local planning committees from forming judgments as to the real levels of risk for chemicals when

they are simply ranked in a descending order of relative risk. The following categories were selected

for this procedure:

Overall
rating range

Very-high risk 72 - Max.

High risk 48 - <72

Moderate risk 32 - <48

Lesser risk 0 - <32
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17.2.1 Very Hitch Risk Materials

This category includes those chemicals with high individual ratings for toxicity and/or fire and

explosion, large production and shipment levels, and high mobility when released from confinement.

For example. chlorine has individual raings of 3, 1, 1, 4, 4, and 4 for toxicity, fire, explosion,

mobility, production, and shipment, respectively, which results in an overall rating of 128. Propane

has an overall rating of 72 resulting from individual ratings of 1, 4, 0, 4, 3, and 3 as described

above. Most of the materials in this category are either extremely dangerous and/or are produced

and shipped in large quantities.

17.2.2 High Risk Materials

This category also includes chemicals that are either produced and shipped in large quantities but

have lower rating values for toxicity, fire, and/or explosion, or have lower production and shipping

levels but high values for the hazards ratings (toxicity, fire, and explosion). An example of the latter

is tetraethyl lead, which has ratings of 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, and 2 for toxicity, fire, explosion, mobility,

production, and shipment, respectively.

17.2.3 Moderate Risk Materials

This category has a range of overall ratings from 32 to <48. Included are materials that have

the lowest levels of production and shipment but high hazards levels. Several very high production

and shipment materials are also included, but their hazards levels are quite low.

17.2.4 Lesser Risk Materials

This category includes those materials with an overall rating from 0 to <32. It includes those

chemicals that have one or more hazards ratings above 0, and production/shipment ratings that

generally range in the I to 2 levels. In some cases, the overall ratings are 0 because they are

relatively nonvolatile (mobility rating = 0) even though they may have a significant toxicity rating.
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17.3 RESULTS OF MATERIAL CATEGORIZATION

Categorization of the 121 materials selected into the four categories described in Sect. 17.2 is

presented in Table 35. No attempt is made to rank the individual materials in their descending

order of risk within each category because in our judgment the data arc not adequate for such a

refinement.

Inclusion of all the chemicals listed in the EPA CEPP, along with other materials that are

hazardous because of flammability and.,or reactivity (that have not yet been included), is

recommended as a further extension of this procedure. Although the number of hazardous

materials listed under each category is about the same for this preliminary study, extension of the

complete EPA list of 412 chemicals would probably increase the number of moderate risk and lower

risk materials substantially. This initial effort attempted primarily to identify those high

production/highly toxic materials that were more probable candidates for the very high and high risk

categories. Benefits to be derived from an extension of this system include the following:

1. Local and regional planning committees would be able to prioritize their planning efforts

around those materials which represented the highest risks to the local population.

2. Facilities that produce, consume, or store the higher risk materials could concentrate their

efforts toward reducing the risks by countermeasures such as inventory reduction, substitute

materials, improved containment, etc. (see Sect. 15.2).

3. Manufacturers of equipment for hazardous material mitigation could concentrate their

development efforts on those materials shown to be the most risky to the population.

4. This system would provide a rational basis for determining the relative basis of population risk

for new chemicals entering the market place.

5. This proposed system would focus attention on those materials in the data base which have the

highest probabilities for major accidents over longer periods of time. Although the AHE data

base records past experience for most of the hazardous materials examined here, many of the

frequencies are low since occurrence of serious events follows a random pattern.
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18 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS FOR TECHNICAL OPTIONS

1S.1 CHARACTERIZATION OF EMERGENCY RELEASES

A review of the principal methods currently used for characterizing the nature of emergencies

produced a wide range of proposed definitions. The three typical response levels - a potential

emergency, a limited emergency, or a full emergency condition - defined by the NRT Planning

Guide provide guidelines to the public for determining the extent of the emergency. Response

recommendations in terms of the emergency contacts to be made are also included. A comparison

of the NRT Response Levels with the Nuclear Emergency Classifications reveals that the latter

contains four levels of classification, including an unusual-event category. This alerts responders of

potential degradation in the system but no release of radioactivity. Consideration of the addition

of this level to hazardous materials emergencies is proposed in order to provide notification in cases

where a potential emergency exists or where the first responder is unable to specify the level of

response when an actual release has occurred. The types and extent of response required arc also

included in the NRT Response Level definitions.

18.2 TECHNICAL BASIS FOR NEEDED COUNTERMEASURES

The technical issues are categorized, and their technical basis is defined for four areas: (1)

prevention, (2) planning, (3) response, and (4) training. The technical bases cover a broad range

of technical activities that will involve experts from a wide variety of disciplines, including

engineering, mathematics, physics and chemistry, education, social science, and medicine.

18.3 EVALUATION OF AVAILABLE RESOURCES

Technical countermeasures for the mitigation of hazardous materials releases include a wide

variety of considerations, such as emergency equipment, mathematical models, probabilistic risk

assessments, and training programs. An overview of the resources currently available to local

response organizations and chemical facilities that produce, store, or transport hazardous materials

has been developed along with a partial identification of commercial sources.
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I.3.1 Vapor Hazard Control

Control of toxic ,,apors from a release is the initial line of defense against the spread and

eventual damage to the public health that would occur. Control of fires and explosions has equal

priority because of possible dispersion of toxic chemicals and the general safety of the surrounding

community. Countermeasures evaluated include mechanical covers, vapor curtains, induced air

movement, gelling equipment, and foam systems.

Three basic mechanical cover techniques are considered: (1) total cover of the spill area by

cloth or other continuous material, (2) spray of a continuous cover such as urethane, and (3)

buoyant particles that can be floated on the surface to reduce vaporization. Floating cover

assemblies as well as particulate covers but are available commercially, cost may be a deterrent to

the latter technique.

Water spray barriers can achieve worthwhile enhancement of the rate of dispersion and dilution

of heavy gas spills, but these are practical problems with this technique. Wind direction changes

necessitate thu use of barriers wider than the actual vapor cloud and may require frequent

redeployment of the equipment. Sprays have been shown to be effective in reducing the flammable

plume size downwind of LNG spills.

Simple dilution provides a direct approach toward the reduction of toxic and flammable vapor

concentration. This involves the transport and mixing of uncontaminated air with the released

vapors. Large blower equipment, such as surplus jet engines, is available commercially and is

currently being used by railroads to remove snow and by airports to disperse fog.

Gel formation on the surface of toxic spills has been used for liquid immobilization but not for

vapor hazard control. The formation of a gel can generally reduce the vapor concentrations in the

air over a spill; however, the time required for the gelling reactions to be completed is a limiting

factor in the application of this technique for volatile toxic liquid releases. It is not applicable for

releases of toxic gases.

Foams have the ability to suppress vaporization when applied over the surface of a volatile
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chemical. The foam forms a barrier with a high resistance to both convective and molecular

diffusionm in addition, it has the ability to absorb the vapors to a certain extent. The efficiency of

vapor suppression depends on the vapor pressure and the solubility of the vaporizing chemical in

water. Foams also reduce vaporization by insulating the chemical from solar radiation and the

ambient air. However, foams lose their effectiveness for vapor suppression due to aging and the

effects of wind, temperature, humidity, or intensity of sunlight. Additional layers of foam must be

applied whcn this occurs.

Results of vaporization reduction tests (vaporization reduction is the ratio of actual

concentration in the ambient air using foam to the monitored concentrations for free vaporization)

indicate reductions that vary between 40 and 90%7 over duration periods up to 120 min. The data

for ammonia showed reductions of about 50%-: for periods up to 120 mn. Results for the

flammability suppression by foams were measured in terms of the secure time before ambient air

concentrations reached the lower explosive limit for particular flammable chemicals. Secure times

of 60 min were achieved using foam depths of up to 10 in. In summary, we conclude that

substantial improvements in vapor suppression of many toxic chemicals must be improved before

this method can be considered as a viable countermeasure; however, foams do appear to be quite

effective in preventing fires during the release of certain flammable chemicals.

18.3.2 Emereency Equipment

A wide variety of equipment is available for use in preventing toxic materials spills and in

responding to emergencies that involve these materials. Many of these items are included in the

equipment and supplies carried by emergency response teams responsible for mitig .oing the effects

of chemical spills. The invcntory of emergency equipment carried by the Houston Fire Department

Hazardous Materials Response Vehicle is included for reference.

Items described include the following:

1. chlorine emergency kits,

2. off-loading pumping systems,
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3. patching and plugging equipment,

4. response and communications equipment,

5. equipment for fires,

6. personal safety equipment, and

7. labels and placards.

In addition to the above items, inert-gas systems for the prevention of fires and explosions in vessels

and storage tanks are also included.

18.3.3 Emergencv Warning and Evacuation Systems

Emergency warning and evacuation systems are of utmost importance in the prevention of

injuries and fatalities from releases of toxic chemicals. In the case of fires and explosions, warnings

and evacuations may be less effective due to the short lead times and the possible wide area effects.

More statuto;y emphasis should be placed on requiring immediate notification and evacuation in

instances where there is imminent danger of a fire or explosion even when no release of hazardous

materials has occurred. For toxic chemical releases, the effectiveness of large-scale evacuations has

been shown to be a function of the area to be evacuated, the population density, and the warning

time. Warning time is a particularly important factor. Other issues that impact the effectiveness

of evacuations include uncertainties in the physical hazards, uncertainties in the warnings, social

factors, organizational factors, and certain behavioral factors. In general, the general population is

more likely to proceed with evacuation when they perceive the situation to be personally

threatening. However, most local communities are not well prepared for evacuations, and disaster

preparedness for chemical emergencies is not currently accorded high priority or systematically

addressed.

Public warning systems for the types of events considered must not only warn the community

but should also provide specific directions for evacuation and/or sheltering. Systems that are

available include alerting components such as sirens, bells, whistles, and horns plus communication

components such as public address, telephone, radio and TV broadcasts. Combined alert and



notification systems are available and aie used at certain chemical plants.

The determination of the zone to be evacuated during an Lmergency involves complex

procedures that are dependent on many factors. Probably the most.,, .. e systems for this

determination are the computeri/cd atmospheric dispersion-emergency response programs available

commercially. This judgment assumes that the release is of sufficient duration to allow operation

of the computer system. Further, operation of the computer in a real-time mode enables periodic

updating of the vapor cloud location, composition, and predicted direction of transport.

In the absence of available computerized systems or in cases where time will not permit their

application quick estimates of the emergency response zone can be developed by using a varicty of

published methods. These include evacuation tables, tables of maximum distances over which

hazardous gases may be harmful, simple mathematical formula for estimating an evacuation zone,

and charts based on Gaussian dispersion equation calculations. Development of a simple low-cost

hand calculator that could be used by emergency response personnel to determine emergency

response zones is recommended.

As an alternative to evacuation, in-place sheltering may be a viable means of self-protection at

large distances downwind from the release point where the concentration of hazardous material is

well below the flammable limits but may still be toxic. Calculations indicate that for short-time

puffs of toxic gases, the dose to inhabitants of typical dwellings would be one or two orders or

magnitude less than if they were exposed to the vapor cloud outside. Although the dose to the

inhabitants short-term i:; low, over a long period (hours) the dose would be the same as that outside

if the dwelling is not opened and flushed clean as soon as possible after the cloud has passed. If

this is not possible, evacuation from the contaminated area may be necessary.

18.3.4 Hazmat Moniloring and Ambient-Air Dispersion Modeling

Response to a recent survey of monitoring activities by various chemical plants indicated that

over 4 5%, of the respondents routinely monitor emission of chemicals from their plants. The

following methods are used:
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1. detection of odors by operating personnel,

2. industrial hygiene monitoring,

3. portable gas detectors,

4. detector tubes,

5. grab samples,

6. fixed point continuous monitors, and

7. personal dosimeters.

Although advances in technology are in progress, the capability is not currently available for

measuring all hazardous substances in the ambient air using a single system. Various instruments

are designed for different chemicals, but for the most part the chemical species and its expected

concentration range must be specified before a reliable system can be installed for emergency

detection and monitoring. The survey also revealed that most of the monitoring done by chemical

facilities is performed within the process unit areas; little monitoring is done at the plant boundaries

or beyond.

The two major categories of monitors are point sensors, which analyze the air at one or more

locations in or around a facility, and remote sensors, which are capable of continuously monitoring

an entire plant area. Point sensors that were reviewed include the following:

1. ion mobility spectrometers,

2. amperometric and voltometric analyzers,

3. colorimetric analyzers,

4. flame photometric analyzers,

5. nondispersive absorption spectrometers,

6. dispersive absorption spectrometers,

7. fourier transform infrared spectrometers, and

8. mass spectrometers.
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Remote scanning monitors considered include the following:

1. differwitial absorption light detection an(' ,nging (D!Al ), and

2. lidar systems.

Portable instruments for the detection of toxic or flammable chemical leaks that were also

identified include:

1. gas detector tubes,

2. combustible gas detectors, and

3. portable gas chromatographs.

Many computer-based dispersion models for predicting the spatial and temporal dispersion of

toxic and flammable vapor clouds have been developed and are now commercially available. In

addition to their dispersion capabilities, certain models include features such as; inclusion of local

emergency action plans, graphical displays of emergency action zones, special population (hospitals,

etc.) needs information, facility on-site features to indicated process features at the leak location,

and emergency plan checklists to monitor the progress of an emergency response.

A recent review of a group of 80 emergency response models identified ten commercial

emergency response systems. Four of these systems were then subjected to detailed evaluations,

which included simulations of actual dispersion tests. Results of these comparisons showed

reasonable agreement for several models and identified potential problem areas in others. A major

deficiency in all the models was the exclusion of simulations for chemical reactions, fires, and

explosions. Seven commercially available emergency systems are identified, and their features and

approximate costs are compared.

18.3.5 Hazards Evaluations of Processing Facilities

Predictive Hazards Evaluations (PHE) is the title given to a group of procedures used for

detailed qualitative and quantitative safety studies performed on chemical processing facilities. They

are used to identify and evaluate process hazards throughout all phases of the life of a facility:
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design, construction, startup and shutdown, normal operations, and plant revisions. PHE have been

developed and used extensivcly over the past 10 years by chemical, petrochemical, and petroleum

refineries throughout the world.

The procedures that have been developed may be divided into two categories: (1) those which

provide ;dentification of the specific hazards in a process plant and (2) a group of quantitative

mathematical models capable of estimating the risks associated with both normal and abnormal

plant operations.

Predictive Hazards Analyses (PHA) range from simple relatively inexpensive identification

studies to very detailed, complex, and expensive systems. Decisions as to which systems are to be

employed by a particular plant depend primarily on the levels of risk existing at the plant, the

complexity of the process, the potential for serious consequences from an accident to the plant

personnel and the local community, and the technical and financial resources available to the plant

management.

Acceptance of PHA systems by the chemical industry varies considerably for the different

methods. Widespread acceptance has occurred for Preliminary Hazard Analysis; Failure, Modes,

Effects, and Criticality Analysis; and the HAZOP procedure. These are primarily procedures that

force the plant designer/operators to review the process in intensive detail, identify those areas

where significant risks exist, and provide information to management concerning the corrective

actions required. A partial list of contractors who offer PHA services to the chemical industry is

included.

18.3.6 Emergency Response Information and Data Bases

The information required for developing of local community emergency response plans is very

extensive, and obtaining it can consume significant amounts of time and resources. The types of

information bases to be developed include:

1. hazardous materials properties (toxicity, flammability, reactivity, physical properties, etc.);
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2. historical data on hazmat accidents; and

3. inventories and materials flow for hazmats.

Several exllent data bases are available for the properties of hazardous materials, including

the EPA List of "Extremely Hazardous Substances," the Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS), the

MEDLARS Data Base, the CHRIS Hazardous Chemical Data Base, the Association of American

Railroads Data Base, DOT's Guidebook for Hazardous Materials Incidents, and NFPA's Fire

Prevention Guide on Hazardous Materials.

For historical data on major hazmat incidents, the most complete resource is the EPA Acute

Hazardous Events Data Base. Transportation events are recorded under the DOT Hazardous

Materials Information System; and, by law, all significant hazmat events are to be reported to and

recorded in the National Response Center Data Base. This data base will probably improve

significantly under the reporting provisions of the new SARA Title III statute.

The only federal materials flow data base for transportation of hazmats is the Commodity

Transportation Survey. However, this information is usually aggregated and not useful for specific

materials flows. Data concerning hazmat transpoitdtion by rail or by water are available, but data

for truck transport are far less plentiful. Local surveys are usually required to determine the flows

of hazmats through local communities for emergency planning purposes.

18.3.7 Community and Facility Planning for Toxic Chemical Emergencies

Guides, planning procedure handbooks, and reports of successful planning projects have been

developed under the sponsorship of the federal government, industry, trade organizations, and

private engineering organizations. Descriptions of the various documents available for planning

operations, along with a partial list of organizations available for consulting in this area, are

included.
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18.4 NEW TECHNICAL APPROACHES

18.4.1 Prevention of Chemical Accidents

Increased emphasis has been placed recently on the technical countermeasures involved in the

prevention of chemical accidents and the interaction between the prevention and the emergency

response aspect,,. Technical approaches reviewed in the area of prevention include the following:

1. human factors in accident prevention,

2. prevention at chemical production and storage facilities,

3. prevention through education and certification, and

4. community awareness programs.

Prevention countermeasures that appear promising for existing plants include:

1. plant risk analysis (HAZOP, Failure Mode and Effects, etc.),

2. equipment depressurization during emergencies,

3. secondary containment systems,

4. reduction of toxic material inventories,

5. substitutes for hazardous materials,

6. explosion suppression systems,

7. machinery vibration programs, and

8. improvements to storage systems.

Many of these countermeasures have already been implemented in certain chemical plants.

Their adoption by the entire sector would almost certainly improve the overall safety and reliability

of the processing industry and significantly reduce the frequency of chemical releases.

18.4.2 Detection and Warning, Systems

Probably the most critical need with respect to detection systems concerns the requirement for

a remote sensing instrument that will detect releases of a wide range of chemicals over the entire

area or boundary of a plant site. Instruments are currently available to perform this task for one
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or perhaps several chemicals but not for a broad range of materials. Also, they are not currently

capable of detecting a mixture of hazardous materials in the ambient air. Costs for the available

instruments for remote sensing are very high and probably beyond the range of most communities

concerned with monitoring local highways, truck stops, and rail yards. The only realistic detection

systems for local monitoring appear to be low-cost point sensors for particular chemicals such as

ammonia, chlorine, hydrogen sulfide, etc. Selection of the hazards to be monitored can be

accomplished by performing a hazards evaluation for a particular community and by identifying

those chemicals that are most likely to present a risk to the community.

18.4.3 Minimizing Transportation Risks

Improved data and information systems concerning highway and rail transportation of hazardous

materials are probably the most critical countermeasures needed by local planning committees. Data

are not currently available for the flow of these materials throughout the nation; in most cases they

can only be developed through local surveys. Many communities have followed this approach, but

the costs are high - probably beyond the resources of most local areas. It may be feasible to utilize

the data required by the new SARA Title III statute to develop a materials flow data base, and

studies of this potential resource are recommended. The installation of adequate monitoring and

warning equipment at transportation vehicle concentration points such as rail yards and truck stops

appears to be a critical need. Recent experience has demonstrated that these areas are probable

locations of toxic releases, and they represent significant risks to the nearby populations.

Another proposed countermeasure concerns the use of radio warning systems installed in

vehicles carrying hazmats. These radios would be activated during an accident and would give first

responders a description of the cargo and provide recommended response procedures from a remote

position. It is suggested that this countermeasure would permit identification of the cargo much

more rapidly and remove most doubts concerning the proper procedures to be used in response to

chemical transportation accidents.
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Development of remotely operated emergency response equipment, advanced computer

programs that utilize artificial intelligence for emergency response situations, and investigation of

the feasibility of controlled burning during hazardous chemical releases are also recom!ended.

18.5 METHODOLOGY FOR RANKING OF CHEMICAL HAZARDS

A procedure for ensuring a unilorm approach to the measurement of the relative threat from

various chemicals has been developed. Such as approach is needed because of the wide diversity

in these materials. The procedure takes this diversity into account by assigning ratings for toxicity,

fire, reactivity, mobility, domestic production, and domestic shipments to each material. Each rating

is then multiplied by an importance factor, and the results are combined mathematically to obtain

an overall ranking that can be used to compare the relative risks for each material.

The rating system was tested on 120 hazardous materials selected from the EPA list of

"Extremely Hazardous Substances" and other sources. A broad range of variables was used as the

criterion for selection of these materials, including the following:

I. very acute to low toxicity,

2. bulk industrial chemicals to low annual production rate chemicals,

3. highly flammable/explosive to nonflammable/nonreactive materials,

4. chemicals that have caused - casualties to many injuries or deaths during 1980-85, and

5. very volatile (mobile) to slightly volatile chemicals.

Results of this rating system are tabulated in the following four categories, representing

descending levels of relative risk: (1) very high risk materials, (2) high risk materials, (3) moderate

risk materials, and (4) lesser risk materials. No attempt was made toward ranking the individual

materials within their individual categories. The 120 chemicals selected were spread roughly equally

among the four categories.

In our judgment this ranking system should be of value to planners responsible for selecting

those materials which represent the maximum danger to their local communities and also for
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determining the hazard ranking of new chemicals entering the market. Extension of this procedure

to the entire list of "Extremely Hazardous Materials" is recommended.
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20 APPENDIX

Glossary of Acronyms

AAR American Association of Railroads

ABET Accreditation Board for Engineering Technology

AIChE American Institute of Chemical Engineers

API American Petroleum Institute

BLEVE Boiling Liquid Exponding Vapor Explosion

CAER CMA's Community Awareness and Emergency Response Program

CEPP EPA's Chemical Emergency Preparedness Program

CERCLA Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and
Recovery Act (of 1976)

CFR U.S. Code of Federal Regulations

CHEMNET A mutual aid network of chemical shippers and contractors.
CHEMNET has more than fifty participating companies with
emergency teams, twenty-three subscribers, and several emergency
response contractors.

CHEMSEP OSHA Chemical Special Emphasis Program

CHEMTREC Chemical Transportation Emergency Center operated by the
Chemical Manufacturers Association

CHLOREP Chlorine Emergency Plan operated by the Chlorine Institute

Ch RIS/HACS Chemical Hdzarus Response Information System/Hazard Assessment
Computer System developed by the U.S. Coast Guard. HMACS
is a computerized model of the four CHRIS manuals that contain
chemical-specific data.

CMA Chemical Manufacturers Association

CPG 1-3 Federal Assistance Handbook: Emergency Management, Direction
and Control Programs, prepared by FEMA

CPG 1-8 Guide for Development of State and Local Emergency Operations
Plans, prepared by FEMA

CPG 1-8A Guide for the Review of State and Local Emergency Operations
Plans, prepared by FEMA

CRC CMA's Chemical Referral Center
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CWA Clean Water Act

DOC U.S. Department of Commerce

DOD U.S. Department of Defense

DOE U.S. Department of Energy

DOI U.S. Department of the Interior

DOJ U.S. Department of Justice

DOL U.S. Department of Labor

DOS U.S. Department of State

DOT U.S. Department of Transportation

EMA FEMA's Emergency Management Assistance Program

EMI The Emergency Management Institute is a component of FEMA's
National Emergency Training Center.

EOP Emergency Operations Plan developed in accord with the guidance

in CPG 1-8

EP Extraction Procedure in RCRA

EPA U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

ERG DOT's Emergency Response Guidebook

ERT EPA's Enviornmental Response Team

FEMA U.S. Federal Emergency Management Agency

FEMA-10 Planning guide and checklist for Hazardous Materials Contingency
Plans, forerunner of present Hazardous Materials Emergency
Planning Guide

FWPCA Federal Water Pollution Control Act

HAZMAT Refers generally to hazardous substances, petroleum, natural gas,
synthetic gas, acutely toxic chemicals, and other toxic chemicals.

HAZTOP Hazard and operability study, a systematic technique for identifying
hazards or operability problems throughout an entire facility

HHS U.S. Department of Health and Human Services

HIT Hazard Information Transmission piogram provides a digital
transmission of the CHEMTREC emergency chemical report to first
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responders at the scene of a hazardous materials incident.

HMAC (P) Hazardous Materials Advisory Council

HMAC (P) Memphis/Shelby County, Tennessee, Hazardous Materials Advisory
Council

HMTA Hazardous Materials Transportation Act

HSWDA Hazardous and Solid Waste Disposal Amendments (1984) to RCRA

IEMIS FEMA's Integrated Emergency Management Information System

IEMS Integrated Emergency Management System, developed by FEMA

JRT Joint Response Team efforts between the U.S., Mexico and Canada

LPG Liquified Petroleum Gas

MSDS Material Safety Data Sheets specified by SARA Title III

MTB Material Transportation Board of DOT

NACA National Agricultural Chemicals Association

NCP National Contingency Plan

NCP National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan

NEMS FEMA's National Emergency Management System

NESHAP National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants

NETC FEMA's National Emergency Training Center

NFA The National Fire Academy, component of FEMA's National
Emergency Training Center

NIOSH National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health

NOAA U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

NRC National Response Center

NRT National Response Team, consisting of representatives of 14
government agencies (DOD, DOI, DOT/RSPA, DOT/USCG, EPA,
DOC, FEMA, USDA, DOJ, HHS, DOL, Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, and DOE)

NSF National Strike Force (under USCG)

OSC On-Scene Coordinator, the Federal official predesignated by EPA
or USCG to coordinate and direct Federal responses and removals
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under the NCP

OSHA DOL Occupational Safety and Health Administration
PL U.S. Public Law
PMN Premanufacturing Notification provision in TSCA
PSTN Pesticide Safety Team Network (National Agricultural Chemicals

Association)

RCRA Resource Compensation and Recovery Act (of 1976)

RDDT Research, Development, Demonstration and Training Provisions of
SARA

RPM Remedial Project Managers

RRT Regional Response Teams composed of representatives of Federal
agencies and a representative from each State in the Federal region

RQ Reportable Quantities of hazardous chemicals (from CERCLA plus
recent revisions)

RSPA DOT Research and Special Programs Administration

SARA The "Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986."
Title III of SARA includes detailed provisions for community
planning.

SARA Title III The "Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act of
1986" (included in SARA)

SEOC State Emergency Operations Center (Tennessee)

SSC Scientific Support Coordinators (NOAA or EPA)

TEMA Tennessee Emergency Management Agency

TSCA Toxic Substance Control Act

USCG U.S. Coast Gvwrd (Department of Transportation)
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